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''POREWORD
4

The series "Studies
A

in Mathematics" 1s devoted to material

useful to- high schodl maf,tiematics teachers and directly related

#
to high school mathematics, courses.,, In general, the volumes in'

this series contain about the amount of material that can)be
c.

.covered in a summ,pr or 1Q-service course. 'Earlier volumpS in

this seri.es weze devoted to set theory, geometry' and algebra.

Thi.t volume is a slight departure from the established

pattern in two ways, .First, it,con,;ains mire material than can

be covered in.a shol!'t course and some of this' material is some-

what more sophisticated than hat infthe earliervolumes.: Hence,

this icarticular volume will probably be used chiefly as 'a source ,

°

,c

of supplementary materlal.
0?

Second, this 16,a tramslato,J,of a, Russian Xhe SMSG

Panel on Teacher Training Materials has e..amined a number of
. N7 8

, \ Russian teNts for peachers and will exae, mare. $o far, only /
.

,4t a few Ofothese, of which this is one, have seethed° to the
.

he Panel'
;

. \ to .be ,directly useful to teachervin thiscountiy. WP hope to

be able to makeTailable in this series addiAopal translations

which da S'eQM .to be useful.
.

.

, .

.
.

Thtranslation-of this text was carriedpout under the aus-
. -

,', pices of tyre Survey of Recent,East.Eitropean MatOpmatical iiitc-
0

tare, located at the Unlv'ersity of chiCago. We aoe'very pleased v

hat the T,t)T-vey has been willing'Co make thi&translation avail-
. .

ble through this, series. .

,

. One warning to the
4

reade--the translation is exact, and

the language used by theauthor haS not teen brOught up to date.

In PartieUiar, where we,wpUld speak of the "product ", e author

speaks'of t.ih-e,sum" of tran" rmati:Ons.

-7.
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FOREWORD TO THE FIRST EDITION

The present text is based entirely on secondary achobl course

content and is intended.to serve the professional-needs of future

teacherS, in paticular the broadening of their mathematical culture

-arid the cultivation of the required skills.

We begin with the study of the fundamental set-theoretic

- concepts, the application of the.general concept of the function

(according to Lobachevskil) in geometry, and the concept of a group

of transformations; the rudiments of' the general theory of groupS

are' presented. It is not possible"today to teach geometry success-,

fully without mastering the elements of the geometry If Lobachevskt4

The L.,-;xt contains a considerable number of suggested exercises.

Independent work by the studepts is indispensable, and in each chap-

ter topics for such work are given and reference is made to the

appropriate literature, wnich,.notwithstanding the novelty of the'

program, facilitate rapid orientation, for bsth teacher and students.
11)

Especial importance is attached to, the exercises connected with

the structure of secondary school textbooks. The most progressArily

organized school course in geometry wad the creation of the, out-

standing Russian savant and pedagogue H. A. Glagolev. The present

work idlintendedto aid in. putting into effect the ideas on which,.

his textbook is founded. The,tendency to put off the beginning of

a systematic course in geometry until the upper classgs of the

middle school, and in the sixth and seventh classes to substitute

for it some sort of allca ous potpourri of logic and "intuitive

deduction" must be regard d as altogether indefensible.' Within the

framework of the existing chool program in geometry the teacher

has inexhaustible 'opportunities to inculcate important ideas of

contemporary science - set-theoretic c&ncepts, the general concept

of the function, geometrical transformations, Jtheconcpt of group,

the axiomatic method, and so on. From our point of view 'such a

change in the school program as, foi, example, the introduction of

differential and integral calculus without a dufficient.foundation,
.

ears t6 be .t present outdated, 0.

1A9 0'
.
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The pytsent c LIT6Htogether with secondary school texts will

almoLt completely provde for the studyof all parts of the program.

Lack of'spe has forced me to omittao chapters devoted to sur-0

ireying and the application of trigonometry to geometry. This gap

can be readily made `good by the availability of other eiksting.,

textbooks. The material ,in small_ type* is not to b.e `condidei;ed-
,

optional.

Moscow, 1st August 1950.$
c

Kut4zov

Which appearedinthe original in small type is here

indicated by the use, of wider margins.,

!
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FOREWORD TO THE SECOND EDITION

In the second edition only plighaddition4 have been intro7

duced, which take intq account suggestions front the reviews'of4phe

first edition. The ideas of projective geometry would require a

preeise\and detailed construction of projective space, and are not.

expounded in this bbok.
t

Moscow, 25 October 1954.

t. a

t

B. Kutuzov-
.

a
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PART ONE IT

INTRODUCTION`

Chapter I

GEOMETRIC FIGURES .AS POINT SETS,
4

In Aihe beginping of. Chapter I, the funda-
mental'Uoncepts-Of.axiom and theorem are briefly

j7. discussed. These questiOns will' be taken -up in
greaten detail in part rv-of this book which is
devoted to the foundations of-geometryland the

......,geometry-bf Lqbachevskii. :

_ ,

In the main, Chapterr,49#ibiw*h the notion
pf a. geometric figure as' sett-and the ap-
plication intgeometry of basic set-theory notions
(theoperations'of intersection and-union of fig-
ures, and the identification of elethents of a i

figure). . .
'

to ,,,
c

1. BASIC CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS IN GEOMETRY
i e

There cannOtbe two opinions Concerning the origin or

mathematgl.concepts.

"The concePtsof dhmber and figure are derived, in fact,

from] the real world
I .The concept of figure, as well as that

.of number,is derived exclusively from the external, orld and

did not at all originate in the mind as a result"of pure thoughti.,

Before men could arrive at the concept of figure there bad to
e,

exist material objects possessing various
0 .o .

-pared one ''with another. Pp re mathematics has as its subject

forms which were com-

.patter spatial forms and quantitative relations

world, i.e. an entirely real content. The fact

appears xtnemely abstract fOnhitbardly

in the eXeernal world. In order

4 -0 -T

I

13

concea

in the objective

that this Content

ls its origin

to study these forms and .

-t -3 -7- -'1 -3 Y

p
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relations in their pure aspect, it, is necessary to drorce them

completely from their context,'removj.ng this context as,something [4,

irrelevinttZ).the matter at hand. Id this mancier are obtained

G-'
points... lines..;"(1) . , 1

.. .. ,
. ,,,

In gedmetry
'

as its every mathematical science, we deet with
.

I

. ,

, concepts which' are defined An cterMS of other concepts. These,

in,turn, are frequently defined with the aid' of still other con:.
. *

4'1 Cepts and so on., Let us consider ap example. A circle is de-
N

fined as the locus of points- lying, in a plane such that the

segments joining them with a Point.Ain the same plane' are equal

to a given segment X. ( 4
0 .

o ,

Here the pn6ept 'circle" is defined with the aid of a series.
. . .

of other concepts: "point," "plane," "lie on,4 "locus, of
1

.

points," "segment," "Joinin" "equal." In order to define a
...

. ..
circumference, these_ ,latter concepts'have to be regarded as al-

e'

ready known. cif, however; these concepts also are unknown, we

must either define them in terms of..'still other, concepts or else

leave them without definition, lin4iing ourselves to explanations

. or simple illustrations only.
5 . "

Since a "chain of definitions" can not be continued without

end, we must, clearly, begin with concepts which remain Undefined..
r I

In geometry, we choose certain concepts as- basic, trying at
4111

the Same tune 'to keep their number as small'as':possible. Basi

concepts remain undefined.' The yday be chosen in a variety...of

ways.

.

K. Marx and F. Engel's, SOchinerli-VOl.t- 14,-page 39.
MarX-Engels Inintitute, 1939.

I4
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, .

\,,, Most frequently the choice fall on such uhdefiad, concepts

_,as "poinW "line," "plane," "belong to or "lie on," "lie

between," "be equal."'

All the, remaining concepts met, with in geometry should be
Sr

defined with precision in terms ofAhese basic concepts.

For,dnstah'c'e, theconcept.of segment is defined as the set

Pt "Points" "lying between" two given points A and B. The points

A and B are called the "end paints" of the segment AB.
. .

Expressions quch-as "to *fine correctlor "to possess a

certain'propertiy" b'elong to the" domain of logic.. In the study

of geometry, the fundamentals of logiC aswell,as certain basiC

concepts arithmetic are regarded az known. v .

A t

Ar

#'

.

rr

ik

A
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2, AXIOMS AND THEOREMS

Just as "chain of definition's" in geometry cannot be

continued endlessly, so must also a "chain of proofs" be finite.

Ordinarily, ny proposition in gedmetry,,for instance the

Pythagorean theorem, is proved on the,basis of pertain preceding

propositions; the latter are proved with the aia'of Others,

proved still, earlier, .and soon. This series of references to

"previously proven" propositions cannot be continued endlessly.

Geomet yis a mathematical discipline begins with propo-

sitions whi h are acceteedwithout proof. These propositions '

are called eometric axioms. The ba'sic axioms of gecMietry are

derived fro experience, rom practice.

ExamPl s of axioms: "On a straight line, there are-at least

two points. In a plane, there exist at least three points which

do not lie on one straight line."

;.:0** "If two planes Tandp have a common point A, then they

.beve at least one other common point B."

Euclid's Axrbili. "Let.abe an arbitrary line, and A a` point

not on a ; then in the plane determined by the line et-and the
A

S

allrl

paint A there does not exist more than one 1 passihg through

the point. A and not intersecting the line .
11

.

Let us note that in\thelast axiom - the axiom of parallels-
\ .0 ,

-a statemen is made concerning theexistence of "not more than

1. one line pa ing through the, oint A and not intersec i g the

line an (fie.°1). The axiom )oes not state whether, even one
, 0 '

such line exists. If there,existed no line at all not ipter-

.pecting the line a4 the axiom as stated would-stillbeValid.

1,G
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Fig. i Fig. 2

That there exists, in:the planed determined by the ine

and the.point A at least one line passing through the p

and not 1.ntersecting the line 40., is something which may

paved.' This proposition is a theorem. 'A simpledemonst tion

..of it is known:
9' 1

<)

Let B-be an arbitrary point on line 40...(fig:-2); Let us

.,join the point B to the point A by means of the line Kb, and

let us construct the-line b so that the alternate angles

and QS are equal. Then line b does not intersect line a... In

fact, if we assumed that lines,aand b intersected in the point

S We should

was equal

find, that in the triangle SAB the exterior angle 944

to the non-adjacent interior angle
:

Consequently,-
a ,

the point of intersection S of the indicated lines a. and 6.

.cannot exist.

Combining the, assertiorla

just proved,4),We,can

b which, under the

'pot the 9:0e

The lines g.. and.6,which are co-planar and non-ilidrseCting'

-are called'paral).els,

EVerypro-os itton in geometry which is not fn,-the list of
1

of Euclid is axiom and the theorem
,I0

state that there exists one and.onlr one-line

considered above, does not inter-
,r

conditions

axioms is a theorem and needs to be proven. 'The simpliOty or

I7
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"self evidence" of the proposition is, here

Many p'ropositions pogsessing a high degree of "self

evidence" are neVertheless not in the list of axioms and, con-

sequently, should be proven as.theoreths. On the other hand,

there are propositions which are hot at all "self evident "1but,

1n the list of axioms, are acceptablethOut proof.

\
In a*teAbook,-it is possible to show orylyindividual:

exames of proofs carried out in full logical detail and u17.

timately based only upon the aiioms. An ,exhaustive

exposition of geometry could only be taken up in bulky scientific

streatises,

A.full l40.4 of axioms, compOsed the end the XIXth

and the beginning of the'Mh centuries, will be given,in part

IV of.our text. In the, following expositipn, we shall consider

the contents of the mathematical noursein the secondary schools

. as already knOpn to the reader.

,18
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3. THE CONCEPT OF1 GEOMETRIC FIGURE AS A POINT SET

.Any set

is a primary

defined. In

of points is called a figure The notion (e set

concept which may only be explained but is nbt

place of the word "set" other, equivalent, words

are used: "aggregate," "class, ", "collection," "system," etc,,,°'

,Sets pansisting of points are known as point sets or

tr2figures: The points belonging to a set arethe elements of

this set.

One speaks of the set of points of a segment, the set of

points of a line, the set of points of a sphere and so on.'

One may also speak of the set of all lines in space, ''the

setof all spheres, the set of all planes tangent to a given.

sphegoand so on. In these latter cases the elements of the.

,sets are themselves sets.

A finite set is often given b? simply pointing out its

elements, for instance, the set of spokes in the wheels of a

given bicybile.

An infinite set is given by indicating a property possessed

by its elements. After indicating this charadVebistic property

of the elements of a set, it is possible to,Xide with regard

to any object, whether or not it belofigs to the given set.

Let us consider some examples of figureS.

A point, a line, a plane as well as the whole of space ar4.;

figures. A point is a set consisting of one element; a-line, a

plane thethe whole of space are infinite' sets of points.

When we speak of a segmeilt we should distinguish three
,

figures. We shall call a set'' consisting of two points A and 'ilt

/_

19
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a zero-dimensional segment. The set consisting of-the points A

. and B and all the points lying between A and B will be

one-dimensional closed segment or simply seemeht.

called a

Here we should understand the word "closed!! to mean that

the'ends.of the 'segment, i.e. the points A and belong to the

segments -AB... -

The set consisting only of

points A and.B, will be called

or interval.

Here we should understand

end points of the interval,
r

belong to the interval.

An interval is a segment with the end p

the points lying betweehithe

a one-dimensional open segment

the word Open to mean that the

. the points A and B; do nOt%

a zero-diMensional segment is the set of end poi

its excluded;

A conventional representation of these

\fig. 3.

01 8

t.

ts of a segment.

figures is given in

Fig. 3 -I. Fig. 4'
fit,

t

Let us.alio.distinguisltpetween the,followingj'iguresL

.A circle in is the set og points'M of a plane r whose

distances from a given point 0 in the plane _ (fig. 4) are

equal to-a given segment R, i.ei such that

7 OM = R = const.

..t
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A,closed disk, 'Dr simply a disk,_ is a set consisting of

the points of the p3 ne r lying inside the circle .r
together with. the point's of'the circle r itself (fig. 4)., i.e.

such that

OM' < R.t'
The circle r is called .the boundary of die*cllek. The

circle is a curue.

A/g, open disk is a set consisting df the points WI interior
o

to circle n, i.e. such that

R,

An open cl 1.s a disk without its. boundary;

A sphere is the. = tOf, b.11 points' which are at a given I--

distance R from a given p t -0, 1.e. such that

F,

OM 10-18t
\ ,

A sphere is a surface.
,

A solici sphere or glObe.is the sat of 'points mi at a-
, %:-

, distance not greater than R from a given point

such that. 'N

444- N, 0u,' ( Ft, .`.
0

A globe is a solid:', Its boUndary is ,a sphere.
, v t

An open 'globe is a .g-lobe 'wi:thciut its boundary, i.e. the

*

5), i.e.

9.

S'

-

set`;of=all points M11 such ,that"..
, .

OM < R.
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The set of all pointd-lelexterior to a given' solid sphere

Aup >AI I'S also a figure. . -

;Tilep-pqu4tor, parallels and. Meridians on a sphere are

figures. The two
.

poles Pi and -P2 of wpnere form a zero-dimen-

sional diawter of the.sphert,,

Let us consider now the notion of a triangle.. We shall

,

distinguish the following figures..

9.,
0.)

9 .

ed Fig. ,6

p

3

J

A zero,aimenAbnal.triangle AZC is_a set consisting bf

three oZlindarvints'A,,B, and d (fig. 6a).
. lir

A one-dimensional triangle ABC is

longineto the segmentd-AB, BC, and CA

B, and C. are non-6ollinear, (fig. 6b).

quently. Called. a linear. triangle.,

the. set ofegoints he-

where the end points A,

Such a. triangle is.fre-

A two-dimensionar'triangle:ABC consists of all points of

__the_onerdimen4iOna1 .'tiiangl together'with the points of

the plane ABC.interior t this line triangle (fig. 60. The
...

one-dimeAnal_triangle ABC .Ss the ,boundary of the two-
.

. e '

--.

dimensional triangle ABC. A linear- triangle has no boundar\
_ . . , s

A two-dimendidnal. triangle with the boundary excluded is called

g. I

oen-twp-dlipenshal--tpianele.

11 I e

2
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The necessity of distin ishini these thPee figures AEC

appears not only -in geometry. I mechanics, for instance, when

we. speak of finding the center of g avity of a triangle ABF:

the problem has. no meaning unless we ke clea4:rhich of the

three forms of the triangle we have in mind.

Let us find, the center of gravity of each of the

trianglet
,

Let eq al massesm be concentrated at each of
,

the points A, B, and C,of a zero - dimensional tri-

angle (-fig 7). The centerof gravity D of the two

masses con entrated at the points'A and -B is at the

midpoint of the segment AB. Let us concentrate

both of the e masses at the point D. This leaves

the center o gravity of the zero-dimensismal tri-

angle unchanged. Dividing then the edian CD by

means of thewpoint E in inversepratio to the

_masses, we find

CE _2m
Er

)1?

.,
444-

op
Fig. 7

1 Thus E, the point of ihterseetion.6f-the medians,

is the center of gravity of the zero-dimensional

triangle.

Let us consider now a two-dimensional triangle.

. _
Here it is necessary to fin he center of gravity 'lip

of a homogeneous triangula plate ABC. It is im-

-23
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- -

possible to find with Mathematical exactness the

center of gravity of such a plate without the aid

. of the theory of limits. We shall limit our5elves

to a heuriptic discussion.

Let us divide the plate ABC into very thin strips

parallel to.the base AB. The center of gravity of

each strip PQ (fig. 8) will be at the center E of

that strip. IfIlwe were to concentrate the mass

of each ,strip PQ at its center, of gravity E, we

should obtain a non-uniform distribution of mass

along the median CD. Consequently, the center of

gravity of the-triangular plate lies on the median

CD. This is true for any median, and it follows
. .

that the desired center of gravity of a two-dimen-

sional triangle is at the point of intersection of

the medians. The result. is the same as for a,,zero-
.

dimensional triangle.

A different result, however, is obtained for a

one-dimensional triangle.

.
Let us consider a homogeneous "wire" triangle

. AEC (fig. 9). The center of.gravity of eaal-side,

of'the triangle'is at its midpoint.. The masses of'
. .

the sides are' proportional to the lengths of the

204



.7, so-

.

sides. Let Y be the linear density of the one-

diMensional triangle, i.e. the ma 'st'of:a unit 'of

length. Let us.,coneen;cate the mass of each" side

at its midpoint. We obtain a zero-dimensional

,
. triangle Al :51 C1 with masses Ya, Tb, Y at the

vertices, Tne center of gravity, C2, of the two

masses YYa and."6 divides the segment Al Bi a

ratio inversely proportional .to the masses, i.e.

A1 C2 ' b "ff C'1

UTET :fa a . 1 a Cl Bl
2

A

6//
/Fig.

9

"Thus the point 2 divides the pide'of Al B1

of the triangle Al Bi Cl into parts proportional

to the adjoining'sides of this triangle. This

Implies that C1 C2 is the bisector of the angle

Cl of'the triangle AL.Ei Cl. Concentrating the

masses Ya and Yb at their center of gravity C2,

wer educe the problem to finding. the Center of

gravity of two masses l'(a." + b) and Yc concen-

trated at the ends. of the segment C2 _Cl. The

desired center of gravity, consequently, 'lies on

the angular bisector C1 C2 of the triangle Al B1 Cl.

_Wt- there 1-8riCrea-s-oh7t:oi-.,;4nalngbut- 1,01, f-:Rogr

25
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e

the other bisectoft. It follows that t.- enter
e

of gravity of a- ne:dimenSional triangle is alF

the point:of int section of the angular .bisectors

of the triangle whose vertices axe at the mid-:

points of the sides of the given triangle (fig. 9).

Only in the case of an equilateral triangle do

the centers of gravity of all three figures coi ?cide.

In some elementary geometry textbooks- the 'word

triangle is used to denote a one-dimensional tri-
C

angle. The intersection of the medians is, at the

same time, ,balled the center of gravlty, of the tri-
.

angle, which is, of course, incorrect.

A convex figure is a' figure which together with every pai

of 5ointS.A and B belonging to it, contains all points of the

Segment AB.

All regular ,Polyhedrons, cons'dered as solids, togethek

with their faces, edges, and vertices are convex figures.' 'There.

4,

-

are five regular polyhedrons.'

Refining our definition as we did- in the ease of-the)tri-
,-,

angle, we have to distinguish, for,instance, the Figures:

zero - dimensional tetrahedron -,the set of vertices A,B,'C gild D
.1 Vor a: regular tetrahedron; a onerdimensional (or ainear) teta=

hedron - the set of vertices
.

and edge& pf a regular te6lahed on;
. ----

, 1

.

, w

a-tmo-dimensional tetrahedron - the set-of points
a
bel o

.
. .

the,faces, edges and vertices; and, finally, a thr al
...

tetrahedron I the set of interior and bour polr}ts of g

tetrahedron'W.g. 10).

26
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0

Such a differentiation can alsb be carried out for the cube

(fig. 11), octahedron (fig. 12), dodecahedron (rig. 13) and
, , 1

icosahedron (fig. 14),
.

,

.. 4
Fig. 10 Fig. 11 Fig. 12

If we'take any two points A and B belonging to one of the

above-mentioned three-dimensional figures, then the entire seg-

-ment AB with all its points will also belong to the figure.

liWo-dimensional, one-dimensional and zero-dimensional

regular polyhedron's are not convex figures.

Fig. 13 F,ig. 14
c

Each separate Lace, separate edge and searate vertex of

a-&egular polyhedron is a convex figure.

A disk.hnd a solid sphere are convex figures. However,
.- -
41 ;fr. tt '''

, r .
s,

'; 1 their bOundarled, the circle and the sphere,
S'

not ot convex.

' -A point, a .segment, a line, a,pine, the whole of space°
t .

are convex figures.

2 7

,

°
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Considering for instance a plane, ,if we join any, two points

of the plane by a, sqgment, we obtain a segMent belonging entirely
- ,

to the plane, which proves that the plane,i.s,Convex._

We pause to; theass;1,tion: POInt M is a convex
Or

figure." Let us follow closely tht definition of convexity. =Take

any two points A an B of the figure; they coincide with tht point

M. The segment AB onsfsts of the ,coincident:end.pointS A and B.
%

, 0

There are no inner points on this segment. Thus all the points

of the segment AB belong to our figure - the, point M. It follows
..,,. . .;. .

that a point i& a convex figure.
;

Out of formal' logical considerations we are led to introduce.
, ,

)

the so-called "empty set." This is a set which doed not contain
. i II

any elements. The empty set of,points is also considered a fig-
/

c

ure. As an example. of an empty set weamay,"take the set/of inner. ,

.

points of A segment whose end points coindide. We shall Call such

''asegment a'null segment.
f

It is necessary to'dif'erentiate betleen the notion of

"null" segment and that of "zero-dimensional" segment.

It frequently turns out that there do not exist any elements

wlih some gi;ren property. The set of Such elements is empty.

One may usually picture an empty set as an empty bag con-

g no objects. We must also distinguish between a set con-
0,00'.

g a single element and the element itself. It is useful to
..,,

-)aeCoxevonels eyes a "visual Model" of such a set: a bag

)14,

containing one object.

We may say that "a set is a multitude conceivedIt-ene.!!-------
.

(36Y. This "multitude," however, may consist of one object or'

28
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"may even contain no. objects et all.

Frequently statements containlithe notion of empty set '

Pr*Iformuitedpir the,uSe Of 414tuble Ogation." For instancef

we Shall preve that "s point M is a convex set" as follows:.

Let us 'tan any two points A and_ B belonging to the given figure.

There are no points of the, segment AS which do not belong to the
. --

given figure M. This is what was required to show. This manner

0

e

of argument using double negation should be mastered.

If a figure has no boundary then the figure should be con-

sidered as closed, 'since, we may s ay that the set of points forming

the boundary is empty, and Consequently there are no boundary

points which do not belong to the figU`re. It is indeed in this

sense that the circle and the sphere are closed figures:'

The empty point set should be considered as a Convex set.

In fact, if the ends of any segment belong to such a figure, then

there are no points on the segment which dd not belong to the

given figure. Speaking plainly, there is neither such a segment
Qr

'nor any points belonging to it. The need to introduce the empty

set is dictated same considerations as the introduction

(36).

In concluding this section, let us point Cut a lafge and

important class of gures - figures of revolution. Let- there

be given a line,e d a figure 0,(fig. 15). The point M belongs

to the figureAof revolution L. if we,can.71:1nd in the set' cid a

point.

p

29
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Fig. 15

N so that the foot, 0", of the ,perpendicular from M to Coincides

_ with that of the perpendicular from N to..6,tand the'distances

CM and ON of-the points M and rfrom the line a- are equal:

71
OM = ON

In other words, every point'N of the set 0 "descrilbes" a
,

-circle w ith its center 0 on the "axis of revolutiOn"...e, and

radius ON. The points of all nal circles forM the figure of
a
revolution. The figure 6 , generating the figure of revolution

is called the revolving figure.(1)

.Let us consider some examples of figures of revolution. If
,7

lwe rotate a linen:, parallel to the axis of rotation,e then we

obtain ,the surface of-a eireUlar-.cylindbr (fig. 16).', Only the

;.=

part of this surface described by the segment PQ Of the line 7A.-,

'-is shown in the drawing.

If we revolye the entire !trip between the parallel A and

iriclilaing the points on the lines 2 and (fig. 16), then we

'obtain a rig circular loliecylinder.'

, .:(1) In figure 15,0the-!AS6Iid," the "bird," and the "butterfly"
constitute one figure 95 .

z
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Fig, 16 Fig. lf Fig. 18

191.

If we revolve a line .rn., not perpendicular to the axis of

rotation Q and intersecting _Z. in a point S '(fig. 17), we obtain

a conical surface of revolutipn. Only the part of this surface

described by the ,segment PQ of the line ./rn, is shown in the drawing..

If we revolve the part of the plane betwAn the lines

and , i.e. the angle and its vertical angle, we obtain a

solid circular cone.

Let 2 and -?-n, be.non-perpendicular skew lines.

rr,.. around we obtain a surface called a hyperboloid of

revolution,of one sheet ,(fig. 18).

The set of points belonging'to the disks described by the

Revolving

segments OM constitute

the hyperboloid of one

in the drawing. There

,ftiOns of the revolving

a solid oflrevolution, whose boundary is

sheet. Only part of the surface is shown

are alsb represented the successive posi-

line )1v.,,The circle described by the

endpoint L of the segment 01 L, where 01 L is the shortest

1

4
-31
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distance between the lines and ,-,

(throat Circle) ofi the.hperbolbid,of One sheet.
1,

Lpithe line;;. forms [with-4- an angle approximating a right

angle, the parts of the surface on either side of the minimal

circle will be close to the plane of this circle. If thp'/ine 771,

is perperidicular to , the figure,Pf revolution is the plane

with the exclusion of'an open disk (fig. 19). As the angle

between and_rrmd diminishes, the surface approaches more and

is called the minimal circle

more the form of a'cylinder. As the radiUs,01 L of the minimal

circle decreases, the hyperbolad of one sheet approaches the
-

form of a cone.

Fig. 19

So far we have used a straight line as the generator of
-

figures of revolution. 'Let us row revolve a circle about an axis.

We shall limit ourselves to the case in which the revolving

circle lies )in a plane passing through the axis of revolution

and ftself does not intersect the axis . Such a figure of

revolution is called a"torus (fig. 20). If we-revolve-a disk,

we shall obtain a solid whose` boundary is a torus.

32
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Fig.: 20
4

All of space is also a figure of revolution, generated,

say, b itself.

If w& revolve a plane which is parallel to the axis of

revolution , the figure of revolution will a "space with a

channel, "\i.e. all of space with the exclusion of an open cylinder

whose axis,is ,Ag and whose radius is equal to 441e distance Srom

to the rotating plane. Fig. 19 represents the cross section

of such a figure by a plane perpendicular to the axis rL .

33



i4. THE INTERSECTION OF FIGURES. EXAMPLES. CONIC SECTIONS.

P

.Ey,the intersection of a given collection of figulleS we mean

---7.- ';

the.Set of all points, coMmon to all the given figures , linus, the,

, ! ,
,

'

/ i '

intersection of figures is also a figure. 1
!

'

1

es,

Let,us consider some exampled. ,Let there be'given a plane.

r and a triangle ABC in it,. Let us take a point P on the side 'AB

and a point Q on AC. Let S denote the line PQ (fig. 21). If the

given figured arethe two-dimensional triangle and the lihe S ,

then the intersection of these figures is the segment PQ.

Fig. 21

If we take as our first figure the one-dimensional triangle

ABC, then we obtain as the intersection a figure consisting of the
.

two points P and Q°- the zer6-Aimensiongl segment PQ.,' .

The intersection of the line S -(fig. 21) wit' the plane_ 7r. _,A

is the line' .5' itself.

The intersection of a triangle ABC of a dimensi n with the

plane of this triangle is the triangle A

dimension.

itself with the same

The intersection of two ferent planes is either aline or

the empty set. The latt= occurs when the planes are paralldl.

The inters- ion of a sphere with a line iietther a pair

of po Prand Q, one point L, or the empty set (fig. 22).

34
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23.

li

If instead of.a sphere we consider a solid sphere, then the

,intersections with the same lines will' be the segment PQ, the

point L and the empty set.

42he intersection of the diik'PQS (fig. 23) lying in the

-plane r with tlye lineS' sl, s2 and s3 Willbe're43ectively-the
.

.

point S, the segmPQ and the point L. .

The intersection of a sphere,by a plane'is, as we already
,. I

,

,

know, either a circle
in
1-, a point P or the empty set.(fig. 24).

-lhe intersection of a solid sphere.wIth a plane is either a disk,: a
e. e e

a point of. the empty .set (fig. 24).. ; , , _

The intersection of the surface bf a circular cylinder with
.4!

' aplane,parallerto a generator of the cylinder is either the
,t,_*

empty set, a line, ortwo iinee ONig..25Wif the intersecting

,
d

planp it?Perpendicular to the generator, then the intersection is
1.

a circle (fig. 26).
.

.
,

The case in which the interPlcting.plane'is no perpendic-

ular to the.generators of the cylinders of special interest.

_
. .;,: .

, _ ,

Shel.ntersectibn obtaintd is an ellipse (.Dig. 27).
-.
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4

Fig. 23

Let us establish4a.characteristic propertyof the ellipse.

Let Us put into the cylinder, on opposite sides of the plane,

r, two sphered, with radii equal to the radius Of the cylinder,

so 'that they touch the plane r &t the pointsFi and F2.' Figure

28 shOws'a cross'sectiOhby a plarie passing through the axis of

theecylinder.and perpendicular to the plane r. The spheres are

tangent to the cylinder in circles passing through the pants A'
. ,

and B (fig. 27).
,/

te,t u'stake an'Abitr4ty point M of the- ellipse.- tet us-

pass thrSugh it a segment AB of the generator of the cylinder.

In addition, let us s-join the point.Weith the. points Fl and F.

The lined MA and MF1 are tangent to the sphere (1), and con-

sequently'sequently the segments MA and MFliare

MF =

-1 0'



,7

Fig. 25 Fig. 26
(

25.

.00

,

,ipielilarly the segments MB and MF of the titngents to the.

sphere(2) are equal.

= MB

37.
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-\
From these equalities We conclude that

MF
1 2+ MF,C = MA + MB = AB'= constant

(1)
An ellipse is the set of points M in the plane r, the sum

of whose distances from two given points F1 and F2 in the same

plane is a constant.

The points F1 and F2 are called the foci of the ellipse.

Usuallysrithis property is ta4n as the definition of an

ellipse.

AS.

.10

Fig. 28

If we tilt the plane r so that it approaches a position

perpendicular to the generator of the tylinder, the points, F1 and

F2 at which the spheres (1) and (2) are. tangent to theplane r

will tend to coincide, and when they do so the ellipse will be-
. o X

come 'a circle (fig. 26).

The definition of the ellipse can beapplied without change

to the circle, provided we po ule te that F1 F2 is a null segment.

(1) Footnote: In the interest of simplicity the proof that as
'points equidistant from F1 and F2 are on
omitted.

the ellipse is
-=Translators '
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,,The simplest surface of reV cation after the cylinder is- the

circular cone. Let us examine the intersectib of the cone with

a Plane not passing through its Vertex S.
.

jf the plane r intersects 11 the gelierkrs the) cone,

`the intersection is an ellipse (fig. 29). The proof is entirely:

a repetition of the case of the pylinderconsidered abov';IThe

-

notation in figs; 29 and 30 is the same as in figs. 27 and 28.

If the ctitting plane intersects both nappes of'the cone and

' does not pass through S, i.e. if the plane r is parallel to two

generators of thecone, the initersection is 'a hyperbola. -That

the indicated plane is parallel to two generators of the cone 'can

r

easily be seen by-passing a plIndkthrough the vertex S of the cone.,

parallel to the plane r. kpart of the plane r in fig. 31 is

shaded.

As in the case of the ellipse, we shall find a character-._

istic property of the hyperbola.

fi s
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Let us place in eac40gpe of the cone one of the spheres(1)

and (2' so that the spheres are tangent to plane ir at-the points

F1 and P2 respectively, and to the surUce of the cone in the

oirCles passing through Pbints'A and 'B (in fig. 31),1 It is

easy tdConstruct.great circles.of these spheres in a plane pe'r-

pendicular to the plane 7 and passing through the vertex S of

the cone (fie. 32).

Taking an arbitrary point M of the hyperbola (fig. 31), we

find:
(1)

O
,MF1 = MA and MB = MF2

since the tangents MA and MF1, say, drawn from the point M to the
1

sphere (1) are equal. ,

4 From the equalities just obtained we Conclude:

MF1 - MF2 = MA - MB = AB

But the length of. AB does not depend on the choice of the

*point M on the hyperbola, and consequently

I MF1 - MF2,I = constant

A hyperbola is the set of points of the plane r , the

-

difference of whose distances from two given points in the same

plane Is -constantiin absdlute valu

We say "absolute value" because if the poimeM is-takemon

the second branch of the hyperbola the difference obtaiewill

a be negative but will have the same absolute,value.

Ati The points F1 and F2 are called the foci of the hyperbola.

(1 -) Points A and B are the intersections of the generator passing
through M with the circles of tangency of the spheres (ly and

(2) to the cone. -- Translators

4 0
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Fig. 32,

7's to be considered, the intersection of

a_cone,wi -A plan,q parallel to one generator. This plane r

intersects only ode nappe of the&ohe (fig. 3a) in a curve whiCh

16 knbwn as a 'a abola.

In eStabl shing a characteristic property of the parabola

we shall bt, be able to follow the'' method used for the ellipse

and hyperbola; here the second sphere used in the wevious con-

structions\does not exrst.

Let us pass a plane r parallel to only one generat(T,SQ of

%Abe cone (figs. 33 and 34). 'Let us construct a sphere (1) so

'that'it is tangent be -brie 'cone in a circle AP and to, the plane r

at the point F. Let asep be the line of intersection of the
,

'plane r with the planed of the circle AP;

4
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We shall show that an arbitrary point M of the parabola is

equidistant from point F and line CD,'i.e. that

MF = MD

For proof, we pass through the point M a generator MS of

the cone and a plane MQ parallel to the plane 0C .

(Note revision to fig. 34. The poinc'B is in general
not omthe axis of the cone.

f

6

o y

Fig, ,'s3

s .
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Let A be the point of intersection of this generator MS

with the circle AP:

Since MF and MA are tangents to the sphere (1) drawn from&'

the same point M, we have

MF = MA

But MA = QP, both being generators of the frustruffi of the

cone whose bases are the planesoC and MQ. Furthermore, QP = BC,
)

since they are parallel segments
(1
between paralleloplanes (figs.

33 and 34). For the same reason, BC = MD. :Placing all these

"equalities.side by side, we get

or .

MF = MA = QP = BC = MD

= MD
.

A parabola is the set of ,points M ot a plane r equidistant

from a given point F and a given,line a in the same plane r,

where the point F is not on the line a..

The point F is called the focus'' of the parabola; the line

6L, is tie directrix.

The equality MF = MD may be written in'the form of a ratio

MF
MD

1

This4property of the parabola could be established, in,

almost the 'same form, for the ellipse and he hyperbola.

(1) Although not,stated explicitly, it is evident from figs,- 33

and 34 that BC is defined as that line parallel to PQ iihich

passes through F." '4.milarly, MD ins definqd as the line ,

through, perpendic.O.ar to CD.

-
To make the proof complete one would have, to show that BC is

perpendicular to leftias an exercise for the

reader., --Transiatbrs

4,3
Rt
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The ellipse and the'hyperbola also have directrices; each

f

eerci'ss to prove these facts, using the same method as in the,

science. As we have seen, familiarity with them requires only k44

curve has two of them.
<

These directrices are the intersections of the planes of

the circles of tangency of the spheres (1) and (2) with the

- plane r (figs. 27, 28, 29,:30i 31, 32).
.

L

Since the ellipse, hyperbola and parabola appear'as 'sections

of a cone by a plane, they are called conic sections.'
4

A common characteristic property of these curves, i.e. a

property which could be taken as their definition, is the

f011owing:

A set of points M of a plane r is called a conic section if

the ratio of the distance MP of each point M from a given point

F-to the distance MI5 from a given link L is a constant, different

from zero.

.
= e, = constant 0

It is understood that the focus F and dipectrix L are in

the plane r and F does not lie' oh L. 0

k' :When e< 1, we obtain an ellipse; when e= 1, a parabola; e. >1AP

yields a hypellbol;..

It is not-very difficult, and will serve useful

proof s 'above.

The conic sections play, an exceptionally impo nt role in

knoWledge of elementary geometry. Further on, the properties of

conic sections just established will find important use.

- In concluding this section *,e shall pro a theorem -c-un- --).
.

cerning convex figures:

44
.0`

24
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The intersection of convex figures is a convex figure.
f

We shall carry. through the proof for the case of ohly two

figures. The proof may be carried over without-change to the

case of any collection ;of figures.

Let there be given two convex figures 01 and 02 (fig. 35).

Their intersection, shaded in the diagram, is the set of points
J

belonging to both figures. Let A and B be two arbitrary points

in the intersection. Sihee points A and B belong to figure 01,

the entire segment A-B belongs to ch. Since the points A sand B

belong to figure 02, the entire segment AB, belongs to figure 562.

But, belonging to both figures, the segment AB also belongs

to their intersection. Consequently, the intersection is a Convex

figure,'q.e.d.

Fig. 35
J

If the convex figures hay.e.,

as we already know, theltersection --- a point --- is a corn-

vex figure.'

We seethat the proof given is complete-1.Y general.

Example: Let there be given an infinite
!

set of concentric ---

solid sphereS (a solid sphere is'a convex figUre) of decreasing
4

1

radii:
R1 =1, R2 = , R3 = Rn

The intersection of all these solid spheres a point ---
A"'

their common center; and z point is a convex figure.
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5, ,THE UNION OF FIGURES

The set of all points belonging to at least one of a given

' collection of figures is called the union (or sum) of the given

figures.

The union of figures is a figure. ,Iet us consider examples

of unions of figures.

The union of two points is a zero - dimensional segment.

The union of an interval AB and its boundary, consisting

of tile zero-dimensional segment AB, is a closed segment, or simply

a Segment.

The union of a segment and its ends is again the same

segment.

This example shows, that we maytakeunion of figures

which have a non-eArtpty-c'airliiion part, which, of course, belongs to

The 'union of an open disk and its tl'oundary (circleris a

disk.' ,"

The.Union of an open solid sphere and its boundary (sphere)"

is a solid sphere.

The union of a solid sphere and its boundary (sphere is

again. the same solid sphere.

The union of a one-dimensiOnal triangle ABC with the two-

dimension6.1triangle ABC is the same two - dimensional triangle AEC.

The union of the parallels on a sphere yields the sphere.

Me.could aIso obtain, the sphere from its meridians (fig. 5).

,0 Each line tangent to~a dir-dle-16_a set of points.

P
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The union of all such sets (lines, tangerit to the given

Cinle),is the plane in which the given circle lies, with an

open disk excluded (fig. 19):

:lhe union or all the generating lines of a cylinder is the

cylinder. AnalogoUsly, the union of all the lines ?n in fig. 18

is a hyperboloid of one sheet.

The union of tthe circles ix fig. 20 givei us a torus.

The latter cases are examples -f the union of an infinite

set of figures.

The union of two cohcentric circles Pi and. ri2 (fig. 36)

' is a figure. ThAs union must be considered as one figure! Ofte

guis

can give a characteristic-property for This, union is the set

of points in the plane of the-kilien circles which are ata given

distance from a circle Pin, this plane (fig. 36).

A

O

O

In solving construction problems, for example by.the method

of loci, we frequently encounter such ,figures formed or a union

of two figures., For instance, the set of points in a plane at

which a segment lying in this plane subtends the same'angle,Cr

is a figve consisting of the two circular arcd (1) and (2)

37) with their end points A and. s excluded.

9

0



Fig.' 37

The set of all points at .which the given segment AB subtends

the given angle OC is a figure'o revolutio 'generated by revolving

the pair of open arcs just considere\about.the axis AB.

This surface of revolution.is analogous In construction to a

torus4,here.the circle revolved intersects the axis of revolution.

Moreover, in this case the surface generated by the second arc AB

of the same circle must be excluded.

(t

7
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6.- BASTING TOGETHER, OR. IDENTIFICATION

Lie shall now acquaint ourselves with yet anotherumathemat-

ical operation, .namely theYoperation of pasting togeter, or

.identification. i

We shall-begirrwith some examples.

Let there be giien two equal two-dimensional right tri-

angles (fig. 38). It ispOs:sibie to 'obtain from these right.

triangles a rectangle ABCD by pasting together the sides AP as

indicated in the driwing-

. 4

44.'N
Fig. 38

4,1*

. Mathematically this means that we consider the segments AB

not as two, but.as one. In pasting together any, two points (for

instance the points A and the points B as well as the correspond -

interior points of the segments) we consider them as one.
10

exi such an. ident ification (of the points)-of thesides AB is
. . .

carried out, the union of the two triangles gives us the rec-
,

to :le ACED.
.

,,

. T/e there be given four equilateral and for simplicity two-
.

.. . ,

dimensional-congruent triangles (fig-. 39). Carrying out the
. ,

operation of,union we already,,think of all the four triangles as
-

a

one figure.:'Obs a that all points of each pair of segments

whose end point amore correspondingly lettered in th& diagram are

pairwise paOea together Or identified. As a,res4t of'this

49
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,

taking of the union arid pasting together we obtain a two-dimen-

sional tetrahedron..

Note:that.the three points D are identicied, i.e. are
4

considered As one.

Fig. 39

In fig. 39a the shaded triApgles are thoUght of as united

into one figure already in the Separ d positions in whiPh they

have been drawn, while we merely, indicate with double arrows the

Sides AB; BC and CA which are going to be pasted together
f

(fig.'39b). We deal in the same way with the sides AD, BD, and
. .. ,
'CD (fig. 39q)....

...

0 With ,the aid of cut.iout patterns of regular polyhedrons

,,,. (figs'. !ip,',41,-42, 6, 44) it iseasy to trace how, the identifi-
`i'"o' _.,,,.

.. °. d

i., catiOnof,the 'edges or the polygons is parried out to obtain the

'',
1- ,::. i'l 5.

correpponding polyhedrons.

-( - r 10
. N. ,-

1
. . it

1
. , ,

. (

,

g, 40

S

Fig. 41

J.



is useful actually to paste together all reg4lar poly -

hedrons from heavy paper constructing the patterns accurately

to scale.

t

These patterns are, in a

- suxfaces. If we disregard the

space and investigate only the

faces tai selves, then the patterps just mentioned,.toget

with t e given identification of points, give us 11. that is

O

39.

ti

sense, maps of the polyhedral

disposition,of the polyhedron in
Fi

structure of the polyhedral sur-

rieeded for the complete inVestigatiori of the surface of'the

polyhedron.

("

151
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Identification of points of Ugures, or pasting together,-is

met with in geographical maps of the world. On the map (fig. 45)

the equivalent points of the two PieliTsentations of the meridian

20°W areto be identified, and the same,is to be done for the

representations of the meridian 160 °E. Those points which rep-
.

resent the same points on the earth's surface are considered

equivalent.

AAALAIA,
VAITAITAVATAA
VIITYV

Fig. 44

Each pair of equivalent points is considered as one., The

two'nhemispheres" are united into one figure, with the use of

appropriate_ pasting together.

The ,sheets ofjlarge geographic maps also, have entire regions

dear the edges which it is necessary to iklentify in the sense

indicated, i.e. equivalent points which one may encounter on

different sheets have to be regarded as one.

In common usage we say that a map (figure) reprebents the

surface of the earth. 'On it, we are able' to trace a 'round - the -`3
world Journey passing from one hemisphere (or sheet) to another

through eqUivalentPointS.

'52.

I-
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Fig. 45

e

With the aid of such a method we may draw and study any
ate

curve on the surface of a polyhedron, using only the pattern or,
, . .

map of the polyhedron. However, when measuring on a map, say,

0

the length ofe curve, one must,know the scale of the map at each
. .

. p. --_- 0 .

ta
. point and in each direction issuing from t point (pee ,14).

.
.

.

, e

. , 0 . .

.
As an exercise, let the reader,number all the-vertices of.

the poly edrons on the maps, assigning the same number to equiva-

lent ver ices. It would be of interest, starting with any point

on the surfacev2f/the polyhedron, to trace a path around it which

passes through each Of the faces and to draw this path on its map.

In the same way ih which we .construct a reproventation of a

sphere out of two disks by taking their union and pasting together

.- ,e .

..
/ .

(fig, 45), we
;

can form a cylindrical surface by pasting together

the edges of'ele cl,sed strip between two. parallels, considering
,. .

I

_

a 49airof poiats.1Y*ng one on each of these parallels as equAva- -,

lent if they ;die op one of tbe common perpendiculars (fig. 46).
;... ,, , .

t 4i

f

.53
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If we wish to study; on the surface of a circular cylinder,:t
,.-

t

-a curve watch .cuts all the straight -line generators at the same

angle (1.-, it is easy to do so on such a strip between two paral-

lels, which "depicts" the.cylinder.

If cC= .11. this will turn out to be a circleiptfor instance AA,

MM, BB etc. These circles are represented in the 'strip by the

lines QA, MM, BB perpendicular 'to the parallel, identified edges

of the strip (fig. 46).

If (G is an acute ow obtuse angle we get a helix on the . ,

circular cylinder, which as is well known has important practical

d,applications.
',..

.

-.,,

On the "map," all the' linear generators are represented by
...,,

lines parallel to the two inutuallf equivalent lines and, clearly, :

the renW resentation of the helix on the map will consist of the

linear segments AB, BC, CD, DE.etc., parallel to each other and

'cutting any linear generator in the angle CL (fig. 47).

Fig. 47

1* A

Fig. 48

(.2
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. .

-,i

.Pasting toge thther the edges of this strip in the manner,of
...

..fig. 46, we easily prodUde the helical curve on the cylinder
'. .

1

(fig. )8).(1).

1 An exact definition of the operation of ,identification or

pasting together is as follows: Having established by meahs of

any rule whatsoever which points in a figure are' considered
.

equivalent, we then regard all equivalent points as one point.

It is not necessary to carry out the actual pasting together,
,..

although indeed it may be possible to do 1t' with great gain in

graphic clearness; but it is them sometimes necessary to "bend"

or "stretCh" the figure as,if It were made of rubber. ,0

,01

If the equivalent points to be considered as one form an

in inite set, we cannot physically carry out the 'pasting together,.

In concluding this section let us consider two cases each

involving g a rectangular figure with identified points.
00

In the first rectangle (fig. 49) we consider as equivalent

any pair of points on opposite sides, lying on a-line pex'pendicu-

lai to these sides. Equivalent points are denoted by the same
-

...

.

letter. The equivalent points: of this figure are identified, or
, ...

'are pasted together (mentally, of course, taking into consideration

only the exact mathematical meaning of this operation), ;..e. they

are 'considered as one.

in this figure there
°
fs represented a cloSed continuous path

II

originating at the point,A,'passing through the points E and D

i(withOutia break) and finally back to thestarting point. A.

Figure 49 is, by itself, geometrically fully defined, flow-

eVer, we may regard it also as the Map ofa. torus..



N#,
Fig. 49 ,

P

4

B

Fig. 50 ,

,
In figure 50 the...torus has been prepared for actual pasting
u .

together. It was necessary to "bend" and to "stretch" the ante-
,,..

LT:9qt r ctangle tb some extent.; pap dashed lint.BB is not Shown.

*, the
-

second reAtangle.(fig.,251) wek -shall regard as equi- .
, ..,,

,0 0

Ivalent those points of one pelt of opposite sides lying symMbt-.
, t ..4 ..:

-,.

.441 L
P., ricaily with/resipet to the center of the ,;rectangle; they, are

t-- fr
-qi ,' F2 . ,

denoted ,by the safe ie'tter. .Equivalent pqints;dre.to'be identified.
. ..

.,.....

This 'defines the figure ek4Qy. - 0

,

-Let us
4
examine,certain remarkableTroperties of t4is figure.e V-

("Ns
We obidrire that the 'figure has only, one 'closed boundary.'

he bounAaacir-point-P-16-the-direetion-of
e

,

the first arroW, cwe arrive at the point A-and the , continuing
. t! ,

the unbrOken path aloqg the .boundary as indicated* the second

artow, we arrive at the point B. The third, arrow indicates the

O

return along the boundary to the-eointof.origin P.

0°.

4/,

4 Fig; 5i

Ko,

tai
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Let us imagine, further. that the closed line CC represents

canal. Finding ourselves on one bank of the canal at the point K,
.

let u sw lk along the bank following the line 1111; continuing our,

unbr oken'path along the bank in the line NL, we shall arrive at

,1

the point L on the "other" bank of the canal without crossing the

canal. f \
.

t .
d r

In the case of a closed canal on the ,surface Of the earth.

such e phenomenon would tie" im6ossible.
' .

In our'figure, as we have clearly seen, the canal CC has no
c -.-

, ,, . d

-"other" bank. :- ,"other"
.

.

. . .

We can "imbed 1n space"-Ithe figure under consideration,

carrying ot4 an actual pasting together. Namely, _let Os rotate,

th'e righthandsegmen AB(fig: 51) of four figure through 180°

and then.padte it to the left haltkisegkent, as shown in figure 2.
,, /. ,.

The figure thus pasted together - -oneof the rs£ remark-
..

.

able,oksurfaces ---is called a Moebius strip.

0 -It is highly instructive to verify the properties of this
...

,

. figure on a model pasted, together from heavy paper in the manner

indicated above. i, L-4 . i - (1

. .

. .
It-

,,

The Moebius strip is a one-sided surface, a fadt of 'which
,.,. .,

we pan easily convince ourselves by .painting a 'model, of,thfs

surface with a briish. The Moebius cannot be a part' of tie
..,

.

, ,
)

,,,

boundary of a -solid.
. _ __

il

If the -were to "stand up" at 4 point C on the Moebiuslatrip_______

%and walk around the surface along'the curve CC, upon returning to
f ,, 4 a

C'''' the9P

.,.

oint,C we.should find ourselves "upside 'down." . . .

It is useful as anexercise to "cut" the Moebius strip along .

,
., . .

. 'ail line CC, along;the line KNLQK etc.,, studying these "cuteat

II
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r
first on the map (fig. 51) and then verifying the results on a

paper model...1 It is interesting to sge the results of a second,cut
4. (

fpilowing the first one, and so on.

The exact meaning.-of the notion of a put of a surface along

a curve is that each 'point M of the, indicated curve is regarded

as two or more points. -

The operation of cutting aifigureis the inverse, in a sense,

of the operation of pasting together:

For instance, one can cut a:circle as follows: One point M

of the circle is to be considered as two points Mt and Mtt (fig.

53); one can cut a sphei,e along a parallel, that i ,.count every

point of the parallel as two ('hg. 54)*
a

A solid sphere can be cut by removing eh uatorial disk and

then, adding a disk to each open hemisphere thus obtained, thereby

cSOsing:theehemispheres.

4

itFig. 53 Fig. 54

4 is suggested as an eiL,ci8a thit the reader study the
.
closed cuts represented in diagrams 55 and 56. It is impossible

. .

tolobtain thtfigure'in diagram'56 by performing an actual pasting
. %

together; this figure cannot be.imbedded in_space without self-
. .. _

.

int,erbections.
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Fig. 55

D

E
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D
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Fig. 56

E

C
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A simple figure is obtained from a rectangle by regarding as

equivalent all points of the four sides, which are thus considered

as one Point.

A no less simple figure may be obtained by regarding all the

points on a pair of opposite sides of a rectangle as one point.
4

By the methods indicated one could, for instance, paste

together opposite faces of a solid cube and study in the resulting

cfigure various types of cuts-and curves. (6] ri] (16).

'Basic notations. In order to indicate theta point A,belongs

to 4 figure 0 , we se the notation ',100, in words: A belongs,
LJ ,1

1

to the figure 4 the point A is a point of the figure .

Sometides we write OA and we say: the figure cts contains /

the point,, AA,.
.*1 ,

Both symbols express the same fact,othat Abe element A

sbeadigs to the set I)
0,

Usuakly,Ltrie elements X or any set M are denoted by smail'
/

letters while the t itself is denoted by a capital':- The note=
to ,

e1oriX6 M signifies that x is an element of the set M. The Set M

"maybe of ,any kind,whataoever and need not be a figure.
0
'

. .:'
1 It frequently becomes necessary to' regard one figUre as a

. ,,,, ,0
_ -- . .

-'part of a'seeOnd, 0 /

,-1 -f$

A

,(1

59
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-Thus the boundary °V a. two-dimensional triangle (a one-
/

dimensional.triangle) is a part of the triangle. The set of

points of a conic section is a part of the set of points, of the

cone in which the conic section lies (figs..29, 30, 31). The

:sphere is a part of the ,solid sphere which it bounds.

Alen every point of the figure 4. is at the same time a

point of the figure ), the figure is called a part of the

figure
.

7

We also say that figure4 is inclUded in figure

Figure may coincide completely with figure 1, and in
,

this case also figure 4 is considered a part of figure lir

since in fact every point.of figure (:0 is at the same time also a-

point of figure

In defining the notion of a' part of a figure, ftcould have

00'
used'another, equivalent Mode of expression-; a figure +is a,

part of figuresiff--if.:ttlere are no points in figure 4 which do

not belong to figure

In this cOnnection it be9omes-c-rear that the empty set mu t

be regarded as a part of every figure. This is-so because there

e
are no ppints in the empty figure which do not belong to any

given figure, since- the empty figure has no points in the first

plase.

The empty set of points

improper parts of the figure

are called proper.

When figure A is4a part

figure A.is a part of figure

figure B.

and the figure (D itself are called

4 -. All other parts of the figure

41

of figufe B we write Ac B and Ite say:

B, or, figure A is contained in

60



If the'figure'A is only a prdper part,of figure B,,we'write

A C. B

t9.

the symbolsc==,Care galled symbols of incluLon of one

figure'tin another, or'of one set in another.
In general, if two sets M'and N of any sort are given and if

every, element of the set M belongs to the set N, we write 1/1=N,

or, if M is not empty and does not coincide with N, Mc;N% If

tilt-N then M is a subset of N.

!The intersection of given figures consists of the sett

points bglonging to all the given figures. The intersection of

figures A and B is denoted by the sign of intersection 11 and we,

'write A n B. The symbol I I
is a sign of taking the common part

c' the figures.

If for instance A is the set of points belonging to the cone

and B the set of points of the plane r (fig. 33), then A (1)3

denotes the set of points of the conic section.

The intersection of sets is frequently cailed_their product.

The intersection of figures was discussed in detail in' Itk.-

The union or sum of given figures isthe figure consisting

of all points M belonging to at least one of the given figures.

,The union of Figures A and B is denoted by the sign L/an&we

0. "1.0
write

A U

For instance, if A denotes an open sphere and Bits bounding

sphere, then AUB denotes the solid sphere.

The union of sets is frequently called the sum of the sets.

Tile union of sets was discussed in detail in 5:

.

61 4
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Let us now consider the operatiorl of subtraction of figures.

.
By the difference of the sets A and B we mean the. set Of thbse

elements of set A which do not belong to set B. The difference

-4,,

of tfie-sets A and B is denoted-by A - B.

For example,_if A is a disk and B its circumference, then

A - B is an open disk; if A is a sphere and Ba oneLdimensional

closed diameter PQ then A - B is a sphere . "perforated" at two

diametrically opposite pointsP and Q. B does not necessarily

have to be entirely contained in A. For instance,,4311 - 1 2 in

figure 35 is the figure 4 1 with the shaded part excluded.

lot
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Chapter II

GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTIONS

In Chapter II we'shall study the most important
loci, the method of loci in the'solution of problems,
and the theory of 'geometrical constructions using the_
straight-edge and compass, as well as other instruments.
The mathematical basis of such constructions is examined;
examples are given of Problems which cannot be solved
solely with the aid of some particular combination of
instrupents; and proof of the impose.bility of certain
constructions is adduced. Algebraic methods of solving
construction problems are examined.

7. LOCI

51'..

AilocuS of points is the same thing as a set of points, and
0 ,0

since every point_set is called a figure, the concept of a locus

of points and'the concept of a figure coincide.
N,

We may speak, for instance, of the locus off,. points whose

distance from a given point is eqtal to the length of a given

segmerit R (which would be a sphere); or of the locus or points

whose.distance from a given paint is not les4 than R (the whole'

of space minus an open sbltd,sphere)..

The locus of points equidistant from all points on a given

circle is the Waight0,1.ine passing through the center of the give

circle and,Perpendicular tb its plane.

The locusof points equidistant fromoall 'points on a given

sphere is the center of.this4gphere.
,

The locus of points equidistant from all point's of a given

Aix
plane is the empty set.

8.
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--The locus of points in space at which a g ven segment., AB'

subtends bi,right,angle is a sphere. having AB as a diamete'r with

points W4'-and B excluded.

In order....to spec fy any set, it ii_ necessary to indicate a

characteristic property of -its elements. Every object possessing

this property is an element of the set in question; every object

not possessing the specified property is not ari element of the

given set.

In orler to specify a locus of,points, it ds necessary to
A

specify a property wnich its points must,possess. Those and only

,tnose points .possessing the'inuidated property will then belong to

this focus of points%

Elementarygeuletry usually deals witn loci consisting of

circles* straight lines, spheres, planes, etc., and also of parts

A of these,figiire anii combinations of nem.

-(,

Inanalyti al geometry,p. 4Ocus
*

of points is'. defined as the
4 1

1
0

1

.

set of all points whose coorinates satisfy one or more equations

or inequalities; the fulfiEaFfftdir to s req
Se

the characteristic propertyswhich unites the points into a set.

It is immaterial whether this set of points resembles curves
;t ,1

and surfaces familiar to us, or, whether it is some other sort of

collection of points.

The indication of a property which associates points into a
," 4-)

set is all that is requii"4d to sk_up a locus.
I

Let us consider some examples of finding loci in a plane.

AI
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a1. To find the locus of points, the ratio
b
- of whose

distances from two given points A and B
1

constant not

equal to unity.

aIf the ratio E were equal to 1, the locus would be
. ,

the per5endicular bisector of the segment AB.
c.

With A and B as'centers we describe two circles whose radii

are either equal. to or proportional tp a and b . Let M .:be one of

the points of intersection of the, circles (fig. 57):' Drawings

the bisectors MC and MD of t e supplementary_angles AMB and
, ..,

BML,,we observe that their points of intersection C and D with

the line AB belong to the re tPed locus, since

,

AC AM Al- ,,, AD 'AM ''a.

p.-- CB MB lo1 ' ','-- DB MB Ft

Angle CMD is a right angle and consequently M lies on the

circle having CD as a diameter. Ihiris, any point M of the locus

lies on_this circle.

7

We shall now, show that evePy point N s circle

AN'
i.e., that any point th 's on 4possesses the property. NB)= ,

this circle satisfies theconditioP of the.lOcus. We draw through
_

B a line pare, 61'to AN, and mark,trid points P and Q of its

intersection with the lines Nt and ND.

6'7
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from the similarity oftriangles ANC and BCP we have:

AN AC ( a\
T3is CB `1.2

Ant from the similarity of triangles AND and Bp:

BQ
'AN AD (a\

" T
From these proportionalities it follows that

BP = BQ .

But triangle PNQ is a right triangle with right angle at

N and consequently B is the midpoint of its hypotenuse' PQ.

Hence:

BP = BQ = BN ,

which, in tun, means that triangle PBN is isosceles.

Accordingly, L BPN = L BNP; furthermore, LBPN = L PNA ,

being4alternate interior angles formed by the parallel lines AN

and. PB and the transversal PN.

From the equality of angles BNP 'and PNA it follows that

NP is the bisector. of angle ANB, e.,

i"

51

AN AC a
Y

0

NB CB r ..
This circle (fig. 57) is knownas t e,circle-of Apollonius.

2. Given the secants dawn through a given point S to a-
.

given circle, to find the locus of the midpoints of the ,chords, cut

off by the circle on the secants,

Let A and p be the points of intersection f a secanAith

the circle (fig. 58),,and4 M the midpoint of thd chord AB.
a*

Joining the point M with the center 0 of the _given circle, we

find that &OMS is a right angle. Consequently, every point M

4,



of the llesired,locu lies
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C.J

at

`1

on the circle

55.

having OS/ as diameter.

a

Aopoini N on this circle can be proved to belong to the

.t'

desired lac/4 wheniand

given eircle4,

if the point ,S

only when the line SN intersect the

lies outside the given circle, intersections
.

will not occur on all lines of the itencil whose center is S.

^I 1l points of the cii*cle with deameter OS lying within_

--.0r 2a the given circle will belong to the desired locus,which in

1.

the case where the point' S is exterior-td the given circle will_
t /c,

Ile'the arc POQ of the constructed circle.

s't

r/

hastzes after proving that any pOinta of

1

the desired locus belongs tO' a certain curve it is:necessary to

,make clear whether or not every point of this curve belongs to the

desired locus, and if/not, to define exactly which points of the

curve do belong to the locus.

3. 'The locus of points 11 at which a given
kr

egment AB

subtends a right angle ls*the circle.having a dia eter AB, with

the exclusion of the points A and B,

a

C.

°

0

a 0

0

0

a
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We made use of this locus in dealing with loci land cif abode.

In this connection it is necessary tO examine iach case whether
.

or nop theend points of the diameter belbneto the desired focus.

'4. The locus of points at which a fixed segment AB- subtends

a giVen angle consists of two circular arcs with the exclUiln of

points A and B (fig. '37).

.., -
The question as to what angle is'subtended by the segment AB

at one of its ends, for example A, is meaningless.'

Let us examine a. problem frequently encountered:

se-

qi,
F.g. 59.

5. To find the locus of the centers ofthe circles having a

given radius r, which orth gonally intersgpt a given circle.

Let 0 be the center f the given circle and R its radigs

(fig. 59). Aten arbitrary point A
t
we draw a tangent to the

,-

.) i., , . ,H
given circle and'lay off.upon it the segfitent AM = r . ge point s

P' . . 1 e ,, -

M is the center of a circle of radius r which orthogonally

' intersects the given circle.'

Bat

O
OM = R + r

2
= const,,,

and consequently the desired locus is a circle with center at

and radius 11 R2 + r2 '

f 1

s )
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6. To fin the locus of points at which two given circles
.

subtend the same angle.

1

'Let A and B be the centers of the. given circles, and R
-

and A their radIt-(fig. 60).

t'1

If M is a point of the lgesired locus, then it is required that

,/' L EMF = GMH,-where, ME and MF are the tangents froth' M too.

the first given clrdie, a Wd MG and MH the tangents 'to the a

'second. The right triangles are similar since each has the acute

angle oC whidh ism half of the angle subtended by either circle.

It follows that

,k.-/ AM- AP R....., - 7 t,_ = const.

"- 11h1.2p, all points M of thOldedli:ed locus lie on a circle of

Apollonius if R r , and on, a straight line if R = r . , .

Let,.. t4 be a- point of the circle thusifoUnd. From M it is

4 .
,

possible to draw tangents to both of the given-circles if M is

exte2,iorxto both of them. 'Drawing tangents MP and MG, we find

byt virtue of the properties of a circle of Apollonius that in the

right triangles MAF and MGB:

,

AM R
-17fB--i;

14' t

- N

r
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If in two right triaekles the hypotenuses are proportional-,
. .. ,

.

to a pair of corresponding legs, the triangles are.similgi
-) i , ...

.0 *1
.

` ConsepUently, L AMF,= L BMG (=c1C) ,

The desired loc fists of those point& of a circle haVing

CD as a diameter, wh re C is the interior and D the exterior

center of similatitiof the given circles, which are exterior to

the given' circles.

If the given circles intersectthe locus passes through the

points of intersection. If one of the given-circi.es lies within

the other, the desired locus is the empty set. If the given circles.

are tangent internally, the locus consists of one point. If the

given circles coincide, the desired locus is.the entire plane with.

the exclusion of the opentdisc whose boundary is the given circle:

Remark. Every locus of points is characterized by

some definite property of its elements. But any such

figure, for example a circle, is itself the possessor

of numerous other properties which may in their turnrtbe

characteristic, may completely determine the figure.

We shall illustrate this statement with examples.. It is

ISOssible to define a circle either as the locus or points

o
.(in a plane) at a given diTtance-from a given point, or

as the locus of points at which a given. segment subtends
. .

,71. a right angle (in which-case the ends of this segment

must-_be_.,excluded from the circle), or as-the locus of

.)/

points the -latiu-of whose dis tahces from two gkverr-paints

is a constant-((1); and so on.

4
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The Mors characteristic properties of a figure one

knows, the greater is the possibility of recognizing.

the figure is one encounters it,in various problems.

For example, in determining the locus 'of points the
e _ .

1

.

ratio of whose distances from twowo given points is a

constant ( .1 = t- 1) , we made use of that paeperty of

the points of a circle whereby a diameter stbtends a a
ts

right angle at-any of them. In determining the locus of

.points at-which two given circles subtend equal angles,

-,0

we made use of 'the property of the circle of ApollOniul.

Let us examine some -loci involving a straight line.

7. The locus of points equidistant from two given lines.

If the given lines intersect, this locus will consist of a

,,,-

pair" of lines perpendicular to...ea other and constituting the

bisectors of the angles formed b the given lines, (fig. 61).

Fig. 61.

When this well-knOWn locuS is discussed in. secondary school
,---

.courses, the sides of an angle are usually given instead of,two,

entire lines, 'a procedUre-W11 tn-ls

,4+

0.1
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4 If the given lines are parallel, the locus will be a line

parallel to the given lines. (fig. 62Y.

M

Fig. 62.

sl

Fig. 63.

8. The locus of the midpoints of the parallel \chords cut off
. -

by a given circle on a pencil of parallels,s°the diameter of the

circle perpendicular to the chords (fig. 63).

of

9.- To find the lqcus of points the difference of the squared

Whose distances from two given points is a constant.

Let A and B be the given. points and M a point of ,the

desired iocusAfig. 64).

7"

Fig. 64.

_

`Dropping a perpendicular MC from M' to the lime AB; we have

AM2 = MC? -I- AC2 , and BM2 = MC2 + Be

SubtraTtingone equation fro:II...the other, we obtain:
A..

.

AM2 a2. = AC2 - Bc2

which is equal to the given constant. The
1.;)

M of the 'desired
, .

t.

. .

r

-

.......__....,....,.............,..._...,............f......._....,,.........' `........-.E-A--`."-",.----
.

. . - 4' . ,.
<", -.. .t .. ,-....

it S.

I



through the completely determined point C- of that line.

1'

61.

It is

easy .to grove the converse, that every point on thild pe.i-pendicular

CA :A point, of the desired locus.

Thus, the desired locus is a determinate line, perperidicular

to the line AB joining the given points A and B.

19: To find the locus of points the len ths of the.tangents

from'whiceto two given circles with distirat er's are equal.

. .

--Let A and -B- be- the-centers -of the -given R- and

r their radii, and M a .point of the desired locus (fig. _65),

The tangents from M to the circles are equal:
.0

MT
1
= MT

2

Fig. 65.

da.

We join M cowith the Centers 'A and 3 and craw the radii
*l}

() ,

AT1 = R and AT.2 =or. 41 the triangles My and MT2B-

we have:

2
AM = MT

1

2
R2 and BM

2 MT2 r2
2 .

,-0 .
.

whence .
o

. o

° 2 -2
AM2 - H4 -= R .- r2 = const.

Ale
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But this means that point M belongs to the locus examined

under number 9. above, that is,: it li,es,on the perpendicular MC
. .

to the line AB and passes through tirpoirit C lying on the

segment AB 'and determined by the equation

7
1 AC

2
- BC

2 = R2 - r
2

We shall no$ make clear which points of the line MC belong

to the desired locus.

.Let M be a point of this perpendicular MC exterior to,the---

given circles. Frbm this point tangents MT1 and MT2 can be

drawn. We Joixl M and T1 with A, and M and. T2 with B.

In the. righttriangles AT1M and MT2B we have:

whence

4r mT Am2 R2 and MT2 = BM -r2 ,
1 2

.MT2 - MT (AM2 - BM2) - (R2 - r2) = 0 ,a 2
2

=

which Reans that 'MT1 = .MT2 , that is, ev,..y point M of the

.pre;aously deteTminsd line MC Vlicriis exterior to the given

circles belongs to the desired locus,

The entire CM is called the radical axis of'the two

circles.

The locus of point6 the tangents from which to two given ;

circles with distinct centers are equal consists pf those points

of the radical axis of these circles which are exterior to the

.oircies.

If the circles intersect', the rMdical axis passes through the

points of their intersection, and the desired locus consists,-of two

7 4,
41 ";
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rays of this 1ine (fig. 66). If the given circles are tangent,

the locus coincides with the radical axis (fig. 67, a and b).

For two conceritric'cir'cles the locus in question is the empty set.

."

-..Fig. 66. Fig. 67. i ,0
-7.

-.

d' t)
AlX11. The locus of the centers of the circles intereecting

-..,*

two given circles orthogonally consists of those points of the

radical axis which are exterior to the given circles. ''' (figs. 6t j,

/ - -

65, _67)..
O *.

. -,.. .- .,
. .

We.shall turn now to morecomplex loci. . r- ..

f-

,--; . .

12, The locus of points the sum of whose distances' from two
. ,.

. -, . - .

t

...)

$iven.pol.nte, is a constant is,.:-1_; an.eilipsq:

MF1 ± ifF2 = const,
:

4

4

13. The locus of poin'tethe.absolute magnitude of the dif-

ference between whose distances from two given points is a constant

d
is an hyperbola:

pY

P
I mFI: 1 = const."

(fig. 31).

OW

,11

:5-
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llida-/The,locus of points equidistant from a given point and a'

given'line.is a parabola:

en

r,,

(fig. 33).

HP = MD

We are familiar aso with the following general definition

of conic sections:

15 The spomptric locus of points the ratio of whose dis-

-tances from a given point and a given line is a constant is__a

iY

Conic section:

MF
rm. re = const

1

If e < 1 we have an ellipse; if e = 1,'a parabola; and if'

e j-1, an hyperbola:

In conclusion let us consider briefly some loci which have

played important roles in the history of the developMent.of mathe-
.. .

matics.

Fig. 68.,0.

Let a be a given line and S the center of a given

pencil of ra7s (fig. 68). The locus of points at equal distances
. ---:

s.
from the Mine a measured alOng the rays of the pencil with

center at S is a curveknown as",the conchoid of Nikomedes.

-

7 6 *



the point S is called the pole of the conchoid, the line a

its base and the constant segment s = AM,the:inter3a1 of the

conchbld.

Tt is,reasy to construct as many points of the conchoid as 1

desired. If h be the distance of the pole S from the base a ,

three forms of the conchoid can be distinguished according towhidh

of.the'three relationships

s <h , s.h , .5 > h

holds good (figs. 70; 71).

1.1

P

Fig. 70.

,, ,
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tf

Fig. 71.

With the aid of instruments for drawing'bonchoids it is

possible to construct the roots of cubic equations, and conse-

quently to trisect any angle and-to duplicate the cube.

It was for preciiely these latter purposes that this curve

was deviSed by Nikomedes (about 150 B.C.E.)

17. Let there be given a circle, the tangent to itrat-one

0".

/-
end of a diameter, and the pencil of rays having its center at

the other end of this diameter (fig'. 72).

-Laying off from the center S of the pencil along a ray SQ

the segment SM equal to tire segment 'PQ, where P is the point

of intersection of the ray with the circle and Q its intersection

with the tangent through T, i.e. ASM = PQ, we determine the 1pais

of eoints M. ,*

7.8,
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The' curve so obtained is known as the scissoid of Diocles.

With-the aid of this curve Dioclep (second dentury.B.C.)

trisected -any arbitrary angle and duplicated the cube.

J

79
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8. THE' ME/THOD OF LOCI IN THE SOLUTION OF CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS

The method of loci in the solution of problems in'geometric

construction consists, as is well-known, of the following.

If the problem is reducedto the determinatilof'one or

more points in a plane which are to satisfy several given condi

tions, we discard one of the conditions and obtain a locus-.

Discarding another of the conditions we obtain a second locus, and

-so on-. At the intersection of the -se' locilies-the required point

or aggregate of points.

Sometimes 'one of the loci is given directly in the statement

of the Prol3lim-itself. The method of loci also facilitates the

analysis of the problem.(1)

We now turn to the consideration of some examples.

Problem. To find on a-given line a a point equidistant

from two given lines b and c . Lines a, ba and t are

assumed distinct.

The given line a is the first locus of the given point.

the condition that the desired point belongs to the given line a

is suspended, the pAint could be anywhere on the locus of points

equidistant from the two given lines b and C. The required

point will actually lie at the intersection or
,

theie loci. 'Two

cases are possible:-

. Lines b and c' intersect. The second locus is a pair pf

'bisectors, and the required point is found at the points of inte

(*Footnote: i.e. the investigation of the conditions under which '

a solution tothe problem exists and"the number of such .

solutions. 4 --Translators
.

4
.. r

8 0
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section of these bisectors with the given line a .

4 Id this cast the problem has, in general, two' solutions.

However, if the line a is parallel to one of theme bisectors there
.

is only one solution. If the line a coincides with one of the
..-

-bisectors there is an infi J ite set of solutions.! If line a
it

passes through the intersec ion of.the-'bisectors the problem has
. . . ,

one solution.

2, The lines b and c are parallel. The second locus is

the line g parallel to lines r b ,and d.

The ptoblem has one solution if line a intersects the equi-

distant parallel g ; no solution if a and /g are parallel; an

infinite set of solutions if _g, coincides with a .

-) Probfem. To construct a circle hay nga given radius 'a and

tangent to two given circles.

Let'-01 and 02 be the centers, of the given circles and RI

and- R
2

their radii. It is sufficient to find the center of the
,

required circle., Suspending the condition of the tangency-of'the

..required circle to the second of the given circles, weltittain the

first locus, consisting-of the.,palr of ocentric dirales with

center at 01 and radii R1 + a and 171 a . Suspending the

condition of tangency to the first circle, we obtain another locus

%.- the pair of concentric circles with center at 02 and radii

1
..,

R2 .-1' a and R, = a, .
,

,
. , .

The requireqcenters will be found at
/

the intersection of-
4.

these.loci. Not more than eight solutions are-'possible. Drawing

the figure and carrying out the analysis is suggested as an .

exerc3 se.
4
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a

a c.

Sometimes the method of loci is not applied in so pure a

form.
s,

Problem. To construct a triangle given the, altitude 11\1 = h,

the median AM = m and the bisector AD = d: all drawn from the

same vertex. .

The triangles TADH and ,AMH can be constructed immediately

(fig. 73),. Let us imagine theta circle has been circumscribed

about the required triangle ABC. 'The brsecr AD must pags

through the midpoint E. of the'arc of this circle subtended0Py
.4

the chord BC.

E

Fig. 73.

The pbints E and the, center 0 of the circumscribed
4

circle lie-on the perpendicu,lar to 'the side BC at its midpoint

N.

This perpendicular to MH at M can be constructed.lrits
4

intersection E with the bidector AD scan likewise be constructed.

The centem_70 of the circumscribed circle is equidi'Stadtfrom the

points _A and E., and 'theref ore can be found as the intersection

of the locus of points equidistant from A and''E 'with the
.1%

, 4

already constructed line EM. Thus, the position of the center O.

is determined. From 0 with radius OA %Ie construct,ths circum7

scribed circle,. Its,intersection with the line MH yields the

O

2



:0,'Vertices oB and C of the required triangle. For the construction
, .

to' be possible it is necessa5Y that m > d ,asince tly

formed

angular
4 I

.bisector always lies within the angle ormed by the median and the

,I

;

.

altitude. , -

We shall nowsolve an auxiliary problem.

Problem.- To construct the r dical axis of two circles.

If the two circles intersev;, theline jolning thei r' poiqts of

intersection will also be the radical axis,, '4. the circles are

tangent, the radical axd.s is the perpendicular at the point of

tangency to the line joining their centers.

There remains to be considered the case of nbn-intersecting

circles. Let A)
1,

and 0
2

be the centers of the two circles

' (fig. 74) . We draw a circle of arbitrary fgdiuS,'and arbitrary

t*

a

center so that it...intuAtcts both of the

. kir,the-points! A1, -B1 and the other

point P of'intersection of the lines.'

to .the required radical axis. For proof

4,'
,..

i'4..01
-.

4 'it I
Al f f .: f

ir 7, ;oi:' ' 5. -Pr,

i .1 . r

?

ti

given circles: the one

the pointe,Anc , Bej. TheB2.
. 0%

an belongs

-4 this we'abserve that

-', ' rf
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.
.

the tangents drawn from P to the circles (0
1

) and (03) are
.

.

,--
.

equal, since -P is an exterior point of ,:their radical,axis. The
. .

. ,

,
.

_ .

. tangentsfnm' -P,to circles (02) and (03) are likewise equal.

It
t

follows that the tangents from P to circles,(01), and (02)01

areiequal q.e.d. .

.,

Letting fall a perpendicular from P to the lpe of .centers

r-.
.6102' or

else Ronstructinanalogously a Second point P',

2 find the required radical ails.

Problem. To construct a circle orthogonal to three 'en

$zi

circles.

Let 0
l'

0
2:

and 0
3

be the-centers of the given circles.

Suspending the condition of the orthogona.1 intersection of the
°

required circle with circle (03), wetfind the locus or the centers'
.1

of the ciclers orthogonally intersecting two of the given circles,

(or) and {02), namely, the set of exterior points of their

radical axiom, Suspending the c9ndition ofthd.orthogonal inter-
. 1!

seetion of the rIpired circle withciicle (02), we find,the-,,

locus of the centers.of the circles orthogonally intersecting

.oirce--,(.0].) and: (02). ,

ty

Li_ ° '%.*
.e. f .

..:,

f The center-ofthe required circle lies al theintersectlon of

. the loci' thus found. Its radius is, equal to the common lenhith of
-

c
the tangents frmi this center to the given circles. The cer4er

thus found is called the radical center of the three circles.
,o a O. %

The constriction and analysis of the problenrare.suggested

.

as an exercise.

0

e... 0.

.t;
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The excellent collection of geometrical construction problems

by I. I. Afexandrov (3j is recommended for additional practice.

Methodological pointers especially intended for teachers but 00.0,4,,,

useful also to students will be found in theprochure by. Pro

,D. I. Perepiolkin [42], in the well-known problem collection of

:$

P. S. Modenoy_ [38] and in references[35].

.

so%

s

,L.'

.

4

,11,-
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9: ON PROBLEMS IN GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTION ANN THEIR SOLUTION

n of term "problpm" is as--

4t,

-follows. 'A problem is the .statement of a demand "to find", on

the basis of "given" qbjects other 7required" objects bearing

P
slecified relationships to each °tiler and to the giveti things [21.

Ar " r 1

Thus in every problem there is some class of things given,

''and a class of things to be found (both classes consisting of

points, lines, segments,,triangles, circles and so on). POides
;0

this, thei'e must be specified the rules, procedures, conditions to
/-

be fulfilled in order that the thingasought for &ell be'cOri=

sidered to have been found. Without this the problem beCOmes

-.indefinite and the expression "to find" has no meaning. Whatever

#

oper4tions of construction were carried out, it would never be
.

possible to say that the thing hta been found, that is, transferred

from the class of th'ings sought to the%class of things- given. '

Withoutprecisely established and formulatE conditions whOsP':'

fulfilfment is necessary before an object can be Considered as

,,transferred from the class 404fi1"hgs sought to the claps of known,

given things, it is not possi'le to speak- even of a problem, much

less of 'its solAion.

Let it be required/for example, to inscribe.irka circle a

regular seventeen-sided polygon.

-

Here the given thing is unders tood to, be the eir6le. It ±s
.

commonly considered that the censer and the radius of this circle

.are_alsq given, withou'i' explicit mention, but this ,3s not entirely,

correct.

I .00

8 6

.
ex Y.
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If neither the center nor the radius of the given' circle

course, ttthey were necessary for the solution the problem.

ewer given, it would bt necessal4 to find°t supposing, of4 .
har4V,

Center and radius would then be things sought. Lus it is evident

that precise indication of the things given is absolutely indis-
.

',pensable. ,Otherwise, instead of one problem we risk having a

hifferent one.

Further, as the object sought we understand aregular
e ti

seventeen-sided polygon, that is,'a polygon whose sides

angles) bear the relationship of equality to each other.

vertices of this required polygon must.bpar to the given circle

the relationship of being points belongingto it. The problem

reduces to the ;inding of two determinate points = vertices on

ihe.circle, or to the finding, of a determinate segment.

Thoseoconditions under whiChthe polygon sought.will be con-
e

gidered'to have.been,found play a fundamental role. Is is pos-

sible,sible for example, to consider the polygon as found if its
4

,constiuction is carried out with a_ pair of compasses only without*

the use of a gtraight-edge. What is meant by gcorried'out with a

pair of compasies only" must be precisely'elucidated. Does it

mean that the required side of the polygon will be considered to

have been constructed if its ends are found'as the points of . .

intersection of circles upon Apse,iadius,no.limitation of any

sort is imposed,,or is this radiUs given? In the latter case we

should have a constructibn' riith one'setting of the compasses.

. 1



-The solution of a problem will be different as the specifi

cation of the means to tie used is changed. It can even happen

that with the means specified the problem can ipt be solved at all.

_. ...,,
4)

.

It is also possible to cOnsiderttne polygon as found if it ;is

constructed,with,the afd0of a straight-ede only, without the use
0

,

of .compasses. The straight-edge, in turns; 'May be single -edged
,

,an& without markings, thdt is>, only the drawing of straight lines

is admissible. In this case, the polygon will hecoCisidered con-

structed if-its vertices are found as points of'intersection of the
k)

. .
,

given circle with straight lines. The straightedga may bedouble -x.

, ..

edged, thaft is, a,pair-qf parallel \Ines. Finally, 6,..ere May be on

'
the 'straight-edge ascale of length, Of which essential use is made

in the construction.

In each of these cases different conditions are indicated upon

--whoWefulfillthent the pOlygon,will be considered as foundor-con-

. . d "
If- the conditions chosen are indeed fulfilled, but the actual

.

cons truction demandssuch a complex fabric of lines that in prep-

_ 4
tice the required polygon will not even close becau

, ..0

Able errors in the drawing, thenregardiess of the

Q.
se of ineicaP-

t'heoretical

frreproachib4fty,ofthe'construction; the problem must be

acknowledged to be insoluble practically.'.

..:-.) Xt is well-knoWn that with a not very large. number of

.

emarical,trials it is possiblfpactually to ind.tne spae of an

...... . - ....4. . &. ,., ST, e. ,,
..

inscribed sivehten-sided polygonwith a high degree of accuracy
1

,_
,0,6ti1

. yhich-,ip not approached by, any theOretioallicorrecf'construction

. .

' . '.". Pe ,:- -` ,4

'of it a figui70. 3)
', '

'). 1-! -
,41,

I
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'Furthermore, it.is sometimes possible to indicate a regular

-chain of constructions suchthaP with each successi\link in the

*chain we obtain the required figure with greater and:grear,

accdracy. If it is agreed.to consider a problem solved when one
._

several. constructed points of
(
the required figure can' be made to

fall within any given neighborhoods, no matter hoWsmall, of the

or

corresponding theoretically determined point's, then here also we
,

f . {-
.

have a.correcay formulated mathematical problem.
-

Finally, 11 is possible, without insisting upon any regular

chain of constructions converging toward the reqUired .figure, to

. . .

..

se0'approximate construe ions with the aid of instru s chbaen

in advance.,, In this case e prbtlem is also proper y stated and

can be considered.a mathematical problem.

in secondary-schobl geometry, by virtue of an historically
_ .

developed tradition, a construction prOblem is considered solved

if the construction is accomplished with the aid-of compasses,

i.e. by the-drawing of. pircles of any radius and with any centers,

and of a one-side% straight-edge, i.e., by the drawing of straight'
.

* lines, Li this corpaction it is considered possible todraw with,,

.0

complete accuracra 'straight line through two points and a circle

of any:desired radius from a given center. !

.

It
,

must be stresA. that any other,pathethatical instruments.-.
4F

can lIkkewise be regarded as ideally accurate, and constructions

performed wi ath their use s,equally irreAroa:chable.t

' 1k-A s17 cases the ebhstruction problaVill'remain'Aist as0
- , ,i .

.0 .

,0 .,
much a prop r mathematical problem`at if t construction were by

'
ke

.;).

r 4 9
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compasses and straight -edge. There is only one' invariable require-
.

.,)

4tv

N

ment: the precise specification of the instruments to be used and

the rules which -must be obSirvedebefore objects sought are to be

considered as eound. For example, using thq, ellipsdgrapli it is

considered to be possible to construct any desired 'ellipse with

foci at any point's F1 and F2 and a given sum of the di4ances

MP r
and

MF2
from the foci to every point M of the ells. e.

,t7

9

0



1 CONSTRUCTIONS WITH COMPASSES AND STRAIGHT-EDGE

In plane geometry a construction problem. is considered solved

if it is reduced to ::C.inite-namber of the following five basic

(simplest) problems: ' ,

1. No draw a line pr a segment through two given points.

79.

42. Toiraw a circle-of -given radills and with a given point

as center, or to draw a circular arc Olen its endpoints and center.

3.4°- To. find the point of intersection of tWo given lines.

4. To find the points of. intersection of a given

given tircle.

5: To find the points of intersection-of two circles.

The solution of these simplest basic problems is considel'ed

and 1.

. to be
known.....-.,,

Arbitrary elements are,often used in constructions.

The possibility of adding arbitrary points to those given or
..., . i - 1 ,,,, .

alreadyponstructed regiired special stipulations which are cus-

tomarily formulated in the following two statements:.
- .

... ..

,- , Stipulation A. It it possible to construct an arbitrary point
\

in the.pline exterior to a' given line. ,

st ...444kf-...

, .

4

ztipulation.B. It'i's possible to construct on a given line an
..,

' arbitrary point not coinciding_ with any of the points already con-

. strUcted on the line.

Stipulations A and Bare essential in'tbe solution of many

problems. For example, if it is required-to draw a circle inter-
.

,.

- seeting a given,line a at right angbes h g only one given

lime and.not a given eir constructed int We are deprived

ofrAthe possibility ofusing proSlems nugh 5._ Wittlout

°

o
:9

at

ej4

;-



stIpulatigna A ,and 'A:5 we are likewisedepriVed Pf the poSsi- .

.,..:.

bility of constructing a line,,tfirdilghoa'given point exterior' t *

, .,7

a, given line and 'parallel .to lie latter.
i

Having only one given

.4
0

e ,) c r'?

point and one given ltne,. we could not.draw any circle_and, don..

strut any line(since, fqx. example to dfaw a circle we must Aave; '

. .'

two points determining itsradius)..
. ,

In proving the correctness of any construction making,use of
- . :

arbitrary we must not, of course,-base our argument on ani

.
.

special properties of theA elements, but must consiste tly regard. ( I,

the elements.as arbitrary.
. 4 ,. . I

We might sayaat a figure has been "co structed" 'lien each

part of the figure has been obtained as the end result of a

he two
k '

0
suitable sequence of the'five'basic constructions and

4
r

stipulations A and nd .B.
\ i

0
The constructions themselves may be., arrted out o paper,

,

_.
e.- - --

,o-

. with compasses and straight-edge in hand, o# only verbally: leach
4 ,,

,
Y

of these modes of procedure we choose is immaterial. for example,

there exists no geometriaa3AnStrUment for drawing a Sphere with

given center and radius, .

,. . It i s-necessary to se ek out-the simplest, mos conomical '

1, and mostaccurate ,construction. Complicated cons tVons turn
$

/ ,
._...., -- t

,:--,

. ° -

out to be, as a rule; the least precise.

-,,...,
A different mode of employment ,of the compasses 4nd stralght-

, 1 ,

..--

- edgetor tb ue se of other instruments requires a different list of

,_

. ,

simplest probleMs.
,

,.

xs
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PrObleths 1 through 5 and stipulations A and B may be
f- a .

.

called the conditions correspondieg tNg, the free use of compasses

and strai, ght-edge.

Since it would be 'extremely tiresome to carry'ott for every

construe on pr #em its complete reduction to the indicataliVi/e

simplest pro lems, this reduction is carri out pnce and for all

fp, a certaIn range of moderately complex prQhLems. Alliother

problems are thereafter reduced to these already solvr5Ablems.
,

'To such .prioblems solved "once and nr all" belong, for example,

the f011owing: 4

Problem 1. To draw through a giSen point A not c-n-a-%given

11 e a a line pa!rallel to, a .

4'

Solution. We)selee: on the line *a an arbitrary point- B

not 'coinciding with the foot of the 'perpendicular from A to,

line (fig. 75).

tiJ

+SX

Fig.75.

\./, The selection of point B is in practice effected by means
- .

ofan arbitrary setting of the compasses greater than the tie-

(

.../..ytance from point A to line a , one point of the.compaAes being
A

'..0--?..-.0 ,
.

, .placed at A. and the other at B. 'The choice of a compass Setting
I .

A..'',,

.

, AA
0. ,:greater,than the distance from point A_ to line a is ;hot imposed "

to. ,/

Ix . . ..,

,

,

' bys,..ny theoretical neces.sity and merely serves the end of greater
='.1., . . ,o.t, r 6,

C . . . r*

:',;:J.. ,,prey:sion'of the drawing., Aft

. J, 1 i : ,,,. ,

itz
I

f A
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The ipconstruction a circle with center
I

A and radius AB
\.?

is periissible as an instance of simplest p oblem number 2.

point B\ with the same radi a-

,..

AB, we describe circle,

. a
using again the same probleth 2. raatice, of course, only a

sme.11 arc intersectthg line a is drawn. We mark the point of

intersection C of this circle with line. ao which we are per--
.-.

mitted to do by problem 4. With'the same radius ,CB and center at

C, making use of problem 2, we draw a circle and, in accord with

problem 5, mark the point of intersection D of this circle with

the circle firit draiin. WO draw a line joininsepoirits A end D,

on the basis ok problem 1. The constructed ,line AD is'the
- L-

required line.

The proof of the correctness of the consti.uation is given in

.

the secondary school geometry cour .

It

The line .AD parallel to the\*ine a has been constructed

with compasses and straight -e a "once and for all", and may in

future be drawn.by means of; say a triangle and'straight-edge,

as is done in practice/. The importantthingfor us is that the

problem of drawing the parallel can be solved by means of comp sses°

2--and straight -edge.

Problem II. Given a segment. AB on the line a, it is

required: .

arto find a= second segment which is a givenbultiple

of the first;,,
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83.

- b) to divide the given segment AB into any given number'of

'equal parts;
'1\

c) to,find a second segmentbearing,a given ratio to the

zivan segment AB. ,

1.

Solution. a) With radius BA we drawa circle w cente .

at B (problem 2) and from the point C (dis ct firm A) of the .

intersection of this circle with line a (problem 4) as center we

draw a circle of the sabe radius (problem 2), marking its inter-

section D with line a, and so on until the, desired multiple I,as
t.

.

beenreached (fig. 76)..

ate.

.

14- . .1'
In

.

In intuitive terhs,we "pace with h compass-legs along, the

i

line". Usually,the problem solved with.d pair of dividers

ialternating" its legs. .
.

..- .

b) We draw through point A an arbitrary, line b, Which can
,P . ,1 . .

be done by taking an arbitrary point M not-on rinl AB and
--.

, ..,:,'

joining it with point A (fig. 77).

o %,"
Fig. 77.

.1:

11:p'
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In constructions withrcemp4sses andstraigket-edge, such,

1. .

ar8itr4,elements can in the majority of casesbe replaced by

conatructed-ones. In the prese t prOblem circles can bd'drawn)
,Aft

from"A as center with radius' B and forft B as center with

0

raditlea-BA, and one of theints of intersection ca
0. .. , ,

as,point d/ 'I
/ :

. .
.

0n line AM we lay off from point A an arbitr ry se
.6.

e. i 0

number of times eq4.1a1 to thA m.imber of parts into wh

required 414,tlidS4-segment AB, in the.mahrer just '4
..."/

.part a) of the present problem. We join the endpoint* A17; ,of the
- .

,

'A)e, taken

scribed under.

; .4c

.last segment',1aid off with point B (problkm Wand*,,drgw through
, .

the points Aa,A2, lines parallel to ariD, (problem 1).

% 1 ,

4 P ,i Points B6,....,Bn_, of the intersections X these -.',..

.
-! - .

.

rallels with line AB .(problem 4) wifl be aerequired'POints of
. 4. .0.

,

'., :4 ., ,;-

division of*Segment AB into n equal parts (in the diagram 4-,
a

n = 5). .

The protif of the correcttless of the,c6hstruction Is"coWthion'

knowledge; it is independent of the .6,hoice of point i.
.

For the diviSidnof asegmen,t ...into hailis or Into arkseven,.

. ,
..,

. ''', 0., ._ \, ,' ..t _

.-. number of 0Nrts othsrconstruations,.familiar from secOpdary-school'

eomeft

,001r

can be used

..,

e. . - ..

., ,
, ,.,

. -
,...

'

4 c) Let-it be required that the segment' CD shall bear to the
t

giNen segment. ABlathvratro of m/ td n., where '611.and .n are- :

.

.

pqsitive,ih6egers. Timm the definition,ofa ratio it fdlliiws that'

,...

CD.F.Alt AB, , wh

, We take shment. 4AB

`44\

,
V.' .

SO

. .f ,

. . .,..
- ,,,,,

OonstructiOn pf segment

# ,.,
. , r

m time ira, ccord, with part a) of .the pres t,

.
. .

.,
, , .,,s.,.

,.. .

.

i

, (,, 1; f:
i /: f-,.
1

, ,

4-

:*

k
.

\ 9 6 \
e
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- _problem, and divide tie result into n equal parts as indicated
.,

in part` b).

Problem III. Through a siOn point A to draw a ltne .

44erpendicular to a given line a.

Solution 1. Point' A- lies on line a (fig.'78). On line

,4 ,

'a we select an arbitrary point 43 distinct from A tstipulation

B), and with radius AB describe a circle with center at A

(problem 2), that) is, with an arbitrary setting of our compasses

we ,simply "mark off points" on line a.' We denote by C that

point of interaeotionc,of the circle with line a which is distinct

from B (problem '4) and with radius BC we describe circlet with .

centers t3 'and C (problem 2). Taking one of the points D, of

of the intersection of these last circles (problem 5), we joiri A

and D by a line AD (problem 1). The line AD thus constructed`

is the required.perpendicular td line a erected at.j point A.

A

Fig. 78. Fig. 79.

The proof- of the cortrectness.oAthe construction is given in

secondary school gebmetry.0

97
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.

.

2. Point As lies oapide dine a (fig.79) . We select on

0

N.

liner a, an arbitrary point B, which must4be distinct from the
m .

"lot of the.perpendcular from point 11.* to line a (stipulation

art). From A .as center and with radius AB we describe a citrcle,'

Oroblem 2) and denote by 'C the second point of its intersection

/i.

`with line a (problem 4): From B. and. C as,centersand with

)

....
.

same' radius'we describe circles (problem-2) arid join by a line
- ,

,,

AD '(problem 1) the points A. and D

latter circles (problem 5). Line AD

pendicular from point. A to line a,

of the intersection of these

will be the required per-

The proof of the correctness of the construction should be

known to the reader. _ ,

Problem N. To draw through a'given point A a line which

shall form-with a given line a an angle equal to a given angle.

Solution 1. Point A lies on' line a -(fig. 80).

L_

, (

Fig. 80.

Let ,bBc be the giyen angle. On a side of this angle we take an

arbitrary point, P. (stipulation Ef) and wit (radius BP froth B

as center describe a circle (problem 2). With the same radiusIle
. .

desqribe a circle from A. as. centers(problem 2) and denote by

98
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a
1
.and C

2 the points of intersdctiorrof tn -fs circle with line

..
.

.,
.1.

\ ' -`a (ieroblem 4). We *then comtruct circles with centers''Cl
. ,,-,C2 'equal radii N., (pmblem 2) and'denote by

their points of intersedtion\wfth the circle whose center A= A /
t

.

(probem ). We draw lines All ,and Ag2 (problem 1) i h are
c ,

the required .
Here 'we have two solutions, The proof of the rrectness of

the construction is-Vased, of course, on the fact that central

anglesautltending equOl arcs or equal circles ar equal,

2. Point A ides :outside line a. We ke an arbitrary

point Al% online a '(stipulation B)-and c nstruct'a line inter_

: a cting line 'a at point .A
A

at the give ,Ongle, as dn solution

1 above. We then-draw tlitotigh pant A' line parallel to this. .

,." ----...,...,. --fp .
. ,

,- nek(pvphlem 1). The paralle1.5o cons ructed will be the re-

quireenne. Here again we,halA two olutions.
0
--Mte,proof of the

correctness

. .

--.

,
.

% ...

of the dondtruction is o vious. :.

Problem 1 a) T9'bisect a given angle; b) to condtruct an

. - .' .

8
.

"arbitrarymultiple. of a given an4: t.

,
...

Solution a) Let aAb 'b

lines a' ''we select an arbitrsr vpoiht B (Stipulation BO and deb.
.

.
the. given angle (fig. 81)':1 \On

"tribe a circle with A as center and radius AB (problem 2).

practice'this 'circle of arbitrary radius is drawn at.,pnce, witho t

',first choosing an arbitrary point B. We denote by C the,poi

intersection of the-circle with line b (problem 4), and wi

the'same rp.dius AB we dsscribe circles from centers B and C

IprOlem 2). We denote by D that pairtt of intersection -of the e

"circles whiph is distihdt frOm A 4prohlem 5 and join points

.

/:.!;'

_ .

"
... "Act

/
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and D bra line (problem 1). The line AD so constructed is thg

required bisector of the giien angle.
0

The proOf of the correctness of the construction-is based

.upon the equality of triangles !ADC and ADB jcorrgsponaing sides
.

are equal).

b) ,Let aAb be the given angle (fig. 82).

.94

Fig.

. .

Taking an arbitrary point B on ray a (stipulation B), We

describe a circle with center' Alticand radius AB (problem. 2).
,

We denote by B
1

1

the point of irltersectIon of 'the circlewith

line b (problem 4), andtwith:.B, as center and radius B
1
B we

describe a circle (problem 2) and denote by B2 the intersection

of this circle. with the one previously drawn_(problem 5)... With"
.

. - .

B2 as center and the game radius B
1
B we describe. circle

.

'(problem 2) and establish the point. Bl (problem 5). Continuing
./ -

thus we,COnstruct the angle. BALn which is'the required multiple.

of angle ,aAb. In' the diagram n 5
(

The proof of the correctness of'theconstruclion is based,`,_

of coUrse,.onthe.e edhality of arcs subtended by equal 'chords and
.

on, the equality of central angles subtended by equal arcs

iy

.

: 1,{.) 0
Q.
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With this we shall conclu e the list of problems solved "once
..

and for all" with compasses nd-straight-edge. The list could,

of course, be extended, an din secondary school geometry, for

exam le, under the ,heads of basic constructions, 'we have a

rather large list of pOblems.
,

It should be noted that in solving any particular construction

problem with the use of compasses and straight-edge the problems

I throUgh V just solved are made use of in the same way as the

basic (simplest) problems 1 through 5. For example, it is imma-
.

terial whether e draw a perpendicular to a giVen line by repeating
:,,....

the entire construction given in problem III or by making use of a
,,

draftSmants triangle. $Pcfl use of the triangle does not. constitute
,!..

.

i('

.

the lntrod it nion of a ew. geometrical instrument, but simply re-
. .

places a /chain of construction steps 'carried, Out.with compasses and
%.* (

Straigh -edge.

Remark. Under pait a) of problem V the2tangle.was

bisected, but got d ided i `gin df equal
s/.

parts.licice t gment in it b) of problem II.
4-,

This "brings usj to the t that not all geometria'
_..../

,cOns4mctions can 9e executes with compasses and°
. '.

straight -edge, or, more exa ly, on-thebasis'.of prob-

lems 1 through 5 d stipulations A a93 Bset-forth
-

!,','

.
above. '

0 ! .
. ..

Thus, tor example, it is impossible with aompa s'
.

and straight -edge divide arbitrary, angles ree
»

equal'parts. ThiS meals'that the draWing of only lints.
.

..
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e

r .4.0

and circles is,not sufficient for obtaining the rays .

which would divide an arbitrary angle,intp three equal,.

.parts. It must be emphasize& that an_angle equal-to
fo;,)

one-third of_any given angle exists. Likewise,,rays-
,

exist'whiCh-divide any givept angle into given .

number of equal Parts, but for some numbers of ,parts

(e,g., n 3) it is not possible to bring these rays
,

from the class ofthings Sought into the .class of things

given. by. only of basic problems 1 through 5 and

,stipulatiOns A and B, that is, with the aid of ',

_'Oompasses and

.

"not poWerful enough" for such problems,. .

straight-edge". These instruments arb
.

,By means of certain other instruments, that
a

with the aid of other basic problems.tfiedivision of
*

_
any angle into three equal parts the trisection of

the angle -- can be carrieaoUt.without difficulty and

with unimpeachable 3fogic: Furthermore; the practiciI-

accurap of'auch constructions often considerably ex-

ceeds the accuracy 'Of constructions with compasites .664

traightwedge.
,

(
(

, It
.

should be noted that it 'is posiiiioleZo divide
, c

Some specifi& angles 'into three dqUal parts by means,:'

. .

bf:60mpasses

fOr example,
, .

of precisely

admi:bting of

arZof

and straight-etge.

_pthe right' angle.

determining the ant

trisection with compasses and sqaigi4..T

Proving that the retaining angles.

Among such angles ,
Thee problem arises

ire set ofangles

,t 4 ,

1) 2
r

1

r.

1.

tp

r

; .
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a

No,

"1

(including in particular, the,angie 60°) cannot be

divided into three equal parts with these'instruments,

-"
\

that'is,
/

orb, the basis olf these ,basic probleMs.

91.

f
Proofs of impossibLlity of this land'form some

i

*.,
,

pA.he. most diffigult problems of, mathematics and

'd . , \I
ror the.mopt part: are beyond the scope df elementary

methpds. At the end of the nineteenth centurythe

question of the solvability of construction problems 1

.

by Means of compasses acid straight-edge' :wes investi

gated Cpmpletely. Thelelasses'of problems solvabIe and

,ngsolvable by thede,meansmev prpcisely specifiRd.

l* complete solution of the question is taken up in
:

higheg'algebra and mathcmatical analysis. .

. In i2. we' shall become-acqtainted with,orie elegy
7

-

mentarroof of impossibility.
411et ;

t

L

1.

ok

'

0

-

,

0
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ON'MEANS OF SOLVING QONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS OTHER THAN'THE
FREE USE pF-COMPASSES.AND STRAIGHT-EDGE

:'6"
4 .

The free use of compasses and straight-edge ismatheMatically

exprdssed by Means'of,simplpst problems 1 through 5'and the stipu-

lations'Azand This Means that a geometrical object may be

i
considered to have been trasferred,from the class of things sought

.
i l

'to the class
,:

of things given.Qnly if the procedure involved may be
W

reduced to the.above mentioned basic.problems and stipulationp.
.

.

These latter'mty be regarded as the logical or theoretical
. .

instru-
---,

. ...
,

..;. 1.*

t, meats fOr solving problems. ''
. , ; f . ,-- .

. .

-4

. ..

To other'combinations of gpoMbtrical instruments there will
. ,

porrespOriakother logical means. of solution, formulated in the
.'.

. .,..

- shape-dnfbasAp problems. We shall consi4er some examples.
.

-Let take as the only allowable geometrical instrument a .
.

pair
P
$f,free compasses, that is, compasses by means of which we
-

. .

can draw circles of any radius. This is the case oe.construction
.. .

.wIth compasses only.' .M4theMatically this means that only basic
...

(simplest) problems 1,.2 and 5 may be used.
.

1.. \

The applidation of probleirt 1 has now to be pmderatood'only
....- .,

in the sensefthat a straight lane is determined by.two points;

but we ,can not, for-example, select an arbitrary pant orxthat
, -,*

line. A point on a given lip-nther-thap the two points which
.

-

defermine it must be obtained as the intersection of two circles.

The exclusive use,of problems 1, 2 and.5 does not prohibit .

-

the physical drawing of a line in a diagram-with 4 straight-edge;

it simply prohibits finding a point as.the intersection of two

.104
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lines or of a ne and a circle. f'lines are actually drawn

rather than simply magined, problems 1, 2 and 5 do not petat us

to consider the Poinps'of their intersection in the diagram as

o transferied from. the class of things sought, to the class of things
.

given. A point of interiection.of drawn lines continues to belong
.

to the class of 'things sought. Such a point does, howeVer, enter

the class.of things. given if it may be obtained as the point or

intersection of constructed or given circles.

For4construction with compasses alOne, stipulation A is not

needed,,since there are in this case always two points on 4 line,

which determine it and 4hich jpelpdg.to the class of thingp given.

(Having these two points,, we can construct with the aid,of the com*

passes s many points exterior to therine as desired%
r

. . .

The use of compasses only'' changes theWay in which a straigh
e .

lire isNaven. Previously a line could be given (.by drawing it

with a straight -edge) wilthout any points upon it being identified.

,A circle, as before, considered given 4 "it and its center
,. .

are drawn", although it may be that on the circle itself there,are
4' N

. .._.. ,

4o identified points. In'other words, the cicle together with

its center belongs to the dkass of things given, but the o nts

on the circle do not belong to the class of things given. This' is

analogous.to the situation with regardito the-straight line
-

constructions with the ruler and compass. ,..:.

We Shall'nOw add to problems 1, grand 5 the following stipu-
.1...

lation.

i if 5

-.7



StiPUlation 33'; It is possible' to construct an arbitrary

point on a 'given circle not coinciding with any previously con.

,structed point on the circle.

There is no need for an analogue to stipulation A since there
.

is always given a point not lying on the,heConstructe circle,
F

namely the center of this circle.

a
. ,The necessity pf introdubing stipulati,op will be evident

/from the following problem.

To inscribe in a given Circle (the-center ot which iS,,also

'given!) a regular hexago , using' only basic problems 1, 2 and 5.

Since we have here o two identified points, but only one --

the center of the given ircle -- we can notset up.ithe radius of

the given circle, we "can't/open the compasses", and are conse-'

queatly deprived of the p ssibility-of-xecuting any construction

wtatever.
4. ,4 Y

3''' # Ifticing use, tlfien,of stipulation p, w select-an arbitrAry

poiht_irmrthe circle, which together with the center determines a /

.

.- . .e'
radl.0 and will itself be the center o the ci cle with whin the

upitaiOonstruction Oi-an inscribed gular hexa on begin
..,

4s we can not ,consider in de ail all the constructio .pe4r-

formedWith 'a singke pairt_of. co apaes, we shall solvg only a few-
I

/selected problems

ant' AB. Required:to construct a second Seg-a) Given se

ment which will Ibe a given multiple of-the first (fig. 83',

\;'

iv 6

j

.
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. 1.. \

Solution. With B. icenter we describe a circle of 'radius

BA (problem 2). By mea of .6\ircA with Lhe same rad us BA
). ..1.-

with centers at AAA]. and A rblems 2 and 5) we find p
/

Segment "AB]. ( obiem 1) s tWice thegiiren.segMen . Con=

tinuing, with B1 aW ct.nter and th'/sam,e radiuS AB we eqcribe

a circle (problem 2), and Prom the;Point A2 we again clescribe a
/

circle of the same radius (problen 2). Th;e airc1e next described

95.

but

8.
1

".s.

4(.problem 2) from point A
3

(pr1/1em

intersection-of circles (problem,/ 5).

5) yields saint B
2

as an,

The segment AB2 (prloblem
. .

1) is equal' to three times seim nt AB. Continuing, in the ,same.

is the reAuirel multiple oftanner, we,cOlistruct a segment Imhich

the given segthent,

The correctness of the c

IFUrtherthore, it is evident f

instruments-allowed.are oth

different procedures

-problems.,
. .

nstructiontis readily apparent.
4,

oth this
6

construction that when:t1r.

`than the .compasses and straight -edge

and.de ices,are required .for the solutipn of

-10*

b) To divide a iven ent into any given n ar'cof'

equal parts .(fig. 84).'

t-

,

,
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Sow lution We multiply segment AB a umber'of times equal,

to the number of parts into which we require to divide it (problem

above): We obtain the segment AC.: n . AB (in the diagram

' n = 3). Prom C as center with radius CA we describe a circle

(problem 2), and determine.its points of intersection .0 and D1,0
.

(problem 5) with'the circle having center at A and radius AB.

This latter,circle was constructed in connection with finding the

segment, AC. From centers D and, bi- we desicribe circles -or- .
. . 4 ,A 4..

1, radium. pA 4. 1)1 A (problem 2), and find their point or intersection
, .

E (prOblem 5). Segment AS..is then the required part of seg= , -
. ,... ,,..

mmnt AB. .

Proof. By virstue'of thd'aymmetry of, the construction, point

E" is collinear with points fix B.and C.' The isosceles triangles

DAC and AED: are -similar, since base angle A is comMon to bilk.
. .t.

iltom the similarity of,these triangles it follows Mit

*.AE AD.
A* rfi = xr ,

..bUt AD = AB and consequently

AE . AB 1

1u 8
P14
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Tr1)

th,particular, we ma)btake n == 2,'1,e we can bpect a

97.

segment usInc. 11.2y a aittgle pair of compasses, The set of,opera-

gons with camiaass alone constitutes only a part of the set of

opegati.:.z with ,ampassed and straight-edge; nonetheleds the
4 -

tt.-.1,1rem halos -good: Every problem solvable with the lie
pg.

)fcimpas4e3 and 'straight-edge can be solved using only a single

pair of *compasses.

4 shall not stop to prove this (see Chd.pter 4II): .

. 1At the end Of the eighteenth century the matheMatician
.

, .0
'gas eroni dealt systematically with constrdctlons using only ,a

v
single pair of compasses. It was he who eitablishedthe theoreni

just cited [131[2] (3].

.jn his xcinstructions Masqueronfhad, for example, to solve
.

the-,following.priublems.

1) To find the point of intersection of a given line and.4

, given cite.

2) To find,the point or intersection of two given iir*8.R
These had be found' by drawing circles

,

The straight -edge alone

piwetrful" than'the tOmpadaes

d =r- ;

pass es and straight-edge or

pair of- compasses alone, are

is a-geometricaginstrument "less

.- Many problems soIVable with com-
0 -

-- what is the same thing With a

unsolvable with the aid of a

vorr,

straight-edge only,_thatas, 401?og only basic problems 1 and 3 and

stipulations A and B. In the next section we shall meet one of
,ww.

AG
these constructions.

DO

A,

Ivi
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--- Without lessening our ability to solve all .construction prob..,
. 1 -

lems which can besolyed by the free use of compasses and straight-
- A

I

edge, we can li.0014e-freedom of use of the compasses by.giving
.

..0

I 4

them a cdbpletely determined. setting,,: thatis, limiting ourselves

to the drawing' of Circles of,a single fixed radiva..-More than

this; the use of the dompasses Canbe,limited to the drawing;ofa

single circle together.. with its center, then.layingddide the

compasses'performing the 'remaining construction with the straight-,.

edge [53].

.Clearlyc these constructions are charhcterized by basic Pkiqb-

lems l'and'S, stipulations A, -B and B* together, and the following:,.: ,

41. It is considered possible to construct one circle
t."

; .

together with its center ,
.5'. It is consider possibleallto construct the points of

- _

intersection ef_given or constructed lines with the cir4e men-

t oned in sti ulatiOn 41.

this single circle were to be given without its, center,

circle together with the straight edge would not be adeqUatQ

fto enable the solution of all problems which can be solved with the

, free _use of compasses and straight-edge .._ _This adsertion -will .pe

proved in the next section.

We shall turn nowilotO constructions executed with the double.

edged ruler, that is; with the aid of two parallel lines 173epdrated

by a fixed distance a. Such construction's are based on basic

problems 1, 2 and43 and stipulations A and B. In place of prob-

lems.44110 9 we introduce the following:i

o It

0
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.

4.

Ns
AV . It is considered poSsible to construdt two lines pare-7' ir

Ilel to a given or constructed line andseparated from it by the

distance at
,

-
This permits' us to place one edge of the ruler upon a .line

and use the other edge, to draw another line.

5". 'It Is possible t construct two parallel lines separted,

by the distance 'a and easing respectively through two given

points, thcb distance between which is not less than a,

ThispermitS us to place the sitaight-edge'so-thatone of its

edges passes through pne giyen point indthe other edge through

the'other given point.
'r

s

, .1 --;..

,.

.#

, Withrespectito basic problem 2 it is ne ssary to make the
, l

same observation as was made regarding lineS when we considered, ,
-,4-.-

constructions using only a single pair: of compasses. It is pexie

witted to draw any circles.,,but ,J.t is not permitted to use their

pointf for constructiona\unless these points are also obtained OP.
intersections of given or costructed-lines.

n

. ,

Before adducing examples' of .constructions' using the.double--

.. ,

- _ - .1 ..., ...0: ,.: .. ..- , y 4.,.
ruler, we shalt prove the following lemma on the trapezoid._,,,,,,,.,_

,
. .

The line joining the point of intersection of the diagonals
.

of a trapezoid with the point of intersection of its non- parallel
t

sides bisects the'.base Of thetrapezoid (fig. 85).
. .-



"

Fig. 85.,

Proof. Let ABCD be the trapezoid,. E the point of inter-
.

section of the diagonals AC and BD, and F the point of inter-.

# .

,section of its non-parallel, Sides AD and BC. WeAhall denote
,,

',by '0 and H the points of intersection of the line EF with the

;parallel sides AB and DC of the trapezoid. Frthe similarity
. .4

A,

'oftrianileS- 4i(iV And IMFie'lhaVeC

AG DH*

= ,

and from the similarity of triangles BGF and ,CHF we have:

,c

,

obtain:

exac

GF HF
=

ying the corresponding sides of these equalities, we

AG DH'
111N = 41C1

One iray- 1.:-ioig,lowe from the similarity of
.__ ._......

-_,,,;'-triangles. AGE, and CHE anti. of triangles BGE and DHE that-
..'Th---.. .

,---=v 10_ ,,, HC

of, after multiplying togothat,tpa_corresponding sides of the last

two equations,

4 ,
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It.follows diet AG = GB and, consequently, DH = HC.
*I"

a

ProbleM1 To aiSisecti a

Solutien. We draw a

from it by lthe distance a

givens0aehtA;11(fig.

line"parailel,to line AB and sei5i.rated----.7t.".

(problem 4"), We'select two arbitrary)

.:points D' and C on the constructed line (stipulation B) and

construct the trapezoid ABCD, drawing the lines AD and BC.

( problem 1). ,Constructing the diagonala'of:the trapezium `AC and-

(prgblem"1), we find point E of their intersection (problem 3);

"denoting by F the intersection of the nonr.paral.lel sides (prob-

le we draw a line joining points' E and F. ( problem 1).

The point of intersection G of lines EF and AB (problem 3),
4 ,

is the required midpoint of segment AB.

The proof follows directly from the-lemma on the trapeZ4d.

Problem.' Through an arbitrary point A .,exterior to line a

to draw a line parallel to line a.
0.

We have solved this problem usingicompasses and straight..
.

edge. We shall now give the solttion using the double-edged ruler.

"...et-4
.

Fig. 86.

1 13
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Solution. On line a (fig. '86) we select two arbitrary

.points P and Q (stipLation B) and construct'the midpoint R.

of segment PQ (by the preceding problem).

Selecting an arbitrary point , F-- on- line -AP (problem

stipulation B) outside t segment PA, we join point Q with
liv

/

a,

points A and F by the lines QA and QF (problem,1). Point

E, the intersection of lines QA and ./IF (problems 1 and 3) is

joined to P (proble 1),and the intersection of PE with
;

QF is

denoted by B (problem 3). The line AB (problem 1) is the ,

/required.parallel.

/ The proof, using the lemma on the trapezoid left to the

student.

' Problem.-- To draw through' point A of line b a line per..,,

pendicular to line b (fig..87).

\ .

:114
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Solution. Selecting an arbitrary'

the drawing (stipulation, A), we draw 1

draw lines p. and q one on eaqh,011

AM and separated from'-'it by the dist

B be the point of intersection 11
, I

'(the construction be,ing so pert ormed hat AB > a). We next draw

a pair of parallels .r, and s sepa ted by the distance a and
1

such that line r passes throU A and line s, through B

(problem 5"). Joining point_ COhe

s (probleth 3), with point A by 1

the required perpendicular AC to

the consideration of the rhombuss

and the properties of their diagOnA

Being able t0, draw parallels, t is easy to drop a perpendicu

lar from a gfien point to a given 1 ne using only the double-edged

ruler.. It would be useful actually

this kind.

Problem, a) To:Usect a given ngle;

to find.an_arbitrapy multipl -of, a given angle:-

S.

103. .

oint M in the plane of

line AM (problem 1). We

of line AM, . parallel to,
4

cg (problem 4"). Let

es p and b (problem 3)

intersection of lines 'q and

AC, (problem, l) we-obtain

ne b. The proof Isults from

btained during the construction
ti

to execute a construction of

Fig. 88. .

115
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Solution. a) Leta bAc be the given .angle (fig. 88), We

draw 'lines p and q -respectively parallel to sides *b_,And., c

))
,of the angleitrid separated by the distance a from these sides
.

(problem!0), We then draw the- diagonal AB of the rhombus thus
I

formed (problems 3 and 1).. TIlp ppooeof the correctness of the

construction follows from the properties of the diagonal of a

rhOmbUs.::, : ,

b),It is sufficient to be able to double the given angle.

bAc, be the given angle (fig. 89). e draw a parallel p to

the line_ bi,stepsrated from it by the .istanc;,; a (problem 4+)

.5 I

5

and denote by C the pdint of er.geotion of p and c

(problem 3). We ,,,,ggosttvct a pair of parallels r and s at

distance a f m ea er and passing respectively through points

A and C, (p blew 5"). The angle rAb is twice the angle bAc.

from the propetties of the rhombus.
4i

-Thp proof foil

,Pig. 89.

The ability to draw parallels also permits the solution of
r

the following

L., f, }.

Problem. To draw through a given point a-].ne forming with a

. given line an:angle equal to a given angle.
,

116
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The carrying out of this construction is suggested as an .

'exercise. a- 4-1.

'.ks a final exapple of the emAyment of the

we present the aolution of a problem which is highly typical of

constructions performed by means of instruments with which it is
<1.1.

impossible actually to draw a circle, that is, to make use of the

. points of a circle.,,.

Problem. To construct the points of intersection of a given

-line b with*a circle of which the center "C and.radius CM' are

igiven (fig. 90). f .°

/

Fig, 90.

..
:, 4'--:,

/- Solution. Let us suppose that the radius _01 :is parallel to
, . k

the line b.' If,N. it is not, it A.i* readily be reproduced' in this.,
,

.. position by means of the 'foregoing Constructions. (This should be1 ,

4.

.I done ,all a4 exercise, )
,

.
7

.._.., , '
,

"We draTOine 0 "- parallel to line aM and separated from 1.t.,, . ,!'_-....-..-- / ,

112.: 0AAan040;*4.4(°proi4eM 4"): Selecting an arbitrary point B On,
,

the 'given line -b7-,'COrpUlation BY", we draw the line Ca, (probieb. \,-

1) and mark the point ,B1-iTP, t i tersectiOn with line
.,

.. . -

)- 1
7.---7

\.

.6rObler11411-,41S-Jaih-Tg tO'M brohlem 1).andTaraW through B1
i

,. , ..:4.4., , , , - . .

,

,A*

r
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the line B! parallel to
sc -

Through points C and MI
,

and -q at distance a from

,

BM (a preViously solved' problem).
; ,

e draw a pair of paral1e1-1ines

each other, which, in general, can be

done in two ways (problem 5 ").

Pointe

with line b

of the given line b with the given circle.

Proof. By inspection of the rhombuses

, 9

P and Q of the intprsection.of lines, p 'ands 1)1

(problem 3) are the required points of interseatiog

CM !ED and CMIEIDt,_''

.(fig.90), We find:,:'

CD. CD' = CM!

GO 0

By the theorem on the'segments cut tff by parallel

the sides of an angle, we obtain: /'''
. ,,

.

CP CQ : CB CM
t95 .= UV I t-E I = 'UM t

,

Fromthi6,,by virtue of the p;vious equation we find:
s.,, .,

CP'. CQ = CM ,

, :,t, s '

$:points P atid Q belong to the given circle ,.1} radius
,.. . ,

,

;'.-
, ..

. 1 A
'On the basis of the foregoing we er the points sOf

vr,
c

lines on

that is,

CM , q.e.d.

..
.

'intersection of a given or constructed line with a given or cOn-
,

i

structed circle as already constructed.

1 We performed this Operation earlier with the aid of the trcle-,.
,

s

useof compasses and straight=edge, namely on the basis of basc
,:''

problem 4. we now see that the same, thing can -be done with the
., , ,

,

''' \ \I. \ .t'

,, k s,1 t . .

(limb e-edged, straight -edge . jWith the same 'means of eonatructiOn-
4

',.---1 4"-is-possible. to find the pOintslof intersection of two 'given
t y

. .

---r-----tcircles -(Bind this construction as an exercise,) Now this means. ,means

, >
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, 1 * ,, , ,

that a point is ConeiditO/be:canStructed4flt.isa point

common to two given or'-constructed circles. iin- -other words, using

the double -edged ruler We can also'solve basic problem 5. Thus,

basic prob1pms 1 through 5 are solved,by constructions using,the

double-edged rill:ex%

We conclude crom this: all constructions possible with

compasses and straightedge may also be carried out with'a double.

edged ruler only.

order to acquire skill in these pmtical4 Yqi!Y ir4Portant,.

constructions, the'student should find the center of a circle which

A has been drawn but whose center is not given ,in advance, using only

the double-edged ruler and without using the points of the drawne
40*

`circle.

;

It is also suggested as an exercise that the student

elucidatithe question: is it possible, conversely, to solve with .

. -

the free use of compasses and straight-edge'every,problem which an
1

be solved with the double-edged ruler.

amide maycleal analogously with.conetruetions done with the ay'

bf a right angle, formulati4basic problems 4propriate to this
. ,

ifistrumeht. This yields-results analogous to the oregoing.

Every construction possible with compasses ands aight-edge

can a executed with -a movable right angle alone.

Two movable right angles are more powerful than the compasses
A

and straight-edge. With two,right angles it is possible to solve

not only the problems solved with compasses and stAight-edge,
,/

-but albo problems which the latter instruments cannot solve

421, [51].
y

.119
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o
I is strongly recommended that, havingacquired skill in

solving the basic problems with'various instrumentationi, such as

the double-edged ruler, the right angle and so on,,the student
,

solve with each of these instrumentations all the construction prob-
.

lems appearing in the basic secondary school geometry textbook.
, ''--

4
- The examples of geometrical instrumentation considered in this.

section enable up'todraw certain eneral conclusions.

The choiceof geometrical instrumentation an be made in

various Nays.

The matHeMatical equivalent of an instrumentation for geo-

metricalconstruction is4s.systemof basic (simplest) problems.

Each geometrical instrum ntation has its own system of basic prola-
,

lems; these haliiag bee' disdoveredgignd the'list of them established,
v,

ail cdhstructions may be performed merely in the mind's eye..

Whatever the i trument (or system of instruments) chosen,

constructions perf rmed with it will be mathematically rigorous.

providing only th t the appropriate setof ,basic problems has been

established and,that all constructiona.are reduced with logical

correctness toitthese.basic problems.

It Must once more be remarketthat the concept of a problem

includes the conditions,which mustbe fulfilled in order that an

object may be considered as transferred from the class of tHings

sought .to the class of14'things given. Consequently, if we -ahange

then conditions, we pass to a dif'erent probirem.

44b
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log: 's

EXAMPLES OF PROBLEMS NOT SOLVABLE WIITH COMPASSEt
\

AND STRAIGHT-
EDGE

° first torilaer the concept of the unsolvability of a

particular construction problem using a particular set of instru-

ments. As already noted4 the'proof of impossibility of the solution

of a problem by a particular means .is by no means easy.

The whole complex of questions relating to geometric construc-
t

tions was finally solved only in the second half ofphe nineteenth

century.and'only. with.the help of far tf om elementary parts of
. ,

higher algebra and mathematical arialysis.

All the more instructive, then, is the study of some elemen-

tary'proof of itpossibilAy presenting itself in a striking example.
t'

Such an example, unquestionably; is(the fo].owing theorem.

Theorem.
00
It ia impossi 'ble to find the center of a given
%

circle using only a singles-edged ruler.

It is understood, of course, that the center of the circle is

not'
.

given.

Proof., Before setting forth the proof itself, let us note

those properties of central projection, which we shall need in our

roof.
1)

,11
.

Under central projection (fig. 125) straight lines in plane r 1

cr
agill projected into atraiet lines in plane rt. There is, however,

. ,---
,,:.-_,..t:_11

in plat' 7 la, a special ne'',,E!_ ,which had no projection in plane
...,

7
:".,,.

1, On plane50.._in turn, t the id' a line c 1 Which is not/ the

.-----

1) The-_4_1 concept of central jettion and.an7,plementary proof of
the properties will e introdimed in.the next chapter,

,--

0
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projection of any line of plane r..,. The lides a" and ct *are

parallel to the line of intersection p 5flplanes r add rt.

0;e every line in either plane which is not parallel to line

p there is likewisaa,speclal point; these points are the inter-

sections of the lines in question with the special lines, that is,

with line in plane r or line ct in plane rt.
e

Furthermore -- and this is essential for our problem,- it

turns out that the center of prOjection S and the-planp
.
r! can

%
be,so.chosen that a given circle a (fig. 124) of plane r can

be projected from S onto a circle at in plane rt. Moreover,

the Center S and plane rt can be chosen in an infinity of ways,tt
so that under this4projection the center K of cfrcle a is not

projected into the center of circle at. This is the basic pro-
411

posttion.whiCh we need foF the proof of the theorem.

The proof is by contradiction.
.

Let qpisUppose that the canter- K of.th? given circle a jias
. .,

..-,

been found with the aid-of thp.single-edged miler.
.,..4 _

merely
,. . . .

i----- This is to say that e by drawing a finite .'number of single
4.- ,.

.

'lined through certain Points constructed,' in their turn as the
4

IthersP.otions of some constructed lines with_each other or with the
14. ,

= i

,

.given circle ,a, we nave obtained; rinaIly,,two lines, .p. and cl,,' A t'
X,

a
X.

°.,.c. that t4eir rSection i determines the center,ofcircle a.
'y ;

The construe ion has thus involved a finite number, of POints
ts.

which have serl.redus forAraWing lines, and-a finite number of
,

lines; the intersections of which have given up .points.
e

a
Jt

,'71F 122

,4.
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We select a centertof projection S ands. plane of projection

70 such that the:gil4en circp a will be projected into a circle

at of-plane _tr1 and such that none of the lines which We have

constructed will be special lines nor will Any of the constructed
i *

po A.lbe special:
;

Since fire have,* our disposal an infinite number of.choices

ot'the center of projection S and the plane' rt, while he con- :

strutted lines and points are finite, in number, this selec\tion of

S ari--a rt, which we need, can,alwa54 be accomplished. W can
., .

,intuitivelythink' Of such a'antral projection as One in wk ich the

"'{``special line in plane r is located sufficiently, far from I Our

,circle aneconstructed -points? /
.. '

.
. .

Projecting our circle together with the .constructed-network

of lines and points from center S onto plane rt, we obtain on

pl1 ine'rt the circle at and an analogous network of lines and
, .,,.

points. We shall now trace'step-by-step the construction which
v.

-

gaVeus lines, p ,and q and,their intersection- K,' the required
.'/ % . .0 ,

cent` r of thegiven circle a.
-

Each point and each line which we constructed has its page

in plane rt. The entire construction on plane r is copied on

:plane e o

Finally, there were constructed the last two lines p and q

in plane r, and, consequently, their images pot and qt in

,plane rt. The logical basis and,all the steps of the.constrUc-

,,tions in plane- r! are identically repeated in plane rt. Lines

-p And q 'intersect at the center .K' of circle.-a; consequently;

their images pot and 41 intersect in th:e center Kt (the image.

12-3'



(
of K) of circle 'at. But this isnot true, since we know that Kt.
is

.

not the center of circle al:
° .0 .

.

The assumption that there is a.constuctipnusing,a single
, .

straight ,edge which will give the center of ci
P

cle a has led to

a'Contradiction. Consequently, such a constriction does 'not exist.
\ .

Remark. ,Situdents'often confuse the question of=====074 .

the existence'of a mathematical object with the ques-

tion of actually, finding it, discOering or constructing

it, by a particular means, It must not be fOgotten

. ,I that these are two entirely §ifferent vestions..., The

foregoing theorem serves to illustrate this.

As an exercise, the student should prove that it

is impossible to draw through a given point ,A)

for to a given line a, a lint parallel tp a, using

only a'single-edged ruler.

I_

From the proof of impossibility, just given there may be drawn

in partiCular another important conclusion: It is not possible to

'solve by' means of one, fixed'eircre, without its center and a single-
I R.

edged ruler all construction problems solvable with compasdes and

-. -Ertrai'ghedge.-- This is" proved by' the fact, for example, that it is
....._ .....____-

%...,

impossible, as we have jUlt/eeell, to construct the`centerof a

given, / fixed Ciiile with,the straight-edge alone. But with cm- ,
.

_ .

passe and straight..edge this center can easilS%be found. As
Ot. .

.

already pointed out, all problems solv4ble with compasses and.

straight-edge can al1101Y-sole.solved 13,y means of one: fixed circle wit',

its center and a,single-edged ruler, i.e., by means ofithe so- /

called Steiner constructions [537 [2], ,

,
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We shall consider briefly some general questions

relating to, the possibility or.impossib4ity of solving

/ a particuldv Construction problem by means of compasses

and str ight-edge. Such probldMs,/as geometrically
.

formul ted, are'Pmapped" into algebra, and only there

do they receive their proper solion.
!

- .

The fundamentals of the algebraic method of' solution of con-
.

,

struction problems are ,familiar from secondary school geometry [171.

.We know how to construct with compasses and straight-edge, from

given segments a, b, C, certain required, segments such as

P

a + b; a b (a > b); lrab ; Ta47177;_

4a2 b2 (a b)
( * )

AJ.so familiar are various ways of constructing the roots of

quad tic equations with the'use of compasses and straight-edge;

t coefficients of the quadratic equation in such cases are

given'in terms of segments instead, of numbers, and the

equations are written in the homogeneous for
-, ... .s

.

. . b. . , ' , . . - x2 c112 x24. ciy., ^
u ,

where jp.,and ql A-re the giveh segments. 1.

f.t .

Of, ctise the roots of such quadratic equations can also be

round by applying the constructions of the above-mentioned ex-
k! 4 .' A 7

Oressions (*). It foflows already from this that if a construction
.., ,

preiblem can be reduced to the Construction of a segment and if this

segment can be given as a root of an equation of degree not_greater

that two, then such a problem can be solved with compasses dhd
.

stieight-edge. But this is still a quite trivial result; we have

1



here as Jet-no-indication 6f-a class, -however narrow, of problems

,which it wDuld,be-impossible to solve with compasses and'straight.

edge:
..

Before "tapping" the whale qdestion from the "world of figures"
. .

into the "world of: numbers ", -let us make the following observation.

-Everi problem in construction can be reduced to thisipatterm.

given some finite number of segments alb, 'it is required

to'construct one or tore segments y, z, The given seg.

ments 4i6-specified -as the sides of triangles' and polygons, the.

radii -Cf.:circles and-so 6n;.the required figures also consist of

such elements.

We can most 'easily convince ourselves of the truth of this

assertion by straightway mapping the whole plane upon which the r °

construction is carried out into the field of all colplex numbers,
.

using the familiar "geometrical representation of complex numberEC:

W = u + iv .
,

,
Here We have an example of a.mapping-- which is ih tact one4to-one,

of one set onto a second. One set consists of points, the other

of numbers,.

In this way, upon the:introdue.tion id a grid of:sartesian

Coordinate9 all the given figdres can be represented with-the aid
°

of numbers: For example a circle is given by its center

zo ,7 x0 iyo tor-simply by the coordinites(x0,-yd-yand by its

radius r; a line is- givCby two points zi 7,x1 +
pc

z
2

x
2
Itly- , alternatively expressed-ASitie.6o pairs of'co.

-

Igo e

ordinates, (x1,' yi) and (x2, y2); and so on.
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.
4

4The_numbers z = x + iy are determined,!In turn, by segments

of
.

length. x and y, on the coordinate axes. ,

Thus, actua y,every construction problem reduces to the

constructionc'etartirii-With, given segments, of certain ner Segments.

Let the segments --a7-b7!.., as well as ry,' z, , be

laid off from"-sote'.poivit ---C-7,4711:ile it: Then to e ry point A

Of line A ther4,'will_corresponda segment OA, an Nice versa.

,Segments laid of in one direction we shall consider positive;
.
those lai&off in the other direction, negative. If one of the

segments is taken as unity, we obtain the familiar "real number-

line".

Let us take first of all a` single segment .e ana,conSiper it

as given.
)

.
,.

,

We shall consider `e a8the unit segment of the numerical

axis and'ask ourselves: what points of the numerical axis can be
..4.

. ,

.con tructed with compassesand staight-edge, starting frdmthe,
unit segment 'e ?

Since we have agreed that'all segments are to be.laid off
,

.Oal;tine,from point will ,be sufgicient.tp:determinetheir_

.7

endpoints, i.e to determineeertain points. If we succeed in
. .

finding all-thoss, and 9nly those, points , which it is possible,.

it given segment e
3, to construct with compasses and straight- edger,- edger,

(fig,. 91, then the problem will have been.soIVed foi!the indicated,

special case, 'namely, where there is only one given segment '6 ..,4

Instead Qt segments'We may speak assiscustomary of numbers..,,. .

0
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0 2' il a_ <I- --,

_----Fig, -,91.

Arbitrary elements introduCeein the course of con.ttrpatiOns

can always be considered rational 'precisely by virtue of their'
7 1

arbitrary charact

.Starting fr

as the segment,

the unit Oe , we can construct any integer h

n Oe = Oe + Oe + +.0e .

Thus, every element. of the ring of integers can be constructed

with compasses and stleight d

Ittis'easy -to construct the number (or se

nbasis'o therproportion
x

= m
--. where e = 1 the it!segment).

./

As, it is possible to construct every rational number, that

is, anyelemenTof the field 1120N -of rational numbersikor Segments),
-4-4* /

.N
with. compasses and straight-edge,' , /

t) x = m , on,. the

4
'''`. CN

The everywhere dense set Ro of-rational n erS is,
a

as we

know 40], countable, and gillsequent

11

it exhaust the set,

0. real numbers. (..cise ents)

arting from any rational numb r a, construct
c '

we can tha--4--.,/ae as the mean/prop9r-

x / t-'tional between. egments a and e ; that is, = -; Let use /

,now select some rational humber ko such that ko is irrational.

,,57; or the segment

By the foregoing, the number
Apro

can be constructed.

We can easily, in this instance, construct any number,of the

40 1)017; where'a e R and bolto o o o
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Having taken note that ko is a _fixed rational umber, we
,

1,

1
i)a14,94,..thqnUmbers', 8.0 and, ,100 to rUn, through the` -en ire 43_0 10,H ,

. .

0-ratiohal numbers. The sum, difference,;product and quotient of

1 , such4lUmbers tall again be numbers belonging to the same :system:
. .3,u .4,-

4 -

proof of this we if X1'. aj,+ bj AIT-c and

-...,.:. r a v7xs,wg 1:
e'tly0

.

o
AT- then

o'

x1 ± x2 = (a
o o
± a") + (blip + bg) Y Ko ;

x
1
.x
2 0 o o
. (at + biA117 ") (a + b"^fir)

= (ale+ blb"k- ) + (atb," + a"b1)A5T ;o o . 0 po o o o o

xl aj 4-bjArr,. (ag + bjN7) ,(ag - bgArk0) 47E7;
oTE3 ag +,:bgArk-;

a"2 - k b"2

n2 n2ao k b 0, since if the contrary, were true q7w would be,o o

.rational. It is, of course, assumed that b" X 0.

The system of numbers under consideration is closed with

respect to the rational operations, and therefoi,e constitutes a

field R1.' Furthermore,

RoC R1
The field R

1 is obtalned by "joining" the numberi IT to

the-field' Ro. R/ is art intermediate field. The numbers in the

field R1 can also beconstructed with compasses and straight.:edge.

Let us next select from field R1 a number-.k1 such that

:Arc does not belong to field R1 that is, the radical

TIT is irreducible in R1. Upon "joining" 41-Tcr to field R1

we obtain a new intermediate field R
2 of numbers of the form

't
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where a1 and b
1

run through the entire set R
1

and k
1

is a
,

fixed element of field R
l'

1

4.,,,

The'proof is seen to be a repetition of the preVious compu-
..,--

We note that

R CZ R
1 2 , ,.

since for b
1
= 0 we have a

1 1
+ 00F.CE RI . The numbers be..

longili to field R
2

can also be constructed With compasses and

straight-edge.

This process of "extension"of a field by the "joining" of

new elements Can be indefinitely continued. Each new field will

consist of elements which can be constructed with'compasses and

straight-edge. .

It the,number of given segments a, -b, c, ... is more than

. we cap con ruct by means of the'ratienal operations the minimal

field coptaining these segments and then by the "Joining" of a

new nu er 1-1, not belonging to field 1K0 (whereas koEK0),

obtai a new "extension" of the field: We Shall

pat ern of-such extensions:

1. To the rational field R . we "join" all the given segments

a, b,.c, ... and thus obtain the field K
o

2. .To the field" Ko we "join" the radical 17; irreducible--

in Ko, where koe. Ko, thus obtaining field K1.

3. To the field K1 we join the radical 11717. irreducible in

K1 , where ki E thus obtaining field K2.

1.30
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,; , _
?.

.,

1- L ,, , , ,,,. i .. , . ,

'", n '+ 1., , To field -K - We "Joie -radical ls,F
, n=1 s k n-1

duciple in Kn...1,' where' kn_iE_Kri, 'thus obtaining the field

Starting from the given segments a, b, d,-;,.., it will be
,

.,, I

poSsible to construct any segment belonging to any such "extended"

irre-

c)field. .

The question naturally arises: do there eX1ot any4.0gments
4

which can be constructed withcompasses and straight-edge'starting

from the given segments a, b, c, ... but which nevertlielessi are

not elements of any "extension" of the type we have described?

It turns out that every segment which can be constructed with
.

compasses and'straight-edge starting from the given segments

a, b, c, belongs without exception to one of the indicated

"emtensions".

In order to verify this we, shall show thatothere is nobappli-
-,

/

cation of the compasses and straight-edge-whiCh is capable of
_ . .

)0 ..
.taking us outside these "extension".fields. Suppode we are able

, o . .

e
to construct every number of some field_K. 'Let-us examine the

'''--6aication:Of the straight-edge:' I 1 ., _ _ _ L _ .)7.4,:

, . .

.I; ,4(1,571) and (x2,y2) are the coordinates two points

aneif these coordinates belong to field K, the line drawn through.'
4.

. .

theselpoints will have the equation:.
's:L."

x',-X1 y y1
y2- y1

. . ..... ..., _ ,

(y2- y1) x + (xl- X2) Y t (X2Y1 xl?2)
1-,.

The-coefficients of this equation belong to field K.

=.o



4,
, .:4,141

e

;

If:we'seek now the point of intersection of two such lines
i d 4 , H

. :
.;

ke + By + C -,-. '0, , A Ix- + B ty' +, C I =0 ,

, 1
. ,

where the coefficients of the equations belong to field K, we

'shall have for the coordfylites of this point
....

.

,

. 1

f

'

1

x CiB - BIC :an
d y - AIC -: AC' ,,

ABI - BAf AB* - AtBt '' el.
ti 1

that.is, numbers belonging to the same field 'K.
) .

.

. The distance between such points, that is, the, length of the

segmelit determined these points is expressed. by the quadratic

radical
.!

1
.1

I

. d = 11(x ...,x,)2 I. (y2 - yi) 2,
-,-

where the expression under the radical sign is a number belonging
4

*to field K. The construction of

the .compasses.'

Each segment (number) which'can be constructe with the....

', straight-edge, starting from the field' K, in one of the pre-
.

segment 0- requires the use of

viously indicated extensions of1field
-N

Lgt Us examine_ the applicationjof the pompaske4..,
A

If (x
1°
y
1

) are the coordinates of the centet of a circlp and

(x y ) the coordinatesof onebf its points and all these coOp-
-,.2° 20 z-,-

0

dfndtes belong to field K, the equation of the circle will be:

or

(X )2 CY = (X2 202 (Y2

*2`2 4. y2. -27c. lx 2Y1Y 2X1x2
Y,2 -1Y2

that is, .an equation with coefficients dnAhe fdel

132
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; ,
i .

i

I it. we Seek the point of intersection thecircles

.

)

X

.
, q

. 2
+ y

'2
1 - ax - by + c .

,

..7,
. 2

,

and P X 4.' y2 - a ix b ly + C I = 0' $
,

[ '

then'Subti,acting the second equation from th4 first, we obtain the
f f ta ,

I -
equivalent System

, ' 24 X 4- y - ax - by + c ;..0 , .2

(al '- a) x + (b' . b) y+ (c - cr =.0

:These are the equations of a circle and aline.
1 ,

Solving these equations; we obtaina number of the form ,

. P + cliiI $ , 0 1
. , 4

wherek p, A and s belong to the field K,oconsequently, the Co-
,

ordinates of the,pointsof intersection belong.to an extension of

field' K.

/

- The distance between points having coor nates of this kind,

even if they have different values of s ,/in turn, yields h'seg-

ment belonging to some'i'extension" of field K, an assertion which 'Olt

it is not. difficult to, verify.

° We have at the same time also examined the intersection of a

'circle with a line. ..
,. 7

.

.
. .

Thus, constructions with compasses and straight-edge carint

yield asegment which does not belong to one of the "extension"
.

. I
fields which can be obtained,. proceeding from the originally given

?

'Segments, in accordance with the procedure specified` above.

We Mall now prdire a theorem concerning the roots of a cubic

equation

x3 + ax2 + bx + t . 0

with rational coefficients a, b,. c.

133
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Theorem. If a cubic e4uation with rational coefficients does

not h6e.rational roots, then none of its roots can be constructed

with compasses nd straight-edge starting with the field R of

'rational numbers.

The proof is by contradiction. Let us assUme'that the root

x. of he indicated equation adMitp of -construction with compasses

and,straight.:edge. Then) as has been shown, x, belongs to some

field R
n
, the last in a chain of "extensions" according to the

above-mentioned pattern

it R2, ...,

assume that ,x E Rn, but xE Rn_1(1) and that none of the

,rbbts belongs to Rn-1, since if any of the'roots belonged to Rn-1

we would turn our attention to precisely that root and would shorten

the chain of extensions. Furthermore, this chain of fields can not

consist simply of the one field R since by Assulpption none of the

roots is rational.

Thus, n Z 1 is the least integer such that x6Rn .

We'May represents x in the form

.1
7,

x = p q krin7).

where k E R and p and q likewise belonglp_iield R1 n-1 ,n-1 . - n-1°,
..:-.----

...

but,'llk
n-1

dOes not belong to field Rn-l
.--

v. .7 SU. ,

We shall now shoi,i that ifx=p-i-qt1F1 is a root of the..... n-1

cubic equation under Consideration, thenthe number

Y. = P $

-.belonging to field Rn) is likewise a root of t

(1) Footnote: The symbol E denotes Pis not an element of" .

,

r
...... .......

.... 13-1
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V.:, %..

2.- t- . i ' Ili'
. --` ... ,

I Since, xgRA, x3 and x. -Aso belong to this field; and

consequentl
;)

the number

3 2
. ,

. x 4. ax + bx 4- c

st, ,belongs to tais same field R
n'

But this means that
, .

-- .
3 4- 2

x, +,.ax 4- bx.4- c = r + g 14,-1.0.-,--;,--,_.,...,
1-. L .5, _ . ,

,,where r and s belong to field Rn While
,
k
n-1

lies the same ,-10
I .. ,

' aepse as be'ore.

.123.

Yv

It is easily calculated that

y34-'ay2 4- by 4- c r - slric:37 .

'Since x, by assumption, is a root of the cubic equation, we

have.
. .,

r 4- s Anc:1-. = O. .
,-,

c. 9 1 .

If s were not equal to zero, it would follow that

.111c-Z = -151 , and the radical lnc:r would belong to field .0ain,i;

sA-but'this is 'not true,-whence s .7,4; which means that r = 0 also

Thus, if x .p *Alfkn:o. is a root of the cubic equation,

y.. p caril
1

also is seen to be a root.

These roots are distinct since if hey were equal it would

follow that

x -,y 2q117:1:17 =0 or. q =0

and then x would be equal to pEltn.4which is not. true...

.But.'the property of the roots of cubic equdtions

7

,

0

2c1;:f x2 4. x3 = a

f

135
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4. -

Thus., the third root

, /

or
a

o
x3 . -a - 2p

that is k ER blit this contradicts the assumption we have maderro. 3 n-1'

n is the least number such that a field R
n of our chain

3 = -a *x
.

y ,

coAtains a root ofthe cubic equation in question.

The contradiction thils reached proves the theorem:
,

WeAare now'able to-consider some famous problems of antiquity

[22], [0].

The'tpisection-of the angle. To divide zi.hy arbitrary angle

into three eq5a1 parts.

677.41:

.43

We shall show that the problem cannot be solved with com-
.

-
padses and'straight-edge. We take- note beforehand that given an

i,

angle sit is easy to construct its
.
cosine as a leg of a right tri-. ,! .,

..
_ , ._ & c &, 1 ._. : :3'1 1`

arigi whose hypotenuse is equal to the unit length e, and

-:-'bonversely, given the cosine; we can construct the angle.

Let oC be the given angle and a its cosine,

a . cos oC .

It is required to construct x = cos ffis .

,,According to-the familiar for:m.21a

cos d = cos3 - 3 cos gcs

.set up the, equation
..,

a . 4x3 - 3x

'

-Which will be satisfied'by the cosine ofthe angle

The trisection of the angle will be equivalent to cons'

a. root- of-the cubic equation (-f). Fdr which values of .a (1

cting
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thi0,equatiOn"Will have no taional roots, is a question belonging

to algeba. For our purposes it'is suffieient'toindicate even one- .

ekamyire of an angle which,tt is not possible *divide into three

',equal- parts with compasses
1
and straight-edge. This example will

be enough to show that in the general case the trisection of the

'angle'with compasses and straight -edge.is 4.mpossible.

6001 Then cos cC and the, cubic equation of the

problem will take'the form

£3x3 ; 6x- 1

We simplify the equation bythe substitution' of z . 2x

, z
3 - 3z = 1. (**)

...

a . .

0*.
:1 if it'turns out that this equation has-no rational roots,

then it:Will not be poisible to4construct its rootsWith compasses
. .,

. 1

and, straight-edge,Jand it will theiefore be itpoSsible to construct
.,

N.44

. , .

Letusassume that equation (**) has a rational root A .i,

where p -and.'q are integers and prime to each other.

-Fnom this assumption it would follow that " .

. 2 3.,- -40r . , p3.
..3pq =, q

a'
I , . ) , , .

that is, that q is divisible bi., p.". But this Would mean that
...,

-, .-

and q havl common factor, providing only that p / + 1. In

exaCtlywthe-sime way the number p3 . 3iiq2 li- 43 would be divisible

by =;q, and consequently p -and q would have a common factor

provided only that q / ± 1.,
,,, -,/ - . .

. 4

4.1t since p and q are prime to each other'thd can have.,
risl'.

no common divisor other -than ± 1* and it must be concluded that

P17.
,

and, q are eq0a1 to + 1, that if, that z . + 1..

a.

.

6

,
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A

But Z = 1 'and .z
-

are not roots of equktion (**).

Equation (**) has no rational roots, whence it follows that

an angle of 60° cannot be divided into three equal parts with

comPasses and straight-edge, that is, with'the.g4 instruments it is

not pos,Aible-tb construct, an angle of 20°.

is,''there folloWs he important proposition:

regular nine4.side'd,nolygons, eighteen-sided polygons and so on can

not be ,constructedwith compasses and straight-edge.
R.

There exist, of course, angles which can be trisected with

compasses and straight -edge, for example, the angles of 90°, 120°

and so on. These are the angles for which equatioh,(*) has rational

--roots.

If, in addition to compasses, we use a single-edged ruler

upon which are marked two points -A and B representing the length

of a given segment AB, or a scale of length, then the trisection

of. any angle is possible with absolute theoretical precision. The,

Pules for the use of such instruments must, of course, be formu-
,n,

0

lated in the shapeof appropriate bas=ic problems. One of these,

for example, is as fbllows: a line is considered constructed if it'
A

passes through a given or constructed point and if any two of its

points A and B separated by the given distance lie on given or
,

.0'constrUcted lines,

We shall show how to trisect anarbitrary angle with compasses

and a qtraight-edge with the interval AB marked.upon,it. Lett.

bOc = a be an arbitrary angle (fig. 92). With a radius equal to
.

the distance AB we describe a circle with center at, 0% We mark,

a a

the point C of intersection of the circle with side c of the

138.
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given angle and construct a line passing through point C in such

a way_that its points A and.' B lie respectively on the prolon-
.

gation of side b of the'aggle and on the constructed circle.

Angle -...BAO is then the required one-third of the given angle bOo.

Proof. Joining B with 0, we have AB = OB = OC = a

From the-isosceles triangles and by the theorem on the-exterior

angle we obtain o: = p + x p = 2x ; and conspquently ,

q.e.d.

Archimedes lb considgred to he author cSof'this'solutiong[501

Let us turn to a/second-famous pro lem of ;antiquity:

Duplication of the cube. Given a'cub with edge a. To

construct the 'edge of the cube whose volume ili be twice that of

the given cube. We shall show that the problen cannot be solved

with compasses and straight-edge. The solution reduces to that of

the equation

3 3x = 2a ,

where 'x' is the edge of the required cube. \
. .

Taking the sideof the given cube as unity we arrive at, the

cubic equation

. x3 - 2 = 0

X39



- having rational coefficients. This-equation, as can readily be

_shown, has no rational roots; consequently, it ie imposlible to

construct its roots with compass and straight-edge-starting from
_ the segment- a . 1 , q.e.d.

Let us examine a mathemiiically rigorouesolution'oT the

problem with the use of two movable right angles. As a-preliminary

step we shall prove a lemha on the rectangular trapezoid with per- .

pendicular diagonals (fig. 93): in every rectangular trapezoid with

perpendicular diagonals the segments of the diagonals form a geo-v

metric progressior

a x x
y x F

Fig. 93.

j

,the tr&pezoie ABCD let the diagonals D33 and AC-4 be--.

;perpendicular to each. other and let the angles A and 34, be.v.,
right'angles. The remaining designationd are shown in fig. 93.'

From thd right triangle ABD with altitude AO We have ;et.Z.x ,
and in the same way from the right triangle ABC with altitude x

haye q.e.d. , a

Frol&tha proportions` il; = we obtain:
.,,

y2 = ax and x 2 m by., 0)
.

y



Mtiw

.Settirig, .'3.

9:equattcal'

,

x =3 ab2 arid y aFio .

3we find x

129.

2, that is, a solution of

x3 - 2 = 0 .

Erimn the lemma we obtain a method forconstructini the, segment

with the aid-oftwo right angles. I-
*

On two mutually perpendicular lines r and s we lay off

frOm their point of intersection 0 the segments OC = h. 1 AO

Oti = a. =

they fors a rectangular trapezoid ABCD with lines r, and s as

2 (fig. 94). We place the movable right angles so that

Oa/diagonals. Then'the segment OB = x is the required segment.

Fig. 94.

The solution of the problem is ascribed to Plato [50].

The equatiOns (*) show also that the requited segment _occurs

0, the abscissa_ of the,point of intersection A of two parabolas

#g::95)ihaving the equations

- y2 = 2x an'd' x
2

= y



3.30..

With the aid movable right it is possible to

construct the roots of any equations Of the third or fourth degree

with rational coefficients [2]. With.this we end our study of thb

problem of duplicating the cube.

The regular seven-sided polygon. To construct a regular

seven-sided polygon.

This problem is also not solvable with compasses and straight-.

edge.

A We shall prove this. The problem of constructing a regular

polygon is, as we know, equivalent to the problem of extracting the

corresponding root of unity, or -- what is the same thing.-- solving.

',! the binomial equation

z
n

- 1 . O.

In-the present case n = 7 . One root is equal to unity, [33];

the remaining roots satisfy the equation

5 3z
6

.1-z .1-z .1-z
24.z+

1 =40

This is an equation with reciprocal roots. Dividing both
.

3 1 1 -+ + Z + + Z + + 1 = 0 .

Zs'

sides of the equation by -z
3
, we obtain:

Setting z +71- = y we reduce he equation to the form

y
3
+ y

2
2y - 1 . 6 . (d)

The sevbnth root of unity is given, by the formula

z = cos 0+ i sin4 ,

2krwhere li= -7- with k = 0, 1, 2, 6. For u the important

.value is ,k = 1. We have furXriiiOre

142
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z cos 56 i sin IS

Y z + 1z 2cos`6.

131.

00,
t

Finding the cosine of the required angle(has been reduted to

the finding of the roots of the cubic equation (GO) with rational
,

coefficients.

s
We shall show thatequations(d) does not have rational roots..

Let us suppose the contrary, that is, that equation (01:lhas the
.411b

:rational root y = , where p and q are inteiers,Aq7 pi 0) and ..

prime to each other. Setting y = in equation (aC ) we obtain:,

( 3 2. 3 3'.p p q - q ? .
.

.

PrOm.this lt,follows that p3 is divisible by q, and q3 by p.;divisible

.sf,s,-,:13y-virtue,ot the fact that
tip

and- q are prime to each other, we
,=

. ...
..7

find p = ± 1 and q = + 1, that is, the supposed toot; y, is \
.

...equal to + 1. S bstitutiop in ec tion (a7) shows that + 1 are

zial,timong its roots
. , .

..2 , . .

.Equatpn AA as no rational, roots; consequently it is
,.=:,.;t..,

.

-impossible to dtnstruct a regular seven-sided polygon with tom-
,, " . i

, Stes.,.:abd sttaight4e5ge, q.e.d.-----

, 4.

,

.

We'have also seen t is impossible to construct with
..

,

,..

compasses and straight-edge a iegularkninelssided_pon, nor,
- , -

of "course, any'ot the polygons.haVing, 2'"! : thisths number

Sides.,. .,< ,
. . .' ,,-,

Gauss proved the theorem that with compasses and straight..

edge it iaposiible to construct those and only those. regular
"Pi.

polygons the number of whose sides'has the form ,
. .

143
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n = 2111131132

wherlthe distinct odd prime numbers ...as enter As

factors in the first degree and each of them has the foim
_ .

ti

12

'
A ,

The values 'X.= 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 actually yield prime

numbers for pi , namely 3, 5, 17, 257 and 65,537.

But 225 4. 1 has the divisor 641'(discovered by

Euler) and isOherefore4 composite.

The. well -known Russian-mathematician PervuShin

discovered that for' 7l= 12 114,689 is a divisor and

for_ 23. 167,772,161 is a divisor. ,

The divisors were found with.the aid of extremely

subtle theoretical reasoning. In view of the immensity

of the numbers N

0
2 4. 1 and 2

223
4. 1

12.

the mere writing out- in ?ullof thes1 numbers deMands

a colossal amount of time. In the well-known problem

of grains on a chessboard.we have only to,;_deal with

the number 264 - 1. '4 .

. -

,,,

,1,-
i

For which sufficiently large values of N. ad- .,.

ditional composite numbers are obtained, anewhether

or, not among the numbeA'of-theform 22? 1the're

exists an infinite set :of pyimes, is hot known:.



With these remarki we conclude our survey of famous problems

of antiquity, to which belongs also the problem of squaring the

circle, that is the problem of constructing with compy(eErand
,

-Straightnedge the side 'X of a square equivalent tscfe circle of

giv&I radius r. The problem reduces to the solution of the eqUa-
.

tion x2 m,2
Apr, if we set r ='1, to the construction of the

,
segment

x =

which is equivalent to the construction of the number ar with e
compasses and straight.4idge. This construction is impossible, but ,..!

4

the proof or that fact belongs'to mathematical analysis 127], [44]. .

C
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Chapter III.

THE'TRANSFORMATION OFFIGURES

In Chapter examine' the idea of func-
tional depehdence in geometry and study the ele-'
mentary properties of mappings and transformations
of figures.;.in particular, we encounter the'con-
:cept of transformations of a plane into itself and
of space into itself. We consider some special
transformatibns bf a plane into a sphere and of a
plane into a plane. The propertiesof these spe-
ial transformations find their application in the
theory of geOmetrical constructions, and also in
the study Or the geometry of Lobachevskii. At the
end of the chapter we present the concept of a4
group of transformationspand the general definition

°of a grbup.

13. THE MAPPING OF ONE FIGURE INTO ANOTHER

135.

If to eac point A of a figure cp we assign by means or

some rule or la a definite point B in some figure 3( , we

then say that the,figure Is mapped into the figure V,fand 4

- o o°
.

wt write B = f(A).
4 R, 06'

Point B is called the image of pd..nt k un4er the diven-
o Ee

.

mapping. We commonly speak value .B of the fuhettlop,iti ry

0' 4

corresponding to-the-value A of the, argument,the argumelOto

beirig understood, to run through all points 'Of'thpfigure' ',Is'', : !.-

, Ilip . * .;.' '
This 14 in accord with.the generaldefinition of gi4ed: I_

.
.41s14.,

:Y.,-'''':- ,1

/4first by Lobacheiskii (183 and 'bubsequently by birichlei
. . ,'-i

-: .j

, .

The totality of all image pointS which are assigned by 7,,,
$

t

the mappind IF, to the paints of the fi'dilrai is called the ,
o.

idebk. the figure 5,5 under the mapping t



This image of the figure is denoted by -f(p-, that is,

961,. fccp;),

In important special case of the mapping of.a figure 75 into

a figure pri is that in which every point in figure Id is the' v

image of at.least one point4n figure .

When this is the case we say that figure 5 is mapped onto

figure 3g., 'A figure 75 is thus alw48 mapped onto its.ow image '

Let us consider dme examples in order to familiarize N

ourselves. with these s le but extremely important concepts..

Let there be given two segments, PQ and KL (fig. 96).

We select a point S as indicated in the diagram, and assign to

each point A of segment PQ .tha,ppoint B- of segment KL

whichlieb on the ray SA. In particular, the points Ps: and

Qs will be assigned to the end Points. P and Q of segment .PQ.

In thie.6nner the segmen PQ is mapped into th6egment KL.

.Point is,ttle image of poir4 A; points D, '-'14; Qs

are respectively theiMages of pgints C, P' and Q..

We may express this as: B = f(A); D ='f(C); Ps = f(P);

Qs = f(Q), where if, is ;the symbol of the given mapping.

147
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137.

The image of the entire,segment .PQ is, the s rent P/Qt,

'4104
- namely:, PI.Qt = f(PQ).

We emphasize once more,that/gegment PQ is mapped irAo.
_ .

segment= we, cannot say in this case that PQ is mapped

onto Kt, Since, Viz, example; points E, K and L are not the

1Mages of any ,Points whatever of the segment PQ. It is, of

course,;proper to say that PQ is mapped into -PiQt..

Pig. 98

In this example we have encountered all the concepts which

' we have introduced concerning the mapping of figures; but it

cannot be expected that a, single example Will bring out4,all the

featured of a general Concept. If instead of segment KL we

should take the point S and assign this point to every point of

segment PQ, we should have a case of, the mapping of one,figure

litito'another.

,Since every Point S of,,,the second_ figure (which canasta

--61, the point S) is the image of some point or the first,figure

tgP4Perit- PQ), in this case segment PQ is mapped not only into

thepoipt S ,but also onto the point S.
t

s 14.8
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,

The last, example brings out the fact that the images of

distinct points may coindide;:but it must be emphasized that no

point A:may ham, under a mapping more than one image B.

Let us map a circle into its diameters assigning to each

point A of.the circle the point B at the foot of the perpen-

Aicular drawn from A to the diameter (fig. 97). 'Here the

circle is mapped not only into but also onto the diameter. Each

interior point 13 of the diameter is the image Of two points:

B = f(A') and B = f(A').
.

If by the same method a sphere is mapped ontoits diameter

PQ (fig: 98), each interior point of the diam5er is the image

of all the points of a parallel (considering P and Q fks oles).

In exactly the same way the whole of a solid sphere ca i be
t

,mapped onto its diameter, assigning to each point Alfof the

solid sphere the point B at the foot of the perpendicular 'A'B

upon its diameter PQ; each interior point of the diameter will be
-

tie image"of an entire die (fig. 98). Each point on the diam-

eter PQ hill be mapped into itself. 17, .

r

If toeverY_Point A of a torus is assigned the point B -11'

atthe foot of the perpeiticular AB,1,to the axis of'revolution
, - .--

- -12 , the torus will be mapped into the line 4.; here we cannot.
, ,. .. i

'say "onto ..4e,e. The point Avis; in general, the image of 4. )

,

1

pair of circles. 'Me image of the whole torus is a segment;,
t" ,

the line --e . The torus is flapped onto thiS segment (andkez-,,

. wise into. it),.

Pry 149
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If the, solid bounded by a torus,is in the same way mapped

intothe line the point B will, in general, be the image

Rig. 99

139.

,of an entire annulus (fig. 99);

The image of the whole solid is again the same Segment of
.

The solid in question-is mapped onto this segment (and

also,.og course, into it).

To each point A of the plane .T

1. .

cfig. 100) let us assign

that point B of the sphere :2 which lies ono the line BA,
. -

pole of,the sphere, and the plane r is

at its' south pole. By.. this torres-

,where Sr is the north

tangent to the sphere

pondence, called stereographic projection, the/plane is

mapped into the phere 6

We cannot say that the plane is mapped onto the sphere,

since the point Bof the sphere is not the image ofoint

or the plane. The ,image

at Vie..Pdlint Plane,

sphere Perforated at the

image also. 4.

of the plane is a. sphere "perforated"

r is mapped Onto its image -- the;

point 8.- Arid, of Course, into its



nie

O

Fig. 190

9

- If to every point M of;the,parabola (fig. 33) is' assigned

,that point' A of the circle whichlies on the generator of

ihe-eOne,.we obtain a mapping of the parabola into the circle.

Here again we cannot say that thetparabo19is mapped onto the

Cirae. The point P on the Ciele iv not the ,image of .any

.

point on the parabola; since the-generator SP -is parallel to

the plane T . Theyimage of the parabola is the circle with the

-point P :excluded. The parabola is mapped onto as-well as into

its own image.

Assigning in exactl3i-the 'same, way to each point M of the

'hyperbola (fig. 31) the correopondingi.point: Di on the circle of
k

tangency of - sphere (2), 'we map the hyperbola into bUt not onto
. .

the circle.

In this case

Operators of the

not images of any

two points Of the circle,lying,on__the_two

cone which are parallel to the pine , are

point Of the hyperbola. The image of the hyper-

bola is the circle, with the exclusion 'Of the;tWo points on'ttle:.

generators of thesone which' are parallel to the. plane r

The hyperbola is mapped onto its own image.

1 51
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,

,If to ,each point 1M ofttheellipse we assign a poiht A

Of the cirdre as indicated in figurep 27 and 29, we obtain a

mapping of the ellipseohto, and of course likewise into'', -khe'

'circle. The image of the ellipse will be the circle in quasti,*

. We shall use some of these examples to illustrate tkfe

following important definition:
/

:141.

Definition: Let there be given a mapping te'of the figure 95 onto

the figure 3/ , and let B. be an arbitrary pointlo4 the figtfre

7/ . t, of all those points of th figure 0 to' which

under the mapping ther4 is as igned the given point B is
called the inverse image of the point B. Thisset,(or figure)

db B

The nverse e, or the point B under the mapping of,the

plane v into,the sphere punctured at the point S (fig. 100)

is the point ,A;
!l"

-1(B) = A.

vele inverse image of the interior point

of the circl-e\under the maTihg of the circle

'-(flg, 97) is the .2ieroLdithensional -zegiCent

B of the diameter

onto itsdiaietep

The inifjerse , image

of either end-point of the',diameter is that Roint itaelf. We may
,

frl(B) .(AA1)(1-write , where tilt-sign indicates, dimen-
,

.
sign of the segmentAAI.'

7'7- !Under the MappingTof-a -sphere onto its diameter -N--7-tIr--
1. .

previously,discussefl (fig. 98), the inverse image of an interior.

point B; of'the"diameter A is the circUmfeAnce of the paralt .
.

, 41; .

lel Nhose plane passes through point B. 'Me ,inilgrse images of ,

the, poles are the poles themselves.

1"-14;-'

i52
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Under the mapping ora solid stihere onto its,diameter

(+.$.98),), the inverse image of each interior ppint of the

diameter ie the disk bounded by the parallel whose plane ses

through that point Of the diameter.

In the case of the mapping of the torus onto its image

(fig. 99) the inverse image of the point .14, is the pair of

circles of the torus, the plane of which passes through the

point B. .

In the mapping of the solid. bounded by a torus into Jts

axis j the inverse image he point 'B will belithe closed:.

-

antiulus which is shaded in
`figure

95.

k.

1

-
.

04,
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14. THE ONE-TO-ONE MAPPING OF FIGURES

143.

If under a mappingtof the figure 4 onto the figure y'

the inverse image 1(71(B) of each point B in figurejrceinsists

of 'only' point A in figure 0 ,,then the mapping of figure

fi onto figure is one-to-one.

We shall consider some examples illustrating this definition.

The mapping of the plane onto the sphere perforated at S

is a one-to-one mapping (fig. 100). But the mappingof the-plane

into the,enti sphere is not one-to-one. One of the
f
prere-

quisites of a one-to-one mapping is that one figure, be mapped

onto the other.

The mapping of a solid sphere onto its diameter (fig. 98)

is not one-to-one because the inverse image of an interior Ooiht
S.

of' the diatheterjis not a single point of the solid sphere; but '

consists of an entire disk.

The mappings-6f an ellipee on a circle in the manne de- /

scribed in, connection with figures,27"and 29 ail% one -t -one

mappings.' . ,

.

The previously discussed mappings of the hyp bola onto its

image -- the .circle -with the eiclu'iorrof two points ifig:131)''

-- and of-the parabola onto'is'image -- the, circle with the

-exclusion -of ;one p-ointIfig: 33) ---are

mappings, The mappinge.of t1 hyperb a and_parabola intothe

full circle are not one=to-one:
a

,..., COrreepondingtO the rnapp g of the ellipse onto.the.circle

'(fig. 29), the points int or to the_ellipse,Can be mapDecrone-

to-one onto
,

he point- nterior to the circle:.- Tioeach point L.
.,-

',

.154.
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Iffiterior to the ellipse we can assign that interior point N

pfthe diSk which lies on the ray SL. The analogous procedure

may be'carried out in the cases of:the parabola and hyperbola

(figs, 33'and31):
,

Before going on to other examples, let 'us note the folloring

general conclusion:

A onetoone mapping ,(,of figure 0 onto figure y auto-

matically generates a one-to-one mapping of figur4 Tonto.

figure

This fo/lows from ,the fact that the inverse imagez('4(B)

Of'each point B of figUre r. a single point A of figure

i6 , whence it is plain that 1-1 is a mapping and that it it'

one-:t4 p=one, since A .(B), and the inverse image of the point
. 0

lkiA under: this mappingt4 of figure y p.onto figure ; namely
.

,

."'f(A), consists of only a single point ".&....-

.

Under a one-to-one mappinglpf figure e'0 onto figure ar each
r

point _A o£, figure 0 is.paired with a depnitespoint f(A) .

-of 4igure ?t/ whenee it_iSs4 een tk,teaCh.pont., B ofd tb*-1;:::

figure 3,44,5 prkired with a single and completelY deteriined point

A ,of figur,e:.# Pairwise Association is' clearly evident
mer'

in the examples discussed:

-The; mapping.--is called the InVetemapping.relatiVe
_

to the mapping evident that the'mapping inverse to

-11Sthe mapping -- . .

W!

- In view of the ,symmetrical nature Of these one-to-one
..

mappings of" one figure onto 'another, we `speak, indUch.a case, r.,
,

r

ofone-to-one correspondence between the two figures.
N,

1 ,5 ,
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We shall consider some eiamples.'

Let us perform a oneTto-one mapping of the one-dimensiona

triangle ABC ontodthe circumscribed circle (fig. 101). We I

. assign to each point M of the .triangle the point. N of the

circle by drawing through M the radius OMN. The inverse

mapping of the circle onto the one-dimensional 'triangle assigns

to pOint N precisely t ,poipt M of the one-dimensional

triangle. There takes pla e an association` of the points of the

two figures into pairs (M,N). The vertices of the triangle

correspond to themselves. We have obtained a one-to-one corres-

pondence between the two figures.
4.-

Fig. 101.

If one-to-one correspondence can be established .in some

manner between two Sets, the. sets aretaid,tp_be equivalent -or

etluipotent.([36) and RM. The greatest possible power,of a

figure isethe continuum; to_itcorresponda the, transfix ite=numbees' _ ..,, .

,- -The set 'of points 'of all of space as well as the of

' points of a plane. or of a line all have one and the same power,

R.-. -Every figure_ is either a finite or countable set of points'.
. -,.

. 4

'or it poOsessee-the power of the continuum. We,shall,nof stop'to
(.' ,.

'prove this assertion here ([35),' [43)). It is for this reaebn
) .

that the'Most.,generalione-to-one_eorrespondences are Of little
d

interest to geometry:, important'to geometry is a certain
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limited class of one-to-one correspondences, whicb will be ,4 r

discussed in the following section.

Let the diameter PQ of the open semicircle PMQ

-be parallel to the line 42.- (fig. 102). By means of

the ray 'OA let'us map the line a onto. the open,.

semicircle; we have ! = _Further, let us
,

a.

.

Fig. 102.

map this semicircle onto the interval PQ, drawing

`from each point M a perpendicular, MB to PQ; we

have "B = f2(M). BY this method we obtain an asso-

J

ciation of the points of_line dat...-and.those of:Abe_i
_

n-
.

:- 0-- .

.i,
'41.rts..1._.FAiiino-pairsJ(A,-10-- -In-Jso-:dOing---4e\halma----,- --.'-a- --J----

-,

ft,e

estabed a one-to-one correspondence between the
:.,

line andthe int6r1/41.
s . /

.

'By anaenalogous procedurea one-to-one corres:- .

--,- .--;-.--, -4-:--,-----,,--,--

pondence can be estiblish8d between a plane andfan
1.*

open hemisphere and 4hen-12Aween. the plane and a disk

minus its boundary (fig.4.103).,

It is likewise easy
k

to establish a one-to-one

correspondence between an open disk and a perforated

sphere. For this purpose we map the open equatorial

disk onto the plahe tangent,to the sphere a, the

157
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south pole (fig. 103) and then, by the method of

stereographid projection, we map the plane onto the

perforated sphere.

Finally, let us establish a one-to-one corres-

pondence between one segment and another. We shall4

deliberately do this in a "complicated" and "unnatural"

41 way. 'The point, of course, is to show that one-to-one

mappings are not necessarily simple or natural. If,we

wish to study only simple and'fireasonable" mappings,

we must impose,some further restrictions beyond merely

one-to-oneness.

Let there be given the segment PQ and the in-

terval Mt, for simplicity equal to PQ, parallel
400.

to,each other and so positioned that PPtQlQ is a '

147...

rectangle (fig. 104).

We take on the septa-it: PQ a sequence of points'''
-

,

1,2,3,4,. such that each.successive point shall be

one-half as. far from kgiiren point 0 As the preceding

one In exactly the same manner we_chTose a sequence

of points on thsinterval PIQ!. In the ditgram we
7

have chosen, for the points() the midppintbf the
I

ment PQ.

We now construct 'the 'mapping f of the' segment
ee,

PQ onto the interval P'Q' as follows. Each point

A of the segment FQ, , different from the'polnts of'
the chosen sequence is pPed into a point At of

the interval PIQt by dropping a perpendicular-. AAt

,upon ,the interval PtQl; \ve have:

i5f

th,



Fig..103. ,/

klhe points of the sequence 1,2,3,... of the

segment4 PQ are mapped into the points .31, 4,

the other sequencei:

= f(l), 41 = = f(n - 2),...

We complete the construction of the mapping by,

assigning to the points P and Q of-the'segment

PQ the points 2' and 11 of the interval PIQt:

2' = f(P), 11 = k(Q).

The co ruction of the ,one -to -one ma ping of

the segment onto the interval, is complete. We
. -

` thlnk the reader will agree that this mapping is

neither 'simple" nor "natural." It is, however,

Evidently, ,one -to- oneness is,not pufficipnt

to guarantee, that a mapping will be a "simpleu'or

unatural" one.

Fig. 104.

er
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In exactly the same manner one may construct

a t correspondencecirespondence between disk and an
4

opefi disk, and between a solid sphere and an opei
4

solid sphere. The establishment bf these corres-

pondences is suggested as ad exercise. It is also

useful to establish a one-,to-one.correspondence be-

tween a complete sphere and a,plane; between a
.

plane and a plane `e minus an open or a cloied disk;

etc;

It is possible to establish a one -to -one cqtres-

pondence even between figures of different d ensions,
d .11
Tfbr-e5E5*-XeYbetween a segment and all of siAce.IA

: 751;,;'

9
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15. CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS OF FIGURES

1

We introduce the followinig definitions:' By a neighbrbod

of a point A relative to space, or simply i/neighborhood Of' a
e aOrs

point A we mead anY'open solid sphere with its center at point
J

4A. The radiusof this sphere is called the radius df the neigh-

borhood. Accordingly, the set of all concentric open solid
4»,

spheres with center A is the set of all neighborhoods of that

point.

Fig. 105

By a neighborhood of point of a figure 56 relative tb'.

that figure we mean the intersection of the figure with any open

solid sphere having center A. Thus a neighborhood of point A

Li., 1_ 2- ,(< 41. ` ;v.,. e ,

in plane Tr relative to the plane r willloe the intersection'

of this plane with any open solid sphere having center, A, i.e.

any open disk of plane r having center A (fig. 105). A

of point -A,,pn the line-a, relative-toi this line

will be Any interval with its midpoint at A (fig. 106).'is
Fig. 106

5
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Its
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kteigbborhood of point .A of a sphere relative to that sphere..

will he any open spherical disk-Oig.'.197)",-t.e4- the-set of

point on thegiven sphere which lie' within any open solid sphere.

having center A.

Fig, 107

40.

ft*

The sphere perforated at a point diametridally.opposite to,*

point A of the said sphere, as well as,the complete sphere,

are spherical neighborhoods of the point A. The former lies

within the opdn solid sphere with center A and radius.equal

xo tne diameter of'the,given sphere, while 'ene latter, lies

tithln a_soldd-sPherd-With radius greater than the diameter of

the given sphere. The diagram also indicates spherical neigh-
_

borboods of points B and P.
: -

k The neighborhood of
-
a point A of a circle relative to70,.. - - -

that circle-is an arc of the giyen its
-.

midpoint. Other neighborhoods, in this case, are constituted
t. ,

by the circle 'minus a point diametrically dpposite A, and by
. -.., .

.

the' circle. In fig. 108 dashed linqs indicate

thoie open solid spheres, the' interlsections with which give the

'respective neighbo;boods of point A ,relative'to the given:

circle.

6
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o

Fig. 108

It, is
1

pecesslry.t distinguish, for example, a neighborhood

of the point, A, an end- oint of the segment AB, relative to

this segment (fig. 109.2.)", 'relative to the line---AB----(fig714b912),

relative to the plane 7- containing the line (fig. 109c), and ff.

relative to all of, space (fig. 109d).

After having elucidated the concepts neighborhood df°a
. o

point and relative neighborhood, we proceed to the definition

of one of the most important concepts of geometry, that of ion-

pinuous mapping. Let be a mapping of figure 0 into,efigure

0,

, and let Ao be a pointo4figUre . Then the mapping T

0

1
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called:oontinUous at the point Ao for every neigh=

borhood * of-the point f(A0) of figure yrelative to: Tv'

there is always to brround a neighborhood LS ,of the point Ao

.relative to 0 such that the'entire neighborhood, Avis mapped

'

intb the neighborhood' E,'that is

f(6)CE.

If ,the mapping is continuous at all points of like 56

It is called simply a continuous mapping of figure

Let us eensider some illustrative examples.

Let a plane be mapped onto the line Gt. belonging to it so

that each paint A of the plane is mapped into the foOTt\- B of

the 'perpendicular AB to the line a (fig.:110).

Fig. 110

The points of line 2 are mapped Alp themselves.

that,this mapping of the plane onto the line et- is cont UOUS.

e shall, prove

Let f(A ) B We select an arbitrary neig 0hborho,,lf.,B6

t'

- ,
, 4, .:,,,,-

relative to the ,line 91.t1 . Thiess -1411 be some interval PQ. If
_ .

.

%.

we select a.neighboiholb of eoint 4 relative to, the plane,

i.e.a.n,oPeh disk, such that its radius is =riot greater tt..lan' the
.., . __..

radiva of interval PQ, then the whole of this neighborhood is

Mapped into the- interval PQ. Since A can be any ,point of

1 6'4
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_,

trie plarie,-themappingid oontinuous.
. .

The mapping previously discsse4: .9f:the segment' PQ into

the segment it '(fi . 96), of-a circle Onto its diapeter

'(fig. 97), of a-sphere and likewise pf a solid.

diameter PQ- (fig. 98), of el7torus arid of the

bounds onto its image, a segment of Its axis....g

all continuous mappings.' In exactly the same way the stereo-

..i-)

graphic mapping of a plane into a sphere.(fig. 100) is a con-

tinuous mapping.

':In'all these cases, fv an arpitrary relative neighborhood

.

- i

E 'r any point' f(A) we can readily find a relative neighbor-

hood Z.of point A such that

k4--,.--.....1;,. f (Q) C E. -. v..

. ,/'. -
It'' is iuggested that the student verify thi4 for himself.

, . Lir , ..
Bly way of,a model, we shall consider the case of the mapping

sphere onto its

solid which it

(fig. 99), -- are

4

dr:a onedimensional triangle ABC ,onto the circumscribed circle

(fig. 101). Let' us find'for any given heighborhood, E a neighr

borhood4L such that f(Q)C.E..
40.

Let M be aft arbitrary point of the triangle and let

N if(M). We select an arbitrary neighborhood E of the' point)

N relative to the circle (fig. 111)1. This willIkbe an open arc. . -
-,,s4,10, . , .

.

,

PQ.
,:

''.1.kt coin the points P and Q with the center CCand.,
.

----,...

-- MaD4rthe;points Pt and (11-:- where the segments OP and OQ
,-', , , .

.... ''

interseht'z'the triangle.
.

',

Any interval of thesement Mt with its midpoint-at- M

may betaken as the 2-neighborhOod;.then

: '''' f(Q)C E.

16
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If the neigliborhood.31..E of the point N is the circle with

the point diametrically opposite N excluded, or if it is the

entire circlet, then any neighborhood of the point M . relative

to the triiiigie which does not contain the point diaetrically

Iopposite to M in the second case even the entWe one-dimen-. .

sional triangle -- may be taken as a,,L-neighborhood of point M.

.. If the mapped point be a vertex A and the radius pf the

E-neighborhood is sufficiently small we may.take'as then,-fieigh -

borhpod relative to the triangle the intersection of the triangle

with the same open solid sphere which generated the E-neighbor-
,

hood relative to the circle; in the given case (fig..111)

f(A)CE E.

one-to-one mapping of a triangle onto a cl.rcle is also
. 0 - ...-

continuous in the inverse direction, i.e., the mapping f-1 is.

4

also continuous.

lge can readily convince ourselves of this since with ref-

erehce to,the mapping f-1, we can find for every given neigh-

borhood of the triangle a neighborhood Of the circle which is
-1-

1 s
mapped completely'into the given neighborhood of the triangle.

We give the: following general .*.

'44..._--,
Definition: if the mapping I, is one-to-one, continuous. -

and such that the mapping 't-i inverse to it is'also continuous,.
. .0001.0.-

.
then j is called a topological mapping. We)night also. express

..,'
.

.-;

this 13y sayi9g: a mippl,ng.is topological if it is one-to-one

and bicontinuous.

a

1.6 6
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In the foregoing example we were dealing with a topological-

ppingof a one-dimensional-triangle onto a circle and, in-
' 0,

versely, the.topoloiical mapping of the circ30 onto the one-
.-

-:dimensional triangle.

Fig. 111 '

The stereographic mapping of a plane ontoa=perfo ted

Sphere {fig. Ido) (and vice-veigh) is atorroloacal map ing.-
4447 -

s not. Tkae'mapping of a sphere onto its diaMeter ('fig. 98k)

one-to-one, and consequently not topological.

Tire "unnatural" mapping of the segment PQ onto the in-

terval P'Q' (fig; 104); although one-to-one, is not continuous,.

even in one direction.' This "is true becauSe if we take, for

example, a sufficiently small neighborhood E of the point '1!,

'thenIn any neighborhood A,of the,point Q = f-1(1!) we obtain

points'which are n6t(Mapped into the E.-neighborhood.

A sphere may be mapped ont6 a planer one-to-one but not top-

spmilarly a segment cannot be mapped ontoaminterval .

`tOpologically,.i.e. one-to-one and continuously in both direc-
.4eY

tiOns. This assertion we shall leave without probf, We hall '

''.point out.also without proof that it is impossible to establish'

.
167
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a.topotogical.corresizondence between figures of different

41mensionality, for example between a segment and a cube or
)- 'ci, ' ,

,_betwee#0)plane and a 'circle. )

.

Tiro .gures which can be topologically mapped one upon' the_1.
)

'otheirard tailed topologically equivalent, or homeomorphic.

Thus, -.it will easily be seen hat all circles are homeo-
r/

morphic with each other and topologically equivalent to any -imp-

dimensionS1 triangle. Tne-tdrus and the sphdrare topologically

different, i.e. not homaomorphic, a fact whose roof we omit.
% .

Topological prop4ties are those properties of figures-,mhieh
4 < ,

are preserved, or ,gs we say are invariant, under all topological

mappings; in other, words, thk,/,topological properties of a figure

y5 are those,propertieswhich belong not onlrto figure but

'to every topologically qquivalent figure lir. For example, the

property of a figure of being a curve, of being a surface, of

being asolid, or of being a closed curve -- such as,a circle or

4/0'
a one-dimensidnal triangle -- all these are topological-proper-

)

ties.

, If a figure 0 is mapped onto a figure y , we also say

that the figure f6 is transformed into the figure r. If the

figure 0 is topologically mapped onto .the figure ;I , we say

that f gre ' is obtained from figure 0 by a topolical trans:

formation. .

With he aid of the concepta Jut studied, it is possible to

define rigoropsly,'such concepts .as an arc Of a 'curve, a crOsecf

curve, etc.

A Simple are is a topological image of a segment, a closed
.
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simple arc is a topological image of a ones..Tensional triangle,

. etc.

The majority of mappings encountered in geometry are topo-

logical mappings.

' The spbbifically'topological properties of figupts,*.and_the.2---..,,

..-
.

.

.-

properties of*topologicaltransformations as such are tht subJect

matter of ""the geometry Of the continuous" .4 topology

([16), t7])

For elementary geometry we require only.the very simple

topological concepts.which havt been set forth above.. .

A:4

3
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16. 'THE CONCEPT OF THE TRANSFORMATION OF A PLANE

159.

INTO ITSELF AND OF SPACE INTO ITSELF

In mapping a figure 0 onto a figure Y it is not necesAsXY

"that figure y be distinct from figure . If figure 7/coin-

-t::14eswith figure 0 we have the-maI;Ping 'of figVS.e into itself

or,'in particular, the mapping of figure. 0 onto itself.

In the case of a mapping of a figure 0. into itself opl'ento

itsef we often speak of the transformation of figure,0 into

itself making no distinction between into and onto; the meaning

is always clear frdm the context.

In particular, we 'speak of the transformation of a plane

into itself and of the transformation of space into itself.

Tng following examples illustrate this general definition,,

The Mapping of a solid sphere upon its diameter (fig. 9a).

is at th6'sama time also a mapping of the solid sphere into

itself.. The diameter PQ will btthe complete image of the

solid sphere. This mapping of the solid sphere izltoa tself is;'-

one of the transformations4of the solid sphere into i lf.

--. .

.
a

P 4" 4' L 4'

Fig. 112

If we,map the line' 41., onto an ()Pen semicircle, and then by

perpendicular' projection mop this. semicircle back into the line

we obtain, the' transformation f of lire at into itself

A
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(ri4. 112), under which f(A) = f(A') = A",... and f(P),= P.

The point P is a fixed point of this transformation. 'The cm-

Plete-image of the line a, will be the'interval KL. This trans-.

formation'is topological,.as can easily be verified.

Proceeding analogously we can construct a transformation of

a-plane_ r..into ,J.tseU' ,The complete image of the

plane will be an open disk of this plane. Such a transformation

of a plane into itself is likewise topological.

It is necessary to keep in mind that under the indicated
.

transformation of the plane into itself every figure in plane, r
.,-

' is transformed' into some figure in that same-planet It.1s4easy
, . .

to see, for example; that a circle with center at=P will be
,

. . -,. . ,

...

transformed into another circle with the S4me center. Lines
: .:-

. q.

lirpassing th gh
4

P will be transformed into themselves3. the

complete, image of. each 'such line will be an interval,, as_14'r a- .-.--
, .q,-

evident from fig. 112. A line not Pasinethrough P :kill be
''''. .-

transfbrmed into an arc of some curve. A circle having_it$
. _ l''.",.._.:--

,,,
center not at .P will be transformed into some closed .curve,;',.

. : '7;,',''

the disk bounded by this circle, into a region of the,p14ne

bounUd by the image of the circle.; etc.
4

A transformation of d plane into itself induces a-trans-

formation of every figure of this plane.

Let us.construCt a transformation-of the,,plane-'ir into

itself. We draw in the plane the equilateral, one- dLmensiona1
.

triangle ABC and its circumscr4bed circle (fig. 101). , Let

everYIPoint M of the ode-dimensional. triingle beltransformed

Into a point N of the circle, and let every point N of the

circle be taken back into the corresponding point M' of the

171 7
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triangle; all other points remain An their pZaces,thlys, are
P

mapped into themselves. We,then have a transformation'of the

plane into-itself. (and in fact onto itselfwhich is not topo-

logical.

Fig,' 113

, This. transformation of the Plane-intnit6elf induces a

transforilition of every figure in the plane ,r. Taus, triangle

AEC -is topologically transfOrmed into the circumscribed ci ;cle.

The circle also.is transformed topologically into the triangle.

Every figure not containing points of the triahgle or circle

nther, than A; B and C remains unchanged and, consequently,

its transformatiOn is topological.
44

Analogously we may construct a transformation of space int401-

itself by circumscribing a sphere about a two - ,dimensional regu-

lar'tetrabedrOn, transforming A9nints of the tetrahedron and sphere
, .

,
IYing on the same radius into each other, and 1pCing all other

points in thei, planes.'
77 -Oft /

The topological transfo -tion of the one-dimensional tri-
/

angle into the circumsgri e circle can be extended continuously

4

3
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tb the entire:plineyith 0,ae aid of the followingprocedure.
,:

r
The,p6int 0 gbes into itae116-, while to every point S*distinct

. , ,

from 0 in the plane n ye assig&its image SI such that St
/..

lies on the ray OS, and

f OSt ON
'OS OM , '44$**,,

This determinesaiquelY:the point St and thus-`we have

constructed a transformation of the.plang into itself which is,
4

moreover, topological, as can readily be demonstrated. This

mapping of the plane into itself (andin"fact onto itself) in-

duces a topological trnsfoimaation of every figure of "this plane.

A ray issuing from point 0 undergoes a homothetic trans-
.

4
formation,_but each ray has its own coefficient of similaritis-

ON
. . Foilltsr the.rays OA, OB and OC kremain fixed since

ct

for them k =.1. In figure 114*;AshoWn the ti,ansformation of. the

triangle QR into the figure MIR' and the transformation of

4-)7141.,

11116P fr 4
iP

1.6.Plt.,4.
or

!Q- 0 R
a ,..

Fig. ilk

173
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The triangle ABC is transformed into its circumscribed circle.
. d -

tt_is Suggested as an exercise that the student draw-the figure'

'? into which this circle itself is in turn transformed.

(c.;
z_ - An analog of this transformation can be constructed in

1,

aPacOith the aid of a regular tetrahedron and its circumscribed

Skherler..

_The transformation of space into itself (and in fact onto
'

,itselfl thus obtained will be a topological one, as may be

readily vekfied.

fee:us recall once more that properties-of figures which are

esery -under all transfo 3na.tions of a given class are called

invariant properties of these figures (relative to that class of
so

trandforpations). An invariant propety of a circle, for example,
,

under topological transformations'will be the property of being

a closed curve without self-intersetion. A break in the topo-

logical image is excluded by virtue of the continuity of the

transformatio and self-intersection is excluded by virtue of
/

1

its one-to-one character. If we imagine a circle formed of rub-,
1 ,,,z

her thread capable of infinite elasticity and flexibility, then

b stretching,and pending this circle as we please we obtain its
---:* -

opologicalimages.
_ .

6 ''' Such transformations do potpreserlie, for example, length,
=4,

convexity, or the property of being,a.plane figure.
Ift .

hieseneral;- under topological transformatfons, lengths of

lines and angles between liriba are not preserved. Nor can we

speak of the preservatian of area either, since I plane figure

may be transformed, into a very intricate spatial one, and do. on..

2
17
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Fig. 115

4

O

It is not, difficult to find any number of examples of

;transiermations of the plane into itself and of space into itself

constructed,inthe manner just examined. We can take,any two
=

curves (1) and (2) (in spa.ce, two surfaces) which intersect.each.-.

ray issuing frnm a given point 0 in only one point (fig. 115)

and proceed analogously

That is to say, we

At such that At lies

where' M
1 and

with the

with -the fo.xpoing.

4
transform every point A into a point

on the ray OA and

0AI ONi_

N1 .are the points' of intersection of the ray

curves -(1)4and (2) respectively.

Fig. 116
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If the curves (1) and (2) are concentric circles (in space,

// concentric spheres) the transformation will be the familiar

similarity transformationlwith the center of similarity at point

0 (fig. 116).

will be interesting to work out the formi taken by the

image of various elementwa figures (triangle, square, circle

etc.) if a series df simple figures 4re successively chosen as

the curves (1) and (2).

B

A

1.76

1
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17. STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTION
4

^44CW4.040

Let us consider still another transformation of figdres---
,1,,

central projection. In mapping conic sections into a circle

(but in general not onto the circle) (figs. 29, 31, 33), as well

as a plane into a sphere (but not onto a sphere)(fig. 100), we

were already dealing with central projections, the center b

at pOint S.

Le us investigate the properties of one nntral projection

of plane f gures into spherical figures -- the properties kfJ.

stereographiAprOjection -- which will be, indispensable to us-

g

later.

Stereographic projection is important not only in mathema-

tics -- where, aside from geometry, webay,point out the 'Nisei-
-

bility of the one-to-one mapping of the plane pf
,

complex numbers

onto a perf6rated sphere, the utility of which. is well,known

but also, for example, in cartography. In cartography we must

the whole or a:-Dart'of the sphere into °deal with the,Mappin
r.

a plane, that is ith-the construction or plane maps of the

earthts su ace regarded as a sphere. The stereographic prd-

jectiois one of the most important cartographic projections.l)

In our study of stereographic projectiori (fig. 100) we shall con-
.

sider that the sphere is perforated the tenter of perspective

1) See A. V. Gedymin: Cartography, textbook for teacher training
institutes", Uchpedgiz 1946. Examining,the'instructive dia
.grams and sketches of this'book one may readily get an idea
-Of the distortions of figures under' various kinds of trans....
formations pf-parts of adhere into a plane [14).

.

LL
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S, and that the point Sr belongs to space but not to the sphere.

Every figure lying on,the sphere As likewise considered to be

- perforated at S if it passes through that point.

We observe, in the first place, that any line a...of the.

plane r is transformed by the stereographic projection into a

circle passing through the
V
point S (fig. 117). This follows

from the fact that all rays SA, projecting points A of line
,

Fig. 117

)

a, into points B of nthe sphere, lie in one plae which pro-

jects the'line at, and which intersects the sphere in a circle

passing through S.'

Fig. 118

1
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R
Thus, any line a. of pl

N
ne r is transformed into circle

& passing through S. - Every, circle a belonging to the

sphere, and passing through S goes over, under the inverse trans-0

foimation, into a line 0, of the plane. !this is one of the fun-

dements.% properties of sireographic prijection.

All meridians, ins particular, are transformed into straight

lines passing.through th4 south pole (fig. 118), and'vice versa:
,

every line belonging to the pencil whose center is at the sciuth
. .

into
. .

pole is transformed into a,meridian (fig. 118).6.
..

.

-.1tr virtue of the one-to-one nature of the transformation) we'
.

:. 44;

shall speaksbmetimes.of the trapdformation of the perforated

sphere onto the plate r and sometimes of the inverse trans-
.

formation of the plane t intO\the(sphdre (or onto the per-_
forated sphere). Which or the transformatiOns we have in mind

-\
will be evident from the :co teit..

Lt is easily seen that'all the parallels of the sphere,

including the equator, are transforMed into concentric,
.

ix the plane having their center at the south pole of the sphere
.

=0

118). In proof we note that the right circular,cone which

projects any parallel intersects the plane r in a circle*. 'This

is the
f
method tfsedlin construct ng maps of icircumpolar regions;

fr

exaini5lEes or such maps may.befbu d in-any geo raphical atlas.
et^

flieVUS now inqu re what are the images: f'dirdles on the
:

sphere other than th sv4 have Just considered (figs.'117 118).

a

.
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We find that the linage of any circle on the sphere not

passing though the.center S.-'of the stereographic 'projection
fi

will be a circle in. :the plane r of that projection.

4101*

THIS IS THE' FIRST FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF SeiREOGRAPHIC

-,PkOJECTION.".

'Before, proceeding to prove AV let us point out the rollowing-.7

,facts:-, 4
Firstly:, in order to, find V yertex T of the; cone 'tangent

a

a a,ephere in ,a given circle of the sphere, we may proceed as

.foiloWs: We draw" from the-,eenter 0 of the, sphere (fig..49)'',
. .

,

_
1

the perpendid4ar OC to the plane of, the,,given cir e and in.
_

- ,

any, plane passing through this pbrpendi
6,

ler (shaded in,,,th,e dia-
;

), we egnstru t the tan lent GT , to the ,great circle. .of,,,t ,,,,f'

t

. ,

-ere at the .point' of its intersection G' with the given cie,
, . .

The point 'T of t1 e intersection of this tangent wit

ne (:)Q: Will also be th desired vertex of the Cone. If

A is 4 great circle, the ptaikent GT Will be parallel

aid the tangent cone degenerates into a. cylinder.'

.

16
I

8
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!Returning to the sQereographic projection, we note,

secondly, that the ver,tices, T of the cones tangent to the

sphere in encircle a' /
Passing through the center S 'of the

projection (fig. 117) lie in a plp.ne4C tangent at S to the

sphere and consequently parallel to plane, Tr. In figure.120 is

shown the secTion of the sphere by a plane passing.thrqugh S and

__containing'the Rexpendicular OC to the plane of the circle -al

(see ifig. 117).

ThirdIY, every line tangent to the' sphere iWtangent.to any
-circle-of the sphere the plane of which contains this tangent.

Proof: Let a. be a line tangent to the sphere at M
. ,

trig. 121), which is to say, let a. be perpendicularto

OM. of the sphere, If thr gh aye pass a plane inter-

secting the sphere in the'c rcle .46 (we etftose here that 4 is

not a great elm] , w ich case the .a.ssertion would be obvious),

and, if we drOp the perpendipular OC to this plane, then OC

will also be perpendicular to the line cc.. of this plane.

[Here, of course, the two perpendicular lines are skew.
--Translators.)

Thus, line a. 1s perpendiculaxito OM and 0C, and henCe

"- perpendicular to the plane of these lines, whereby it is also

s plane. Thus,,line at, ispeNendicular to the line 'CMCM of thi

..tangent to circle

.4

0

o

.1

Ei
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Fig. 121

so:
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Keeping these facts in 'mind, we 'shall' prove one more lemma: 4

Lemma:

r

caoik,

t lwdenOte

Fig. 122

I
, . '.

a line tange, t tct the sphere at/point Miv.
v:

(rig. 122). We pass a plane through the line .4 d the pole

2lnof the atereographic projection. ,This plal,e intersects the

spOre,in the circle al, and intersects the planer in,the'

..,ipageof this oircle, the line a. (Fig. 123 shows:this plane

:together with Circle and 11 es 4-' and It can easil

. ,
be verified that le SC (fig. 122, 1 3), where .0 is ftkie

, 1

t,'4

I.

"r
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center of circle ce, 1,,s perpendicular to line a. We shall .

; ,

prove that lines .4; and a. intersect line SM at, the same iple.,
1 .

.7

Zi211 1M ag Z414 IDr.2g ZSM !C .1- ,.r. ; .,IP1.,obf: .

$.0..i.

4indsince, INISN A. LSIOD , - -,

V and

we get

= gISN
2

&dim'. ZONA, ,

I q.e.d.

123.
I-

4t
We now turn to the proof of theArst fundamental theorem.

Of stereograahic pro4ection..

Let a) be a circle of the sphere not passing through peOint
..

S and not &parallel of the sphere (fig. 120. Further;' let
. --

,;, . , 1
1T be the verteX'of a cone tangent tb the sphere in th&icirsle

, 1

a....t, so that if MI :is an arbitrary point of circle 44 TM
4

isttangent.to the-sphere.* Drawing the line SM t, we dendte the

imageeof pOint MI in the plane r by M. We also denote by'

K the interpe tion of the line ST and the plane If: We know
.

t '

..

that 'T
'

does of lie in the plane tangent to the sphere at S. -... ..

and parallel o r; consequently ST is riot parallel to the

plane ;.71r.

Ya
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We shall now show that the image v...of .circle is a
circle having center K.

4.'

By the lemma, LTM'M LIMO, since TM' is tangent to the
sphere and KM is its central projection on. lane 17-.

We draw TM" parallel to KM. Then either points M" aria.
M' coincide, or triangle 14114".T has' equal angles at the ver-

2

.tices M' and M", and consequently4

but Prlif

:I'm t ,m"

SKor MK = -Tr

But MST 4-14 the 'Agile lef,igth for al,' points. Mt , nn .the
. -- ,

efcircle at. Coresequently, MK',.har- the same I
.. .points M on the eurve- a. an e curve a. is a rcircl.g, q.e.'ci.

Here again we dray attention to 8,4Amportsiit fact..of which '. 41 .. y ,

ngth fgr all

. we made use 1.4°.64 prewediri'g1:041:4
t '

4hericS,1 ceii* t:

-a *,

* ,
P -744°

...

order4to obta n the
ft-e/.

.1gr geessaryito drop
-1 N.

0.
r'

4.

2
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pendicular from the vertex T (fig.lie-4). to the plane Oi. ;.

. /,
circle 40: The points of, intersection of-this perpendidular

'with-the sphere will be the two spherical centers Of'the circle
, . ,

41. But by virtue of our assumption that the circle ez.1 is /:,,,,z

,

not a parallel 'of the sphere relative to the pole S, ST is not

to the,planeoithe'circlev at, And consequently

the centen of Qt cannot lie on ST. Therefore, the spheriCal

center of a circle a.', the plane of which does not pass through

thecenter of the stereographic projection and is not parallel to .

;the plane r of, the prcijection, does not have as its imp the
if

center K .of the transformed circle a. .=
.

,
.. ._

Similarly it may be-shown that any circle in plane r whose

center K is not the point o/ tangency of the sphere has as Its
. -

tillage on the sphere a'circle which does nc;)t pass through S and

Whose, center does not lie on the-projecting ray 'SK.

WE SHALL NOW PROVE THE'SECOND FUNDAMENTAL,THWREM OF

q
STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTIbN:

.

4

' Under stereographic Projection the angles betwe curves on the

sphere are equal to the-adgles between their i ges.

. 1 .

f.Let ere be given the curves 11 and' on the, sphere
'7

_
.

(fig. 124) intersecting at angled" in.the46int Pt. The Angle,

between the curves is the' Agle betweek the,tangents, 1 and ,:fp.:2,,,

to these- edrves,---Aere afrok- and 'lie in a-plane ta gent' to ;=: ,..
' the spPei-e,at Pttlle, The images of. the -curves 11 and 21.are

", /

the gurves.1 anp2,in the 'lane ',Curves 11 and 1 .lie on the
e,-

surface of a projecting coo e with, vertex at ,S. duryes 21 ands 2

r ,
0

1,85
)49, fr
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similarly lie on a,conic surface with vertex at S4 SPIP1 'is a

common gRnei-ator of these conic surfaces.'
, -

The'plane tangent to the first conic surface along its

ze,hire.tor SPtisF.1 p contains the tangents bl and cl to the

',curves 11 and 1.
,

By virtue of the 1 (page 173) We have:

ZbiPIP14.LciPPI,"''-

411110d
.L.b2PIP'="Le2P.P.'

Thus, in the trihedral anilesTIpbib2 and .Ppc1c2 we have

a Common dihedral angle (between the planes tangent to the cones)

and two pairs of corresponding equal face angles. Such trihedral
-

angles are equal or symmetrical,, and consequently their, third

face angles are equal, that isoL=45 .

Stereographie projection is a transformation whic
,1
h preserves

angles.
Any transforse,10n-under which angles between curves are

..preserved is called conformal. I
Stereopaphic projection is a conformal projectioh.

e

IWe lall.utilize our-knowledgeiof'ster graphic projection
.

to obtpnisome transformations4;f the plane

vig If thd,plane r is stereographieally moped into a sphere,

he sphere then r tested about any diaTeter, noenecessarily

ne pa sing throw h S,.and.the poin'ts-of the sphere are, pro
. .

'i

jected k onto the plane, a transformation ,q,,
0
.

../

:,

the 'plane nto itself.
V-

. .
, .

1 ......

Initial' pelint A ofpdane- IT go over 'intq a point
.

,

A 1# of the sphere; :when the ispher-eis rot ted ,, A 1, goes Oier

J.

r

_186,
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some point A" of the same sphere; and under the inverse pro-
.

ection, A" ,is tranatFmed'into point Al of pla -r. The

result issthat'point A of the plane Jr. goes over i to,point

of .the aame'plane.

However'','-while this is .`the case genera13,i, it is not sk

. 1.

without exception. The -perforation Soin the sphere, .ror-:gx-e'i
. 44%

-4'',,-efl

ample, takes up after the .rotation some new position St, ttle4
4.

projection of which does not give an image of a point A-in the
.c.. ,;....

.

plane.' Furthermore, th9,point which after the rotation assUines,
highest position above the ylane r will .not have In image

after the subqequent projbction. Onsequent/OL, that point of
.4

the plane which aftevprojection and rotation assumes this

highest position will have no image in the plane r The trans-
_

fornation of th6 plane thus obtained will not be a one -1'o -one
- 4

onto
..,,,,.

transformation of the plane nto Itself. 'Under each such trans-
-..,

.

formation there will exist on the plane' v a point into which

no point of the planeis transformed, as well as a point Which'

s no image.,.

I
What is inpoitant fcirsus" s that figures in the p

I

and 4.r1fact whole regions of the plane, not containing

Ceptional roints, are transformed topologicall

transformalianithe family cOnsistIng.of all lin

ane r

these

Under

s and-circlea

over into itseft, that is, it is invariant under the trans-
,

tion; furthermore, this transformation is conformal..

A
. ti
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a

18. WE CONCEPT OF CENTRAL PROJECOION

A stereographic projection is a. special case of central pro-

,jection of a sphere onto a plane, with a particular arrangement

of the center,S and the plane of prOje4tion r. Sometimes,

4
retaining the center at S, the sphere is centrally projected

onto the plane of-the equator; and so on. Different kinds of

." stereographic projections are thus obtained.
I

Particular. importance attaches to the central projection of

a plane 7 onto another plane r. Hereeagain the one-to-one'
k. .

onto property ieviplated-if we consider the planes r and wo
. . ,

in their entirety'end if they are not parallel (fig. 125). In

the plane T there is (a particular Tine a:lying idlthe plane
. .

Which is parallel 't,e, and passes through S. This line has

t whichno image. Analogously, there is,a line of on pane r
-.. .

. ,. .

is not the image of any line whatever of plane r.-.

" kr;
\ .If'the planes are cut through along these lines, i.e. if

i,

these clines are excluded, the correspondence of points in the. .

, '( . ..

3gures ob ined pieserves the4e-to-one p operty. Lines of

he plane r are projecte into lines of t e plane rt and vice .

1

ersa. On these lines there will be some exceptional pointsj
'I

. .

namely -the points of i
)
tersec ion of these lines ,with the special

Itines .a.;.an.1 at..
.

.

,I, , )s ,.

f

Under central-Projection of one plane uponanother circles
. , .

go over into conic sections, We a e already acquainted with-
..

1
.

,*..' particular cases of such iirojectio J

. :It is alWays'possible tc-locate the planes r "and r

s

t an

elect the center of pi-ojection 's in such amadhei-that-the

"'
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Planes *- and _intersect and

-
,

will be transformed into a'circle

-
1

S

4

e

a given circle a-in plane v

at in plane vs.

/.,

.
How to-choose su,ch a central projection is?.:Shovm..hy..figure

';`

124. 'The required p';:ooidure i'l0o select anYpspheilt tangent to

plane, T at a po *her than, he center K. of circle 4E s110,

taki ethe stereograai projectio9 'et,1 'Oi the cirole 40' to

sr
I,

art.
,i :

le 4L1 as plane '
- .

'r con ;der the 14.ane of,cir

,N4T, .s.

It is to be particular y noted that,-aii2:We dlrea
. T..

.... E
..,.,

e,.
, I ,

th&. center K of circle a.. is not projeoeedAto.v e canter of
`''l L'' - 1:. i.. .

circie-a.v. .

, -A 4g:

/ We made lise of thj.s Observation Prithe.P;e4 1-.ohapter,,k' '

In general, all, other circles of plane' T. tot be's'. . 5..\ -, 1 ; ;,4: .- <-1.:, - ,

projected into circles by he projectiqn_jUse condtpvcted
,

. v:'.;,.. -: ' ', .

.4

.1

St: ,

7/-
St,

. . t
"1,N . . 9.

..S'

.
r



,19. THE CONCEPT OF A GROUP OF.TRANSFORMATIONS

171.

Ih gem y an.important role is played not only blr individ-

ual transformations - of figures but, k,rebminently, by sets clasNs

aggregates of transformations satisfying prescrioed conditions.

r"--rCentral importance attaches to the concept of a group of trans-
/

formations.
-..,.. ...... _

s
To illuminate this concept let us consider the following

,1(;;;Ie.

Let a., be some line in the plane r (fig. l2,6) and let ,Ai
"

1
be a given positive number. To the point M we assign the point

M' such that: firstly, MI lies on the perpendicular MA to

,line GE, and on the same side of a. as point M; andseeendly,

AM,I = A AM. .

.
.

A The correspondence thus established is a one-to-one trans-
. ,

formation 16k of plane r into itself, which is called a uniform

stretching of plane r if k > 1, or a uniform ,shrinking if

k <1.

Unde this transformation the points of remain

fixed.

dIn the aiagram are shown the transformations of, triangle

PO into triangle and of a 'circle into an ellipse (with

k = 3). It can easily be Shown tnat
to

under tnis,transforrdatiPn a
. .

"straight line goes over into a straight line and two parallel

linesp and go over into two'parallel lines pt and Fit.
V'

'Ta ing th

Set Atransf hug. 15* of the plane into Trail forTI atiori
- I

1.(wIth k =.1) is theidentIty trans o tion; it le ves all

en line cr.. and all. possible k > 0 we -have a

- 190
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.

points of plane 04 in their original positions.

Two transformationg 95k, and oic2 of the set of transfOr-
.

mations under:bonsideration, performed onp after the olher, will

be.equivalentito one transformation klk2 *Ike coefficient"

of stretching 4. of the resultant transformation is equal tothe
`

product of the,coefficients of the comptnent transformations

and 96k2 :

0.

,
k = k

1 .1c2

Fig. 126.

The transformation 95kik2 is called the slm oftransf-

I

mations,lik, land- Ok2 . We write: It I

.1 .
IP

,

pl, ki 4 i6 k 21 i6ikl-k2

the =sum of'transformations
k and 03. is equa2;tto

Ok+ 01
1

to each other; their sum is equal'to:thdentitY transformation

qt.

0Toe transformationa k are said to be inverse

6e4

i .1



We shall now give ergeneral definition of a group of trans-
.

_mi.

formations*:.

Definition. A set. G of transformations of a plane-Tor of
.

space). into itself is called a group if:

1., the sum of two transformations of.set, G* belongs to

the set G,Aciosure under addition),

2. the identity transformation belongs to the set-- G,*

(existen e\-of a,neutral element), .P

evdAtraniformation'of.the set Gjhasdh inverse
. N . .

.;
'iansgprmatidh belonging to the set G- (existence"

'3*

, ..-

of an Inverse element).
, r ,* 4--/
.Thus, the set of all untprivstrepehings >of,...a plane

. .

:eonstiiVtes a group.

Hereinafter we shall encounter many groups of transf9r-

mstiqhs.

,
0

cL

0'

4.#1111
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20r. THE GENERAL CONCEPT OF A GROUP

Fot the.set'of uniform stretctiings there has been defined

one algebra* operation -= that,of addition. The,operation was
. , _

subject to prescribed conditions which characterize a group.
. ,

The general concept-of a group belongs to algebra..,[4). In'

.

the present section are presented those elements of general group

theory.indispensable for what'is to follow.
. so

t:

I

It is sometimes important to exhibit some of the properties

of sets in Which there is defined an operdtion subject to certai:n'A
cAditions. These properties will hold irrespective of the ele-

,, ments of the set and regardless 'of the nature of the operation

within the set.

.

To begin With we shall,give a general definition of an
-

a}igebraic operation.

Given some .G of elements of any kind, --

In set G' an a gebraic'operation is said to be, defined

'to'any two elements (different or identical)`of the set G,

taken in a >definite order, there is assigned according to some

law a fully determined third element bel onging to the same set.

, In our example) to any two elements in the set orstretching

transformations there is assigned a third element in the same set

'of stretching transformatio

1 Arithmetic andalg21212a yield algebraic

operations. Such, for instance, are addition and multiplication
.

in number sets. ,

If. the operation is such that for any two elements of the

set G the result of the operation is independent of the order

A 0

4

ti
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in which the elements are taken, we have a commutative opera ion.
. .

Lit' if to some two elemeRt,s (0.,...6-) taken in a certain order t e
.

,operation assigns a-third element C, and to the same elements

(,b, a.) but taken, in the opposite order it assign,the element/

CI differing from C, ,the operation' is non,-commutative. f.

It is immaterial what sign vie;use for the operation,/

what we call it.

We may usethe signs of addition and multiplication,

c= a +b, c= ab, c= ab, c =ax b

or any other signs, e.g.:

c = a 0 b, c bo.:c = fs.ab],

We shall employ chiefly the. additive nota,tton a + b and

shall call the operation addition. On occasiohwe will.al§p

employ the multiplicative notation A4,--and,c'all'the operation'
. .

, ./

!
iN

A set, G with one algebraic operation is called a group
.

if it satisfies the'following conditiors: , %NC
4 .

I. .The condition .of associativity or the Associative Law. .

For any three:elements ca,,k,c. Qf set G we have

a + (b + c) = (a.+ ;) ± c.,

II.% The condition a the existence of a neutral element.
. '

Among the elements -of set ,G phere,muSt'exist a unique

element called the neutral element and demoted by 0, such that

a+ 0 =U+a.,?=a1
11

for.every element a.

S

a

III. The condition of the existence of an'inverse'element

for any given element.



.
For every given elemeta.:of a set G it must be possiblle

to Bind in the same set d an element Za... such that

a +14"( -a) + (-a) + a =

Let us consider some examples of group

lc! In the ')set Of 'uniform stretthing we had an'exam l of

a comcommutative group., , ,
4-

The neutral.eletent was supplied by the identity sfor-

mation 01.

2c.' The set of all real numbers with theloperatiqn of

ordinary addition is also a commutative grOup.

aeutral element of this group is the number 0.

3* The set.of all real numbers excluding zero with, the

operation of ordinary multiplication 4 again a commutative

group. The neural elemept is the nuul,ber 1. In th s case it is

More usual to write the group operation "multipl catively". The

group -conditions will in this notatiOn have the form:

I. a(bc)-= (ab)c; II. a1 = 1a = III.a.a-l= a-la = 1.

Here the neutral element is denotedby 1, and the element

ft

inverse to element a%, ly'a-1.

40. The set of all complex numbers is\a. group with respect

\to addition.

o
5. The set or integral complex numbers, that i's, of number$

of the form 2 = a + bl, inhere

group with respect, to addition.

k. 6. The set,ofs:7complex numbers with zero exclUded is a group

With respectto multiplication.



XPhe verification of this aisserti n is recommended as an

,ex,arcise,

185.

,

. 79 Let us now examine a/,.et of transformations of an equi-

lateral triangle '/),'Q into ktself.
. , .

The elements ofithis- et may.be wktten down most siy 1y as
.

) /- .

follows. If for exampl a transformation carries.oyer the Ver-
. 0 A

. - .
.,.

/ -1 0,0
. /

tices ,11:, B, C respec vely into the Verticep° B, Z /, this

y .

eIeplent is written .the farm ' 0:' 0

, p,

ti

( ABC) 8 .

f I .,`BCA".

,' In all therear six elements:

. , .

. . to--- al =(inri- a2 t); al3 (ABC);

/
) \

.

`ECA

- ABC ABC

,.. .

7 11. CAB -' a5 (411)°*:

.'

...4 '''':, /

Thes= are th6elements of the set of all. self-displacemants
.c,

or -s" ries,ofthe triangle AIC, i.el the et of all displace-
. 4 ,

ments o tr'iangle's ABC into itself. Transformati)on ao is

the id niity trahsformation,leaving every' Vertex of the triangle

in it original position. ,41an-Sflo ion carries vertex Aa5

into, vertex C; into leavysd i pl ce; and A

int C. Transformation a
5

is the uturn ng over of triangle'
_

AEC about the altitude drawn from vertex' B.

it is ,evident that two of these tran formations, performed

On after the other in a given order, can be replaced 6y one
t J

t ansformation belonging to the 'same sit; Such a replacement of

t o transformatiorla,ty one ,we shall.call multiplication and;

pnsequently, we,shaal.,,ue the"IpuLtiplieativq-tanguage".
-4- .

.

., .
f , I

..
. -

tip
4

e
O. ,, 4. ' t`'

' .\ t . fi 'A

40.1"
fr, V 5s.

. v%

- /2%."-.

1'1)6
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'.Je have now .derined**in tne. set. an operation which possesses

the proptrty of uniqueness and. closure'
//

We shall agree to place inzftont that transformation wnich

is to be performed firs1 For/example

a2a4 (Z) (C B) =-(.21C3S).

Here the first.transformation takes ertex' R into vertex

13; the second, vertex B into vertex A;v as a result, 4ertex
_ *4

A is taken by the transformation a2ak into vertex .A,' i.e. ,

;

E

.' . ,i/
it remains in place. , .

Y..

In tne same 'manner we find that C

find that. a2a4 = al. If we take tnei transformations

the, opposite order, we shall nave:

Ak (ABc) _CAnc)_
3'43'2 (CAB)' BAC CBA a5.

tThis suggested that the .stuaent verify tnat the associative

law is fulgilled nere. con.t.tion of trte existence of a neu.
,

1

3
' tral eleffient is also fulfilled. This element is ao, since, for

0 ,

ex'ample, we nave:

m P '

. ..
.

, ajao: = (Ai3cBcA)(AATC) = (A,Bcn) --..-- .a.3/-
,.,

- ,,,,,r.
..

'

and likewie aoa j = a3.
, .

. ... .

N
.. -

.

f For every elerpent,:he.re exists an inverse elem .

. :

.

Ir2'-"14 .',----1144-7------'-r"---1-
, .

. .

/
A B(

0
. 0

.....- '

. .
"

such that ( ''t'' ) PA
up °In ^standard, nkqa ti6ri (A.EC) p 1:e., ellaar 0 .._. GAB. 0 - ..

.

a:4. I. is easily verlfied`that,' a341= (AX)(*A13C1 (A121'''' A(AX)
'CAB' 'ABC' -0.

, ,

.

..)

.i

.

. .

.

'and' likewise .aita..i. = a9. ° N ":s ,

b
P I' p 7

4,

.0-

.0

ti. 4



The set of symmetries of an .equilateral

non-commutative,group.

It is recomMended that the st de t follow the carrying out .'

'of thy' transforMations just., condldered, nd'bnly in symbolic'
, 04

.3

notation, but also graphically infgeOmetric termit.
a

t-
Using tne 'same example we snail explain tne important con--

87.

triangle is a

cept of a subgroup.
, t

We. take Xrdm the six elements of our .set just two,. ao and
..

, .

same. a
1

a
1 * -

This subset ,of the given set, with the sam operation s was

- \..def4ned for the entire set, will also be a group,a subgroupubgroup of

ti14'giveY1 group.
,f'

e k

.,.
.

,''

.

'I,IL us verify the clogUre of the operation (for the subset):
.

v . . . , >

aosl = al; gala() = .;.1; all ' k
itkEq(Ate). = ) = a
AC B, ACB ABC' 0°

.
. .

'.'

.

Theasdociative laW.da, riot, ir'hae to be verified,; since ,it,.
\ , t.

1 ,,
k is fulf4 for the:Cnt.i" set and hence is Automatically.ful-

filled for part of it. ..''
. *

The condition of thd existence ofa neutral element is also
, . ; - .. . .,0', /

IPUlf
.

iaed, sincee element ao -belongs t
.

..o

the subset
'.../

/.-
[a.04 al ].

..'.,, 4 ,

Further,,the condition of theexistence of aivinverse ele-

intent "is fulfaled. The element inverse.o the neutral element

is'the ratter itself; the eleMentinverse to ai is .a1.

ur ermore, dal = alaw onsequen Y,

'the given 'group isAommutative. ..

\, ,. ,

... Ibis easy to verify that subsets [a'0, a2] anc,
' ?'53

.
. r . t

Are alto subgroups of theigiver* Agroup. Other subsetdf-two

i elehlents of the-giVen group will not be subgroups.. The subset

.. ..

SU up o

r . pp 8

IS
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O

consisting, of only the 'neqtral' element ao also constitutes a :-
...

IC
fsubgrOu5,

,..

the identity sllhgroulD.
,,.

ellO ' ,

.

'Now let us take the zubeet [a , a. 6.*
1,

a7-1r- c9nsisting of
o , 3'. 1 .

.

, thee elementd of ''t -given set. The operation in- this subset
; !

_. ,.
14.

is that defined fdr th gien gi,,oup. IA .us verify closure:
.,.

4 aoai = aiao = a3; a0a4,= a.00: = al,. ';

....-

: t 4
a.3a4 p (111A). C5 = (111g)::' ao = a4a3. .

T

pe4des this,.there exists a- neutral element ao;and-there.
. . \..

, /fr': '

,
-

exists an inverse element for every, element : a3 -1- = sit;

, -1 ,

.

, , .
.

41'

o4 = a 3;' ao
-1

p, ao . .1
,"..

-

, r ---

Verify that the gpoup. of symmetries of triangle ABC has no.

subgroups of four.'Sr five elements .
, , .

Let us write %out all the subgroups of the given group: --
.

[so], [a.o., ,a1]. [ao, a2],. [so, a5) N .' .. . fi
s .'' ja.0,. a30.4 j, 4a0, al, a2, 43, .a.4, a5

Th4 firstand last of these tubgr:Oups of the given gioup are

called its improper 'subgroups. in general, the identity subgroup
*

of arty group G and the group G itself are called improper

,. subgroqs of the group G.
'..

We shall next establish tlielAmporant concept of isomorphism
t

.

in the'.sense in which it is applied. to groups. This concept 'is
,

, le

. . . , , , , . U . . . . . . e a m i 1 :i. a r_f_r_am_ a 1 z a x a . . itip zez_.1. t i I a ,1.. a ra a ci 1 _V, 1 D c_o n n e c t i o n with

the concepts of rtpg and held., a '

,
,

Let, there .be given, a one=to-one correspondence
. , 0

- I
4. a 4*---,. a 1,

. .

between the set of all elements of group G and the set of an,

, 0

N'

199
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elements of group Gt. The Qorrespondenee is an ieofflorphism (or

an isomorphic correspondence) provided the operation is preserved:

'that is, Whatever re1ationShip_of the form a + b = c exists'

among three elements of one group, for example 'G, upon replacing

elements a, b, c of group *G with ,the corresponding elements

II ) b c t of grslup Gt the reLtionship obtained remains valid:
4.

s

a' 4 bt =

Two groups, are called isomorphic if an isomorphic corres-
,,

ponder -me can.e established between them..
.

ro

The 'three subgroups (anal], [a0a2], [ao, a5] / of the

group'of symmetries of the triangle.are isomorphic by virtue of :

- the following isomolvhic'eorresponaences:

fa , a

ao, a5 4 t!"ao, a5

In general, all groups consisting of two eleMents are always

isomorphic.

From the point of view of group theory, isomorphic groups

do not ,differ from each other, whatever, may be the nature of

their elements and operations.,,

Let us examine another-dueh,example. We separate all the
1.

real non-negative nUMbers '0, 1, 4, 5,... into two

classes: .the class of even numbers

bo = [0, 2,,4, 6; ..

4and the class of odd numbers'

to" = [1, 3, 5, 7, ...]

.

ZOO
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and consideP the set of two elements !Do *a51...---tc. The element's

.of tnis; set are classes. '

Let us establish in this set of two elements the pperat-ICTri of

addition, based on the following rule: to add two classes meant

to take one arbitrary number from each. class and.to
-..,,,

add them in
. .

. . ,

.

tne oPdinary way. The class to which the sum belongs ,we assign

to the two given classes. and call it the sure of the given classes.

This operation unlque1yassigns to the two elasses.a third one,

and is closed.

From this rule it follows that

bo + 100 = bo, bo + bl = 101'+ bo = b1, bl 45 bl'.=BTOT.

The isomorylism between group [100, 101] and the. group

[aoall will have the form:

table

a o , a,

b0, b11
I

That the operation is preserved' may be perceived from the

aoao = ao, anal also =,a1, alai = ao;

b, + bo = b0, 100.+ bl =01 + bo = b1, b1 + b1 = bo .

o.

Theorem. Under the isomorphic mapping
1

, a <--a,
. , .....- .

of a group
e
G onto'a group GO, the neutral element of the

. . -X ,y
second group eorresponds to the neutral element of the first.

.
, . ' , -

group, and to every pair of elements inverse to.eaCh other in the
_.:

first group there corresponds a pair of elements ihverse.to each

other.irr the second group.
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191,
.

TO-the neutral el9men,t a.(1 ,of group G there cOr'res-

,
pond under the given isomorpnism the element a'

o ,
group GI:

o

4

ae<-7): 3.10
-

We snail pPove-That Al
o

is the neutral dement of group

G'.

For any arbitrary element .of group G tae have:

a + a
o

a, ae+ a 5

And by v tiue of the isomorpnism,

at a' at, a.'
o
+ = a',

/

o: ./

whence it followeithi:Va10 is the utral element of group gr.
\ .

Let a and c be a pair of verse elementsof (group G,

+ a 2- go .a + = a
o

Then, by virtue of the iso or4171-ism,

at +-b, = a'
o

b' = al
o

Since aio is the neutral e etent, a': and pr

each other. q.e.d.

'2 0 2

are inverse to



PART TWO
.

ELEMENIARY GEOMETRICAL TRANSFORMATIONS

Chapter IV,

- 1 '

PARALLEL TRANSLATIONS (TRNSLATIONS}
/ :

In -chapter IV translations. in .the.planeand in- '

space are investigated. In connection with parallel

t translations we shall study 10e properties of parallel

lines. .4
.

The theory of parallel lines will serve later as

an introduction to the geometry of Lobachemskii.

193.

In 26 we shall consider. the application of the '

method of parallel translation to the solution of prob-
.

lems In construction.

21:s PARALLEL LINES

Two dieinct straight lines cannot intersect, in more than'

6 1,

one point, since if two lines had more than oneeommon point they

.would coincide; i.e. they would have all their'points in common.

After the proof of the existence of non- intersecting lined

in a plane theke is introduced the axiom of parallels.

(Euclid's axiom). Let 44.-. be an arbitraz line, and A a

point lying outside then there'existsin the plane deter,
O.

mined by the line a and the point A not more than one .line

passing through the point' A and not intersecting the'llnea..

A

' It should be emphasized that the assertion ."not more than

one forms

only one" is the Content ora tMorem (See a.). We shall e:91f,

- ,. , .
. ,

this theorem the First corollary of-Eudlidls axiom.
44

.
.

It should be noted that in 'the formuiatioli_of-Eucliel.
A

,
.

6.

. ..
)aral2e1,axiom-, as well as in the-definition of a e the parallel

..,

;, 1,..va'

203 s
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1 is determined by the line a. and a Point A exterior to/

However the line 16 contains still other points.' Suppose,'B is'

Cr

.-

-19-Suchanother point. The first'corollary tells us tnat there
-.... .

. ,

exists a line C parallel to line a.-, passing tnrough B. But-

it does not tell us Knetner line c- is the same as line b .

,

Obseiwing, however, tna ine 10-/lies d.n, the plane deter- 'e

'mined by line-a. and point B, and I tnermore, passes through

.the point B and does not intetsect line 40L---; we may utilize

EuClid's axiom, which states that there is not mqre than one such

line% to snow that, line C. coincides with line 6 . nQ mat -

ter Asti point 'B we cnoose 9n line 2ithe paralleldetermined

by, line CL and. point B turns .out the same line 6 . IhiS Is

'the second corollary of uclid's axiom.
e

Only,jafter establishing this second corollahr ma:Y we speak,

about line ,6 'being parallel to line a. without 441trcating any
. , .

point. A on line 6 with respect to which'this Parallelisth

) .

IP.

holds. ..

. .

Only now does it male sense to sky: the line 6 4/ parallel
t .,

to the line a.. . .-",--

' °. ,

Whether the line 0.,is, in turn, parallel to the line 6, .
. --

has yet to be proved. This fact constitutes the IIIzLaE222.42
- o

. ,of Euclid is axiom.

A

If aline is parallel to a line a then line75z is also

parallel to line 6 : an fact, let us take a point: C on the ' oe

''te
.-.

y

line a.._(fig.,127). The point C and the line b determine a.,
. ,-

Gt

. . .
. ,.

plane in which the line ... lies.' But ttle lcihe a., goes not h1V4-
. A.-

.

.

,

any common points with the line h'; consequently,
,,,a-,is parallel,

,

20 ,
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to,0 ,

.

Only after 'the deduction of this third corollary is it possible
$

'to say: the lines ,a_;and 46 are pLallel.to-each other. The ,,
-..r.

propertY of pLndllel lines just established is called the,pro- -, -

perty of symmetry for the parallelism of, two straight, lines.

Finally we shall prove the fourth corollary of Euclidid'

axiom::
. . .-

If a line ea. is parallel to a line b and the line 6 is
1

.
, 11

parallel to a line C. then the line Gt. is also parallel to the

lide'e: . .

The lines a. and. a. are. both parallel to the line 6 :
..4

.

,

,31
. .

-consequently, the lines a,and b lie in onelplane,
.

and similarly,

Fig..127.

a

O

195.

the lines Ca. and 6 nein one plane. These planes are either

4

. different or else coincide. If the planes are different, then

`they -.intersect in the litie b .

Let us assume that the lines GE, and C intersect in the point
...

,

S. In such a case, -however, point S; being' on the` line a. lies

N
,1,raLthe _plane of fff-e' lines 4., and 6-; lyingon the line (1., the . att '

. ,
.

...point S lies on _the plane of the-lilies' 41.-and b . IV1ollows.,
that the point S lies on the line of intersection of'these

r '.
,

,pldnes, i.e. on tie line b .: Thus tpe lines Q. and 6 have a
,

commOnspofnt S, which is'impossible; since a, and b are parallel.Irte. ..
. .

2 jQ -

sf
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a

The contradiction this obtained shows that the lines a- and Cr
. .

have no common point.' . 1,

I- -
.

But a- and Ct.1 bould be skew lines. We shall show that this
. ,

i

cannot take place. .

/ .

.

-"" "--
'Let us' take a point C on the line C. and let,us consider

,c-
_

4
the line of intersection d of the planes determined, on the one

4. .
A

'hana by the lines c. 'I'and 6 , and on the other by the line al-,

p
and the point C. .

The line of intersection o/ 'is para114I to the line 4;
,

To prove this assertion: Trie line d lies in the plane of

the lines .0- and 6 . Now, if the line cl were to intersect. the

line 6 in a point Z, then,thepoint Z, beionging_to the line ,

would the plane or the lines a. and b and at the
,

same time, being'on the'line d , would lie in the plane of the
,

lines d and a.. But this Would mean that the point Z Would

be on the line of intersectiohMa. of the indicated planes. In '

other words, the lines a and b would have A common point Z,

a

which is impossible This shows that the line d is parallel tO

the line lb

.

',Thus the line cl , passing'through the point C,'and the,

line C also PassingiOhrough,the point C, are both parallel to

theline b and consequently coincide. But the line d lies

in one plane with the line Ct. . Thubsthe lines a, cesd cannot

be skew, and consequently-, t yi e line s pare el to the line C.
.

Al) Footnote: Unlesp lines 4.,b and d were all in the'same plane. ,

But then, line b 4nd point C would be in this plane 4d .
passes through point C), Consequently line.a, being the
parallel to epassing through point C, would also be in this
plane. Thus' lihes a- and c wotad be coplanar and hot 6kew

--Translators.

206
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gho ft-0V half, of the fourth consequence is proved.
. .

loet us now aseumethat the planes of lines (4i..,L)

c)

4a and C-d0 not intersept the.line

they are parallel to-Tit. Ir"th4 linps,

4 sect each other in a point S, then, through the point S; there

w41,(1pass*.two lines parallel £o the line 4 . But in accordance
0

with Euclidts axiom this is impossible. Thus the lines a. and

C are parallel. The fourth corollary is completely profited.

The property of parallelism. stated in the fourth coro/lary-
.

is.oalled the property of transitivity.

ThWproperty holds for the plane as well as for space and

coindide, i.e. the lines dt., 6 and a lie in

19r.

and

one

, since

a and ,C. were totinter-
. t

it

r
allows us to introduce the notion -of "6, penCil of parallel

and a bundle of parallel lines, I:.

l'

parallel to a given line_ar
. _..._,

The set of lines in a plane 0C

lines

ii called a pencil of parallel lines

Any two lines 6 and C. of the
,

peAciI determined .by a 'line

,

a are parallel.to each Other. In fact, the lihe 4 is parallel

to the line a , consequently, by the property.of dymmetry, the

line a. is parallel to the line b . Since the line a is also
.

leparall to the line , the transitivity property implies that

Thus a pmcil of parallel lines can be determined by any

line in it, i.e. we may speak of a pencil of mutually parallel

lines.

Since the properties of symmelty and transitivity fOr '

parallelism of straight lines hold also in space, we have an

c-;

2 0 7

77-
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ahalogous definition: The set of 'lines in spate paraliel to a

giVen lihe a-, including the line a- itelf is called a undle

of parallel lines.

1

41
__In exactly the same manner we show that a bundle of parallel.

lines is determineAy any line in it, 1:t. one may speak of a

bundle of Mutually parallel lines.



. /
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22. T ANSLATIONS (PARALLEL RANSUTIONS)
- IN THE PLAN,' .

Let us examin

plane r (fig. 12

/

199.

a pencil of parallel lines b4leinging to a-

)
W

We have .s\Nn t At every line a. completely:determines a

pencil, namely the ggregate of 11 lines parallel to et. together

with the, line a, itSelf. Asa result of the fact that parallel-
.

ism of lines is subject tai the properties of symmetry and trans:.

and that'; the line a. itself is in the pencil, the entire

set of straight lines in ,they plane r is ,subdivided into classes

or Mutually parallel; Any line GE.. of the plane represents

a class of lines parallel: to it,/, .to which it itself belongs.

Every line 6 belonging to the class determined by a line a.,

determines precisely /;that class to which it belongs.,
/

To tne set of 'fines in/a ckass - the lines of a pencil of

parallels - we asc ibe o direction, and_me-shall say that all

lines -of the pen 1 have one and the same directiLl. Since, each

line_belongs or?ly one pencil; a line has only.one direction.

Fig. 128.

t us take any two points A and B on a line . Line

and, consequpnqy, a direction also) are f)ely determined

by the two points A and B. However, for the two points,

209
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i

#'c

bedsides direotion it iS also possible to in icate an orientar

1

tion Of the segment AB.! If A is conSidel4e as the,first point
1,, ____.

of the segment - its origin - and the point, its second point,
f. "...

or its end, then we thereby ascribe to the se ent AB,' besides
.

.2!

a direction,'also an orientation.

One and the same segment AB has one dire tion but two

orientations Kg and tr.- An oriented segment At is called a

vector.

Vectors are denoted by bold face lower case
\

or upper case

letters

a-, c., A,3 , . . . /
or by two upper case letters with a line above

11,- m5, TM, ...

with the first letter denoting the.origin of the vector, and, the

second denoting its end .

The line AB has two orientations, determined by the vectors

AB, and BA. The orientations At/ and IV are called opposite.

A-_,,_,r 1The:-length of the segment AB is called the length of the

Vector An.
I

1

A vector whose origin and end, coincide. is called a null

vector. For such a vector neither the direction nor tffevector.

is determined, while the length is equal to zero.

---Vect.ora areconsidered equal if_they have the same._
-Mr

direction, the same length and the game orientation.

Inthe drawing the orientati n of a vector is denoted bTan

arrow placed at its end (figs 128.

0
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:

Remark. If we agree to Consider as equal only ' I

7
such vectors as have the sl.D.ple direction, the ,same

length, the same orientation, and in addition, lie on
.

the same line, then such vectors are called sliding
, ..

e

vectors., The line on which they lie will be called

the line of action,of the sliding vector.

In mechanics, the forces applied to an absolutely

rigid body are sliding vectors. A force applied to

such a body may be translated along its line Of action

without changing the condition of motion or condition

of rest of he body. ''
.

A forck cannot, however, be displaced to a line

parallel to its original line of action Without'cang-
't

ing the condition of motion or rest.

If we agree to consider as equal only such vec-
ok,

-tors as, in addition to the same direction, length and

orientation, also have a common origin, then we arrive,

tthe:so,-called fixed vectors.

The equality of vectorS defined in the main text

is the definitimof equality of free vectors.

When we say that a plane is transformed into itself we mean

that each point M of the plane is mapped into'a point MI of

the-same-plane. Wo say,thatunder- the given--mapping -the-point M-
.

goes over into the-point M!, or that ,the point M is trans-,,

formed into the point MI, or that the point M, is displaced ;

into the point MI.' The position of the image MI of the point'
,

M may readily, be defined by mean i of the vector HMI (fig. 129).

211 ,
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Let us give the following definitione A yector haVing its

origin at a point -M and its end at thelransfOrmed point 41,

is called the displacement vector of the point 4 under the

given transformation, of the plane into its.elf.

,
.

We shall give an examp, .;. .

-.41k

...-

-Earlier (1304) we ad'a transformation of the plane into

itself, under which the points of the triangle ABC inscribed in

a circle Passed into the points of the circle, and vice. versa, ''--

b

While the remaining points of kle plane remained where they wire,.
, .

,i:e. went over into themselves (fig. 111).!

In fig. 130 certain displacement ve tors under this trans-

formation are drawn. The points other than those of the linear'

triangle and.circle have null displacement vectors; the vertices

of-the triangle also bave null displacement.- 1_,
,

SinCe the point M passed into N '(fig. 130), 'while 'N,

In its turn passes into M, each segment MN carries two dis-

placement vectors MN and NM with opposite orientations.'
-..--

Let us give now a definition of translation 4or parallel

.translation). A parallel translation (or translationririthe

plane is a transformation of ths,plane.into ,itself under which
.

the displacement vectors of all points in the plane are equal

to each other:

MNt = NNI = AAt = BBI = =

212
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, ,

I. ,.
i ,

, ,;
, I''

Astranslati4 in the plane pOsaeSset arwhold:serie of
i..

.
propertieswIlich we shall examine and .formulate in the form of

,

almost
.

5:1f-evident theorems..

, .

Tgeorem 1. A parallel-translation in the plane is a one-
r.

1'" . , . ,

to-one transformation of the plane into itself.
e ,

.
i ,

, .

in fact, 'a parallel trahslation -E assigns to each point M

of the plane the point .

My = c (M)

!

of the same plane where M' is the

wiaose onigin-ks at the ,point M. -

of the given vector a_ ,

'1

'Tne construction of the point Mt, the

C -

ge of

Fig. 130.
0)

a

Fig. 131.

-,,the. point M, may be carried out as follows, Through the point

M wepass a line a the pbncil determined by the vector GE,

and we lay off on this line an oriented segment
i

so that the

vector RIP ='

-The -inverse image -F-4(0) 'of the-point Mt consists ob-

,Irously of the po±nt so that

M = f-/(Mt)

The transformation is one-to-one (,110, q.e.d.

Prot here onward we shall not mention. explicitly hat we

have to do with translations ih the plane.

s--ris

f 3
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a

p

-

Fig. 132. ,*
a

. Theorem 't. A parallq translation transforms every line
..t. -

in'taffa Aine which 16 pari1161 6 it, i,e. it carries all points
-.. .

.

o' the first line into 'points all lying on a 'line parallel to
%., '

the first one, /t

4 ,:71-0 s's.
. 16

: 4,

.

.

1 To,phow this, let us 'draw from 'every point Mt, the image of

a. pOint M. on the line a , a perpendicular WM, to the line
.. r,

4,,
.a. (fig. 132).1All these perpendiculars are equal to each

.

other:
, -, !

, . . .

. , . . ,
f ,

!OM
1
. NM = AtA17 = tC

1
... I.

.

,

This IMPlie that the images MI. of. the points 'M of the

linq .a.,, which. f course iieon One -side of the line 2 , are

Also at the eame.di4tance Ai fraiAhe line 4.-, .1..e. they lie,on
I

,

a line et.l',Ilarallel,to .0.-, q.e.d.:/ .. ,, 0 t ,

.. ,
-

° 1 The pr9perty expressed by ,thij theorem gave this trans-
.

. ... .

-.

formationUts name. , .

Theorem 3. A parallel trandlatXon carries4wo_parallel
/

1:e41g9.1.11 into .parallel lines, i.e. the image of two parallel
.
..,..

_

,...-.!.. . , .

lines consists of two paralleljlifies.

i.

,,,-. 4

.
.

The theorem ia.an immediate consequence ofthe preceding

one...
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From theorem 3, there follows the following important;

theorem.

Th

to.

rem 4. A paralleI'translation carries every pencil of

s
parallel lines into itself.

Thi.stis true because every line a of any pencil of para-,

llels.is transformed, into a dine a.' parallel to the line
0

i.e. the line cv belongs

by the line q.e.d.

A penall of parallel

under every translatioV n.

placed, butythePencil as

to the pencil, of parallels determined

lines remaingunchanged or in4riant,

Only thr lines of the pencil are dis7

a wholegoes over into itself.-,

ThePeacil of ]$ies paPallel to the vector a. of a giveh

translation also remains invariant under this translation, but "-

in this case, every line.of the pencil remains unchanged or

invariant with respect to itsposition in the plane. Each such

line goes over into itself; only its points are 4aplaced,

remaining however on the same line.

Lines WhOse position remaineinfiantLunder a transforma-

tion of the plane are called sliding lines. Under a translation ,

the sliding lines are lines of a pencil of parallels.
,x

.. A translation does not have any fixed points, unless it

the identity transforma

Theorem 5. A,parallel translation transforms a.-segmentUD55-------
. .

-
.

an equal and parallel segment. I

The, points ofthe.sement MN are transformed.into the

points of the segment MINI '(fig..132). And since the figure

MNNINItmis a parallelogram, we have MN = MINI, q.e.dY

4
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Vlip;tha,t a parallel translation transforms'

'eery figure into an equal figure. For instance, a trtapgle,

a square and a circle go over into the very same hgures,eing7

Simply displaced with all their points by the given displacement

vector.

Fig. 133.
.

Theorem 6. -A parallel translation is a bicontinuous

transformation.

Let Mr be the image oD'the point M. Let4is choose an

arbitrarily small 6.neighborh5od of the pbint MI, (fig. 133)..

For a 6-neighborhood of the point; M we mayseleCt any,open

disk with,the center at the point M and radius klE. In the

:f
same way we prove the continuity of the inverse transformation.

Thus a parallel transforMatiOn ±s'a topological transfor-

mation of the plane'intoitself.
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23. THE.GROUP OF, TRANSLATIONS IN THE PLANE
WHICH ARE PARA J1 TO A LINE

-207.

Let us consider the set G of all translatioru of the plane

which leave invariant a given line a- in this plane. Any

translation in this set transforms als(yevery line of the pencil
AP

parallel to a. into itself.
. .

Two translations of this_set, perfor ed one after the :Other,

may be replaced by one translation belopgingebthe same set.

Ir the first translation 01 carries ove. the point M of the

line cz into the point, M', i.e. is determined byithe" dfspfb.ce-
,

A

ment 3/ector Mgt:while the second translation Zransforms the

.p9fint mt of theeihhe a. into the point M' of the same line,

is determined, by the displaceMent vector M' M" then the

ti

translAion 96 which replaces 01 and 02 carries over the

point M into the poinfM", and is characterized by the dis-,r
placement vector MR". The resultant translation ^0 will be

called the sum of £he translations 96 1 and 0 2 and we shall

write:

0 0 + -0 2

The operation of assigning to two translations

`their sum 0 will be called addition of translatidns.

The operation of addition of translations which leave

invariant a line a. is closed. This means that any two trans-

lations 01 and a52 belonging to a set G of collinear`-trans-
.

lations ,give, when added, a third translation 0 , also belonging.

to the set
4

*1.
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A

Thus we have, a set, G of translations in which there is

1 4

defined one algebraic .operation called additiOn.
-_

It is- ea.*y to see that the' sum of collinear translations
., ., .

'obeys the associativelawLJ
: , :

5

'

13)

Furthermore, the identity transformation 00 belongs to the

. .
set of translations under consideration and satisfies. the condi-

.
tion

.

for any translation q5 beaongi.pg to the set.'

The efidentity transformation is that trahsformation of the.

plane Which carries ever.; point of the plane into itself, i.e..

leaves 'it in. its original place.

Furthermore: for each translation s, in the giveh set of

translations there exists a translation (-4 ) in the same set-
r

such that their sum is _the identity transformation 0 ci:

...- , V.+ (-0) - ( -0) i-li =00 -,_
44

I
',.

..

This isgo-because if 0 carries the point M into MI,

i.e.,' 0 CM) F. Mt, then the teanslation which takes -111_ _into ' W

is (-0).
Zhe translation (- 0): is called the inverse of 0 .

The translation inverse' to (-e ) is i.e.

\ :we write>

O

-(-0) =

+-4- 0.) =00
.

9S 00

2.18'!"
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,Every set of elements of any kind in which there .is defined

a one - valued, operation assigning to any two elements a third

erefefit in the same set and obeying the conditions stated above
4

'is called, as we -know, a group.

Let is reAarXthat for sets of transformations some of the

conditions for a group are fulfilled automatically. goWeifer. we

shall not discuss this here.

Let us also note that the commutative law holds for'the

group in question;

01 + 02 =162 + 01

Thus we may say that the set of collinear translations is a

commutative group.

We shall establish a one-to-one correspondence between the
v#4,

elements of this group and the displacement vectors determining

them.

We'shall define thd operation of addition of vectors by

means of the addition of the corresponding transformations as

follOws: from two given vectors we pass to the corresponding
.

tr anslatione,and we add these tre.nslatiOns. The vector cotres-

ponding to the translation -sum will be considered the sum of the

two given vectors. The set of collinear vectors isi relative to

the OiSeistiOn oQ addition, a group; isomorphic to the group'of

collinear translationS.

Prove; as' "an exercise, that theme' set of all real numbers

under the operation of ordinarz.addition
e,

is a group, isomorphic
.

to the group of collinear vectors.

3

>4
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24. THE GROUP OF ALL TRANSLATIONS OF THE PLANE

s

In the set of all translations. of. the plane, we shall define,

an operation assigning to any two translations taken in a defi-

nite order a third translation in the following manner. A trans-
,

lation is completely determined by .wo points M and 10, whefe

M is any point in the plane and :M: is the image 'of M. The

displacement vector of this translation is MI.

Let the first translation 0
1

carry the point M into the
.

point MI, and the'second translation - the point MI into

the point M". Let us assign to the two translations 01 and

02 a third translation 0 which carries the point M into the

'point M" The translation #' is called the sum of the-Trans-

lations and i62 ana the operatio9,of assigning. 41,) to 14).

and 02 is calledfiaddition. 'Ide write (1)

For any three translations Op 0162, 953. we have:

, ( 2 + 4)3 ) = (951 + 95 2 ) +ct,3
-... -

Let 11(M) =, MI5. 562(141) = M", 03(N)(.`M11

4t1'44 P
hen in the left-hand mem4er of (eq. 1), the transformation' 01

,

carries the point -M into M: while the transformation

2 -1-1o3 takes MI into 1441 . In the right-hand member of

(eq. 1) the same transrmation of the point M into the pbint

Milt takes place differently. The transformation lq'+.cc

ca rries the point M. into the point M", and then the transfor-

mation 03 takes the point M" intothelpoint Min .

(I) It is. easy to show that y6 is the same no matter what point
M . is taken. A --Translators.

44,
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The associative law holds.
. ...1, .4

TheJCondition of the existence of a neutral element is also

ft4filled, sipte ,the identity transforma%ion 95 is a translation
o . 1

with a null disPlacement vector, and c

0 + 00 =
fdr any

The requireMent that An inverse element should exist for

every given element'is also filled.

Together with every translation 01, having the displacement

vector and taking the point -X into the point MI, there

exists a translation (-56), with displacement vector MR, which

takes the point MI into the point M.

Thus 4 +, (- I)) = (-, f>) 4. 11$ .

All-the group properties are thus verified for the set 40

all translations in the plane under the operation of addition

which we have introduced. The set of translations in the plane

is a group.

Since, furthermore,

51)2 }''951

the group; 6 translations in the_plane is commutative. .

Together with'the set.of°transl ans we also have-tpe set

of vectors in the plane.. Moreover, hetyreen the translations and Ai.

I

the vectors there has been' established a one-to-one correspon-

dence.

Let us introduce 'an operation of addition of'vectors in such

_ a.wayas to establish an isomorphism. Namely, to two vectors

' at and b w assign a third vector C. in'the following manner.
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Ta the vector Q. ther4 corresponds a translat4on 0a; to the \rec-
.

tar 45 - a translation 9b. We shrill call the vector c corres-,'

ponding to the translation 95a, +0b the sum of the vectors a% and.

and we write ,

c =a. 4: b'

Fig. 134:

..Alternatively, the addition of vectors may be defined by

means of the triangle or parallelogram rule (fig. 134).
. .

It is easy to see that the, set of all vectors in the plane

is, relative to addition, a commutative group, isomorphic to the

group of parallel translations of the plane,'

Retailing from algebra the well-known geotetric interpre-

,tation.of addition of complex numbers, we see that the set of all

,complex'numbers is, relative to Addition, a commutative grotip,

isomorphic to the group of vectors and thegrbup of translations

it the plane. -

We shall 1.1tdicate certain subgroupslof the group.of trans:

latAonsof the plane.

Let' us construct the following subgroup'. -Let us take an

arbitrary but constant translation 0 andadd it,to itself 7t..

times.



A

-I-

71. times

Fuither let us introduce the notation

-71L, times
. .,

. We introduce an analogous notation for the inverse trans-
-.

'formation

( 0) + ( -p) + ...' + (..0) = 1.0.

'213:

the translation (-714) is inverse 'to the translation '11

since, as we may easily verify,

+ ->t ) = S60

where Oc; is 'the neutral eldment.
. ,

Further, let us define 00 by the equation att

Thus we obtain a set of translations of the type nff. Here

± 2, 3, ....+ ,U,

We shall show that this set of translatf nder the same

__operation of addition as was defined for the,s t of all transla-

tions of the'plane, is a group. It is easy'to verify that for

any integers p and g'

1f 696 =(1°+g)

This implies, that the sum of two arbitrary.translationS of

the type )2.0 is a translation'of the same type; but this con-

-stitutes the condition of closure of addition.

It is riot necessary to verify the ,condition of associatIvity;

this condition holds true for all translations.

The condition of the- existence of a neutral element:is.

£ulfi led, since for 7t =t 0 we have 054=00

223
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The condition of the existence of an inverse element is alsq

observed.

= 54o

Moreover, addition is. commutative.

We have constructed a subgroup of the group of all/transla-

tions of the plane.

This subgroup is called the subgroup generated by a given

translation

we should establish a one-to-one correspondence between

the numbers belonging to the group; relative to addition, of all

integers, and the translations of :the subgroup just constructed

then thiscorrespondence, as it is easy,to see, will be an

isomorphism, and the groups will be isomorphic to each other.

broups, isomorphic to the group of,integers are called

infinite -cyclic groups.
1

We shal pall two points Al and A2 equivalent relative

to a subgrou of translations geneAted.by a given translation

if there exists a Arslatibn in-this subgroup which carries'

4
_ .

.
.

the point. 'A into the point Al. We shall denote equivalence

by the sign/Nd:
44)L

16011110-.

A cLi Al

It is easy to verify that' the fallowing hold true:

1. Reflexiveness: Ar`.-/A.,

2. Symmetry: if. A"../J3 then B/-'A.

3. Transitivity: if A"-/B and \Br;JC, then also

224
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thus a subgroup generated by a translation' 496, divides all
.

points o1 the plane into glasses or equivalent points.

If we should regard all'equivalent points as one (11paste
.:,

1. ,,

them tOgether-w we should obtain_ from the plane a new figure.
. ,

This figure may be represented by any set of points in'the plane
- .

consisting of one repreSentative point from each class of equi-

valent

(

valent points. No two ojnts of, this figure are equivalent.

1,4

;
A,

Fig. 135.

If we take the displacement vector (fig. 135) the
,,, , , ,. -

translation 96 which generat wes the subgroup and dra parallel,,, ..

lines through its ends M and M', we obtain a strip between' the
. ,' 1 ,

parallels in which there are no two points equivalent to'e each

other. The boundary of this strip consists of pairs of eq iva-

lent points (such as M and 'MI), by identitYi g which we may

obtain a- cylinder.

If we add to the interior points of the strip only one of

the lines which form its boundary, we obtain a region of the

'plane which is "swept out entirely by every transformation of

the subgroup, i.e. every point' of the region is carried over into
_

0

225,
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ties of reflViveness, symmetry and transitivity.

The entire"'set of points in the plane is Subdivided into

'classes' of equivalent points.

If we regard all equivalent points aeon ("paste ttlem.'.

216

a, point outside the region.

We shall now construct the group generated by two non-

collinear translations 01 and 02

Let us-consider the set of all translations' of the type

= + gr2

where p,g = O, 4- 1, ±, 2,..., ±42,; the meaning of the notation

p.0 1 and 062 is clear from the foregoing.
k

It Is easy to verify .that the set of indicated translations'

formt a subgroup of the group of all translations with respect

to the-addition of translations.

As before, we shallcall two points A andrequivalent
.44

Al
'

relative to'the subgroup of translation's generated by the given

non-collinear translations 01 and 2 'if there exists a

s

translation in this subgroup which takes the point A into the

point Al, . The relation of equivalence possesses the proper.:

together"), we shall obtain from the plane a new figure. This

\figure consists of points of the plane such that among them there

ft

is no pair of.equiValent points, and it is topologipaliy equiva-
. 1

olent to a 'torus. ., . . .

.. 0 1-

If we take the displacement vectors at= MI and b . fn;IP '

(fig., 136) of the translations 01 and %>2 4ich.generate the

subgroup and examine the parallelogram with the sides MM* and4

MO, we obtain a setoof points, interior too the parallelogram,

226
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Fig. 136.

4 !'

,anmnirwhich there are no two equivalent points.

217

Adding to these interior yoints the points of the segments

MI and MM", we obtain a'set of potrits*Which it is impossible

to enlarge without. obtaining in the enlarged set,equivalent.

points. t

Iiie regicn,drithavlane obtained, is entirely "swept out

by each translator of the subgroup, i.e. each point of the, region

. gpes'over into an exterior; point.

'4P

A set Of all points' equivalent to a given point forms a so!. 4

calledlattice (fig 136). ,Similar kinds,of lattices play an

important roe in'crystailograpny and in:the geometrical
, ,

thporY of .

If to the group of complex numbers, i.e. numbeis of the type

`,,p .1- li , where io,and areare integers, we assign the set of--,

tranSlations of the,type'f41 tj02 where 01 and 952 are not:

collinear, then the Correspondence obtained is an isoliprphism
4-'

a
-. .

'e li t'Pl91151 4 g 95 2

. ,

227
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-'' R18.
.

, .' 4
.

*

,. ;

,-.0.0_ ,This means tat thg group of integral complex nilMbers is
* `

. .

--isomorphic,.(to the subgroup of translations enerated by two

,non-colainear translations.
4

The Same subgroup may be generat terent gener,;.ting

translations,' ,:for instance- 161 and 02 0 1 . The

corresponding region of the plane, containing rio equivalent

,points, will be a two-dimensional parallelogram with two non-
-,

parallel 'Side.s.excluded (fig. 136).

It we use the.notation

01* 962' ; 02* = 02 261

then the set of translai. tions
4 1

P°1* + 02*
4

`where arid-g, are integers, forms A group which coincides with

_the group of 'translations pt 1 + 4952
r

It is possiPle.to set tip a one-to-one correspondence between
4

A

the translations of this group

.4 Pf4-r +02 --------i0,m6.1.* +024.
.., .. ,

iftich is an isolorphism: '' -
.

'
,. .

, .

An isomorphism oe'a group with -itself is called an auto-
,

b;Y
. ..

ta. .. -

. amorphism- of thegroup.
. )

:

aOne may look upon the correspondence (*) as a tgansforMation
.

.
. ...., - , /

of one trantla'tion into ano ther. Here the transformed elements
. -

.are not points.,but.translastions. 410
. .

,

,

-
Examine, as ',an exercise, the set'ofall automorphisms of

., ,

.

.

h Jived group and, defining the addition of automorphisms as
. , ..., .

'the,,addition of transformatpns of translatiOns, show that.. the

op,

- set of all autoMorphisms of the given group is a.group.

"

A
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Fig. 137.
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In conclusion we note that the parallel translations of a

plane are closelc connected-with the'properties of a parallelo-

gram. To each parallelogram there corpgsponds a subgroup gen-

e'rated by translations whose displacement rectors Z.and 6 are

-deteirmined by the sides of the parallelogramAkig. 137).' The

vector a. represented by one side AB is the displacement

vector which carries the second side. AD into the position BC.

This is connected with the fast that opposite, sides

ograM are equal and parallel. The opposite angles of a parAlel-

ograM are equal, while the angles on the same side add up to the

sum of 180°. This is'connected with the fact that translatiOns
, . ..

transform any line into a line parallef to it. .

t
4 .

It/is possible to %lye" the entire plane with parallelograds.

4 :akfig. 136 this is ShoWn for a. rectangle; tegever, weJw.carry

out a paving of'.the plane. with',.each or-the indicated parallelor

grams corresponding to various pairs oftenerating translations,

of the subgroup, and moreover, givn two such "pavings," -,7

determined by two dint parallelograms having one vertex A

in'common,-then the.lattice!Sonsisting ofthe vertices of-the

parallelograms will be the 'samefor both "pawinv." The parallel-
' '.

.
4 .

ograms eontaidno points of the lhttice (points' equivalent to A)
. . . V

a 0

229
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,

-s

,, , . .

, .. othe t% the vertices. The areas of such parallelograms are all

;

equa iig.06). Every such patallelOgram is cut by'the ling

equivalent to' the lines MM' and 'MM" into parts out of which;
..,-

F:4ilay_meanagof an appropriate parallel translation (belonging to
1,11 ,

the,subgroup) of each part, it is possible to put together the

rectangle MMIM"M"I .

Tkid verification of tbepe statements is left as an ex#rase.

r

444
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INVARIANTS AND INVARIANT PROPERTIES-0F FIGURES
0.

4

If a figure is subjected to any transformation, then Some

1
0

of its attributes, or characteristics, will change while others '

0
. will remain unchanged. For example, under the topological trans-

formation of'a linear triangle into a cirele (f . 101) many
',

Aatt4,bute%or properties of the triangle ar changed: Amopg

these are the straightness of,the sides, of the triangle, .,the

length of the sides, the angles, the area etc. The characteristic

orthe triangle of being A closed curve without self-intersection
.to

OW.1718 unchanged.

,.beneral topological transformations'il5) of figures are
k..

, extraordinarily far-reaching. Very fewsrOpertied of figures

. ,
remain unchanged under topological transformations, but these

,,:,-...

. .

most stable character4tiCs are also+the deepest-lying properties

of the figures.
N

er .. .

A section of a right circular cylinder (fig. 27) and l.
,

section of a right,circular cone (figs. 29, 31,.33) may 1:),F

regarded As transformations .of a circle by means of parallel or

central projection. Each point of the circle, with the exception

of not more than two, is transformed into a_pInt on the conic

section, lying on the same generator of the cylinder or cone.

Under. the parallel projec,tion of a circle-into an ellipse

. and the concomitant projection of,the entire plane of the circle.

into the plane of the ellipse, the straightness of lines is

preserved; the parallelism of lines is preserved. The ratio of

segments lying on'the same lihe or on,parallel lines also remains

unchanged, in particular the image of the Midpoint of- a segment is

a

2
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the-midpoint of ,the image of the degment.

The ratio non-parallel segments is notrpreserved. Angles
.

.between lines a so are not preserved, in partidular, perpendicular

!,*

t'

O

lines are'projected into lines which, generally speaking, ar, hot
4

v. -.
r

perpendicular; the lengths of segments are, generally, changed.
----___ / , I

Let us consider, for example, the perpendicularity of a

di .meter ofa circle to a famkly of parallel chords and the fact
-1

that the diameter divides each of these chords into two equal

parts (fig. 138).

'4470-1.-

I

Fig. 138.

I .,

,Under.parallel projection the relation of Perpendicularity
. 4

.

-.... ,

,

between the diateter and the chords, is not preprved, while the

property of the diameter of being the locus of the midpoints of
/

the parallel chords remains unchanged.

Haylng considered these examples, we shall give the following,

definitions:
..

:

The attributes or properties of figures' which are;not

destroyed by any' of the transformations of d system are called

invariant properties relative to this Ostde.Of, transformations.
,

In particular ifthe system of transformations is a group,

We speak of the,-invariant properties of a figure relative to the

group of trandfbrmations.,

2,3`2
,
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If some magnitude, for instance a length, an angle or an area

is associated with a figure in such a way that it remains unchanged

under all transformations group, then this magnitude is called

an invariant of the figure(i)relative to this group.

Thus, for instance, under all parallel projections the

parallelism of straight lines is an'inVariant'property, so is the

ratio of parallel segments. Angle's are invariant under stereogra-

,phic projections and rotationg of'the sphere (page 174).

Let us consider in particular the invariant properties and

invarianIrS of the eoup of translations in the plane. The distance

between two points is an invariant of the group of translationi.

As a consequence, we obtain from this the invariance of,angles'

between lines and of the,,areas of figures. The "attributes of a

figure of being a point,':betng -a line etc. are properties whie'n

aresinvariant under translatiOs. The attribute of the sides

of an angle consisting of their having given directions is also

an invariant property relative to all:translations. The attribute

of a line consisting of the fact that it occupies a given place
.

. g in the plane, i.e. the attribute of being fixed, is not an in-

vdriant property relative to the entire group of translations,

but 'invariant relative to a collinear subgroup.

The poffITIZn in space bf each of the lines of a parallel

pencil is an invariant property relative only to the group of

translations. collinear -to this pencil.

- -

stance translation
(1) Foolete: An illustration of_what.is mearit-the invariance

of &stance under translation proved later in the text. The _

distance is a magnitude associated with figures consisting of
two joints. --Translators.

..,

,

,

I
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namelyIt is namely such a pencil that we called invariant relative

to a group of collinear translations. This pencil consists of

the sliding lines. of each translation of the group.

231
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26. THE METHOD OF PARALLEL TRANSLATIONS
IN THE SOLUTION OF CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS

Frequently, in solving construction problems, it is helpful

tp carry over a figure or part of a figure by means,of a trans-

, lation into a position more convenient for the const tion of a

given plane locus, and after-carrying out the construction to

restore the previous position of the figure by means of the inverse

transformation.

Problem. To place'a segment AB, of given length .2 and

parallel to a given.-line C , between two given lines CL and

(fig. 139).

If we translate the 1113,eva.. (using the displacement vector

All collinear with the line a and of length -41 ), we obtain lines

al and 0.2 whose' intersections with the line 6 yield the

,points B and B'. The segments BA and B,A1 parallel to the

line C are the desired segments. Ar 4°

. w.Fig. 139.

235
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If the lines a and b intersectithe problem hag two

' 'solutions. If the lines a_ and b are parallel then the problem

either has no solution or an infinite number Of solutions. (1)

Problem. Gien two parallel lines a and 6 and two points' A

and B on different sides of the strip bounded by the parallels a.

and b . To find the shortest path from B to A if the part of -

the path lying between a. and b is to*be parallel to a given line

C (fig. 140) .

Fig. 140.

,

If we translate the point A and the line Q collinearly

with e. so that line CA, coincides with line b , then the paint A

° will occupy position A'. Joining the point B with the point

A', we obtain the segment BA' equal to the desired path minus 11/

the part between the parallels. Let C 'be the point of inter-
,

seetidn of the segment BA' with the line 6 . Carrying over by

(1) Footnote: This is a kind of "construdtiBility",Where we assume
that we can make a translation of any'sort whenever we wish.
This "ability to effect translati s" is one of the basic tools
of this kind of "construetibility", ust as the ability to e

duplicate a distance by means of diva ers is one "tool" in the
familiar Euclidean "constructibiLity".

--Translators.
)
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means of the inverse translation 7iti) the segment -CA4 into the

positiOn DA, we obtain the desired-path BCDA frokthe point B

to thepoint. A.

Problem. To place, between two given circles 0 and 61, a

segment -AB, of given length 4.!., and having the same direction as

a given line ct (fig. 141);

Let the end point .A of the segment AB be on the circle 0.
4

To findthe point B, we,translate the circle 0 through' the dis-

tance 4r, parallel to the line (.4c.,. For this, it is sufficient

.merely to translate the center 0 of the circle, and, using the

same radius, draw the circles andand 02 . The intersection of

the circles 01 and 02 irith.the:Circie 0, determines the end

B, of the segmentt

The problem has no more- than four solutions provided the.

center of 01* does not coincide with the centers'` of. 01 or 02 .

Problem. To construct a quadrilateral, knowing the four sides

and the angle between two opposite sides.

D

Fig. 142.

Suppose ABCD is the required quadrilateral (fig. 142),

AB = a, Ed.= 6, CD = C:, DA = d and L BSC = GC ..

Let us, by means of a parallel translation; bring the side

,CD Tinto position" BE. Let us find DE = b , BE = C ABE = oU

- . .

-ahus.it is possible to construct the triangle -ABBhaving two of _

4

2g7
4

y



its sides equal to et and a and the angle ABE between them equal

to oC o' We then construct upon the side AE the triangle AED,

'Sowing its sides.

The investigation of the conditions under which a solution

is possible is. left as an exercise.

ea e
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2 7tRE GROUP OF TRANSLATIONS IN SPACE

Aft4r the detailed-study of translations in the plane, it is

-not difficult, following the same plan, to consider translations

\6'
in space.

For translations in the plane it would have been helpful to

a ,

think of two coinciding planes and to imagine one of these moving

a,fie a unit along the second. In exactly the same wayone may

think of two copies of space, a movable space and afixed space,

the first being free *move in any direction within the second.

The geometrical meaning of such displacements is merely that

we assign,-according to some definite rule or la , to each point
0 10

M in space a corresponding point MI.

-Let us consider the set of all liftes in space parallel to
.

. ,
,

. ,

,,

a line a:. This set of lines, including also the line 41.J, is

called, as we know, a bundle of parallel, lines, The line a does

not play,any special role in-the determinationof the-bundle.

A' A
Because of the symmetry and transitivity of 'parallelsim, any line

belonging.to the bundle determines this bundle. The entire set-
, -

of lines in space is subdivided, in this way, into classes, Eich

class consists of all the lines of a parallel bundle. All the

lines of a bundle have one and the.same direction. Since every

line'belongs,to only one bundle,a line hasoonly one direction.

Taking two points A and B orr a line, we may establish in

it an orientation' determined/ by the vector AB or BA. A Iine
,

nia,y,vbe oriented in two ways. An oriented line frequently

ailed an axis.. ,

Just as in the plane, we consider vectors as equal if

239. .
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1 the segments determining them are parallel and have, equal length

and the same orientation.

"4o A translation or arallel tran atiOn'of space is such a

transformation of space into itself 'ndexr which the di6lacement

vectors of all points in space are e al to each other:

MME N AA' B a.-

Theorems 1. through 6 (22) which express the basic properties

of translations hold here also, Also, just as in ''the plane, we

define, in the set of all translatiOhs, an algebr,L operation

of addition of translations. To the addition, of translations

theredOrresponds the.addition.of the_ corresponding displacement

vectors:

MM" = TIM"

TheMentity transformation of space initio itself' id taken as

the neutral- translation.

It is not diffiCult to verify that all the:conditions of a

,groupeare fulfilled (b) ane thus establish that *the set of all

translations in space is a group.,
..' '

The set of all translations,leaving in pface every line of
.

. .1,,
. ,

.

as bundle of parallel ifnes, is a subgroup of the group of all
.

. .....
. .

, ,

translations. Such a subgroUp is called a group of collinear

parallel transformatidns.in space.

A group of collinear transiations is isomorphic to the group

of real numbers relative to addItion. This May be shown the same
.

1
way as for collinear translations in the plane.,

A bundle', each of Whose lines remains unchanged under a
- .

tiubgro#P of collinear translations is'called:an invariant-bundle

" 4 0
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of lines relative'to this group of collinear translations. The

-lines of this bundle,' undet the indicated. translations only "slide

upon themselves'.` and ate called lines of sliding.
.

As- an exercise., let the reader characterize the set of-Planes
-

which also remain unchanged under all collinear translations of a

collinear subgroup.

Cylindrical surfaces whose straight line generators belong

to ple invariant bundle also "slide upon thamsglyes" under the

indicated translations Ind arecailed sliding Surfaces. The

,paralle4sm of planes as well'aS the parallelism of lines.. possesses

the proper es of symmetry and. transitivity.,
, .

The entire,..set of planes in space is subdivided into classes

of parallel planes. Every class consists of plahes forming a

parallel pencil. We say that all planesof a parallel pencil,

poSsess the's p wo-dimensional direction. N,
N,

Any p ne of a parallel pacil may serve,as a representative

of the clas , anti the plane 0( ; by means Of which the pencil is

determined, lays no special role, t, .

The set of all translations leaving 41 place every plane of
A

a pencil of parallel planes, is a, subgroup of. the group of all

translations. This subgroup is called a group of,coplanar parallel:
1

translations in space.

s-easy -to establish that a group -of coplanar translations

is i ri5tIc to the group of all translations -in the plane-con-

sid ed earlier,pand also, AS we have seen,'to the group of all

mplex numbers, relative to addition.

2 4 1
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A pencil, every'dne of whose planes remains unchanged under

each member of a group of Coplanar translations is called an

invariant pencil of planes relative to this subgroup of cOplanar

translations. The planes of such a pencil only "slide upon them-

selves" uncleer the indicated translation and are sliding.suri'aces

nilder each translation.

The distance between two points, tie angle between two lines,

the angle between two planes, the angle between a,line and a plane

are invariants of the grcu of.translations.

We shall see below 't areas and volumes of figures ga4e

.i10 invariants of this group of transformations.

, If we are given two oriented bundles of parallel lines, we

Say that any oriented line of thel'irst bundle forms equal angles

with ny ofientea line of the second bundle. The angles between
#

v . e
two diFeetians is frequentlyintioned. However, there are four

t ,. .

-°' stuck angls, so that this angle is npt°uniquely determined. An
- "

. At. ',.. arIArbgous situation arises with the angle between planes; there.
lr.,,, . .
, . . ,. .. 7

^- are foAr angles, ancfwithoutlidditiOnal conditions there is no
,fri. . g

/'4;4° unique, letermination.

1166 # °;:'

.ae, ° w, are given an oriented bundle of parallel lines and a

C21.qi'4arallel planes, then each oriented..4rxe of the bundle '

=Ark

ormebcp.141 angles with each plane of the'pencil. The angle

' . liet. wee an oriented line and-a plane is uniquely defined as the
.

ang'l b weep this line and its oriented projection'.
. .

. Let 11/11 consider the subgrbup G of, translations, generated by

C '
-

Orree non-coplanar tnanslat101.0.4ba, -95-1:_and 56c with displace-_ _ _. . . .

ment vector's a, A and 'C., 1.0e--trahsiations of the form
1 i C.4
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'Where p , 5 or. are intege .
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233.

Just as in the plane, we shall consider two points ip space

as equivalent relative to the subgroup G if one point is'rried

into the second by some translation of this subgroup.

Every point ib equivalent,to itself, A"..,A. If A,v.,B, thdn

BeN,!A - the p'operty of symmetry. If A^-0B and BevC, then

A.4C -,the pVoperty of transitivity., Thus the set of all points
:.,

.

in space is subdividedA. to clOsses of equivaldnt points relative

401
#

to?the subgroup G.

Fig. 14.3.

It is easy to see. that the parallelepipeds141th.the edges al..,

b and c...(fig. 1k3) does not contain among its interior points'

even, one pair of equivalent pbints. If we add to the interior

points of the parallelepiped the points of_the fads, OADB, OBFC,

OANC, we obtain a region of space.which tTcompletely "swept out"

by each transforman of subgthe roup and whid1 da I not be

ir

. ,I, ,), !,4iii

enlarged without intxoduoing intoLt eniaxiged-rei on equivalent

'points.

Opposite congruent faces of tbfe parallelepiped are trans-

formed one into t he other by those translations of the subgroup G

`Which have GC , 6 , and C; as displacement vectors. Thus, for

2443
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example, the face OBFC °is transformed by the translation lia

into: the face ADEN.- Al...1.-ttrtftectgel between two parallel faces

are transformed one into the other by translations of,the subgroup

G. For instance, the edge' OS is transformed by the translation

Oa 4-9db into the edge DE.

)1,

The entire space may be "paved"- by such half-open parallele-:

pipeds, each consisting of three faces and all interior points.

For any given pair of parallelepipeds, or 'cells, in this

"paving" there exists a translation in the subgroup G which takes

the first cell into thesedimd. .

_,,

The vertices of all parallelepipeds of a given subdivision

of space form a space lattice,
.

.

.

. , The subgroup G may be geoerated not oply by the translations
\

Or
013,4c, but also by other translations of this subgroup.

. . 1 ,
.

.

To each system of three generating translations there corresponds
....N.,

a particular subdivision pfspace into cells. liowever a point set
,c

which forms a "lattice" under one subdivision also Qorfis a

."lattice" ,under any other.

As an exercise, it .,s suggested that the student findNtqe

entire 'set of systems of three translations of tt subgroup G,

whichgenerate'this.subgroup.

2 4
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Chapter V.:

ROTATION,

-In chapter V We take up the rotations of a plane

around a poilit, the rotations of space around an axis
and the rotations of space around a.point.

,i,

t
°

In connection with the groupof rotations of ;Pace
around an axis we shall study the elementary properties

'of surfa9e6.of reftlution.
.

.. ,.

We shall define thosetransformations of the plane

and of space which are known as motions.

,The connection of motions with translations'and
rotations will be establidhed.' u ' -

In 30. we shall consider the appliCation-of the
method of rotation to the solution of construction
problems.(1)

28. THE TRANSFORMATION OF A PLANE INTO ITSELF BY MEANS

OF A ROTATION. AROUND A POINT.

Let O. be a given point in the plane (fig. 144). By a

rotation of the plane around tie. point 0 *through a Oven anglb
, ,

(f) ; we mean a transformation of the plane into itself under
,

which to every point M there is assigned a point ,ML such that

the conditions
O

OMI = OM, MOM' =0,
V.re fulfilled. Rotations through angles which are multiple's of ,

2i are considered to be identical. The point 0 goes over into

itself, i.e. remains fixed.

Measuring the angle cp in radians,we obtain a real number "X.

To each rotation through an angle 96 we assign the set of numbers

113:That is, we shall consider construction problems where the,
-of effecting an arbitrary rotation is one of

the admissable "tools" of constructibi]ity.
-e =-Translators.

245
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xtzit-fr, where / is any integer. We intjoduce the usual con-
.

ventiOn with regard to the sign of angles: we consider counter:-
-%

,

Clockwise rotations as po,Ative.

Fig. 144.

.

The addition of rotations having the same center is carried

out,in thesame manner as for transformgtione in generli. If a

rotation through the angle 01 carries any point M -into Ml,' =

and a rotation through tAt angle 562 takes the point MI into the,
0

Point M", then the dum of these rotations takes the point M
. .

.

directly into the,point M". This sum of rotations'is again a

I-rotation through tke angle Ai +562 .
,

s:It is easily seen that the set Of ,rotations of, the plane,

aroullCa point 0 is a group with respect to addition.of

rotations,.

Among these rotations there ill-a neutral element - rest, or

the rotation through an angle equal'6 zero. 'For each rotation
-4

through
/an.angle

95 there is an inverse rotation through' an angle

Tne associative law,. as mayloe''easily,verified; bolds

for transformations of any kind. Furthermore, the grout oCrota-
$

tions of 'the plane around a point 0 is commutative.

4 ow '

-
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The set of real numbers can be mapped into the set of

1

rotations, assigning to ,each ,real number, a:rotation through an
,

angle Wilose *adian measure 4s "X .

0
..

,

7-'The inverse image of the angle cd under this mapping is the

set of,humbef?of the type

.
.' X + 2kr

Cwhere i< is any integer.

Each such inverse image forms a class of numbers which are

assigned to'the given angle 0.
The set of such classes can be mapped, one-t9-one onto the

q
r'

of rotations; to each class of numberd there is assigned one ta- ,

tkon, and each rotation his only one class as its inverse 4 ge.
''.

The set of the above m rationed classes of real numbers is a
w' :,.. W

V

groupi'isomorphic t'o the 'group of rotations.:

The addition of classes is carried out according td the

following rule: *e

,,

take an arbitrary.. number rom'each of tie__
. .

classes to be added; thsir.sud is anumber hich-belongs to some

third class which we note regard as trim of the two claides.

This rul determines 'uniquely the class whiv\kl is the sum:

The set of real, numbers of the form 2k\r, where K is ,any
*,,

integer, ib the neutral element ih the group of classes and is
i la,

.

'' 'itself a group with respect to addition:
..

I

,:,.? Ali .-1- 2 X,Ir = 2V(1 + dV2)r.. \

Let 'us consider now some properties bf a 'figure 4bic4 are

invariant under rota4tion. A point is-transformed into a point.

r
The prpperty,of being a point is invariant. However, the 'position

of each point, with the exceptiori Of the'center!of rotation 0,

t.

24 7
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1

changes.- The unchanged center of rotation 0 will be called a

point invariant with respect to position or simply an invariant
o

.point,

ft

Fig. 14.

,

Points lyingon a line a. (tig. 145) go_ over into poi:Ms

ing "91.1 a lind other Words rotat 'Ton transforms a
.

;pie into a line. ,Proofi Let OP be perpendicUlar to the line

i'da.. . T.,,,11_poinps pf.the sqgment. OP-- tranifformed intd points,.
, .

0 . 4
of thesegment OBI. Lei us 'lass thrOu h'the point Pt a line

) . .

'14!..1 ilerpeadicalar.to the line' OPt. The line At is the %image,
,

: , .
iff'theline . 4.., Since any point M of the line et. goes dver,,

-4',' '

1
" 0

Under this rotation, into a &int:Mt 'on the line-ZO such that
- - .

.

,,p
,,, .. ,

,

PtIO' = MP. The last assertion follows from the ,equality of the .

triangles 6PM and. OP4Mt. (Since? the triangles OPM ,and O?'Mt
,

-,,
.i

'-ame'right triangles, and OP = OPt:,, PM MI.) It also follows---

'' . from tiyil that thelingle Cbetween the tine 4 and its' image.

41

(

'Is the4hgleof rotation.
et.

7

at

Tt?ediitance between No points is in invariant of the grqpp

rotations of a plane around a point.

Tlie segment AB passes,Sinder a tion through an angle
.

the segment A'B' (fig. 146) . The.equality of. th'e

1 ,

.....

2 4.8 . '



segment 'AB and its image A'B' follows from the congruence of

:the ,triangles OAB and OAIBI, which, in turn, follows from the

equalities:

OA = OA', = OBI and L AOB =

2\ -

From the invariance of the'lengths of segments there immedi-,
,

.

aiely follows the invariance of angles under rotations around a

4
,) ,e

%,(. i.

. ,
.

- Fig. i46.

congruencererif.,T
4,

ge. 7' i'', , 0

A' ,circle, for instgifce, i

.
name radiUs;,wherethe 4ntei

r

center- Circles whote centers
'

.

s transfAmed into-a'circle of the

of the imagels the image' of the

do,not coincide with thecenter of

rotation 0 change theirpOsitiOn in the plane. 'Circleg with
1

k,
4 ''' V

center at the point 0 preserve their position ih the Slane under

,
I 4 776__,4

any rotation of the groUp, and will only "slide along themselvea."
r, ,

414' -
The concentric circles with center at the point pr arecalfed

.,

. .
invariant Circles of the rotation grolv, oi, curves Of sliding under

the rotations of the plane' around the point 0.

- .
,__puglilLtIcenter 'of rotation 0 goes.;

through the center 0, However, the

its center at the center of rotation

.Every line passing

over into a line alsp passing

entire per-16'11 of'lines having

4 -

.
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0, is preserved under any rotation of the group._ The pencil of

lines whose center coinc4des with the center of rotation 0 is
P.

called'the invariant pencil of.the group of rotation's of the

plane around the point 0.

Intuitively it is possible td imagine the transformations Of

the plahe into itself which are called rotations as taking place

in the following manner. Suppose we have tiro planes coinciding

at all their points; one plane is fixed w ile the other may slide

won the first. The center of rotation 0 remains in the same

place and does not changeits position.) s do theOthdf points of

the 4ovablre plane. The movable plane rotates around the POint 0

while maintaining its iddntity as an absolutely unchanged system

of points.

,1

s

C

4

Oa

t4 5 0

4

a:4
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29. THE GROUP OF MOTIONS IN THE ,PLANE

in addition to the point 0, we require that one more

241.

point', 01 should remainfied, thengit is no longer possible to

move the second plane relative'to the first and still have the

planes touching at all points. .We exclude the possibility of
rt

"turning over" the movable plane onto its other side around the

line 00
1

If we agree to exclude all such "turning over", _then we may

say that the position ,of the movable plane relative to the fixed

plane is'fully determined by the position of any segment' AB of

the movable plane.

A
,

With this in mind, we may construct the following mapping of

the plane onto itself. Ikt us take in'the plane'any two equal

segments AB and AtBt (fig. 147) and let us asign the point At

to the..point A and the point Bt to the point B. To an

-
' arbitrary,point M in the plane we assign a point Mt also in the

plane, such that

AM 1544 = BtMt

and in addition, thatriangles AMB and AtMlBt are similarly,

oriented. By the latter we mean that the verticee Ap M, B and

25
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At, MI, Bt are either arranged counterclockwise in both triangles

or clockwise in both triangles. If the point M happens to lie on

the line AB then its image. MI is uniquely determined without

any -specifications concerning orientation. ] is,clear that under
,

this mapping there need not be any fixed points.

Given a mapping such as we have described, constructed by

means of segments AB and A'B'. Let the segment C'D' be the

image, under this mapping, of the .segment CD. Then the.mallpg

constructed by means of the segments CD and C'D' is identical

with the mapping constructed by means of segments 'AB and .4931.

Intetively it is easy to imagine the indicated mapping as sliding r

the movable-plane over the fixed plane until the segmenit AB
,
coin-

tides with the segment A'B' and consequently, ,every point M
.',

coincides with its image MI.

'The'mapping of the plane onto itself just considered is

t
calld4a mcNion. It is' easy r see thata motion is a one-to7.0414,

P
bi-Continuous transformation: It is als6 eas to verify that the.

set.g'alltmotiont in the plane forms a 'Troup, '

n i4
The iuy of two motions, i.e. the transfoPmation consisting,of,

`carrying through one motion and then carrying through'the second,.

,"is again a motion.
1 9

Tile algebraic operation of addition of motions is closed.

The associative law holds, as it does for all,mappings of the-
,

plane onto itself.
.

The requirement of the existence of a neutral element is

fulfilled,' since the identity transformation is ,a motion (where the

segment A'B' coincides with the segment AB).
9
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The fulfillment of the requirement of the existence, for each

Motion, of an inverse motion follows from the fact that there

exists a motion which carries' the segment 'AIL' backsint6 the

segment AB (fig. 147) .

The translations in the plane d the rotation the plane

around a point are motions. The g oup of all translations in the

plane is a subgroup of the group o all motions in theoplane:' The .

group of rotations of the plane around a given point is also a

subgroup of the group of all motions

Any motion of the plane may be obtained by performing

successively one rotation and one translation.

As Proof, let us turn the plane around the:Point A at the

segment AB (fig. 147) through an angle 95 until the segment AB

occuRiea the position AB", parallel to the segment 111131, craneirt'^ ._ ..

igtarwards perform the translation whose displacement ;lector is
,

.

AAA. The sum of the indicated rotation and translation is equal

'to the given Iriotion.= Of course one, and even both, of these trans-

formations may consist of the identify transforma4on.

Having shown that a motion may be'decomposed into a rotation

an$a translation, it is-easy to- establish the invariants and the

invariant,properties of figurearelatiO to thegroup of 41
4 '

motions. The basic invariant is an invariant of two points,
io

namely the aistanCe'between two points.

AnassertigTheven stronger than the one prviously.made is

true. Namely: Every motion.in the plane is either a translation

ona rotation around a point.

, Let the motion carry the plane together with the segment AB
low

into the prosition A'B' (fig. 148).
=
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Fig. 148.

e

..-.. .0'

If there exists a center of rotation 0, then we must have i °

.

OA = OA' and OB = OBI. The first equation shol4s that the point
. 1 , .

0 must belong to the locus of points equidistant from the points

0,

A and AI, i.e. the point 0 must lie on t perpendilcular bi-
,, .

sector RO of the segment Aill. Similarly4 from the second
4 .

. .

equality it follows that,the point 0 lies on the perpendicular
0

bftector SO of the segment BBI,

8- 0. .
.

at'the point 0, coincide or are,parip.el.

Let us examine these three possibilitieb.

1. The perpendicular bisectors RO and SO intersect at

the point .0 (fig. 148). The motion ia.a.rotation through the

angle

C'et 4

4 L AVO ., 44's r

Thdt the,angle equal to the.ang4e' BOB), follows

froM the fact that in the ktilianees ABC) and LIBIOI the three

corresponding sides are equil.

7

a
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Fit. 149, Fig. 150.

2. If the perpendicular bisectors' RO and SO coincide,

then the figure ABBIA1 is a trapezoid with parallel sides AA'

.and BB' (fig. 1.49a, b). In this case we4lave a rotation thr:ourth

the angle 0= L A0g1 = Z BOB'' around the point *of intersection

0 of the lines AB and A'B' prOvided AB and AlBt are mot

parallel. Otherwise, we have a translation (fig. 14b).

3. The perpendicular bisectors RO and SO are parallel, and

.a center of rotation 0 dbes not exist. However, this is only

possible in casethe directed segments At and rir3 (fig 150)

are'parallel and have the same orientation; the motion is therefore

a translation with the displacement vector AAI.

The truth of our assertion is established. It follows that

the set of. all translation and all rotations of the plane around

eyery,,one of'its pOints.is,the group .cembtions.'
. , . . .

The set of all translations of the plane is, as.'we have 1-

lmphasized, a sudgropp of tne grOup of motions; however the.set'of
'4,-
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413. rotations of the plane around every oneof its points is not

a grOup, re.

One can easily prove this by means of the following example.

The segment 01A, together with the movable plane "attached"

to it, is rotated around its end point 01 through the, angle

(fig. 151). The segment OiA will4then occupy the position

C1102 ..-,A second rotation is performed around the center 02

through the angle (4); the segment .6102 thus finally occupies

the position, B02.

0,

Fig. 151.

The result of performing the two rotations is therefore a

translati" with' the displacement vector 0 nd not a

rotation around a point.

The operation of addition ofgrotations is not closed in'the

set of all rotations f the plane, and consequently the set of

all rotations with all possible centsrz does not turn adt tQ be a

group. As an exercise, it is suggested to prove that the group of

motions is not commutative.

r: r00



30. THE METHOD OP ROTATION IN THE
SOLUTION OF. CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS

247.

Ip.solving construction problems, it is oftEin convenient to

rotate a figure or part of a figure around some point 41roUgh some

angle, thus making possible the cons c on of the figure or its

part. By the inverse -rotation it i en possible to return the

constructed figure to the original position.

Other methods of applying rotaZidns are also possible.

The method- of rotation is best explained by means of examples.

ProOlem. To constructa triangle, given iwo sides AB =c,

AC =4, and the median AM = 77t. .

4 Rotating the triangle AMB *through an angle equal to r

around-the point D, we bring it into position DMC (fig. 152), r

is easy to construct zthe triangle ADC from itst&ee known sides

cAl=271. The solution is possible under the .condition. 2)1-I< b c.

Fig-. 153

tr
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4
Problem. To draw a line through.a given point P so that

its segment AB between two given circles'is divided by the point

P into two equal parts.

Let us turn - circle (ly through an angle equal to it around

the point P -so that illfalls in position (11) (fig. 153). Since

it is required that ,AP = PB, the desired pant, A on circle (1)

goes-over into point B on.circle (19.- But point B must lie

on cirZe (2), consequently, the desired point B is the point of

intersection of circles (1') and (2).

Circles (1') and (2) will intersect proyided

R2 - R1 < 01102 <,R2 + Ri

where Ri and R2 are the radii of circles (11) and (2)

respectively.

Dividing the members of the inequality by 2, we get:

R2 - J1,1 R2 + Rl
2

4

Here Q is the Idpoint of the segment 0102'and hence

PQ = 61102 . Describing two circles with center' at Q. and radii

R2 - RI and 'Ia.+ R1 , we find that if/the point P hies inside
2 2

A 4)

the ring between t +iese two concentric circles, we haye two

4 -se"

solutions; f the point P lies on one of these circles - one

solution; if the point P lies outsjolde of the indicated ring and

A
,not omits 'boundary then there is no solutiOnt

9
g

'Problem. To construct 'an equilatera.1 triangle so tliat its

vertices lie on three givem.iparallel lines.
4

258.
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O Fig. 154.
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ti

Let a., 6 , C be the tree given parallel lines (fig. 154). .

The vertex -A on line.a. may be taken arbitrarily, since if the

triangle ABC' is constructed, any translation collinOr with the

given parallels, 011 also yield a triangle satisfying the

conditions of the problem..

Let ABC be the desired triangle. If tire plane ?p turned

0

around the point 'A through '60°, so that t6 side At3 coincides

with the sideV AC,othe point /3 on line 6 will go over into

point C.

Let us rotate line 6 around point A, through 600. Its

'intersection, after the, rotation, with line C will give the

desired vertex C5of, the triangle.

T.4

O

o

0

0
a

ao

P. 0

O

Fig. 155.

259
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Problem. TO draw-a circle which passes through the point A

of,a.,giveri line Gt. , haSits center on the line' a and intersects
-.

orthogonally a given circle.

Let d be-the center of the desired circle (fig. 155). The

triangle OBC is right - angled. Let us rotate it around C.' through
,

the angle
4

BCA.',B0 assumes'position AD, perpendicular to line

a. at-the piArA. A. The desired center 0 is equidistant from

the points 0 and D. Constructing point D, it is'easy to

ciPry the solution of the problem to completion (fig. 155).

0

4.*

A

4,
0

Fig. 156.

Q

Fig. 157.

Problem.- To inscribe a square in a parallelogram.
=

I- 0Let PQRS be the desired square .(fig156)., It is.clear,
.

firstof all, that.the center of the dekred square Coincides with

'the center of the given parallelogram. In proof, the midpoint, 0

of.the diagonal RE= lies on the line connecting the midpoints of

the sides AD and BC of th,e parallelogram; the same midpoint 0

of the'diavnal QS' lies on the lineconnecting the midpoints of,

the =sides AB, and .DC.

41

,,
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*
.

./'

It follows, that the centers of the parallelogram and the's

.

4...>_...-c.,

desired square coincide. ,

i

',

\
Let us turn the right-angled isosceles triangle _OQ through

. . .

1 .a.rig.pt angle around the point 0. The paint P on line AB

I

.

goes'dver:into point on line BC. This leads tit to the con-

struction.

I

Let turn line AB through a right angle around the center
a

0 of e g veh parallelogram and we shall find the desired point
6 ,

,*- Q of the square as the point of intersection of the image AlBt

of line AB with tthe idle BC (fig-. 156). Arie then construct
. ,

the diagonal Q§ of the square and, finally, the entire square.

It is suggested that the investigation of the conditions under

whichthe,problem has a solution be carried out as arf exercise.

Prove, in particular, that every rectangle circumscribed around a

square is a-square. Also solve the following probleM.

%WV

Problem. The'rectang9Av top of a folded card table is.

brought from position ABCD into position. A'BICI a rotation ..,...,

,
c

around a point..0 within :ithlf and:then unfolded to form the
'-'

.,4.
,

4f .

rectangle BICIC1%- (fig. 157). ,Construct the position 119f the

center ;cif rotation.

A

40 1
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31 THE ROTATZON OF- SPACE AR6UNDw,AN AXIS

7
Let there.be tven an axis in space, i.e. an oriented line.

Hy 'a rotation of space through an angle 0 around the axis a.

we mean a transformation of the space into itself such that:

c

4
Fig, 158:

1) The image MI of each point M lies, together with M,

in a pl&he tr perpendicular to the axis,of rotation

2) the distances from. the points M and M1 to the 'axis of

rotation are equal, OM' = OM (fig. 158);

3) the angle MOM' is equal to the given'angie ; the:

direction of the rotation from otfi -to OM' corresponds to the

turning of a right handed screw pointed in the direction of the.

oriented axis a. when.gfr>o, and in the opposite direction when

<0 qW

1

It is not difficult to verify that a rotation'of space around

an axis is a one-to-one transformation.

It follows from our definitiOn that'a rotation of space

around an axis a. through an angle 0 induces a rotation, through
.1 ,

the same angle 0 , in each plane r perpendicular V a° the xis

around the point of intersection 1;\ of thelirane 7, with the

axis a. .

k.0
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The set of all rotations Of space around an axis forms a

_group relative to addition of angles. Rotations throUgh angles'

whicndifferby integral muleiples of 2.1r are considered identical.

This group, clearly, is isomorphic to the grow of rotations in a

plane i around bhe. point 0.

now show that the distance AB of two points, A and

B is an invariant of the rotation of space around ,the axis Q. :
tsi

,J

AtBt = AB

where At- and Bt are the images of A and B.

In proof, if points A and B lie in one plane r perpen-

dicular to the axis of rotation 64 then, by the preceding (28),

the distance ,AB is invariant under the rotation of the plane r

around the point A:1 in w h the axis a. 14tersects the plane

Lppose now thatthe points A and B do not lie in one

plane perpendicular to the,axisa. (fig. a.59).

7:-

r

Fig. 159.

2 63 -
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The point 'A and its image Al lie in a plane n1, perpen-

,dicular to 'the axis a, and intersecting it in the point 01.

Tne ppint B and its image B' .lie a plane 71-2, perpen-

dicular to the axis R, and intersecting this axis in the point 02.

Dropping perpendiculars AC and A'C' on plane 71-2, we find:

.AC = AlCi, 02C = 01A, 02CI =:010, L.0O261

)

Consequently, the point CI is the image of point C

under the rotation of space around the axis ct. and BIC .' = BC.

-_From the equality of triangles ABC and A'B'C'

that their hypotenuses are equal, q.e.d.

Under a-rotation of space around an axis, planes are trans-

formed into planes. .

This is because any plane may be regarded as the locus of

points equidistant from two appropriately chosen point A and B,
/ .

And distances are invariant under rotation.

The property of being a plane is one of the properties of

figures which are invariant under a rotation of space around an

axis:

Under rotation's of space around an axis, a straight line is

*transformed- -into a straight line.

This is because any straight line may be'regarded as the locus

of points equidistant from three appropriately chosen points A,

B and C and distances arel'invariant under rotation.

4

. ,'. ..
.

.

The..property.of-beineh line Is a property of figures,
. .

, ..

. invariant relative tcprotation of space around, dn axis..
., .

4, ,

*tA rotation Of space around an axis'throughan ang,1e1;1D is a
. ,.

,,-..*
. ..

., ..- : ..

n one-id-one transforMation of spke into itself. This-leadaus to
,

. .,
.

.

,$)

,11

2 6 4

' - .

.
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the conclusion that parallel planes and parallel lines ard.transl-

formed by a rotation of space around an axis into parallel planes

and 'lines respectively.

.4,rery plane, since it is transformed b otation again into

a Wane, is an invariant figure with respect to the group of rota-
ti

tions of space armin4 a given axis; the same may be said of a

straight line..

.There exist, however, planes whose position in space remains

unchanged under all rotations of the, indicated group. Planes which

do not change their positions in space under all rotations of space

around a given axis are called invariant planes of-the group of

rotations of space around the given axis. The invariant planes

are, clearly, the planes which are perpendicular, to the axis of

rotation. Every such plane only slides.upon itself under all
e.

.

transformations of the group, rotating around its point of inter-

section with the axis Of rotation. Such a plane is a sliding;

Surface under every rotation of space'around the given axis.

The pencil of planes passing through the axis of rotation

(fig. 160).is also an invariant in regard to its position in

, -
space. Under each rotation of the group any plane of this pencil

is transPormed into,a plane bf the same pencil. The pencil of
., %

,.
. t a

planes asr a whole'remairls unchanged with regard to its position

in-,space.

7

I
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"7

Fig. 16t.

. We have two 'inirariant pencils of planes,relative to the 4

group of rqtation;s of space, around an axis: the .pencil of pa _-.

llel planes, each

rotation, and the
ti

-Of rotation

of which is perpendicular td the axis of
4rov.

pencil of planes which pass through the,axis

Every plane of the kiTst,pencil is invariant in regard to

its position in. space unaer, all rotations Of the group, i.e.

these planes are sliding surfaces; any plane of the''Second pencil

changes its position in space under every rotation of the group,

the neutral one.

_ Every invariant plane intersects the pencil of planes

passing through the axis of rotation in a pencil of lines.

A pencil Of lines'lying on an invariant plane And with its

center on the axis of,lrotation is invariant with regard to.its

position in space under all rotations of the group. This is an

invariant pencil of lines on the indicaIkted plane relative, to the

cz, 6

4

a

s
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the group of rotations of the plane around the center pf the

By a bundle of lines is meant a set of lines.in space,

passing through a given point. S - the center the bundle. The

Set of lines in space parallel to a given line, including the line

itself, is cailed, as we already krtut, a bundle of parallel lines.

It is clear that each bundle of lines with its center on the

'axis of rotation and the bundle of lines parallel to the axis of

rotation is invariant with regard to its position in space, or
.1

simply, is an invariant bundle of the group ofrotations. round

1

the given axis

267
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32. "SURFACES OF REVOLUTION / -

In 3. we gZe a general definition of figures of revolution.

It is easy td see that any figure of revolution is transformed into

itself, or, more precisely, mapped onto itself, by every rotation

around its axis. A figure of revolution is invariant with respect

to its position,in space or is simply an invariant figure relative

to the group of rotations around the axis of the figure.,

When the figure 10 generating the figure of revolution (3.)

is a curve lying in a plane r, passing through the axis of revo-

lution , then the figure of revolution is cglled a surface of

.revolution (fig. 161).

Fig. 161.

Remark. It is possible to obtain a surface o4 revolution by

taking as the generating figure /6 any curve -in space not necessar-...
ily lying4 a plane passing through the axis .of rotation (see for

AW.
example, fig. 18). It is easy to see,by examining a cross-section

a.

268.
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of tbe surface by suc a plane, that the definition givenlabove'

does not give ,a narrower class of surfaces of revolution.

Intuitively one can see that_under any rotation of space,

around the axis.#Ce.'surface of revolution slides along itself,

is a sliding surface.

Every rotation around the axis 2 carries the generating

figufe 0 'into a position ^Al The images 461 of the generating
/ /

curve 0 under the.rotations of the' group are called meridians of

'*'N,,the surface of revolution. 'Each meridian may serve as the

generating curve of the surface of revolution. Thus the inter-

section of the surface of revolution with the invariant pencil of

planes whose axis is the axis of revolution-is the family of all

'meridians of the surface.
4

-.-

The sections of the surface of revolution by planes perpen-.

dicular to the axis of revolution, are called parallels of the

surface of revolution. The intersection of the surface of revo-

lution with the.invariant.bundle of parallel planes is the family

of all parallels of the surface.

Each parallel p.s, clearly, a circle with its ce ter on.the

axis of rotation. Since every parallel intersects t e plane of

-an3a0meridian at.a right angld,'each meridian of a s rface of
.,, .

revolution intersects.eveu_parallel also it a right angle., We

,..,.

say.. that the meridians and parallels form an orthogonal, nst
Iv

on,the
1,,

'surface of revolutioff.7(fig. 162) L, 0

A figure of rotation may be regarded as a

meridians or atiara. locus of the parallel's.

locus of the
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k1104
tgiiMA04

-4111111111*vzow0

Fig. 162.

1:

Fig. 163.

, All circles in spdce with centers on,the axis of rotation

and lying -in planes perpendicular, to the axis are invariant in

y, z
regard to their position in space or simply, are invariant circles

(?

relative to the group of rotations with the giveri axis Each

invariantagircle "slides" along itself under every rotation of -the

group and Is a sliding curve tinder every rotation around the axis.

Through each point in space thete passes a unique invariant circle
$

relative to the group of rotations around A given axis.

Choosing any curve intelisecting each plane perpendicular to

the axis of revolution in a single point and taking the union of

all invariant pircles passing through its,points,.we thus construct
,4

a surface of revolution,from!ltsparallels.

In 3. we consideredAhe siMplest,surfacesofrevolution
-f.

0 ,.

4%

generated by-straight.lines:' These were cylinders (fig*. 16) and

970
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cones (fig. 17). The meridians of the cylinder and the cone turn

out to be their straight line generators; the par llels - circles

intersecting the meridians at right angles (fig. 163).

We also examined surfEreof revolution generated by circles.

The 'first' of these is the torus (fig. 20) - a surface obtp.ined by

revolving a circle around an axis lying in the plane of the circle

and not intersecting it.

The meridians of the torus are circles congruent to the gen-

erating ctrclea, and the Parallels are invariant circles deter-

mined by the points of any meridian (fig. 164).

Let us consider the 'surface generated by revolving a circle

around its diameter.

This surface is, as we know, a sphere. To,obtain a sph re

it is sufficient to rotate only a semi-circle around its diameter.

Fig. 164.
.%

Fig. 165.

The images of the"gtnerating semi-Circle are the meridians of

c
Ahe sphere. Each pointon the semi-circle describes one of the

.parallefs of the sphere. The largest parallel, is the equator of
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the sphere. The family of parallels together with the family of

meridians form an orthogonal net on the sphere (fig. 165)..

The diameter of the sphere lying on the axisof revolution

of the generating semi-circle and perpondioniar to the plane of

the equator has as its endpoints the poles of the orthogonal net.

The poles are singular points of the net: all the meridiabs of

the sphere pass through each pole, while, through each ordinary

poini.e. ether than the poles, there passes only one meridian

and.one parallel.

A sPhere,is a surface of revolution relative to each of its

diameterS1"any diameter of the sphere may be taken as the axis If

rotation. Revolving he sphere around any one of its diameters

causes the sphere only to slide upon itself. The invariant oircles

Under this group of rotations 'are the intersections of the sphere
4

with the invariant planes.

al they propOSitiOns folloW from the familiar fact that

the intersection of a sphere'by any plane is-a circle, provided

that the cutting plane is at a distance from the center of the
.111

sphere not 'greater than the length of the radius of the sphere.

Let'us especially note this fact: Through each two poin

A and B on a sphere, not forming the end points of a diameter,

*there passes only bne great circle of the sphere.' The points A

and B together with the center 0 of the sphere determine a

unique plane, which intersects the sphere in a,great circle
e

passing through the given points A and )3._

Through any two points A and B on the sphere which are not

endpoints of a d ameter, it is possible to pass a pencil of planes.

,

2 7 2
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,Each. plane of this pencil, except the one passing through-the

;
center, 0' of the spree, intersects the, sphere in a small ciFcle

of the *bore. 0

,Amohg all circular arcs on,a--sphere joining two n6n-diametri-
,

cally-opposite points A and B, the arc of the great circle is

the smallest..

In proof, let us, by means of rotation around the axis AB,

bring each plane of the pencil into th same position as the plane

of the great circle, and, fuithermore, let'the smaller of the two

kJ ,arch'` AB of each circle lie on Oni side, .

two'of the line A. Oft t
.

a 7

.
such arcs: AB the one with the larger radiUs will be the smaller,

V .

,4 ,
since the encompassed arc ik.np. is shorter than the encompassing

arc- A,,B (fig. 166). .,lhe great circle, however, has, the largest,

radius, consequently, the arc of the great circle is the shortest,

. 1.5"4'

Let us mention without proof pat of all curves on the sphere

joining two nonAiiametrically-opposi e points A, and B, the

shortest is an arc of a great circle of the sphere.

, n

9

The length of the

and, B on a sphere is

two points or, if only

Fig, 166.

shortest curve Dining two given points A

called, the spherical distance between the

measurements on the sphere are considered,

simply the distance between the two points A and B: 0

273
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Making useof.the notion of spherical distance, it Is &thy

to establish a series of properties of figures on a sphere. Thus;

for instance,)the locus of points on a sphere equidistant in thJk

sense of spherical. distance-- frqm a given point on thg sphere, is

a' circle.

All the pdits on a parallel are equidistant from each of the
P

poles P1 and P2 (fig,J.65). Thus each circle on.a sphere had

two spherical center -s:

Similarly, any parallel - and any circle on,a sphere y be

considered,a member of a family of parallels having the diameter
... . .i.

,joining its spherical centers as its axis ofIrevolution -is, the

locus'of points equidistant from the equator and lying on one side.

`Of it.

. In the plane the shokest curve joining two points is, a

'straight line; on the sphere it is a great circle. The locus of °-

points,in the plane at a given distance from a given lime, is a

pair of straig1t lines parallel to the gtven one.

¶Le locus of points on a sphere which are at a given spherical

distInCe from a given great circle is 'a pair of parallels (or a

p of points).

However,'parallels other than the
.,....

. A . ,

curves on the sphere. Here we have no

,It is.suggested 0 exercise to

equator are not shortest

analogy with the Plane.

prove that the locus of '

points on a sphere at-equal spherical distances from...two given

points on the sphere is a great circle.

In cory6lusion, let us mention that the tigurecOnsisting-of

the'arcs

spheMcal triangle ABC.

4 1

Bq and CA of great circles is called the .

6

1
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Fig. 167.
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t

4.

4.
A spherical triangle is called Eulerian if its sides AB, BC,

CA are each less than irR, where R is the radius of. the sphere".

In a 'spherical triangle, all three angles may be right angles

or obtuse angles. Examples of such triangles are easy to find.
===.44- =.-;*

o .
.

The sum of .the angles of a spherical frian
0

g&ts. more than two
.

0'

.right angles. his follows fromrthe theorem about the sum
i
of the-

y1
2

,
,

dihedral angles of a trihedral angle. The edges of thisngle are .

,

the rays joiningfthe center 0 of the sphere with the vertices' A,

B, C of, the spherical triangle (fig.. 167); the faces of.the angle-
.,,

or,..

1-'..:44

are the planes passing thr the center 0 anc-containing the

Sid§a. AB, BC, CA of the spherical. triangle.

Ike sum of the angles bf a spherical triangle is' "'a- variable

magnitude changing fromtriangle to triangle

Similar but uneqUal spherical
= 1

no exist.

.e:-.

angl are ec ual

ettIng.rtien-either

esiL-

theorem hops:

t&ee angles

or symmetrit

)

triangles on the same sphere do-

C

If .three angles.of one spherickl

or,another, then the triangles

.,41

-,

5 %.

4
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Symmetry plays a special role'Ory-the'sPhere, since, for

example, one cannot turn a spherical triangle over onto its other.

side 'and. replace.,it on the sphere.
. ,

...a
$ e.q .

Constructions on a
.

sphere are extremely-yaluable.exercises

It is convenient to 8use'a wooden model of a globe and4a,compass

with bowed legs for drawing circles on thtsphere.

r

o

`j e

0

°
f

O

0,

1

iI

,

4

0

111.

a.

0,
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33. 'ROTATION OF SPACE AROUND A POINT

With the rotations of a sphere .around its*d ent diameters

are closely connected the transformations of space called the

-rotations of spade "around a given point:

Under all rotations,of Spa6e around axes passing through.a
'

given,pOint 0, each sphere with center 0, is transformed into

'itself, with the spherical distance between any two of its points

left unchanged.

- Suppose we have two spheres coinciding at all their points GA

and having therefore a common center O. Let us imagine that -,one

sphere is fixed, bUt the second one is'abld to-slide over the

-e first, with the preservation of the spherical distance between any
,.

two points.

If we requiretnat one'poirit A_ of he movable sphere main-
, _ )

,
.

Vain its positionunchanged,then the tl ding of, the movable

sphere over the fixed onevill be a rotation around the exit OA

If we require that, in addition,tc tile poirit* 4, another point

, : 0
.

B on the movable sphere, not'diametrically opposite to the point
. . . ..

.

A,remain fixed, then it will become impossible to rotate the

movable sphere.
0

In other words, the position the movable sphere relative .

to the fixed ,one is determined by the position of any spherical

segment (AB y4 nR) of the movable sphere.'
, .

Noting this, we mayy construct the .following mapping of the
ri I

7" (f

sphere'ono itself: Let us take on the sphere any'two equal
h 4

] spherici.segmentEA AB ,and JOB' not equal, to irR\(figl. 1686,

J ":and let us assign point,{ A! point; A and point Bt 0 ppint
? ,

i

-7- ,.
B. . s.

4,..

2 7 7,



Fig. 166.

. To any arbitrary point M ,of the sphere we shall assign a
. /

point 10 on the same sphere such that we ve equality of the

spherical distances

AM = Al4T, BM = BIMI °

and in addition, as for motions in the plane, the spherical
4

'triangles AMB and A1111114... are oriented in the same way ( the
,

arrangement of the vertices of the triangles, looking frdm the

ovtsicle of the sphere, is the same). t-.

If the point M lies on the great circle AB, then its image

is uniquely determined without additional speCifications as to

4'

origntatidn. - .

Here, as in the case of motions in the plane, given a mapping
A "

of the sphere onto itself determined by the equal spherical seg-
.

ments AB and /OBI. Let pp be a third spherical pegment-4not

equal to 7114 'Cand4let ID-be its image under this mappfing.A ,Then;

the mapping determined by the'segments CD and,CIDI is identical'.
\'

.

with the re'determined by AB and_ AlBt. '.
.

,

.

,.,

, .

Intuitively, one can easily visualize the indicated mapping
- , i

as a sliding" of the movable sphere -over the fixectrode'until the

spherical segment AB coincided.with the-segMent. AtBt and, as
4 i 1 PJ resut, any p6int '14 will' icoincide with t image Mt.! 1

'

0



411te mapping of the sphere onto itself just described, i
!

called a rotation of the sphere around its center. . 4

269.-

We shall show that every rotation of a sphere around, its ,

-

center is a rotation Of the sphere around one of its diameters.
P

4

Suppose that the' rotation of the 4 sphere around its center is

' ,determined by a pair of spherical segments AB and OW

(AB= AtBlifirR) (fig. 169).. Let us repeat on the sphere the

_.same constructions as we performed in the plane for 17()ert.Ingthe

Center of rotation 29, fig. 148)4,

. We join points A and AV- by the arc. AO of a great circle

, and we pass through the midpoint R of this arc a spherical per-

.

pendicular, RO; similarly, we join the points B and B1 and'

construct a spherical perOendicular sp at the center of the

spherical segdent BBt..

The perpendiculars. RO
4

0'410 or else ttley coVncide.

In.ca,se of intereectio

around its center 01 (not

tr,1

an SO either intersect at a point

AIP

the given rciatioff of the'sPhere.

shown in the diagram) ls a rotation of

the sphere around the diaMeter,determined by the line

.
. - . 4 A041 = LBOBI. _

.

..T.f the perpendicuiars RO and SO coincide then the given"
. . . , :

.

.)

rotation of the sphere aroUndits'center is a rotation of the
0

001 ,through

V'
.ephere.around the line 001, where 0' is ,the point of intersedtAbn

of the great Circles, AB and OBI. IV ip suggested io make..4'.;
.

. .

.diagram analogous toIig. 149 and carry through the proof.

/°- ,.
of:in

*

;



. Fig. 169.

fiemark. Since two great circles of a sphere
4

always intersect, a sliding ofa sphere upon itself

analogous to parallel translations In the plane does

not. exist. If the points A.and,°A1 (or B #.11i& BI)
.,,

are diametrically opposite, the proof still remains

valid. ,p
.

The theorem just proved permits us to conclude that the set

of all rotationsor a sphere about its centergis'-a group. In
4

other words, the set of all,rdtatiOns of.a sphere about its

diameters is a group.

Here the grOup.opera tion is the addition of rotatiOns,4that

is, the substitution of a single rotationor the sphere for two

,successive- rotations.

-It M4Crecommended as an.exercise toyericy the closure of the

..opOration of addition of rotations, as, well as the fUlfillthent of.
4

. .

the remaining requirements for a group. Show that.,the group of ..

.:, '5:4"0,.'-' ,

tations of the sphere iS not 'Commutative. r
.

,

.,,., ; .

.: A,,rotation a s here about a diameter generatei a rotation
, .

al
,..

4(!'

of,Ispace around an. h, and vice versa. Thus we arriye at the
.

. 2 8 0

. ,



.4*

concept of the group of rotations of space about all.possible axes--r--
passing through a given point.

As an exercise; show that successive rotations of space
._ --

throughotwo right angles about three mutually perpendicular axes

intersecting in one point willreturn space to its original

position.

,

ti
a

4'

r).4

6
i

t

c.

r
.., ..

.4

4
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34. THE GROUP OF MQT'IONS OF SPACE

'Let ds.consider the following mapping of space onto itself,

'called a motion.
O

ooO,

Let ABC ,,and A'B'C' be two congruent triangles occupying

any fixed positions in space. Wg assign the point A' to the

point A, the point B' to the point B, nand the point C' tb

the point C. To any point M in space wp assign a point Di'

such that the equalities

A'M' .BIM? = BM, C'M' = CM

hold, and the orientation of the tetrahedrons M'AlB!Cl and MABC

is,6the same, (fig, 170).

B!Y,,the same orientation of the tetrahe'drpn8 we mean such a

disposition of their verltices. th6.t If one were to look from the

vertices M and M' on the triangles ABC and A'B'C' then the

sets of vertices A, B, C and .A'B'Cs are either both arranged

counterclockwisZ or both arranged clockwise.

If thePoint,.M lies in the plane ofthe triangle AEC 'then

.) the specificationiabout the'orieatation is unnecessary.
,

.

M

:

.Fig..,170

.1 1

t f

:'

Of,



4c
Intuitively', the given motion may be, thought of as a,dis-

plarment of. the triangle ABC togetier with the whole'rof space,

_rigidly attached to it,into the position :A'B'C'; then any point

iM is Cught into coinciaence with it's image W.

It. is easy to establish_ that a motion .is a one-to-one, ,bi-.

continubus transformation of space onto itself, 1.47, a topological

transformation. The'set of all motions in space forms a gr?oup.

In effect, a motion 951 in space, carrying the triangle AEC:

into `the triangle AIBIC1 followed by the mapping 024,ok space

mappingthe.triangle A'B'C' into the triangle eBnC" may be

replaced by one motion-

+ 962

carrying AC into A"B"C".'

This implies that the operation of addition of motions is

-closed in,the ,set of all motions.
-cow

!
The verification that the other' requirements for a group are

4.40'
fulfilled is suggested as an exercise. It is also easy, to verify-

,

that any triangle PQR and triangle PIQIRIcorresponding to it

. under a,givenaCtion, may serve to define this motion. Thus. the

triangles AX and A'B'C' do not play any:Apecial role:

. The group of all translations in space is, clearly, a' sub-

group of.the,group 0.,motions. oThe up of rotations of'SpaA

around a iIve<Point is alsO'a subgro Orthe group of motions.

.
It is easy to shoW .4hat'eacti m ion in space may be obtained

by performing successively one paral eI "translation and one

rotktion around some axis.
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1,

. ,

In'proof, letus chOose a displacement vector, AA" where4 A,

is any p8int and is its image under the given motion.

(fig. 170).

After carrying out the trandlation whbse displacement vector

is VI. there
stills

remains to-bring the space into the desired
,

, 0

position by means of a motion which leaves the point AI ,unchalged.
. 4 , I

But the last lotion is a rotation of space around the poidt At

and, consequently, is a rotation an axis passing through

SinCe we may take as the displacement vector, a vector Whose
4 ,

origin is any point of space, and its endpoint.theimage AI
-

of the point 'A under the - given motion, the decomposition of,-the

0 . 1.
given motion into a tracglation and a rotation around an axis is

not determined uniquely.

Any motion in generates a motion in space, which is
.

easy to see if we take 'for the triangles 'ABC and A'B'Cs

(fig. 170) two triangles in the plane which cori"espOnd to' each

. other under' the plane motion.

The motions ofspace, generated by the motions in a given

plane form a pubgrOup of the group of all mcitl,ons of space. The

* .metione-of this subgroUp are called coplanar motj.ons.,)'

The subgroupdf coplanar motions considered. hire leaves
,oo,

4

invariant, with regard to its position pl space; every plane of

the pencil of parallel. planes containing the plane which deter-
,

.mlnes the subgrquprw,

icIn'vrew of .the isomorPhism.

space and the group of motions
, , ,

tit

s . ff

th group. of coplanar motionsr 4
he plane,, there corresponds

a.

601
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71p9,1,Ap....oh proposition poncelAing motions in the plane, a propo-

sition , ghrdidg, motions im space. -4

ub, we know that every mstiohrrrithe.plane which is not a

translation is a rotation.

"- As a result of the indicated isomorphism, we have the

_proposition: every coplanar motion of space0which is not a.,

275.,

translation, is a'rotation around an axis perpendicular to the
)

planes of the invariant pencil.

In partoular,:the sum, of a translation determined by the

4-
displacement vector AAt d rotation through an angle 95 0

--4-
around an axis pirpehdic ar tolthe displacement vector AAt is a

rotation aroundan axis parallel_to the farst.' _

Furthermore,, as_ it is easy tvverify, resulting rotatioh

is a rotation through the same angle (15

'Orie of the most important theorems concerning motions in

space is the -following:

Theorem., Any transformation in space is the sum of a

'breAslation and a rotation around an axis collinear with the

translation.

_ .

In proof, let the given motion be 'composed ofp4 translation
.

with the displacemedt vector AAt.,and a rotation around the axis

sassing, through the point At.,-
-.4

We decompose the given translation into a sum'Of two trans-,

,AhtiOns; one parallel to the axis' of rotation ,..e ,.and thee other
N

. 4. perpendicular to the axis (fig. 171):

to

tl

A

ry
.1

4v



1\g. 171.

By the preceding propositioh, we may
\.

.

translation BA' perpendic.y.Lax to the axis

around the axis -4,'by a rotation around an axis parallel to the

axis £. ConsequenT.,the given motfOn is the sum Of,the trans-,

,

reP14Ae the sum of the

...e/---,and the rotation

lation

A

. around an

'motion.

Al and a rotatio arO6nd an axis q.e.d.

motion which is the sum of-a translation and a rotation

axis parallel to this translation is called a screw-

Thu s every motion in space is a screwlmotioh.

Here we do not exclude the possibility that either the

rotation or the translation, or both, may consist of the identity

transformation.

Ciee.rlili a screw motion, the order in which the translation

/',............-- ,,I.

and rotation are taken does not matter. The pair consisting of a.

rotation around an axis parallel to the trans7translation and a
..4.

iation, is-qalled
'.4

-Thd ratio of

ari1e rotaqon

a screw.1

the length of the displacement vector .to.the

ie called the parametezrof the serew.

4 . 2

128G
.-

,

;A



It must be emphasized, that the concept of mo

does not require the actual displadeent,of

277.

ion in geometry

or a part of

space from one position into another through all intermediate

positions. What is essential for the geometric- 'concept of motion
.peo

' is only,the initial and final position of the figUre. We may say
.

that under a geometrfcal motion of a flgure its points denot have

'trajectories.
-,.....r; 16.\.\\,....,

ginderilmotions in space as well la.s Motions inap1.4ne

points aVe an ihvariant,, the istan'e/between them. 4 V
any two

Fig. 172.

As an exercise, let title student shoW that successive

rotations through an angle of 2800 around, two ekes which

are Akew and inclined toward each other at a right angle

add up to a screw motion collinear with the vector of

the shortest distance between the axes; the disbiaceMent

.

is,equal to twice thccistance between the axes, while ,

4
the angle is 180°. e

:
'

,P..

Prove that a' segment AB May be brought intotany

a,1 , h :1/0,6n-paraUlei ppsitiOn J5,1131 biimea,s of 'ro tioni,

. ,

i
l aro

o
nd,Some axis, and that ,consequently any mot 6n may

1 i
t.,
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. 4

O

278..,-

be obtaikled as a sin of two rptationS around-dppro-

,:'

ee.
0 4 )

.#'

'..:/i.

priate axes. .

r./ '/4 cube is:At so that three of its erttcet

/ 4

A, B, C go over into A4, By, Ct (fig: 17 Pi1'`
.. *u

\ #._ # ,,

the screw.-

dit
properties of motions asgeoinetr 4 trans-

.

formations which we have just studied:ylaymajor

role in the mechanics of rigid bodies.
- 1

i
.
44.

11146-\

.

s
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'35. THE GROUPS OF ROTATIONS OF A REGULAR PYRAMID' ' -
, .

. If we rotate the right pyramid Si.1412t

r
altitude- . SO (fig., 173 then ,the set of those

the )pyramid over" into itself form's a grOu,p..
,

or-
.t.

. .

. .
Rotations which.difTer by an integral number of,revolutions

.
. .,,

- . ane,considered identical. It is easy to see that rotations other
c ,

than those enumerated will not carry the pyramid St A2,..3, An
G

intp itself. 0 .. )
.

. ., , ,
The sum. of two rotations through dnglds p 9S

.1. ,
and q 0, is

.
4.,

again a rotation through an angle r 01 where r ,the remainder

An around its

motions which carry

This group contains n rotat atulpla531611Lthe'eng;es
- 1, . '
y5 , = 2 2 011_, = (n -,;1)

,1
The g6neral . expression for the angle of r .'rotation 1

= kT(k = 0,1,2,..., n - 1)n
q.

217-

given by:

obtained by diViding p q by h.

The group of rotations of a. regu lar pyramid is
-, - . ,

the gr.-614i if ro'N-tions.of its base 'Aik2,.....,A aro
1, 4-,I., . .- ,

It
Q 0

0. t is understood that the rotatio'ns'untler consid ration here'
k r'

, ; ape ,those which carry the regular polygon' to itsel,",/ ..i,...,
--taking the polygosi out, of its plane .(do nbt "turn `i.'t,

. ,.
' Groups isomorphic to thp groupS of rotations of

polygons are 'called finite cyclic groups.- A finite' c clic group'
-

I ,b3). tifel- . )..... ,' , )

samorphic.to

nd the center

..1

without

e gular,,

t'is-generated .by one element; for exerpple, in bur case

element 9S
;

1

w

289
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In 24. we had an example of a group isomorphic to the group,

of integers; such groups are called infinite cyclic groups.

A group generated by one of its. elements is called a cyclic
'N *

group.
.

We knowf1.6m algebra that the roots of the equation

in thefield of, complex numberp are:

-where

Wie= V P [cos ,(..± 4. + G2kIrN

,

n nisinP

is.the argutent'

. Its is also

different fines.

multiples of 27r

(

k = 0, + 1, ± 2, ...: !).
46

p = 1z1 .

tch9Tan,Vat among. the numbers Wk there arednly n
.1

,Since arguments of complex numbers differing by '

may be considered as identical and sipce in

multiplying complex numberpothe arguments are added:, It follows

that the set of nth with

respect to multiplication. This group isIsomorphic to the eoup

-if rotations-ot,arregular pyramid whose base 1:e a.regular:polygOn.

4'
As an exerciee, let the reader find all the elements

of a cyclic group of order n, which generate the group.

dff -

Compare with the notion of a primitive rpot-of a bi-
t

nomial equation.

Fig,. F173.

2r9

a
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36. THE DEFINITION AND,
,

,

Tne'group of trans

space around)anaxis nd ar

/.
281.

/
TIES, OFOF ORTHOGONAL TlyiN4'ORMATIONS

4k.

4 4
Oft 'a s well as t`1 group of 'Pta,11ons of

/

ROP

t

of the group of'im

turn,'a subgro

Defini

of!spoe/

the:di

A

ions in s

and a point Awned out to b subgroups

ace. The group of motions is, in

of a wider g oup ftpansformations.

on. A transform on a a plane onto a plane or

to 'itself i called thogral if under this mapping

ance 4Wee' points rem.O.

between' the images Bt

,
same as the distance between

d/
Fromthis

cimple,theorems
/- -

formations'.
.

" Theorem 1.=======

s unchanged; i.e. the distance

f the points A and B is

A and, B:

'AIBi = AB.

efinition-there fall 1

escribing the proper

orthogonal transfo

I

s an entire series of

ea of orthogonal trans-.

. e

tion is-on0-to2one.

Pro'cif; If tie-distinct points A nd B hadoneind the

,same image '10,,thea the-dibtance AB' be ween them would have

been, by the detini ion of'ortho;nal trap formations; equal to
x.t

izqro and, -hence, the,points A and B cou'd not be distinct.

Theorem 2. -The set of all orthogonal t ansformations in

a , space forms a group with respect to-the addl.
.

.7 tions. '

Proof: 1.

t

Itle'sum OD
.

a transformation obtained by
, , '14'4

.

tratransformations. - is an .orthogonal transformatio , since the
. y.

stim-transformati6n)leavee lunchanged the distance'

on -of transfopma-
.

two orthogonal tra sformations - i.e

performing success vely two orthosopal

,/

Q.

ro

between points..

/
0

I
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.

i
-. ..

.

Thus we have closure,forthe algebraic operation of addition
, ,

o,
orthogonal transfPrmation. ,b.

. . .

' 2? Theassociative law holds for all transforMations of spade

Into itself. "..,--" , .-

<:::=

3? The ttnditionof the existence of a 'neutral element 'is

-

fulfilled bincethe identity trans matlon is orthogonal.
.

.3..

.

The condition that every,dlement in a'grOup Shoilld have an

inverse'is here, since the inverse transformatibn of an '

orthogonal transformation is orthogonal. The theorem is thus.

established. i

6 ,

a
. ,

Since motions preserve the'distance betWeenpoints, it follows-

that the group' of mot.441as of space is subgroup t;iI. tht group of
-

d

The pr perties of orthogonal transfo/%ations follow from 'the
/ ' ',.

. . ,

follo4ng simple properties of the distancd between two points in

orthogonal transformations.

space :

. If ,A, B,. and

sum $f any two segments

the1 third segment.

B.- If A, B, yid

. .

C. are three non-collinear points then-the
,

,, - . .,
. , ,

determined by' -these points-1p larger than
. v. , ,

1" (1

0,
r",1

C are three dollineallpbints then
7.

k5+ BC = AC

provided that the point B 12es between thesointb A and C.'
,

From.these two propositions there follows:theconverie oP:--

:propositon B.

1 C. 'the segments determinedlpy three points

-ard:connected by the relation

AB--1- BC = AC;

292.

.41

0.

D.
1

,1
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then these three points lie on one line and, furthermore, the

point., B lies between A and C.
J ,4 I

In-''roof : if the points 'A, B, C did not lie on the'same-
.

line, !by property A we would have AB BC> AC.
. ,

Fui"thermore. B lies 'betweenetween A and C since if,/for

example., C werto lid between A and B, we would have
.

AC + CB ='AB,

which' contradicts the relatiOn AB + BC = AQ.
,

In view of these properties of distance between points the,
s .

collinearity or non-collineariii ofthree points Is comple

deterMined.bythe distance,. betWeen these looints: Since rthogo

transfoivations leave.distanloges unchdhged, Aale following theor

hold.'

. a .
. :

. ,..

. a non-collinear triplet. .

.

-.i-
/ ,. .

.e/

Theorem 4. Under an orthogonal mapplpg the image of a
,.

.

straight line is a straight line: the 'Inverse image of a straight ,

C' .
,J , .

. .

line is a straighe.line.1:,
,

s- .....

.
.

Theorem 5. Wider an Orthogoddl transformation a segment is..

transformed IIhto a segment.
-,

. f .

..,. .

Theorem 4- Updpr an.orthogopal transf9rMation a point diiiicans

/
.

a segment in,a,given ratio is transfofted'into.a point which .divided

/ 1 a 0. 00

rage of the given sepept in the same ratlo. ° - ''''.

I
Theorem 3.. Under an orthogonal Mapping, 'every collinear

triplet'of points is transformed into a collinear triplet of
. .-

points., _Every non-collinear triplet of pair-es is transformed into

the

In other words the simple' 'ratio of thoee pbints on,a fine is
6

n invariant of an'orthogonal traneormation.

11.

29

0

00
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jgbeoreis are an immediate consequence of the properties

of the distance between two points end the definition 'of orthogonal
0:,/ .

.

transformations.uleproof'ofthesetheoremsis left to the

student..

4

-.\. , ,

Ateoremir. Under an ortho aI. transformation pf space-the

inAge of,any plane is a plane and, qpnversely, the inverse image

- of any plane is a plane. - .

In proof; let us take, in.thegiven plane '.7r: two lines AB
-

and. AC intersecting at the point A. Let. M 15e an arbitrary
-

point other than A in the plane Through' the pOint M draw
.-

.

eV

;..

a line 7n. intersecting lines AB .and. AC- in. two distinct points

P and Q.
. . v .

The Image of .the Point A .under the giveivorthogonal' trans.. .Point
. ,

formation, is a point AI; the images of lines .AB and -ACS
, . .

will be the distinptJlines At.B1 and AtCt. Ilne;images.af line,
. . . _t ° >' A

"An, will ee-the-kine 74,1 intersecting 711-/IP'S MB and AIC 41n

the points
c

Pi:, and Q1 -.the images. of the polAt5 PL .and 'Q:.
el- , ' ,

\
Hence,, the MI or-tpe point M iTill :lie in the. Oane it

1;lissing through the lines Alho..and. AICI:, : ,

.1

Thus an arbitra+Oint MCincthe plane' r (A$, SAC) 'is'
, .

transformed into Mc. in -th:e.plane ri(A4B1, MCI) andcon-
-. -

, , . .._ -
..

intosequently, the points of the-plane IT axe transformed nto the
4

.

:pointsOof *the-Piane% Trli-,...

. .,' .

,: ..r.

Since the. inverse transformation%is'drthOgoilaI,,the inverse, 4 e
. ''.

.$t

.t, image of 'a plans is a.--plane-.. lie theorei ib now proved..., .-
.... ,

, k
.,

4%02 Theorem 8. Unde'r_an orthogonal txensf4itation parallel lines
.

' ,
-----2--. .

. . . .

go over into parallel lines; and parallel, planes into paraliel.
;.

..
4 planes.

4

0

-$
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Yor otherwise, the orthogonal trabsfomna.tion -would nct/be
tli .D

-, ..

. r 1 .

Theorem 9% Under an orthogOhal transformation, angles are ,
, /

Bone -to -one.'

preserved.'

theorem follows

aegments.
.

If we are given three

immediately from' the' preservation of.

. *

n-coplanar vectors ei;E.2,e3,

C.

, .
, . .

.
,

origin4in6 at .tie same 1)oint 0, then,'as ye know, every vector
.

, t

-44
.

OM may be -decomposed in only one,way with respect to the three

.

vectors' e A e ( .l' 2' 4
4

.

...z
.

.
.

a

.
?he numbers 74., .5r and z are called coordinates pf,the tailki.nt

.-
..' /4 -. ,A

.-

M: V the coordinate syitem'determined by.the triplet of vectors
...

-

111, e2., e3 Furthemore,w, y 7.:C. .are t e redpective ratios:
r.,. _

to the. segments e
l'

e
2'

of the projectiops,.geneally non-
, .. =

. c.
.

,

perpeLicular - of tisi. .ector on the, axes Of e
1.

e and e3:- ' 2,7

-I-

+ yen ir ze.a , t., e

0-,-

- .

- We shall denotethis.system' of coordinates by the symbol' .0

62;e'31.*

Theorem 10.

:, :r.

(First-fundamenal theorem n-orthagonal it,
,.

-i,

,..,-,-, ,. .

mapplings). Under anorthaional transformattbn every triplet o
N.=

non - coplanar vectors el*e(2,03 Originatirig7at: a point-0. goes
. ye, ,,.

.

over, intA a triplet. of non-coplanar vectors 01 '01 '4%1 ' with
. 1 :3-' '2'-3

...-
/

..

the origin at 01 and with their Iengths-anegegles unchanged.

goes over into a pOirit- Mt ihavfnir:t4q.Moreover, every point M

same coordinates relative

relitive to (el,'e2, e3)
-

. '

to ( eti,412;e43). as the point M hack

. Cdnversely, every transformation haVing

these properties is orthoehal:
.

4

.

*
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'. 1286; , ,

..
4 ?

Proof : Uhaer an orthogonal transformation the poirit -.0

. c:,

.

peisses "into
.. .

01., the vectors ,el' e2, e
3

into -vectors .

./ .a .
l l' el' ' eta with their lengtha,and the a-ngle between them,.

- . 2 ,.. 7 , . -- ,.
_unchanged.. In addition,--the respective parallollsm of the planes

.a . -, .: 4

projecting the 'Point' 'M on the axes -el, e2, .63 to the planes

(e2,% e3) , ( e:3. el), ce, e& As preserved. '.The, 'ratios, ar
.s

coordinates, are also ...efr unchanged; , :

Sinde the length of- a
8,segment is completely .;tetermined by

. ,

tirco dihates of it-eend points, the .converseYof the theorem

alsq. follo,ws and the theorem is completely proved.
..

This theorem has the fallowing' corollary. An orthogonal
. , . .

. , .

transformation 'of space is determined by indicating the
m.,...
.,,..:.. , - , .

,

',g. images off, any. fdur points not lying in' the same' plane.

In -proor, taking any, of the four points as the 'origin 0, and
,

the remaining three- as the end points of the vectors e1, 2, and
. .

e their images..- the point Of and the vectors ell, and

te,1
3

°a:te determined. 'Consequently, we also know the point 'Mt
-

yfle

(-ii, .,''t-); .the2imageedf the point: M (X , y , z.)". :IyiePoi.nt MI

has the. same coordinates in the system 01. (1 e ' e.1 ) as the
. N. 1 3 2' 3 -

- point M in the Sy6tem 0.1 ( e vi, 'et2, e:I3). This proves the 1

Cporcalrry.
..

. . I.

It is suggested that- the student obtain by himself an anal,o-4
.

gous result for orthoganaT mappings of th% plane onto itself. .

.

A transformation of space is called a reflexion in the plans_

., ir, if to each 'point .M there
.

Is assigned a point, Mt such that *--,:---,.

AM! = AM

-; J ..v
.

4 ;the line MM. i_j.s perpendicula to the -plane T, A j.s the

.i.W4v7Pttl,:,.. C1, . 4' I

. .c
1,6 . ."1 1. 1,,



6:odt of the perpendicular from
I -

the. points M' and M' lie on

The points of the'plane v are

A reflexioh in a plane v

points, and 'is consequently an

287.

the point M to the plane t and

different sides of theslane v.

the fixed points of the reflexion'

preserletes-the distance between

orthogpnal transformation.

A transformation in a plane is called ,a reflexion in a line

cit-, if to every point M in the plane we assign `a point' M'
11.

such that

. AM' = AM

where is the foot of the perpendicular l'romAhe point ",M to

the line 41.0 the line ,MM' is perpendicular to the line 40.. and
c,

the points, M and M' lie on different sides of the line Q ,

..It is easy, to 'see that the reflexionp of the planarin a line

transforthation of the plane..
The properties of 'eflexions will, be taken up in detail in

the next chapter.

Theorem 11'. (Second fundamental theorem on orthogonal trans-

formations). Each orthogonal transfoAation of space is either a

motion,. or the sum of a motion and a reflexion in a plane.
_

Proof. Suppose the orthogonal transformation takes the point

0 into the point 01 and the non-coplanar vectors-el, e2, e3
1

with origin at 'into tic vectors .4=11; with the origin

at 01. Let us consider the Motion which carries 0 into 01,

t/
the Vectors and.and E!

2
into the vectors 'tat

1
and e'2 Such a

motion,' as we know, is unique, 'Because of' the equality of di's-

tances and ang les, this motion either takes the vector e3 into

the Vector et3.- and then the given orthogonal transformation

coincides with the motion - or it takes the"vector e3 into the

e 7
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vector e"3, which is the reflexion of tAe vector in the

plane ( ell, WO.
In the latter case, the orthogonal transformation is a sum

of a motion and a reflexion in a plane. The proof is completed:

We have an analogous result for orthogonal transformations in

the plane,

Those orthogonal transformations which are also motions-are

called orthogonal transformations of the first kind. .All ()then

are*called orthogonal transformations of the second kind.
.

Frequently any.orthogOnal trsforftation is called amotion
.,

or a fttion in a broad .sense Particular .care should be takbn when

using.. this terminology.

Cft

4,

Iv

0

Ct

+3.
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Chapter VI

SYMMETRY

Irf Chapter VI ale take up the symmetry of p plane with '-
respect to an axis and with respect to a point, and the
symmetry vit space with respect to a plane and with respect
to a point." The performance of,CranslatiOns and rotations
by means.of Successive application of reflections is
examlnech The groups of symmetries of .cube and of a
tetrahedron are studied. Feodorov's general definition
of the symmetry of figures is given. In 391.46 examine
the application of- the method of reflections to the solu-
tion of construction problems:

37. SYMMETRYY'IN A PLANE-WITH RESPECT TO AN AXIS

289.

Point, At is said to` be symmetrical to point A with respect

to line,-6 X points A and At lie: 1) on opposite sides of

this line; 2) at equal distances from it; and 3) on a line AAI

perpendiVular to line-2 (fig. 174).

1

I
R'

, I

Pig. 174

-Line ,e is called t 6 axis of symmetry of points A ane Al
t

Every point',of ihe'axis. f symmetry is symmArical with itself.
/

TwO paints' A and Al. of plane haveonly one axis of

symmetry. This is'the locUs or.points M iri the plane which are

equidistant froM-points A-and Al (rig. 17,4). 44

2 9

a
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symmetry into the opposite orientation.
.,.

. Al,
,

The properties of a symmetry can be obtained without refer-
.T. .

.

4

4 /
ence to motions 40 space.- Thus, for example,-1. t can easily be

proved that if any'two points, on one line are symmetrical with two

points on a second line with a given axis, then all
..

points .f the first line are symmetrical with the points oc the

291.-

,

second line,

Given lines ,AB and A'B' (fig. L75), where points A and

B are, respectively symmetrickil with points A' and B' with

respect to an axis .

Fig.750

It is required to proliethat for every point Mof ,line A

the syieetrical point ITiz-lles
.

Let Al -dg B1 ,be the points of.intirseCtf6rs of lines AA1,
'4 0

'and BB' with line 2 : Since BB ='B's, and Aril'. A'A1 ,

points A11, and B1 beTung to the bise ,ctor of thsojangle -between

, AB and: A'B' if these lines intersect, or to the parallel line
,

a

midway betvleen-them if they are parallel. In either'case, the

line- A
1
B
1

cokncides with ,the axis of symmetry 2 . Letting M

be an arbitrary point on line *AB , drawing ine MM'i! parallel

to lines AA' and 'BB' and marking its pO et' of intersect ;ii M'
C
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...

with line A'13', we find by thOroperty.of the line' 2 that
. . . (.., A

-MM
1
= MIM

1
, where M

1.
is the point comm .toto lines M ,CI and 1;

e

.
.

i q:e.d.
. .

. /

Two successive symmetries about the mime axis 21 are eduiva-
,

lent to the identity transformation of the plane.,
.

Proof: if Mt- Is the point symmtetrical with an arbitrary

point M , then the point symmetrical with' M' is-the original .

point fogi'.

4

The set of symmetry. transformations about all;possible lines
.

jof a plane does not posses the property orcicoure. More ,precise-

ly, the sum of two symmetries will be some transformation of the
4W

. -.plane, but not a symmetry.
,

Proof: two successive symmetries leave unchanged the orien-
IS

,

.

tation 6f an arbitrary triangle in6the plane, consequently, the

resulting transformatio n is not a symmetry about any axis, q.e.d.

c(r Proni this it follows that the set of all axial symmetries of

a plane is not a group.

Theorem, The slim of two symmetries aboutt parallel axes is a

translation of the plane.
. , .

Let us first note that whatever the arrangement of bhree 4
..--'

paints A , A' and- A" on an oriented line, the vector equation

Ta" + KIX"
Y.

alWays .Holds, good.
.

If to collinear segments we prefix signs determined by the

orientation of the axis. on which the segments lie, the foregoing 4

equation is equivalent to: -

,AA' + A'A" + A\HA O. .
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Thes equations can be verified without difficulty for all)".poss ib 1 e arrangements of three points -A A 1 and A" on an

oriented line.
.

Now let
2

. be the two parallel lines; ,:taken as

axes of symmetry; let ,ea be the of the first symmetry and

i-
2

the axis of the second. "Let' . a be ,the di Vlacement vector
, e '

s.

into the position _I
2

for the translation of line

For an arbitrary point A we have ( fig. 176);

AA" .+ A IA"

'where A 1 is .the

.

point symmetrical with A about axis ...ti
.

and ° the, point symmetrical with . A ' about axis 6 .

.

'But, by virtue of the properties of a symmetry we have:

4.- --I-
AA 1 = 2A

1
Al" A °A" . 2A A2 let r

.

,
where! Al and

driwing) of line

Consequently;
. .=--> ,--* . --7- , ÷

AA" = 2k AiAl + A1A2) ..2A1A2 .2a .

. . A

A 'denote the intersections (not lettered- iri the

AA" th the axes and
14 2

e.

, Thus, the. addition of two, successive symmetries about

parallel axes carries an .arbitrary point A over into a point A"

I
C),q k,

411 4) ii 0,)
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with a displacement vector of 2a , which is constant for all

points A ,'that,is, the sum 'of these symmetries is a'transl

In figure 176 are shown several pairs of correspondi

point in various positions relative,bo the axes of symm try.

If we reverse the,order of addition of the symmelr es,

obtain a translation inverse to the first one.

The converse theorem also holds good: every trainsla ion in

a plane can be represented as the sum of two symmet ies bout

parallel axes.

The proof of. this theorem and the choice of She axes of
I

aymmetry-is-suggeated as ,an_exe&ise,
I _

As we alreadykow, the distances of ny point on the axis of

symmetry from two-symmetrical points A' d A' are.equal.

Hence,-Pdrthe-point_of_lmtprseatib ' 0 of the axes of

'symmetry Xi and) 22 (fig, 177) we ve:

<0A1 OA"

where A .'is an arbitrary point. in plane, A' is itasymmet-

and';A" the point eymthet-rical point with respect to axis
4

rical with A' with 'respect to axis
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Furthermore;'tWo successive symmetries "do not turn the plane

295.

.

ovee. .Thus, the'sumpf the two symmetries here ogrisidered is a'

rotation.

.The angle of rotation' A0e* is twice thwengle between the

axes: !,: .

/ AOA" = 2fe .

The converse theoreM islikewise true: Every rotation of a

,plane about a point can be represented as the sum of two sym-I

metries aboutIlmes passing tIlru the'center-of the rotation.

The proof of this theorem is recommend0 as an exercise.

From the properties. of ax).al, symmetry which we have dem9n-

//im ortant coleusion: the set,of_al; _

axild symmetries venerates = :rou ° which includes all rotat ons

and translations. This group is the group'Of orthogonal trans-
6

formations of_the.raana. 511e_motions_in therplane considered

earlier are called moti ns or orthogonal transformations of the

first kind.

The group of Mo iond in the plane is a subgrdup of the grodp

(4 orthogonal trans orMations.

9

O.
a

f
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38. SYMMETRY IN A PLANE WITH RESPECT TOA POINT
S

Point A' is said to be symmetridal to point A with res-,

pect to point 0 if 0 is the midpoint of segment AA'

Point p iscalled the center of symmetry.

\The center of symmetry is symmetrical with itself.
e .

Two points A and Al of a plane have only one center,or,,Symmetry, midpoint of segment AA' .

A transformation pf the, plane into itself is called a symr

lietry about a center, or a central symmetry, if to each pOint

is assigned its symmetrical point Al' with reference to a given .

4cepter 0 .

.

__''
Aslmay readily be verified, symmetry abput a point is also a

one-to-one and bi-co tinuous transformatidn.
, .

. , A central symm try is, of course,e rotation di the plane
... , \

'tiii:Oii" 180° about the tenter of. symmetry [14) .

.
Th 8, central symmetry does not confront us with any new 1

.

trgnsfo tionVf the plane; in this it differs ft
i-L-1

:Om the of
3

axial symtry.

A ,cen ral symme try, bike every rotation of 'the- -plane about a
4h

16-44- =fee'
, is the sum of two axial symmetries whose fixes pads through

t .

....
the center:, .111 this case the axes of symmetry are perpendicular

to each other. .

1

,

/....

.!

Theorem. The sum of, two central symmetries `of the plane

with dieferent\centers is-a translation in the plane.
e

Proof: We know that the sum of two rotations of the plane

about two diffe nt 'centers is a motion of the first kind in the
*411,

'plane (29). Eve mon.ofior-tlie first kind is bompletely dgter-

- 10.

_ ,
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mined y giving two pairs of correspondiniti5Oints, or -- what is

the same thing -- by giving a pair of corresponding segments. ,A

rotatitn Qf 180° about ceWer 4,...transforms the given segment
..

AB info segment ArBt .parallel to AB but oppositely oriented, l
A,

(fig.178).

Fig. 178

-
A second rotation through 180

o about center

297.

,0
2

transforms seg-

ment AMI into segment ele parallel to Ai and having the

same orientation as the latter. But such a transformation Of 'AB

6 into -A"B" isma translation, q.e.d.

Conversely, every translation of the plane'i4 the sum of two

entrdi symmetries, one of whose centers can be arbitraiily

cho n

The proof of this assertion is suggested as an exercise.
) "

'\
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.39. TPE'METHOD OF SYMMETIF IN THE SOLUTION OF CONSiRtetION:____
PROBLEMS

a , In thesolutiod of c nstructiOn problems it is oftep advan-

tageous to ,sujeci a figure or part of. one to a symmetry trans-
.

formation which_ will enable.the figure or pa.rt to be constructed.

By,a second sYMMetx:y the figure can be returned to its original

pogttion.

Qther applications of symmetry are also possible.

The method of sy ry is best elucidatedsby examples.

Problem. G oints A and B. on the same side of

. (fig. 179) To find-on line a a point C such

/ ACP = / BCP, where' CP is the perpendicular to line( i.e_t

t oint C .

Taking point At , symmetrical with point A about line a

we find' / = / ACF*= / PCB .

Consequently, the segments BC and CA'v,lie On the straight

line pp, . The required point C is obtained by joining B

with Al , the point symmetrical*Igith point A about line a

e 7 If -A is a luminous,point, all rays issuing from, it are

reflected from the mirror a in accord with the foregging,law,

and it will appear that they issue from point A' , the image of

point A .

3 0 8

4
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.

In the same way exactly,, if A° is

.

billiard ball and a

the' cushion', in order at ball A, , 'Upon its rebbUnd- from the,,
,

cushion, shall strike ball B - it is necessary to thoot ball A

in the direCtiOn of point C (fig. 179),'

Furthermore, it' is clear that 'the- length AC,+ CB of the

broken line' ACB is the shortest distance from A to. 7B by way .

of ally point, on line a

Problem. To find the path from 'A to B of a billiard
('

1;a11,wb".ich rshall g ebound,from two cushions during its travel

between these points (fig. 180).
7-, -

pv

Fig: 180

On the baiis of the preceding problem, we join points At

and B' , respectively symmdtrical with A and B about the

a.

;'

axes. EF and FG . The broken line ,ACDB is the reqUired.path. l.F ,

The investigation as tp what the position of the balls A

and B Must 'be In order that a solution of the problem be posai-
.

ble is recqmmended as aft exercise.

Problem. To construct a peftagon, given the midpoints

01, 02, 03; 04' 05 of the five sides.

Let the required pentagon be ABODE (fig.' 181);

0 9
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I.

4

.

If point A were known, then by

,Fig. 181

, A
ps

I=N '

04 .

A with respect to 0
1

we would

symmetrical with B about 0
2 2

J

taking thez.tpint symmetric

have ,B ; yerteg C would be

' k'

and, so on; Apefif th eymmetrical
,

. ,

be the starting Ropint

P, and fit successively thee

poiht, relative to center 05 ,,would

Let us take an arbitrary point

symmetrical points P1 , P2 , P3 , Pk , P5 reldtiv;to the

.centers 01 , 0
2c2

03 , ,0 0
5

By Bv the properties bfceptrdl
ff-

symm"---eiti-vwe -findi

AP =.BP = -CP2 = DP3 = AP5 ;

. ;

furthermore, algethe segments entering intd this equation are

-

parellel to eacty\pther and each has an orientation opposite...to the
--,- .

t,:,

preceding one. From this it followd-that the 'required'ivertex A-

is the midpoint of

PointeP1 'we'cinvConstruc ve

Thus, starting from an a itrary

a

j

A 'and-then Allsthe:*remaining =-'""

vertices of the required pentagon.
) , c

,
Prove as an exercise that the.foregoing cOnsVUatiop ,'

is-Applicable only to polygons with an oddPnumberof_AAdes.' -.
. -.,

Further examples, as well as indidpensabler'probleme
.,

for independent work will be found in I. I. Aleksandrov:..

"Collection of GeOmetrical COnatructionPioblle6i.!r
A

et
JO
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' 40.- SYMMETRY OF SPACE ABOUT A PLANE

I-

301.

Points A an A! are said to be symmetrical with respect
,

tu%the taane ix. if they: 1) lie on opposite sides_of plane 06 ;

2) lie on the same pqrpendicular to plane ae. i and 3) are equi- .

z

4-, distant from plane oc..
. _ .

.

.

: )6.ne 016 is called the plane of symmetry of points -A and

A; -

The potntsin the plane of symmetry are symmetrical with
).

themselves.
. . -

41z;

A transformation of space into itself whichassigns to each

point' A the point A' symmetridal to 4 about some plane 0

is called a symTtry about -11p-Imertralsout--er-plairele7
AM

also called a.reflexion in the plane. 4

The- following properties of symmetry about a plane are
,

familiar from secondary - school geometry (17].

1. .Two points have only one plane .of symmetry.

2. Eve point lying:in the plane of symmetry of two points

\r 3

.,_,,A7iequidIstanflrom these points.

3. If a point is equidistant from two giien pOints, it lies

filtheplane of symmetry of these points.,

4. If any two points on one line are symmetr4a1 about a

-,given plane with two points on aisecond line, then all pointis'

.? the ,
.first line are symmetrical with the points of the second line.

MIA property may also be'formplated as folloWs: S symmet

About a plane transforms lines into lines,'

' Thidproperty,is most simply verified by passing thrpugh the

,iine to bee,transfprmed a plane perpendicular to the plane of

m.
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symmetry, and taking the line in the constructed plane which is

symmetrical to the given, line with respect to the line of inter-

section of the two planes.
4.

q 5. 'If any three non-.collinear points A , B and C in one

,plane are, respectively, symmetrical to three pointsdAt, 'Bt

and C.! in a second plane with respect to some third plane, .then

a1,1 points of the'first plane are symmetrfcal with the points of

the second plane.

Thin property can readily be established With the-aia of the,

preceding one.
4

Proof :_ AB , BC , CA are transformed, by the pre-
v-

_
ceding'property, respectively into lines AtBt , B'C' ,and .V0 .

We draw a line through an arbitrary point M in the first

plane and mark its points of intersection D and E with any '

two of the three lines AB , BC , CA . Points- D' and E' ,

symmetrical with respect to'the 'third plane to points D and E ,

lie on those two of the three lines \At/31 , B'C' ClAt which

arethe'iniages of the first two. Consequently, line D'E' , sym-

metrical to line DE , belongs to.the second plane; but this

means that point M' , symmetrical with point M, lies in the

second'plant, q.e.d.
1

In brief, we may' say t$t 4 symmetry about a plane transforins
d

a plane into a plane.

Analogously to the caireot the plane, it can be shown that

two successive 'symmetries of space about parallel planes are

equivalent-taone translation; and conversely.

3
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It can also be shgpn that.the b'sof two symmetries about
-;

a
.

intersecting planes is equal to it. rotation of space'about the
.

line of intersection of these planes through twice the angle

betweenOthe planes, witif the orientation taken from the first

plane of symmetry to the second.

The stance between two points,:theangle between two

planes, the angle between two lines, the angle betrieen a line and

a plane 0.1.are invariants under a symmetry about a plane.

It is also easy to demonstrate that the set of symmetries

about all planes in
III

space iS
0
not a Irr'11.1p, and that a symmetry

4
. . .

. . ,.

4 about a planiXis a'one-to-one and bi-continuous transformation,

. that isqto say, it is.topological.

b

Let us consider the tetrahedron SABC and its simmetricalw

-image SIABC relatiye to the plane ABC . These two\tetra-
.

hedrons are, as we know,,appositely oriented. It is not possible

to make their corresponding vertices coincide. by 4 motion of.

space.

Two figures are.said to be syMMetrical about a'plane if a _

Symmetry about this plane transforms one figure into the other.
1,1;.

Figures symmetrical, about a plape are in general-not con-

gruent. By congruent figures we understand those which can be

made to coincide by a ,Motign of the first kind in space; for.

example, by

Thus, one's

plane, but

a helical motion such as we have previOusly studied.

left hand,is symmetrical with his right relative to a

not congruent to it.

`3 13
t

./
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41. SYMMETRIES OF SPACE ABOUT A PO/NT

Points A send A' are said to be symmetrical with respect to

a point O. if 0 is the midpoint Of segment. AA' Point 0 in

' called the center of symmetry of points A and AI .

A transformation of apace into itself in Called a symmetry

about a center,.or a centraroymmetry, if lt assigns to every

point A the point Al aymmetriCal'with A about tbd given

center 0 .

The following proPertlei of a central-symmetry should be

recalled from secondary - school geometry (171.
=

1. TOP paints A and AI have only one centre of,iYmmet6.
'

2. The point symmetrical with the center of symmetry is t#te

center itself..

3. If two points of.one line are symmetrical with respect to

some center with trio points Os a second line, then all p6ints of

the first line are symmetrical with respect to the same center mitch.
Win?.

points of the secopdline. zst.

Every line passing through the center of symmetry is symmetri-
c

cal, t elf.

1.1.et a a line not passing throUgh f1e center of symmetry, ;-

0 .-,4. We pada a plane through-line a and 0 and constructt

_in this plane line al symmetrical with line V. Line al'. is

also the image of line a under a dymmetry of space about center

90-'0

In brief, a central symmetry transforms a line pto a klne.

4.' If three non-collinear points A , B and C of one

plane are aymmet Seal with respect to some,center with three Points
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A' , B' , C' of a second plane,? then all points of the first

plane are symmetrical with respect to the same center with points

of the second plane.
0 (

The proof is a formal repetition of the piCoof of proposition .5

of the preceding section, and is left to. the student.

I

In brief; ,,central symmetry of space" transforms a plane intb
4 40.1

a plane.

It is recommended that the student also prove that two planes

which are symmetrical with respect to &center are parallel.

In comsat to a central, symmetry in a plane, a central sym-

metry of space cannot be reduced to a simple rotation ofspace.

:Onthe other hand asytmetry of space about an axis It nothing.

other than a' rotation of space through 1809 about this axis.

Two figures symmetrical about a paint are in general not con-

gruent, that is, the one cannot be tranirbrmed into the other by A

motion'in-space..

For example, a spherical triangle isin general not congruent

to the triangle which is symmetrical with it about-the center of

the sphere.

It is suggested that the student prove'that the spherical

triangle A'B'.C' symmetrical about the center of the sphere with

the given suherical triangle ABC , can by a rotation Of the

sphere about its center be brought into the position ABC" , where

C" ,is the point symmetrical with point, C relative to the plane

of the circle AB , otPas we say:spherically symmetrical about the

great circle A.

4
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( ;

blue to the factthat'At is impossible 'to' make the surface of

a. sphere coincide with-citself "after turning it over" (QCs 'can be

done with a plane), the distinction between symmetrical and con-

gruen.figures o n EHsphere is an essential one.
, .

. ,

It is easy to irtirify that the set of central symmetries of

space about all points is not a group.

. 3

11

1,6
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.SYMMETRY OF FIGURES IN A PLANE

307.

Let us consider symmetrical figures in a plane.

A hgure is said to be symmetrical about.some'axis if by a

symmetry about this axis it his transformed into itself.

We shall consider some.examples ocplarle figures which

possess axial symmetry.

10. An isosceles triangle is symmetrical abOut its altitude,

which is at the, same time also a median and an angular_ bisector.

In proof, let CD be the altitude of isosceles triangle' ABC '

0
with base .AB (fig. 182).

4

Since segment. AB is perpendicular Ito 'CD. and AD. BD , point B

is symmetrical with point A with respect to the axiR CD ;

point 'C is symmetrical with itself. Consequently, he symmetry

...about'the axis CD transforms the zero-dimensional triangle 'ABC

"'into itself.
ej.

Further, line AC- is transformed by this symmetry into

line BC and line .BC into AC , while' AB is transformed into

itself t follows that the symmetry about CD transforms the

linear isosceles triangle ABC into itself..

It can be proved analogously that the two - dimensional isos-
.

. eeles triangle .ABC is also transformed into itself by the
/

symmetry about CD .

If

1

1

H7
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.

2 °. An equilateral triangle has three axes of symmetry.

This assertion. is a corollary of the preceding =one.
. ,

The set of all Wymmetries of an equilateral triangle , that

is, of all motions (in space oF in the plane) which cause .this

triangle to coincide with'itself, constitutesa group.

This group consists of a third-order cyclical subgroup of
.

.c

rotations about the center of the triangle 1nd of three turningS-
, .

over (symmetries) about the three axes of symmetry.

This group of six elements is designated as the group of the

triangle (20).

0 . A rectangle is symmetrical about a- line joining he

midpoints of opposite sides.

-The proof is suggested as an exercise. The student shOuld

X° prove that:

4°.- A rhombus is symmetrical. about each of its diagonals, .

As a direct corollary to the two foregoing assertions we have:

. 5°. A, squire is ,symmetrical about the lines joining the mid-

. Q points of-opposite sides and also about its diagonals. "Consequent-

t ,t

ly, a square has'four axes of symmetry. It is recommended that

:the student prove that a square has no other axes of symmetry lying

_in,lts own plane:

The set of all symmetries of-the square, that is, of motions

in the plane or in space' which cause the square to eoincide-with

itself, consists of the following transformations: rotations of

,the square around its centdr which .ause it to coinci e with

itself ihese rotatlogrieg.orm; as' we know, fourth-ord- -cyliCal

subgroup of the group,of all symmetries 'of the square;'-this.sub-
,

f 4!r

1 8

de
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group consists of four rotations, including the identity rotation)

'and.of fur turnings-over about the four axes of syMmer. .These

transformations form an
7

eighth:vorder group, the group of the square.

0 C°. A regular.polygon n sides has n axes of ,symmetry.

In the case in which nis even, the axes of symmetry are

lines joining pairs of opposite vertices of the polygon and .2.

1

lines joining the midpoints of pairs of opposite sides. In the

case in which n is odd, the axes of symmetry are lines joining

1 the vertices with the midpointb of the opposite sides!

Beforeexamining the set of all symmetries of a regular

polygon of n sides we shall make the following general remark,

to which we shall have frequent occasion to refer.

It is easily seen that all the symmetries of a

figlire, that is, all motions of the first or second kind wi4ch

cause the figure to c ncide with itself, constitute agroup.

hoof: the sum of two motioncvlhich cause the figure tg

coincide with Itself is a motion which is likeWiJe a diholacement .

of the figure into itself. We thus have closure of the operation

of addition of symmetries. FurtherMare, the addition of symme-
,

tries, like that of motions in general, possesses the property of

associativity, There exists in the aggregate of symmetries of a

figure a neutral element, najnely the motion which leaves every

point of the figure in its original place. Finally, for each

symmetry of the figure there exists also an inverse symmetry.

We have already copsiderea the examples Of the groups of

symmetries of the equilateral triangle and of the square.

)
) tf
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I

-Let us study in more detail the group,,of symmetries of the
I

regular polygon of 'n sides. We shall show, first, that the a.' ..)

1

'

,
....

rotations of the h.:sided polygon about its center and n symme-
\

,

tries about the axes of symmetryi-or -turnings-over about the axes,

,chaust,the entire set of displacements of the regular n-sided

polygon into itself. Every rotation of the n-sided polygon about

its center is a motion in the plane of the first kind. Every'

turning-over Of the plane is otion of the sec0d kind.

/The addition of symmetr of the first Rind yields a sym-

metry of the first kind; theiadd

the

of symmetrieS of the first

kind to symmetries'of the second kind yields a symmetry of the

second kindand finally, the'sum of two symmetries of the second

kind is a symmetry Df the first kind..

The symmetries.of the first kind form, as we have noted, a ,

cyclical group of rotationp about the' center of the n-sided poly -

gon_ through the angles

27 27
;

27
; ;

27
0 : ; 2-- a-- ,(n -1) .

n n , n

There-exist. n symmetries of the first kind, and they con-

)

stitute a subgroup of all symmetries of the n-sided polygon.

/ We shall examine an arbitrary, symmetry of the second kind and

1

--

show that it coincides with one of the previously mentioned turn-

ings-over of the n-sided polygon-about one of its axes of symmetry.

After the performance of a given symmetry of the second kind,.

We_cairy out some turning-oyer,
chosen once and for all, of the

ow *
n -sided Polygon about one of its axes of symmetry. ';

The sum of the two'symmetries in question will be a symmetry

pf the first kind, that is, a rotation of the n -sided polygon

t)
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about its Center.
I

Thus, any symmetry of the second, kind when folloWea by our

fixed turning-over result in some symmetry\of the first kind:
.$

.x + a = x.2 2 1 '

Wherex2 is any symmetry of the second kind, a2 is a turning-

...Dyer about some fixed axis.of symmetry' of the polygon, and xl --

the sum -- is a symmetry, ofothe first kind.

From the above it follows that

xa = Xl + (Ta2) .

Consequently, every symmetr5, of the second kind is the sum of one

of the rotations xa of\the n-sided polygon about its center and

a completely determined turning -over (- a2 ).about
.
about a fixed axis of

. /

symmetry.

But, there exist exactly'.n rotation symMetries; consequently,

there also exist not,more than n syndetries of the,second kind.
/

But since n symMetries of the second kind.L. i.e. turnings-over

About axes of symmetry -- are known to exist, these n turnings-

Over exhaust all the symmetries of the,second kind, q.e.d.

At the same time wellave established that a regular n-sided

polygOn has no further axes of Symmetry than those already indiv

_ cated. From the foregoing it also follows that the group of

,symmetries of a regular n-sided polygon is generated by two'ele-
.

7r2ments: a rotation through the angle , and any one turning-n

Over.
X

Y

The grou0-61 ymmetries oftthe regular n-sided polygon is of

order 2h

.7. A
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7... Every diatheter of a circle is an axis of symmetry of the

circle:

8°. Two ,intersecting _lines have two fixes of symmetry, nam

the mutually perpendicular bisectors of the angles formed by the

given lines.
('

9°. Two parallel linesThaye an infinite set, of axes of '

symmetry. '7 .
- ,

--- 4.

With s we conclude our consideration of axial symmetry of

figures in the plane al..turrrour attention to central symmetry of
' ' ,- f ' ,.

f:...,f
figures in the plariep .

,

A figure is said to be symmetrical with _respect to a ppint if

by a' symmetry about this point it is transformed into itself .1 ,

Since a central symmetry in the planeis equivalent to a_

rotation through the angle r about the center of symmetry, this

rotation transforms a figure symmetrica.l about a point into itself.
-

Sincea rotation about a point through ,the angle 'r is equal
r

to the sum of two symmetries about mutually perpendicular axes, a
.1

figure symmetrical with respect to each of two mutually perpen-

dicular axes is symmetrical wi T respect'to the point of inter-

section ofithese axes.

The converse proposition, is not true.. A figure can be sym..

metrical aboUt a point but have no axis of symmeti. As an

example of this we may takea parallelogram other than a rectangle

or a rhombUs.

A regular n-sided polygon lias a Center of symmetry only when

n is even. The center of a circle or of a disk is its center of

symmetry.

1 -1

oe
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43. THE SYMMETRY OF FIGURES IN -SPACE

A figure is said to be symmetrical with respect to a plane r

if it is transformed into itself by a symmetry of space about this

plane.

Plane 'r is called the plane of symmetry of the figure.'

A f gure is said to be symmetridal w th respect to a point 0

if it is transformed into itself by a symme ry about this point.

Point 0, is called the center °Us mmet of the figure.
.

the axis- 1. if it fs,

transformed into itself by a.symmetry about this.axAs.

Axis t is called the axis of symmetry of the figure. UpOn

A figure is said to be s mmetrical abo

' a rotation of:4180° about this axis the given figure' coincides with

itself.

This axis is also called an axis of symmetry or-the second

(

order because under a complete-rotation of the gi3en figure about,

this axis the figure will4in,the process of rotation twice'cein-

cide'with itself.

If under a complete rotation of a figure about some axis the'

figur e coincides with itself several times during the process of

rotation, such an axis is said to De an axis of symmetr of higher,.

degree. .The order of'an axis of symMetry is the numben of dis-

placements of the figure into itself which occur during a complete

rotation of the figure about%the axis.

In defining an axis of symmetry of higher degree-the motion

. of the figure may easily be stripped of Its kinematiC character

and use made only of the geometric concept of a motion.

3234
.,t
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For this purpose we note that the set of all displacement's-

a_ figure into itself occurring during its rotations about'an axis

of symmetry is a group. :Allis group is cpled the group of the
t

axial symmetry of the figure. The order of this group also the
.4

order of the axis of symMetry. 134rexample, the perpendicular to

the plane of a regular n-sided polygon pawing through tfle center

Of the.polygonis an axis of

polygon.

Let us examine the axes

About the tetrahedron may be

symmetry of order n of the n-sided
4

of symmetry of a regular tetrahedron.

circumscribed a sphere, whose center4

is called,the center of the tetrahedrons

hedron is equ distant from its vertices.

Since under all displacements of the tetrahedron into itself

The center of a tetra-
.

its center preserves the same pOsition, all the symmetries of the

tetrahedron are rotations about a point. But every rotatimabbut

'a point is a rotation about an axis (33). .
.

, .

. . .

Thus, any symmetry of a tetrahedron is a rotation abousome
,.

, ,

axis passing through its center. This axis is an axis of symmetry

e tetrahedron.

It is thus easy to find the total number of symmetries of a

regular tetrahedron.

We drop from any vertex of the ,tetrahedron a perpendicular to
, .

the base. This perpendieielar is '9en to be an axis of symmetry `of
. -

the third order. There will be fur third-order axes ,of symmetry,

one for each vertex of the tetrahedron (gig. l83)c
Ca
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These axes of symmetry are also axes of symmetry for the reapec-
,

tive sides of the tetrahedron.

Edges of the tetrahedron not having a common Vertex are-

calledsopposite edges." By joining the midpoints of opposite edges

we obtain a further three axes of symmetry of the tetrahedron

which,are of the second order (fig. 184):

Fig. 184

-sc

0

The tetrahedron has no other axes, since an axis of symmetry

either through a vertex or throUgh the center of a side.,

or through the midpoint of ant-edge of the tetrahedron.

The full number of symmetries of the tetrahedr6n may, now be

easily calculated.

Each third-,order axis of sytmetry furnishes two symmetrietc,

wbkidh are not the identity transformation, andeach second-order

axis of symmetry furnishes one. Consequently the full-number of

the symmetries of the tetrahedron, including the identity, Is

X325..
a
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2.4 +43 + 1 ..12. We note that- the total number of symmetries

of the regular. tetrahedron is equal to twice the numb, of its

edges'.

The set of all symmetried of the tetrahedron, or what is the

same, the set Of. rotations about its seven axes of sythmetry, is a

group. This group is called the group of the tetrahedron. In .

this group there are eight proper subgroups. Of these, seven are

cyclical subgroups corresponding to rotations of the tetrahedron

about each of the axes of symmetry of the tetrahedron. The eighth

proper subgroup consists of all the rotations abOut the$hree

second order axes of symmetry and the idenUlty potation.

It is suggested as an exercise that the student find all the
.

pla4es of, symmetry of the tetrahedron.
. ,

We turn to the determination of the axes7of'symmetry of the

cube. We observe that, as in the case of'the tetrahedron, under

all symmetries of the cube its center preserves its position un-

-,changed. It follows from th.s that all symmetries of the cube are

, rotations of the cube about axes passing through its center. These

axes are the axes of symMetry of the cube.

Me shall begin with the axes passing through vertices of the

s. cube. Through eaQb vertextA pass three distinct edges orthe-

o.cube, AB , AD and AE (fig. 185).

Fig. 185

`*3 26
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The other ends of thesq,edget determine the equilateral triangle
,

BDE , which forms the base of a regular pyramid with vertex at A .

The axis passing through vertex A and perpendicular to the plane

BDE is...an axis of symmetry of the cube, since a rotation of the

,regular pyramid ABECE about its'altitude which displaces the

pyramid into itself is at the same time a symmetry of the cube.
. s.

There exist four distinct axes of symmetry of the cube which

pass thilough its vertices. This is pecause, for instance, the axis

of symmetry passing through vertex G of the cube will be pergen-

.cii.cular to plane CFH- which is parallel to plane BDE and, like

the first axis will pass through, the center of the cube. Conse-

quently, the axes of symmetry passing through opposite vertices of

a cube are ident4oal.

In the same oty.we establish that there are three axes of

symmetry each perpendicular to a pair of.opposite sides orthe. IL

cube and pasting through their centers,; thee.* are fourth-order

axes of symmetry. MT exist Six axes of symmetry passing through

the midpdints of fairs of opposite edges of the cube; these are

second-order axes of symmetry,

Thus, the tube has thirteen axes of symmetry: four diagonals,

three lines Joiningthe Midpoints Of opposite sides of the cube,

and six lines Joining the midpoineS'Of.opposite edgei of'tke cube,

The set of all symmetries, of the cube conatitUtes a,, group,
-

,

which is called the 06Up of ttle.cube, Let us calculapee-theCI4.:

ber of the elements of this group.

Aside from the,identity #ymmetry'we.haKe: two rotations aboqt

each axis passing through a vertex; three rotations about each axis

passing through the center of a side; one rotation about each axis

4 f.

-
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Joining midpoints of opposite edges. IncIudingthe,identity, sym-
45

4. metry we havevin

2.4 + 3.34+ 1.6 + 1 = 24. n
The croup of the 'cube is a group of order 24 . The number of a

symmetries of the cube is twice the number of its edges.
, ,

As an exercise let the student find all the proper subgroups

Of the group of the cube. Find also all the planes of symmetry of

the. cube. It will be a useful exercise to find the group of sym-

metries ofeach of the reguliir polyhedron's and their subgroups.

(k), [17]

To conclude thil sectipn we shall give a general definition of

symmetrical
,--figures

which is due tp the eminent Russian crystallog-
1

rapher and mathematician, Academician Y. S..Feodorov (183-1919).

"A symmetrical figure is one hick can be made directly to

coincide With itself in various positions or,else such that coin-
.

cidence in various positions can be produOed'if we replace-it

a second figure, related to the first as' a mirrorimage to the

object mirrored ... that form of symmetry under which in order to--

'make the figure-coincide with its original position it is necespary

simultanOusly-to rotate .it about some ,axis through a determined

angle and to replabe it With its mirror'image, I call- complex

lab

syMmetry ..."the most general motion,is a helical.motion ... In

general, therefore, if a figure can be made directly to coincide

with itself in various positions, we can always, find this, helical

axis of symmetry," J45]

Feodoro0 shows that for finite figures, the parameter of the

helibal motion (see 34)1.0.zero, and furthermore, for finite

4-1

2
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figures the axes of'symmetry alWays intersect.
o

figures an axis of.helical motion with helical

from zero-is possible., as are non-intersecting

319. Ar...

Por Infinite

parameter differing

axes of symmetry.

Feodorov introduces the concept of regular systems of figures.

"By a regular system oil figures I mean an aggregate of finite

figures extending infinitely in every direction such that if in

accord wityileothe law's of symmetry we bring into coincidence two of

the component figures of the system, all the figuges of the system

are matte coincidecoincide simultaneously [45]. _

Feodorov proves that exactly 230 regular systems of figures

exist, and determines all of them, and at the same time solves the,

.problem of the possible structure of crystals. E. S. Feodorov's

results constitute one of the great achievements of science.

4

6
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Chapter VII

SIMILARITY

321.

In this chapter we shall study the transformations,
of the plane and of space known as central similitudes.(!J
In connection with central similitudes the general group
of similitude transformations and its invariants will be
considered. A theorem is proved which asserts that a
generalasimilitude, .distinct from a motion, is the sum -
of a rotation ancra central similitude. A definitApn of
similar figures is given and their properties are studied.

In 48 we present the method of similarity in the
. solution of construction problems.

44. CENTRAL'SiMILITUDES OF THE PLANE

A point A' of a plane is said to be centrally similar to a

point A with-respect po a center 0 if the following conditions

are fulfilled:

1) Point A' lies.on the line OA

2) the equation OA' = kOA holds good, where the given

number k 0;

3) if k > 0, point Q lies outside the segment AA' ,

while if k < 0 , point 0 lies between points A and A' .

A transformation under _which every paint A of a plane is

mapped into a point A' which is centrally similar to point A

with respect to a center 0 , with the number .k constant ior all

points, is called -a-tentral similitude-of-the plane.

Point 0 is the center of similarity. The number k is

the coefficient of similarity.

For k ,Oa central similitude is said to-be direct; for

(*) Also known-as Homothetic transformations translators.



k ( 0 inverse. The- center of similarity 0 in the first case

is said to be external; in the second case, 'internal (figs. 186,

Fig. 186.

Fig. 187.

The center of similarity 0 is the only point' which.goes

over J.Ito itself.under a central similitude (ii' k 1).

It follows from theidefinit on of a central similitipe that

it is a one -to -one, transformation.

j---
The following properties of cen tral similitudes are familiar

from secondary - school geometry (17j. f -

1 A segment AB not lying on a line passing through the

center 0 is transformed into 'the segmenC A'B' parallel to the
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given segment, and

AtBI .

This equation follows directly from\iihe similarity of

angles OAB and OAIBt (figs. 186 and 187)

o
2 . Under a central similitude-a straight line is trans-

formed into a straight line parallel -to the given line.

a
o

. Angles between lines preseiwe their magnitudes, that is

the angle is an invariant of central similitudes.

This property is a direct coronary of the preceding one.

4°. In every pair i' centrally .similar figures, correspond-

ing segments of straight lines are proportional and corresponding

4

_angles are equal.

5°. Under A central similitude a circle is transformed into

a circle, the'imageof the center being the cents,' of the trans-
...

formed circle and the ratio of'the radii of the given and the

transfowmed Circles equal to the coefficient of similarity. ),

Making use of this property, it is not difficult to prove

that a central similitude is not only one-to-one but'also bicon-
.

tinuous, itid a topological tbansformation

6°. The ratio of the area of a figure obtained by a central

similitude to the area Of the givenifigure is equal to the square

:of t 'he coefficient of similarity. ,_

a

If S is the area of the given figure and the'area of

its image, then SI = k2tS .

The following furtherproperties'of'tentralsimilitudes are

immediately obvious.
4

7°. Any two centrally similar friangles have the same'

8

a.

337
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orientation; any two corresponding angles in centrally similar
a.

figures have the same directions(figs. 186 and 187).

80. Any two centrally similar vectors have the same orienta-

tion under-a direct similitude (with k > 9 ) and opposite_orienta-

tions under an inverse similitude (with k < 0 ). (figs 186, 187).

In contrast the elementary transformations already studied,

?

,under central similitudes (with k 1 ) the distance between two

points is not'preserved.

The length of a segment is not,en invariant of similitudes

(if k 1 ), whereas the property of being a segment is an
L

invariant property.

Three points A B C have an invariant namely, the ratio of

the distances of any one of the tFfree points to the two others:

geris invariant.

Proof: the transformation takes points A, B and C into

points At 13, Ct where 'MB' = kAB and 13'0- kBC .

The 'invariance of the ratio in questidn forlows from the

above, that is,

A'B' AB
Tirr 'EC

In particular, if the three points are collinear there exists

invariance of the ratio in which one point divides the segment

bounded by_the_two others.

111

Under a central similitude the shape of a figure is invariant,

but ,the dimensions of the figure (if k.3-1 ) are changed,

In conclusion we shill prove the,..tbeorem on three centers of

333
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The centers of similarltfof three figures which are pairwise

similar lie on a straight line.-
Let 012 , 013 , 023 be the centers ofsimilarity of the

figures whose numbers appear in the subscripts (fig. 188). We

sha'A. denote by s the line '023 013 and sho4 that line s

passes through point 012 .

4

Ste.

Fig. 188.

Let us consider line s as a part 4( figure one. Since

line s passes thrakigh the center 013; under the similitude

having this center and taking figure one into figure three the

line 's goes over into itself.

Now let us consider line s as a part or figure three. The

similitude baying the center 023 and taking figure three into

figure twb alSo takes line s into itself.;/ From this it'follows

that the linee s which is part of.figure,tw6 corresponds to, the

same line s as a part of figure one. Thus, the similitude having

center 0
12

a d
*

taking figure one into figure two takes line s

into itself. This is possible only in the case that line a

\ _

33.4 x*

.

,

=
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t

passes through center 012 ,
1)

%

he line s is,called the axis of similarity of the three

pairwise centrally simii4r figures.

As an exercise, define the central similitudes of

spice and establish their properties, analogods to those

of the central similitudes of the plaice.

I

1) /f we 'denote by Sij the similitude with center Oij and

taking figure -J. into figure j - 1, 2, 3) then an
implicit assumption in the proof is that if .SI, carries itni

,

point P of the page into a point P' and S32 carries P'

into P" , then S12 will carry P into P" . 'This may either

be considered as a part of the hypothesis of the theorem. How-

ever, we may consider the hypothebia to be merely that S12

carries P into P" when P is a part in figure 1. That this

is true-for any point P in theplane will then follow easily
from the proposition that the 'sum of,two central similitude"s,is
either a translation or a central similitude (end of 46).

Translators

4

A-
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45. l'IMILARITY OF CIRCLES

Any two unequal and non-concentric circles can be regarded as

centrally similar; all this can be dope in four different ways.

That is to say. that there exist tour central similitudes of the

plane under which one circle is transformed into the othpr.

In order to find a central similitude_ it is necessary to dis-

cover its center and its coeffiCient of similarity; for this it is
A

sufficient to know the end-points of two parallel corresponding

segments having the same or opposite orientations.

'Let S
1

and S
2

be the centers of two unequal circles, the

radii of which are R1 and R2 (gig. 189).

o

°.

Fig. 89.

_,, a,.;.,,

If the.requj..red transformations Are'to 'bransfOrm the first

4 /

. circle into the second, then the doefficient of similarity must be
/
,

....,
?

APA

In order to find the centers of the required eili441tudes, we

draw'the diameter A
2
Al

2
of the second circle, and parkllei to it

Attie radius S1A1 of the first circle: Regarding )4.1 and A2 as

corresponding points under the required similitude we find the

r.

36
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a center 01 of the similitUde as the intersection of the 1,ihes.

AiA
2

and S
1
S
2 '

If Al and Alt" are regarded ab correspond-

-

ing...points, the center of'similiarity will be point 02

We have thus found four central similitudes which transform

one of the given circles into the other. The first transformation

with qenter 01 transforms circle (S1) iAto circle (S2) ; its

coefficient of similarity is kl.. R2 . The second transformation,
R1.

with the same center, 0
1

but with the coefficient of-similarity

k s R1 , transforths circle (S2) into circle (Si) . exactly

. -

the sam4 way there are two transformations with center 02 trans-
)

forming the first circle into the second and vice versa.

Point 0
1

is the exterior center of similarity of the two

.41tircles; point 0
2

is the interi

If the centers 0 and 0

center of similarity.

of the circles coincide, the

'common and unique center of the two central similitudes, inverse'to

each other, which transforth thes concentric Circles one into the

other will coincide with the common c er of the two circles and
0

the coefficients of similarity will be:,

R
k

R
2 k 1

' 2r-

It follows from the one -to -one property o central similitude

transformations that tangents drawn from t -kterior Center of-

similarity two circles-to ,one e circles are also atngent

to the oth circle. The same statement holds good relative to

the inters r center of similarity, pOriding that this center does

not \4ie within either of the given'aircles (fig. 189):

1
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From the theorem on the three centers of similarity presented

.in 46 there follows the theorem on the six centers of similarity of

.three circles.

If the centers of three circle* no twd of which are equal are

not collinear, then the six centers of similarity of pairs of these

circles lie in sets of three on each of four'straight lines.

(fig. 190). The proof is left as an exercise for the student.

4
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/A the diagram the six centers of similarity are desipated

by letters with appropriate subscripts: 012, 013 , 023 , 0112

of of
la , 23

The lour lines on each of which lie three of the 'centers of

similarity of .the, three circles are called the axes of. similarity

ofthe,ihree circles. -

1
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46. THE GROUP OF SIMILITUDE TRANSFORMATIONS WITH A COMMON CENTER'

The set of all central similitudes,,of the plane which have a

common center 0 Constitutes a group.

Proof: the sum of two 'such transformations with coeffiCient

ki and k2 and common center 0 will be a similitude with the'.

coefficient k k ic
2

and the same center, since

1 ,

OM' - k1.OM ; OM" = ke0M8 k21(1.0M

and the points 0 , M , ,and M" are collinear.

°-;
The-requirement of the existence of a neutral element is

satisfied: the identity transformation is the similitude with

coefficient k 1 .' The requirement Of the existence of, an

inverse for each element is also satisfied. The central Similitude

1 e wwith coefficient k2 is inverse to the similitudith co-

efficient kl gnd the same center O. Thus, all the requirements

for a'group are satisfied and the assertionaa proved.

The grou of similitudes having a common center is isomorphic

to the group of all non-zero real numbers, with respect to the .

,operation of multiplication.

If to every similitude pith center 0 and coefficient k 0

is assigned the number k , a sum of,similitudes iall'correspond

to the product of the numbers assigned to each of the similitudes

added. This isomorphism shows that for the group of similitudes

with iidcommon center it is more convenient to employ the termi-

nology-8f multiplication (20).

The set of all possible central similitude transformations In

a plane, with all points of the plane as centers, does not-constiv
-4+
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-Aute a group. In order to verify ti\is it i!S.:Suifieieni to find
,.

even one example of i sum of two transformations, elementsofthiel

set, which is pot a central similitude; since thie,Oad-,'

the requirement of closure of-the ,operatlOn,of4dditiO4, jnot
'k4*'

satisfied. It is in P centraleasy to find two centsimiiitiOes

elements of this set, whose sum is a translation and - therefore not

a central similitude.
,

Leethere-be given an arbitrary translation in a plane, trans.

t 4orming points A and B respectively into,points A" ,,and,E1""..:,..,

.... Let ua elect the center 0
1

-of a similitude which, as %
'.

,

.,/
11\indieated in figure 191, wi'\.1 take points A and B into points

*AIBI

Fig. 191.
el

Point 02 Ohs inteisetion of lines AIA" and SIB" , will be
c4,

the center:of a ,second similitude which takes points AI and B1
,

respectiilely.inte'points A" and-; B" . The required similitudes

. have been constructed, q.e,d. ..

Proposition.' The sum qf two similitudes with coefficients
1

.

k'
1

and k
2

is a translition when k
1
k
2

. 1 , and a similitude

itansformation otherwise.

\o- Proof:. Let S
1

S
2

be similitudes with coefficients k1 ,

, and let S
3

S + S
2

be their sum. Let A , B be any twoit2 ,

,
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points, Al , B' , their images under S1 and A" , B" the

images of As Bs under S2 Then the segments' AB , A'B' and

A" B" are parallel and A"B" = k1k2 AB :)If k1k2 = 1 then

= 070 ; hence -57114. mil , and S; is a translation. If

kik2 , 1 then lines AA" and BB" intersect at a point er; We

shall show that ,0 is, fixed under the transformation S3 For,

if 0" is the image of 0 then the segment 0"A" is'parallel.to

OA and since A" lies on line OA 'so must 0" . Similarly 0"

lies on line. OB . Therefore, 0 . 0" We shall now show that

,any line passing through 0 is transforMed into itself by S3 .

For let P be any part and P "' its image then the image of the

segment OP is the'segment OP" which is parallel to it and

passes through 0 . Hence P" is collinear with 0 and P.

Furthermore, OP" k
2
.0P . This shows that S3 is a central

or

similitude.

If we describe the group operation in the multiplicative

instead oP additive terminology, then'..insteirl of the sum 'wheys
- . .

to speak of the product of central similitude transformations.

It is suggested as an exercise that the student

examine tnie-broperties of centra1,similitude'transfoftia-
,,.

tions of space, which are analo#ous to the properties.of
\:

central similitude transformations in the plane Just.

studied.

2
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!47., THE GENERAL CASE OF THE SIMILARITY OF FIGURES IN THE PLANE,..
Let'us consider the one-t9-one tranlformation of the plane

J

into itself possessing the property that, if At and B' 'are the

images of fito points A and B , the ratio of segment A'B' 'to

segment _ AB is a constaritr for all Ppirs of points A and B in

the plane: \qp.

POW
k = const.

The constant ratio k is called the coefficient of similarity.

The mapping is called a similitude-transformation, or simply
a

a similitude.

That such transformations M:.st may be shown by means of
,

examples. Any.motion in the plane.is seen to be-a similitude

transformation:, its coefficient k = 1 . Any central similitude

with k > 0 is likewise a similitude. The identity transformation

of the plane is'a similitude.

We shall consider some properties of similitudes.

1: Under a similitude:transformation a line in the plane

goes over into a line, thit is, collinear points are transformed

into points which' are likewise collineir.

In proof, let point C lie on the segment AB and let the

-images of points .A , B and C be OBI and CI': From the

,definition of similitude we have:.

A'C' : AC . C'B' : CB mi A'B' : AB',

whence

(A1C0+ C'B') : (AC + CB) . A'B' : AB

J
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Thus, from the equatiomp .

AC + CB = AB ,

it follows that
cr

MCI -+ =

%
But the last equation is true only on the condition that

. .

point CI lies on the segment A'131 ; q.e.d.

. It follows from the foregoing that:

O
2. A segment is transformed by a similitude'intola segment;

a ray, (into a ray; a half-plane<into a half-plane;°an,angle into
4

an angle. ,

3: The angle between two lines is an.invariant unaer 'a simil-
,

335.

4

itude. 1

06om the fact that under a dimilitude any tri-

angle' ABC 'Is transformed into a triangle A'B'C,' similar to

the first since definition of similitude transformations we

have
N i

A'B' ; B'C' : CVO = AB : BC : bA.

-,The following property pertains to the construction of 41^

similitudes.

I. A similitude is gompletely determined by giving two pairs

of corresponding points and the orientation of the image of 07

triangle. 1)

N

1) In thq following, we take fpr granted the following property
orsimilitudes: a similitude or the'plane either'-preserves the
orientation of All triangle or,peverses the orientation of All
,triangles. -- Translators.

WO-
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O

A
Let 411 and B' be the images of pdints and B (fig.190,.

v W

-

'''Fig. 192. .

.

_
. .

--4

The coerficient of ,similarity is determined by the r elationship

K;= A8/31.
Ali-

,

. Let"us construct the image of.ah,arbitrary point M' as the

"vertex M' of_a triangl4" A'B'M' , -which is simiir to ,triangle

ABM if 'M does not lie on'line AB . If, triangles MB and- '

,.A1MIBI; have the same orientation we have a propersimilityde;

-with opposite drdehtations we have a- Mirror, similitude.
,

a. The relUtionship

I

.
. AM BM

x

,shows also how to cdnstruct the image M' of point M in the
)

.
.

rase' in *ilch' M .lies on line AB .- . ,

`' . The construction of correspond'ing,p6inti-under a similitude.._
. . ) ,

(

his thui
.
beeri`indieated. From the Construction it follows also'

. . .,

't that a,similitude,is uniquely, determined by giving two piirs of
r- . e

-,*

corresponding points apd th4( se or, reversal of the
..... , .r-

:

orientation. Furthermore, it,is clear that any two pairs of 'pr-
.

responding pointS under a similitude dompletely determine thid

transformation if orientation. is preserved... \.

. Two figures in a plane are similar if onecarlie transformed

into the otfter..by a similitude.

I

I ,

t ) e

V
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Corresponding points under a similitude are called analogous

points.
4

Corresponding eeapents, lines, etc. of two similar figures

are called.similiar lines, similar segtments, etc.
A

5. Every proper similitude which is not a motion or a central

stmilitude is the sual,,,of a rotation of the plane about some point

Oand a central similitude with its center at that point.

Note that in such a case the point 0 will be a fixed point

undee the transformation, that is, it will coincide with'iteimage.

We shall give amethod of finding the fixed point which will at.the,

same time enable us, to find the rotation and the central similitude,

the, sum.of which, will be the given proper similitude.

Let us suppose thate'0 (fig. 193) is the reqtiired fixed

Joint of the, similitude determined by the two pairs ofcorrespond....
.

ing Points

Fig.,193.

sA BL,,03,1

Fig. 194.

-At

Since by assumption the given sililitude is not arMotion and not a

central- similitude, A'B' 4 AB and the 'segment '',14B/ -is not par-

allel to
,

the 'segment .AB . fl'
a I

Let S be the point of intersection of lines /OBI and AB .

Triangle OMB' is similar to triangle' OAB. .Consequently,

4 6
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..LOAS LOPS ; but this means that the iSour points 0 , S , A'

and A lie.on a circle. Similarly, the points 0 , S , B and B'

also lie on a circle.

Thus, the fixed point 0 is a point of intersection of the

circle passing through points :S , A and .A1 with the circle

passing through points S , B and B' . The given imilitude is

the sum of a rotation about center 0 through the angle

2:A0A1 plus a central similitude having the same center 0

PIP
and the coefficient k

AB

The analysia,of the case in which the, fixed point S and the

point `o

In orde

intersection 0 coincide is suggested as n exercise.

to avoid such a coincidence it is suffic nt to"take any

other corresponding points distinct from. say, B and B' . The

theorem .s Proved.
.0

At the same time it has been shown thatthat under every proper
\ .

similitude o.5 the plane_ which _la not a_translatir, there exlats a,

.unique double point 0 .

:Although what the author seems to have given is a 'procedure
for finding the fixed point 0 on the assumption that it exists,
the student will find after a little reflexion that we have here
,also a proof. that a fixed point does exist. Thus if the circles
determined by S , A4 and S , B , B' intersect in a second

. point 0 , it is easy to see that the triangles OAP and OBB'
have corresponding angles equal and the same' orientation. Hence'
the point 0 coincides with.its own image. If the circles deter-
adned by- $ A , and S , B ; Bi' interseceonly at S., it
is easy -to show that

SA' A'B'
3A:7" AB

which, in turn, may be used to derive that S coinCidea with its
image. Thus, in all cases, a fixed point exists under a Raper
similitude. -- the Translators
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6. every mirror similitude transformation which is not a

motion of.the second kind is the sum of a central simiXtude about
__

..., '.

so e point 0 and a reflexion about a line passIbg through tnat-4

poii t.

,

Let 0 be the Center of the required similitude (fig. 194).

Since line OM mustbe symmetrical with line OA and line' OB'

with OB , the axis of symmetry i must bisect the angle 0 in

triangles AOA' and BOB' , and consequently must pass, through

points P
*

and Q which dAidetthe corresponding segments AA'
. .

and BB' in a ratio equal to the coefficient of similarity k :

---- A

LIE OA' A'B'
k 1164, OB "

OB'
-A OA k

Taking segment A B symmetrical with AB ,about 8.243

we find center 0 as the point of intersection of axis L with

line A1A'

The investigation of the case when lines it and A
1
A' are

parallel is suggested as an exercise. 1)

It follows from property 6 that under every mirror Bimin-
i

tude of the plane which'is not,a motion there,exie't a &title point

0 and two mutually perpendicular double lines it and m. passing

through point 0 (fig. 194).

7. The set of all proper similitudes of the plane constitutes

a group.

4 -
1) Here also, the authors seem to begin by assuming that a fixed

point and an axis of symmetry exist and merely gives a procedure
for finding them. The student should prove Out the point 0,
determined by this procedure is a fixed point, and the line rr,
isAn axis of symmetry. -- the Translators.

.; 0
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Motiohs.of the second kihd constitute a subgrbup of this

group,
,

8. The set of all similitudes of the plane constitutes-a_

gioup.

The proper similitudee form a subgroup of this groUp. The

set' of mirror, similitudes is nota group. ,

The set of all motions of both the first and second kinds, /
i.e., the set of all orthogonal transformations, is also"a sub-

group of the grOup of similitude transformations.

The detailed proof of these last assertions is suggested as

an exercise.

'The group of similitudes is precisely that group the invar-,

lapts of Which .:,Z'apc1 the ihVariant of w ye subgrbups -- are
_

studied in elementary geometry. We note, in particular, that two

inints have no invariant under similitude transformations. Three

1

points A , B and C have an invariant. This invariant the

ratio of tie distandes of one of the three'points from the other

."4
P

two : is-lnvariant * const.
, AC

01' threethe points are collinear, this fmvariant of thee three
--

pot is he ratio in which one point divides the segment bounded

0'
by th other two,

logously to the case of the plane just'considered, it'is

A
iieas) .0 establish the Of similitude,transfd

-

tiOns of

space into itself.

'In conclusion, we, shall point out that the group

tudes is only a subgroup of the broader group of affine transforma-

tions. Orthogonal transformationd and similitudes are affine.

The stretchings considered in 19 are 1114o affine transformations.

.1 9

11.
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The general definitlog of an affine transfOrmation of space Is

#e follows: a one-to-one mapping of space onto itself is said to

be affine if every collinear triad of points 1s mapped into e

collinear triad of points. That such transformations exist is

shOwn by the examples given, Starting from this definition, we

can obtain'all the properties of affine transformations.

,,

,,Ayeci-set of the affine transformations -4f space is easily seen
/ --

(-)!-1,'"':'
, -,

c

to Constitute a, group, known as1 the gr6up of affine transfOrmations.
i

The study of-the invariants of this group oftransfo tioni and of

the properties of the

1

eyp

[21

itself forms the content of affine

In this teometry there is no notion of angle, of length, no
P_

ratio of non-parallel segments, nonotion of area, since all these

magnitydes are not invariants ofthe-affine group of transformations.
4

The ratio of parallel' segments and the rat of areas are Inver-

lents. 'Ilhe study of affine geometry is out ide the scope of the

'present ten.

sr

S.

J
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48. THE METHOD OF SIMILITUDE IN THE SOLUTION OF"-
CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS

4

° The method of similitude, 1110 the methods involving the'other

elemenpary.transformations, is often useful -in solving many con-
.

.strUction problems. Namely, it is sometimes-easier to construct a

figure, or part .or one, which is similar to- the required figure.

This may-be the case, for example, when one part of the conditions

of the probleM determines the shape of the required figure and

another part determines its size. Setting aside the second part of

the conditions, we proceed to construct a figure similar to the
GM.

recallred-one. The construction of similar figures amounts in prac-

tice*o the construction of centrally _similar figures (44 and 47)

Problem. To inscribe a square in a triangle.

We construct the square BCD.E. 'on the side, BC so that 'vertex

A and the constructed sqUare'ile'orn opposite sides of the line BC

(fig. 195). a

11.

.0

Fig. 195.

The required square B,C,DIE, is centrally - similar to square

BCDA , the center of similarity being point A . From this-the

construction of 'the required square, becomes clear.

Of'
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A

al13.

Problem. In a given triangle ABC to inscribe a second

triangle whose'sides are parallea-to the given lines u , v and

196).

We draw arbitrarily a line MN parall to line u and0

intersecting sides AB and AC' of the given triangle at M and

N . Through points, M and N we draw lines ML and NL , res-

pectively parallel to lines' v and w . We mark point L the

intersection o line AL with side BC . The required triangl

MIL(N!, is similar to triangle MLN1wiih the center o'f similarity

at point A .

Problem. Given three lines, a, b, and c , passing through

point cx )

Fig. 1.97. Fig. 198.

To describe a circle tangent' to line a , having its center on''

b and cutting off on line c a chord of-a given length

1

) 7

tr.
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From an arbitrary point S on lir b as center, we draw a

circle of radius r tangent to line a . Let AB = m 'be the

,segment cut off by this circle on line c . The required circle,

with center S' and radius r' ; is one s milar to the first

circle, the center orsimilarity being 'at oint 0 and the

coefficient k the radius r, = kr

Problem, .To construct atr ing given it altitudes

ha hb he

In the first place we note t the altitudes of any triangle

are'inverdly propOrtional to the CortespondiAg pides:

1 1 1
ha hp : he TT: .

*In proof Qf this, we.have the following expression for twice

the area of a triangle:

aha,= bhb ch_ = 2S ,

whence
2S 2S 2S 1 1 1

h: h ..= : : : --
b c a b e a

b
1

In exactly the same -way., the- equation...,

1 1 1
a : b : c a a c

holds good.

With this in mind, we construct a trlangfe the sides of which

are equal, to the altitudes of the required triangle,: by what we

have 'just pi:oved we have for the altitudes of the: constructed

.triangle the expression

:

1 1 .arb:c
a b ' c h h

a b c

5 3 k
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This means that the required triangle is si;iiiiar to the tri-

angle whose sides'are the altitudes of the triangle with sides
.

ha
'

hb and
he

.

The construction of the required triangle follows from this.

We onstruct a triangle with sides ha
'
hb he and having found

its altitudes h8
a

h' and h8
c

we construct triangle AIBC8

With sides equal to these altitudes andthen-enliirge its dimensions

by means of a similarity with center at point B , as shown in

fig. 198. The construction also makes evident the- condition for

the pbssibility of a solution to 'the problem:

ha + hb he .

Further examples and esgential problems for independent

work are to be foind in the-book by I. I. Aleksandrov already

mentioned.

$ . ,

I"

4.
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Chapter VIIIJ

INVERSION

In Chapter.VIII we study inversions of the plane

and of space. In 51. the application of inversiqn trans-
formations to the solution .of geometrical construction
problems is considered, and in connection with that the
question is answered has to the possibility of solving
with the aid only of compasses which can be set without

restriction as to radii all construction problems solv-,

able with compasses and straight-edge. In the selection
of examples those problems are examined which will be of

- ' basic importance for the interpretation of'the geometry
f Lobachevskii, to be studied in Part IV.

Among' the invariant properties of figure under
inversion transformations, emphasis given to those

properties having the greatest importance for th'eostudy

of Lobachevskian geometry.' F
,

°

49. INVERSIONS IN THE PLANE°
.4

o
Let there be given a circle with center 0 and radius R.-'

Point MI is said to be inverse to point M with respect to

the given circle if: ,

1) points 0, Mend M, lie on the same ray issuing'from the

cen.4er 0;

. 2') the following eqUation'liolds:

OMt.OM = R2.

The point inverse to point MI will in turn be point M..

Hence points M and MI are said to be inverse to each other

with ,respect to the given 'Circle.
0 0

A transformation of the plane under which to'eaCh point M

there is assigned its inverse point ,NP . is called.an inversion of

the plane with respect
A
to the given circle, or simply an inversion.

O

r) ,

Cy t)

Lt. ,
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The given circle called the circle of inversion; its center,

the center or pole of inversion; its -radi4 the radius of inVep ion;,
,..,

-
-

0
,

the-square of the radiUs, the degree of inversion.
:. .;

Two figures which correspond to each other under an invellioni,

are said to be inverse to each other. °t't
.

The pole of inversion has no inverse point, and fOr th4 reason
. b

En,

an inversion is not a one -to -one transformation of.the plafle into

t
itself.

We have already encountered such a phenomenon in studying the

stereographic projection of the sphere onto a plane (l7.);

In what follows we shall be de,,ling with a pine "punctured":

at the pole, that is, a plane with point 0 removed,

An inversion is a one-to-one mapping ontb itself of the plane

punctured -at the pole of inversion.

One considers'also the transformation known as an inversion of

.negative degree -R2 , by which is,ufiderstood the sum of an inversion

_Of'degree R
a and a symmetry about the.pole of the inversion. P

Prefixing the signs plus minus to oriented segments of an
Alf

axis passing through the center of inversion Q, we can write for

points jvl and MI under an inversion of negative degree the

7

equation

OM'.OM = *-R2.
0

An inversion of negative degree does not haye a circle con-

sisting of double points. The circle Of inversion remains invar-.
. ,

impt, but its points do not preserve their original position.

Hereinafter we shall be speaking of inversions of positive degree

unless the contrary is, stated.
tr. ,
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As an .exercise it is suggested that for each property of

inversions studied hereinafter the student should formulate and

prove the corresponding property for inversions of negative d

Weshall give methOds for the construction, of the inverse

\point Mt of any point ,M once the pole and circle of the inver-

sion are known.

1. The following- conotruyon takes the finition of

reciprocally inverse points as its point of departure:

a) Suppose point M to kie inside the circle of inversion.

We draw through M, perpendicular to the ray OM, a chord, TIT?,

of the-circle of inversion (fig !'199). We construct the+tangents

T1Mt and T2Mt to the circle atthe'endpoints of this chord. The

point Mt at which these tangents inter ect will, be the point

inverse to point M.

'A

Fig. 1199.
(f,

The closer point M is to the pole 0, the farther away will

Wits inverse point Mkrif the center 0 is taken as point M,

the tangentsat the ends of a diameter will be parallel and have nO

point of intersection. The closer-point ...M/i6,to,the ciicfe-of

inversion, the, closer to this circle will the inverse point Mt' be

also.

b 7
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. Every point P of the circumference (fig. 199) is seen to be

fixed under,thefinversion of the plane, since OPOP :" R2.

b) Suppose point MN to lie outside the circle of inversion.

Since the image of point? Mt is point M, the same construction,

performed in the opposite order, will yield the required point.

We draw from the. given point M1 (fig. 199) tangents MT

and MT
2

to the circle of inversion and, joining the points of

tangency Tl and-..T2, we find the required point M as the mid-

11111.1111 point of this,chord.

Before presenting a second method of constructing inverse

points we shall pfove the following lemmas:

ti

ca) If A, If* and B, $1 are two pairs rif reciprocally

inverse points and the poin'ts 0, A and B are not collinear,

the triangles OAB and OB1AJ (0 being the pole of inversion) are

mirror-similar.
. .

4W-the definition of inverse points) --0,_A__and* Al _lie on

one ray, as de) 0, B and Bt (fig. 200) ,wand

OA I OA = R2 ; OB 1.0B = R2.

Consequently, in the triangles OAB and OMB', having a common 1

angle at 0,

.... 0A1 OB/ .

. ,

Mt =b-A

which proves the proposition. t

TheconArse proposition is 'also true, .as can be verified a

-O . I

without difficulty.

5 8
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:-\c/g) If triangles OAB and OBtAt, with the angle 10
'

common, are mirrov-similar, then the pairs of points A, At and

B, Bt are pairs of inverse points under an inversion having. 0 as

its center.

From the foregoing it follows also that a circle may be circum-

scribed about the quadrilateral AAtitB.

2. If the pole of inversion 0 and one cpair of reciprocally

inverse points A and At are given, the construction of a point

BI inverse to apoint B is performed as follows.

We draw ray OB and lay off on it the segment OA1 equal to

(
segment OA (fig. 200). On ray 'OA we lay off segMent OB1 eq71

. ,

.

, .

to segment OB. Drawing from point At a line AtBt paralleltb
, _,---

line ,B1A, , we find the required point Bt as the intersectioniof

lines AtBt.and OB.

Fig. 200.

The construction is based on the propositions just proved_

This construction is no other than the decompoSttion of a mirror-
.

similarity transtarmatI6 into.the sum of a symmetry about the axis

andasimilarity,With 0 as center (fig. 200).

3. The construction bf-an inverse point using- compasses only.
o

a
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We kn9w (11.) that every construction possible with the

free use of compasses and straight-edge can also be

carried out with the ase of compasses only. This pro-
.

position was established by carrying out successively

the five basic constructions (10.) using only a pair of

compassp. It is possible, however, to seek a desired

construction with compasses directly, iithout reducing

it t6 a chain of the basic constructions.

Let us find the point A! inverse to a given point

A with respect to a given pole 0 and circle of in-

version l' (fig. 201)'. With radius :AO and center at'

A we draw a circle andsknote'by U1 and U2 the

intersections of this circle with the circle of inver-

s sion 11 , (In fig. 201, point A -- the center of

circle U
1
0U

2
.... is notshown:)

)

Fig. 201.

With radius U
1
0 = U

2
0 and centers at U

1
and,. .

U
2

we draW circular arcs. Their point of intersection,

dis ct from pole 0 will,ke the required point 'AI

inverse to point' A.

0

I

A
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Proof; Points A and At lie on one ray OA, ,

and from the, similarity of the isosceles triangles

OAU
1

and, OU
1
Al it follows that

OU
10111

"OU ''''' OA
, or' --If = 7 ,

1

that is to say, 0111:0A = R2 , q.e.d.

This construction can allays be carried out for

points A which. are exterior to the circle of in-

version. If'A is a point interior to this circle,

the circle drawn from.'4-A with radius OA will inter-
.

sect the circle of inversion only if AO R.,

Thus, the above construction does not possess

the necessary generality. It is suggested that the

studerit develop a generally applicable construction

of the point inverse to point.. A, using Only the pair

e( of compasses.

Let us examine,some properties of inversion.

1. A line passing through the pole of inversion is transformed

under the inversion into itself.
0

This follows from the first clause of the definition of

inverse points.

Points M on the radius OP in fig. 199 are transformed into

points Mt of ray PM!, while points, on radius OQ are trans-

foimed into points of the ray QN. Point 0 has no inverse point..

An inversion, like a Symmetry, turns around every ray OP

about poiht p (about the tangent to the circle of inversion at

point ID),, the radius PO being at the same time stretched*to

infinity while thesinfinAe ray PMt J.S shrunk to the dimensions
f

6.1
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of radius P0.
0

A symmetry is,a halfittirn of the plane about an axis of ,'

symmetry; in an inversion, the role of the axis of symmetry is

played by, the circle Of inversion.
s (

If the radius of the circle of idversion i "large", then

the circle of inv.ersion,-"differs little from a straight line'!,

and "in the neighborhood" of the circle, the inversion transforma-

tion is "approximately" a symmetry.
4r

2. A circle having its center at the pole of inversion is

transformed into a concentric circle.
.

'From the definition of inversion it follows tdat a circle of

radius OM is transforted into a circle of radius 'OW, where M
4

and MI are reciprocally inverse poirits,
A - 4

A circle concentric with and interior to the circle of

inversion is transformed into 'circle exterior to th latter, and
%

conversely. Tie smaller the ra us of such an interior circle,

the larger will be the radius of its image. An inversion tests

all the points interior to the circle of inversion out into the

exterior region of the plane, and gathers all of the exterior

region into the interior. At the same time the circle of inversion
a

itself remains ihvariants

3, A circle which `intersects orthogonally the circle of

.inversion is transformed into itself.

...Let a circle intersect orthogonaia.y the circle of -inversion

at points P and Q. The radii OF and OQ are tangent to the

orthogonal circle at points AP and Q (fig. 202).

ti
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We draw rays OAAI, OBBI, OCC1, ...,;where A and At,

B and B1,10 and CI, ... are the pointsiof intersection of these

rays with the - orthogonal circle.

By the theorem on the product isf t segments of secants we

0111.0A . OBIOB OCIOC OP2 R2.

These equalities prove that an orthogonal circle is transformed

under the inversion transformed into itself,Ahat is, it is an

'invariant circle, with the -exterior arc PIIS, transformed into

the interior arc PAQ, and vice versa: _r

Here also we observe theanalogi with a* symmetry.

The converse proposition is also easily proved:

4. ka.rcle, distinct from the circle of inversion, which

under the inversion is transformed into itself-, intersects the

circle of inversion orthogonally.

5. A circle passing through the pole of inversion is trans-

/ .0formed into a line.

Let L .be acirole pasSing-though the pole 0 of irriersipn

(fig. 203). We draw the diameter OA of circle L and construct

the point At inverse to endpoint A of the diameter.

:16 3



Fig. 203.

The line -1 passing through A! and perpendicular to the ray

OA will be the imageOf circle L. Proof: let M and M' be

pants respectively of'circle L and line .4, lying on a ray

0MM'. The right triangles OMA and OAIM! with a commonangle at

0 are mirror-similar and consequently the points A, A!' and

M, MI, are reciprocally inverse pairs of points under some inver-

sion with center at O. Let us find the radius of this inversion.

From the gimilarity of the triangles lust,mentioned we have:

OA M!'bm = O
, or um1-0.1 = lie-OA . R2.

Thus the inversion transforming circle t4 into line .4 is

identical with the given inversion, q.e.d.

From the property of reciprocity of an inversion'.we haye:

6. A line not passing through tht pole is transformed by .

AO .

the nversion into a circItr L paising through the pole0'0.

It is particularly simple to construct the image Of a line, or

of a circle passing through the pole, when this line or circle

intersects the circle of inversion (fig. 203), since we then know
4

two double points P and Q. of the given figure.

1
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From,lemmas OC and ,6 there follows the property:

7. A circle passing through-two reciprocally inverse points A

and At is transformed into itself, and consequently intersects

orthogonally-the circle of inversionT (fig. 204).

Fig. 204.

4
Line, OliAt is the radlcal axis of all circles passing through

the inverse points A and At .(fig. 204). The set of circles

having' a common radical axis is, called a peneel of circles.

Every circle of the pencil in question is transformed= into.

A
,.itself under the inversion and intersects orthogonally the circle of

inversion 13 For all the circles of=the pencil we have

OAI.OA R
2

;

1
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. but this means that the lengths of the tangen rom the pole Of

inversion 0 to all'the circles of, the pe 1 are equal and the

locus of the points 'of tangency is the cir le of inversion with the

exclusion of its point of intersection, with line AAt.
4

Recalling the definition of a radical axis we find:

8. Given a pencil of circles and let P be any point on the

radical axis (exterior to the circles of the pencil). Then there

exists an inversion whose pole is at P and such that every circle

of the pencil is orthogonal to the circle of inversion and, conSX'u

quently, invariant under the inversion.
0

The pencil cif circles with radical axis a
1

(fig. 204) is

said to be elliptical; the pencil with radical axis a2, parabolic;

and the pencil with radical axis a3, hyperbolic.

The circles of the elliptical pencil have two common points;

those of the parabolic penci, one common point; and those of the

hyperbolic Dencil av no points in common.
0 4

The set of circles rthogonally intersecting a given circle 11
4

I is called a sheaf of circles The inversion with respect to 11

transforms every circle ,t;of suc sheaf into itself.

The best method of studying the geometry of circles is
6

by
1the

independent solUtion of a series of appropriately

ordered.protlems.(1)The solution of each probleM' does

not offer any great difficulty, and the aggregate or

suqh problems makes the student well ackuainted with

an important part of elementary geomelry having broad

(1) A set of well chosen problems are-fpiEd in the book by
B. Delone and 0. Zhitbmirski: "Exercises in Geometry"
-(Zadachnick po geometpii) Gostechizdat 1949 [20].

1

4
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. ., application in theittbrx of electromagnetic fields,

t

. ;

---0 ',in aerodynamics, in'heat theory and in many other

.,,.:.

...:.

:..IT
4iplines. 'Of no(leas importance is the problem- 1.-.-

;

-.,

\--','\

pg skill gained from such execises.

'14

A1A circle not passidt through ,the pole of an inversion is

359.

transformed'by'the inversion into a circle.

L (..

/-- i
The caee

V

where the given circle contains one of its image
r .

point, is alrea4ST covered in proposition 7 above. We may, therefore,

C4inecurprobf to the case where the given circle and its image
. `N.

\-- ""I'',

,4-- ,Acit intersect.

Fig. 205.

Let AB be the diameter of the given oirclewhich passes

through the pole 0, and At and Bt the images of points A and

B (fig. 205). If_ Mt ,is the image of an arbitrary point M of

the given circle, the triangles OAM and OM iAt as well as the

triangles, OBM and 0MtBt are mirror - similar, 'and "consequently

But

whence

I

L bAM = L OM to t = ,cf , and L OBM 7: L QM:B1

LOAM - L OBtM t = .cC I = LAMB = 421:, , .:

L.13,1.: -.. Z OM IA I - ails I = cc----..fi. ='

7

=1
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Point Mt possesses this property, that segment AM( sub-

tends at it a righL__ t angle. 'Thus, the locus of the points Mt

inverse to the points of the given circle is a circle, q.e.d.

11t must be emphasized that the image of the center of the

"gives circle is not the center of the transformed circle.

-/ The' propositions proved enable us. to say that the set con-

Bid ing of all straight lines and circles is transf6rmed by an

inversion into itself.

10. (Invariance of angles under inversion.) The magnitude

of the anglebetween two intersecting curves is no( changed by an

inversion.

Let curves y and intersecting in point A, be transformed

by an inversion into curves Yt and 8 t '(fig. 206). The point of

A

intersection Al of curves -Y4 and d is the image of point A.

We draw through the pole 0 a line OS and_mark the points M'

and N, and their images Mt "and NI, at which the line Of' inter-

sects the four curves. (1)

4 =(1)_If the line OS- intersects one of the curves, say Y , in more
than one point, then we take the point of intersection M

closest to A (i.e. there is no other point on Y between A
and ¶ which also lies on OS.) Since le 1 is the }image of

Y , Mt ,the image of M will-be the point of int section
of OS and 74 closest to At. --Translators.
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The triangles OMA and 0AtM, are mirror- similar; conse-

quently
/I

L0MA"= L9Aity
.

It likewise follows from the mirror-similarity of triangles

0NA and OA'N' that

L 0NA = L OA fisl,

From these equations we obtain:

L MAN = L OMA - L 0NA = L OA 'M' - L OA 'N' L IVA tti

This signifies that the angle 0' between the secants AM, and AN

of the curves 7 and S is equal to t4--'ang102. ,between the

secants AIM' and AlN, of the curves 1,1 and SI .

Passing to the limit as CC.--)P0, we note that points. and N.

will tend toward point A, while points Mt, and wil -tend

toward point At; the secants AM, AN, IOW and AtNI I tend to-

take the,pasition of tangents to their respective cure's.` Thus we"

have

.lim = lim 515 1*

cC---* 0 CC--0

What this means isthat the angle of intersection of curves Y_, and

S is equal to the angle of intersection of curves 7.1 and St

since the angle between curves is defined askFthe angle between

their tangents at the point of-intersectIon; q.e.d. /

Inversion is thusiaconformal transformation,!

Note that an inversion; while preserving the magnitude of

angles, changes their orientation (in complete analogy with a

symmatkz):_

s rs
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From the property of invariance of angles it follows that if

two curves are tangent at point A, their images under an inver-

sion are also tangent at point Al, the image of point A.

Let, us note two important propositiona,Which will be very

useful to us latA.

A. If we 'take as the circle of inVersion any circle% le which

is orthogonal to a given circle il(fig. 204), then this inversion,- -

maps the closed-disk f,orito itself. 4°.

-this mappin44g the part of 'disk external to circle /- is .

transformed into the part lying inside circle 1-, and vice versa.

Disk F is, as.it were turned-over onto its other side aboUt

__the-arc-of circle lying within disk P., which is completely

analogous with a symmetry, the latter being indeed the limiting

Case of an inversion with respect to'an orthogoAal "arc". If the

radius of circle -)e increases without limit while the orthogonality

of this circle to circle 11 is preserved, the arc tends toward a

diameter of circle r , and the inversion tends to become an ordi-

nary symmetry.
m

The second proposition consists in the following,. Evidently,

two arbitrary points have no invariant under an inversion., Like-

wisp, three points do not possess any invariant,.

However our points have an invariant under, inversion. In

order to describe this invariant of the four p,ints A, ;B;p,,

we lAtrpduce the following definition:

'13y the 'cross_ ratio of four points A, B,.0TD,,of a plane.;

taken in that order, we mean the ratio of two rat os

AC BC
$15

f
/
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7110,e_cross ratio of foUr points is denoted by the symbol

(kBCD), so 'that
, BC

BT

4: An invariant of four points ABCD! under an.inversion is

the cross ratio ,(ABCD)e

In proof, we note that from the mirror-similarity of triangles

0AC and 0C 'A' it follows' that

A'C' OC' OC'.00 R2 -

. (1)

T r : = T OA .0C 0A.00

14re 1 and CI- are the points i4erse to A and C, R' is the
.

radii s and 0 'the pole of tif'd inversion. 'In the dame way we have

. FP

B'C' = R2

1Z- OBOC '
(2)

and

A'D' R2
AT = OP OD

BtDt 2

E15- OB.OD

From these four equations we obtain:

AtC, BIC! AC BC .1.,AF BID' gs AD BD

7 o

/or (A 113 IC ID t) . (ABCD) .
..

-

.

,
7 s

"ThiaMea s that 'the cross' ratio of four koints is not changed

by an ihversion, q.e.d.

Remarks: 1. The four points who se cross ratio we

(3)

have defined need not be collinear; they can be any four

,

points of the plane, excldding the pole'of the inversion.

inverion does not tans orm straight-line

segments into straighti-line setemen s; the straight-line

sepents referred to in the cros6 r tio (AIBICIbr)' grd 1

notthe images of the segkentNkef rred to in the cross.

*
ratio (ABCD) .

r. F.,1 ,1
(1 /
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50. INVERSIONS IN SPACE

°..

Two points M and 14' in space are said to be Inverse t6.

,
each other under-an inversion with pole 0 and radius of inversion

R if:

1) points M and Mt lie on one ray issuing from the pole- 0;

2).the equation t

OMIOM = R2

, holdsgood.

1qtak mapping of space (with the pole 0 removed) ontoitself

r
under which to every point M there is assigned its -inverse point

Mt i4alled'an inversion.

All points.of the sphere with center at the pole 0 and radius

R are transformed into themselves, i:e, are double .Doints of the

inversion. .This sphere consisting'of double points-is called the

sphere 'of the Inversion.

From this definition it follows that every plane passing

through e pole of inversiot and perforated at thi point 0 is
0 0 .

mapped b tto itself b5f the inversion of space. More ver, this

mapping lof the plahionto itself is an.inversionin the plane with
____ J

_.

pole -::0, aid radius ,R4
- .

. 0

From this remark and the properties of an inversion ih thec--)
,

it follows :
,'

° 0 ° 0.

400.3Ane 8 pa'ssing thr f the pale of idves4on 0 are .(with

-----0--
0 the' exception of the point---01-tranSformed into themselves;

. .._._

2) a sphere with cent r at..thp pole Of iriVersIonis
.

V ,_ -40

.,

tranaformed.into,a concentric sp ere;

.
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3) a sphere orthogonally intersecting the sphere,oeinversion

is transformed into itself;
6

3*) a circle orthogObally intersecting the sphere of inversion
.1;

is transformed into itself;

4) a sphere other than the sphere of inversion which is trans;

formed into itself under the inversion intersects orthogonally the

sphere of inversion;

4 ).a circle not belonging to the sphere of inversion:which is

tran formed into.itself.under the inversion intersects orthogonally

the y5phere of inversion;

5).a sphere passing through the pole'of inversion is trans-

formed into a-plane.
S.

In particular, if such a sphere is also tangent to the sphere

of inversion at a point P, then the plaile'.r into which the iphera,

is transformed is tangent to the sphere of inversion at the same

40.

point P.

Stereographic projection is seen to be an inversion transfr-

mation of the sphdre into the plane r (figs. 117, 118, 122,,14).1

The point S serves as the pole of the in/(sion,: encl. the radius of

the inversion is equal to SP.

As an exercise the student should derive the proper ties of

stereographic projection considered ..in 17. from the proOdrtie s of

inversions.

5*) a clvele passing through the p le,of inversion is trans..:
:

formed into a line;
-, --

6) a plane not passing,, through .the pole df invers On is Vraria:
,

ormed into a sphere,lithich asses through the Pole of nversion;
ea, ,'''

6
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6*).a lineriot passing through the pole

traniformedsinto a Circle which pales through the pole of-inver-

sion;

7) a sphere passing through two,xeciprocally inverse points

A and A' is.transformed into itself and consequently it inter-

sects orthogonally the sphere of inversion;

N

of an inversion is

8) an inversion of space preserves the angles between surfaces,

etween curves, and between curves and surfaces'.

In concluding this section we shall note an important propo-
..

sition which will be of use to us later., ..

,.
.

0 ...- ,- 0-,
If as the sphere of inversion we take any sphere '7- orthogonal

to a given sphere 11 , then this inversion maps the closed solid

sphere r into itself.

The detail el carrying out of simple prbofs of the enumerated

properties .of inversions of space is left as in exercise.
. 1

I

J'

ty

3 7

4

4
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51. THE APPLICATI0e0F INVERSIONS TO GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTIONS

Inversion transformations can be applied very effectively to

the solution of construction problems and in proofs.
0

We shall study ,the applic'ation of the,method of invision

'transformations by means of examples The choice ofexamples will

be dictated in part by their usefylness later on.

Problem. Through two given points A and B lying within a

given circle fl , to draw a circle orthogonal to the given circle:

The required circle is invariant under inversion with respect

to circle 17 . The construction follows, from this. Taking 1.as

)
the circle of inversion we construct point At inverse to point A.

The circle circumscribed around the triartgle ABA! willbe the re-
O

-quired 4rcle (fig. 207).

Fig. 207. Fig. 208.

If the iven,polnts A4 and B, are collinear with the center

0 of circle , the required ,circle degenerate's iftto a line. Th-a
,...

_

problem has a unique aolution.°

Problem. ThrougH' a point A to draw-a) circlEkorthogonal to

two given cireLs which are orthogonal to each other. -Point A

lies'inside one Of the given circles.

4 Let 11 and: g. of fig. 208'be the given orthogonal circles,

a

,`? 75

e
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.The required circle will be invariant under each of two inversions

having L and as as their respective circles of, inversion. This

determines the co struction. Taking f as a circle of inversion we

constrUct poin AI inverse to AI Next, taking ct as a circle or

inversion we construct point A" inverse to A.

The circle circumscribed about triangle AMA" will be the

required circle.

It may happen. that the three points A, At and A" will be

collinear. In such a case the line of centers of the given circles

will take the place of the required circle.

The problem has a unIque solution.

Remark. The indicated construction does not require

that the giyen circles 17 and 9, be orthogonal. We chose
, v

such an arrangement of these circles with later needs in

mind. q 4

Problem. Through a given poi t A to d aw a ci qle tangent

t one given circle 63.

%..1 .

, given circle' Il, the diVzles

other (fig. 209).

and ortho

5
'

, .4
a.4

. °.

17.

M1r.
-

d 1/ bein orthogonal to each

0

tv
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The required circle, being orthogonal to circle f, must be

transformed into itself under invers on with respe6t to circle 17

-Circle gwis invariant under this e inversion,.

Since the point of tangency P of the - required circle with

-369.

the given circle jr., is transformed into the point of tangency of

these same circles, point P is a double point under the inversion.

This means that P lies on the circle of inversion 17 .

From this61169 the construction of'the required circl . We

mark a paint of intersection P. of the circles f and 1.. and after

finding -point .A1 inverse to the given point A with'respect to
.

.1.: we pass a circle through the three points/ A, P and At, The

%

circle thus constv.icted is a solution.of the problem; Since the

given circles il and g. intersect -in two,,points P and 'Q, the
10

problem has two solutions.

, 'It the points. 0, A and P are collineat", the r*quired-circle
. I

degenerates into line pa0eing thr ugh the ceutexf 0 of circl

,,
what forlik'do s the constructio take if point A lies on r

outside ofcircle r ?

====../Problem G en tircle 17 and two Circles ja 111d ch
e orthogonal, to and passing through point A fig. 210), to con-

,

struct a c cle orthogonal to circle; Z7 gand).,J. and tangent to6

circle- q(2
C.,

7

., 210.

7(
. .

GIs

o

0

-
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As in the preceding problem it is evident that-the point of

tangency of the required circle with circle g2 is a double point

under inversion with respect to circle fl and consequently gust be

the point of intersection of circles r and 4- Thus the problem4
4

is reduced to that of drawing through a. given point P a circle

orthogotial to two given.circles 17 and TheThe center S of the

required circle p Iles, at the irir,ection of the tangents PS

and P
1

to circle
a
r- at-the points- P and P

1
(fig. 210). The

. ,

problem has not, more than four seAtktions. Its cOmplepe invesAka7

"tion is recommended as an exercise;.
67f m .:

Problem., Givenia circle, 1 , and the to circles. ".1 and jr-2

having no-Points in common and both'orthogonao ci&le r "(figA
,

. ,

211), to construct a circle ofthogonal to all three of.the giVentz
.

circles. 1

\
y-

A
Fig. 211.

'We talready (in 7.) solved this problem in a more general
.

.

,

form
.

o wit the aid of the concepts of the ehdical axisand radical

center. - -:

I/ We construct the radical ce tier S and-from,S as centet.

dtaw a circle with radius eqUal o thecommon length of the taie..
''.

-r,

A
gents front,: S to the three, giv dir les. e,prob em has a

i4 , 4 i: 1 li* 4 .

UOiqUe so 1,1 ion."

:?? 78
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We shall.describe a soluti

4c 371.

of this problem, more Complicated

in construction but y instruct ve, whichNi& based on the use of

an inversion transformation.r

Fie transform the given figure, that is, the three given circles
?Pe

8.1 and "v by4means of an inversion having its pole at
) Q,

the intersection of circles 1 and
?-1/

and an arbitrary radius of
. .

. inversion R. We shall describe this inversion without. actually

carrying it out.

,4
The circlps 11 and since they pass through the pole Q,

.are transformed intO'the lines- Jt and ?HI:, with the preservation

of the angle between them at their point of intersection Pt, 'Which

is the image of P (fig. 212). Point Q has no image.,
a

1

aim
Fig. 2J.2.

rcle h, not passing through the pole Q,.3. transformed

into circle ?.2 ,,orthogonal to line ft, that is, with its center

. on line lit. (It must be remembered that the center of the image

, is not the image oa' the original center.)
,

With the aid of th inversion the problem hasreduced
o

to: the following:

Given two perpendlcular Ines ft and tl and the circle

with its center On line 471 and not intersecting line

to co \struct a circle pt orthogonal to the given linels- ft and

r
t a4d to the given circle .

1

1
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-... ,

The solution is extremely simple., Since the required circle
.

p' is orthogonal to lines rt, and 4-1 , its center must be -at Pq

the interselfibn of these lines/ and its radius must be PIT equal

to the length of the tangent from Pt to the circle H ( -fig. 212),
, .

This problem is solved. ,, ,
..--,,,,

P

The same inversion with pole at Q transforms, in,'tt-le other

Arection, ...

4

'rPr, gl----g1 , g2-- -g2 , PL4P
. . '

and the circle pl into the_circle p required in the original

problem.

.Since'the images of,points, lines and circles under an- inver-

sion tan, be constructed easily (even with a single Nir of coin-
:

passes), we may find it helpful to solve a problem by solving the

"problem transformed by inversion" ? instead of the original

The choice of pole and circle Of the inversion is at our dis osal

and often can be a means of simplifyIng the problem.
4ir °

s an exercise the student should rework all the problems

solve in this section, inverting the circle r into line r'

and formulating and solving the inverted problem ".

ProbldM. Given only the pairs of points Al,B,
J.

and A2D2,

, . , ,
..

tro construct the point of'\ intersection,ofi

)

the lines A1B3 and
.

/

A2B2 , using cotilpasseS only.
. . 4.,

sAs a preliminary we sha41 learn how to construct, with compasses
'I 1

---
I ,

-
I

only a circle inverse to a line which is given by means of two

, points A *and If. The 'pole 0 rd 0,.,./.:cle I7 of the inversion are
,

assumed given kfig,,12 1)'.
,
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Fig. 213.

J
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9."

The method of construction of image of the lipe consists

. in the following.
.

. ,

We construct point 0, s

.4. (--

etrical ,ip the pole 0 =about the

given line AB, which is eas '34,d-orre by drawirTg circles -mith cen-
.

tens A and B. andrad.ii AO. and BO 'respectively,. 4"
-ct

C $
(1) qPoint inyerseo, point* ''C I, is the center of the

....

ve g_ *ft .

.-required cci; knowing this slpoint we -construct this circle

PI center C and radiUs. CO.
4.8

Proof. Let P,..a d. P , i veirse lo each 8ther, be the points

of in era ction of li .0C w th It AB and with the required

1:
V ,

circle g. (Thebe, Rqintsare;, t shorn in the diagram.)
':- .'-:,' -

In virtue of the Int t,ion?ie have;

t "2 ...

I

4 OC t. = 2. aP y.,-. 1.op = R , OC 1. uC.. RL
And consequently

.:7#,": )''' .''

.*1'.'i;F
,.. ..,

9P i . OP 40C 10C, $._,2..0)5.0C ,

ol
:::'

i .

whenc OP 1 . 2. 00, q. e
t?

.d. ' 5 ''
. v i

. 1 4-

.

(1) The construction, with coMpaSsdls only, 4,a point inverse to a
even Point, has' already beth: studied in 53.

(2) By kreferring to fig. 203, the student w411 see that OP1 is

the diameter of the required circle g.4 IV follows then from
Opt ... 2.0C

4

1,that C iS:Ythe- center. --Translators.

.81
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We have now the means of solving easily the original problem.

'W& invert the lines determine by the given points A
1
B
1

andcl.\

A2B2 witdirespect to an.arbitAry pole and radius of inversion.

We find the point of intersection 'S of the circles inverse to

these lines'and construct point St inverse to S under the same

inversion. St' is the required point of intersection of lines

A1B1 and A2B2. The construction has been accomplished using only

a pair of compasses.

By an analogous construction we can find the points of inter-

section of a circle with a line given only by two of its points.

It is precisely this method by which it is most simply proved that

all problems solvable withcOmP-iiieSand straight -edge can also be

solved using compasses only.

.1

'to

"s

fe
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52. THE PROBLEM OF APOLLONIUS

375.,

The problem of Apollonius consists in constructing with

compasses and straight-edge a circle tangent to three given circles.

This problem, of great importance in the elementarcdevelop-
.-

'rment of the thedry of conic sections,
4

is interesting with regard

both to methods of solution and to the large number of lilting

cases dealt with in the secondary, school course.
.

The limiting cases of this problem arise then dny'of the

given circles become points orloines.).

Let us examine some limiting cases.

1.-If the three circles degenerate into points we have the

rfamiliar problem: to circumscribe a circle about a triangle.

In this formulatidn we exclude the case in which the three,
.

point are collinear. If one given point is left undetermined,

then by letting this third point vary we obtain the locus of

centers of circles passing through the other:two points. This will

be the perpendicular bisector of the segment *lining the two poin

-2. If the three. circles degenerate into lines, we again hav

a familiar !Tem: to construct a circle tangen

lines: I

to three given

Let two of the three given lines intersect, and the third line

be undetermined; then letting the third line vary, we obtain the
*4/

locus of centers of the circles tangenteo the two fixed lines.

is

4

Locus is the gait o bisectors Of the angles between these

ven lines. If tw

thi\ assumed to

of the giverillines are parallel, and the

tersect them, is undetermined, we Obtain

c)
)



4,

.

the locus of the centers of the circles tangent to

which is the paralle1 lying midway betwwS them.

4
3. If two of the given circles degeneratd in

th'two parallels

Jet poi/Its and the
, ,

, ,
.

_

rthird into a line, we have the Problem: to construct a:eircle 4
.: .

;
. . .

passing thTo4h two given points and tangent t a given line,

Fo.this construction to be possibly* the g ven Pelnts A and

B must not lie on opposite sides of he given line a (fig. 214),

Fig. 214.

Ar

The solution presented in secondary school geometry -courses

consists in finding' the point oetangency T of the required

circle. with the given line a, and" is based upon the equation

ST2 = SASB; where S is the poipt of intOkion df the lines,

AB and a.

Having found the.

thdirections from

oblem. Only one of

b

k

egment 4uST off n line 'a in

.and obtain thltwo solutions of the
7

circkes has been consi,ruoted 16 fig. 214.
4

If lines AB. and a are paraltel, the' point T t re-

quired pcle lies on thit-line eTpendicularnto both, and bisecting
. ,

segment AB. The student should-carry out the complete inve44ga-
,

tion of this problem as an exe
Ci

With the aid of inversion the problem can be solved a

follows: making one

inva ston,ove insert

of the even polint.pt thepOle of

line 'a into-Dircle at; the 'required circle
,
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.

wit nowbe a line. The problem is reduced to that of drawing,from
,.i ,

i___,

patitt B', ttie image of point, B, a tangent to. circiv af.
,. . , 1

4-4qli.epeating the-same inversion we obtain tho
golution a' the

orliinal 'problem.

As an exercise the student should aitaally carry out this .

. r
:

copstruction. , )
.

;-If one of the,glJen poIlt..1-, let. .:6.say point it, 1.7 undeterw

thi2 locus or, the center N of ire f;assipgthroUgh'

0.

the,given point A. and tangent 1.f.) line b is a parabola.

.1;roof: 'Since MA MT, the pjint M is equidistant from the
.

t
given point A and the given line a,' point A is the focus or

the parabola, and line a_ 1.$ its directrix.

.

h. .If,two of the given circles degenerate. into lines3nd the
.

third into a point, we have the problem; to ebnstruct a t.ircle

;

' tangent to two given lines and passing through a giVen paint.

Wit?,4 the aid of an inversion having the given point las'itz

)

poleole the problem ia'reduced to that of drawing a line tangent to
. ...

.

two circles. The coipplete investigation of the problem -arid ille

-construction are sukgestedas an exercise.
. 4 , ,, ., ,

.

. ,
_

. ' 5. If two of 'the given circlessdegenerate into pointa ire

.# have theprobiem:' to construct d circle passing thrargh two given
7

- , -

pants and tangent: to a given circle.
'

,

: )17,
By an inversion having it:; pole ut one of the given points Cie

. , .

-- '

reach th10.n'verted problem": ' throp Ta'slyen point to draw a

.tapipnt a given circle.
I .

_ - The construction and investigation'of M114 pfeblem is sug.4

&dated ,as an exercise.
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.

If\en0fOf the Ooen points, let us say- 'a, is 'undetermined,

. ,

..**/

/

then by 'letting

circlestsing

17 , ts, point

ts vary, we, obtain the locum of the canters of the
. .

through point A and tangent to the given circle

A lies outside circle F , the locus in question'

Is a brahch.OX an hyperbola; if point A lies inside oirele'17

It is an

The'correctness of these assertions follows from the _equations

:4 OM - MA'a OP . conzt. (fig. 215a)

OM + MA OP.. const, (fig. .5b).

b; If' one Jr the given.cirbIes degenerate into a point, we

have the problem: to construct,a circle passing through a given

point and tangent to.two given circlet Eli and I7,

_Performing an InVertioni of any radius, with point A as its

pole, we obtain the fdmillar problem: to iconstruct a tangent tp

the two circles ri and f . Here* ri and are the usages
- .

.

of. circles r and 172 under tha inversion perfdpedl
/ -

. Censtructing'the ralman.tangentio circles ri and 17i and

thereafter repeating the safe inversion; we obtain theisolutioh.pf

the:Original problem, wbiqn thus has not more than four solutions.

the student should Ihvestigtite this problem and perform the
,

construction a., an c*ercise He should also give the constructions
i

and carry out the invegtigatians far the remaining limiting cases
,

1

of the problem,of Apollonius, .

;I, . . ., ,

r,
...-- Returning- to the general problem of Apollonius, we nbte that

it can easily be reduced to the foregoing, limiting case number 6.
l' 4

To.do-this we can, withOut altering the legation of the centers of
:.,,,,., ,

this three given circles dr of the center of the required circle, ,

/
, .

.

I



t

f.
3.79.

.
shrihk one off' the given circles t..; kpoini,TedUcingitn raditi9 tO

.

/ zero and a proprlate1y altering the radii, of the remaining circles;

without do troying the tangencien.

44f circles Are tangent to each other internally, and we

change the ractiun of he tircls while Maintaining the con.

'dition of t,ngency and the position A* the renters, thx, radius of

the other circle Kill change In-the Jame manner, either both in-
-

creasing or b tn decreasIng. When the tallf,lehey, however is exter-

nal, then as o or the radii increases the other will decrease,

and vice veena. t

Suppone now that 'tue radlup of one of the given circlea, bay.

4 I

1 decreast. , "hen the eadlua A' the, required clecle will in- .

crease"ur decrease ecording as its tangency tb is'extornal or
,. .

internal. (In case of Ititernar -tangency, the rcquirai circle will,
,

of collese, contain' 13'1
Vn its ihtesrlor no that the tangency con-

,

. ,

.tinuca. to be inter al untilj`i. shrfnkb to epoint.)
.

-: As the radiu 40* the required circle changes, the radii of

;other two given irclps 112 and T3 will alto change. The change
.

will be ot the tame kird tuth radii increaolng or both decreasing".

when the td gencion of: the two eirdlen to the required circle- are
.

of the came, kr nd (both internal or both external).'.0therwiae, one

or thdi will:increas.e:and the oth

Aftlr the IncUptedtransformati n of the given circlea A

into .p0,1 172 i 41 1 -Pf And
.
A74 the

r

gertmrt problem of:Abollon1up turns into,' he liviItirig oaaa:

drt cir nsi throe ht 'A and tan ant to two
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.611121siug2....r., and r
lam. Zne plan, for the

. . *

atconiingxy as foilos.

haVe already dealt with this Prob-

of the probl; of Apoll;nius iu

. ..
'tir;....Lck centers and radii A' lie given circles 'f 2 *C.. r

.-, 3 be
A., .

respectively 4, %,., 03. and ri, r2, r3.. Furtnerelet uS assume

that r
1

< r% and ri-k< r, . About point .v, we,doscribe circles

A 4%And with radii r._, + r1 and r2 r rIt abgut.point -93

In fix* man'ner%e describesircies
rj

4nd 174% with radii .

.
. ....it

r3 + r, and rj - r1 . We then ;onstruct circles ppssing through
/

point j0, anAetangent ins the Same gannet, to circles I and Ii ,
.,

.

as we'il aa tic cirtica passing' thrOugh 01 art.! tang nt in the same
. t:

. .

.

Osanner to cicil4es P2" and,T3 . We obtain four sol tions:
. .

We nekt construct circles paasing through 01 'hich are

tangent to circles 111 and 1
3

and to circles r2 d rj., in

opposite manners witnin eacu pair. We obtain four m rr solutions#,\

The eight circles which (in elle general case) itl.have,found

Will be conentric-aitn the required circles and, their radii may bar
1. .

.

easily dvturml.,ed. The problem nap pct more than e ght no/utions.
,

It fa highly desirable that th:e studerit'shOuld faMiilariz

/.

himsolf the'varicia-methods Or solar:ion or tht! problem pf

Apolionius given in the existing lterat4 ure (3),,(!),

if

t



PART THRXR a 3B1.

TIM WAMIRFAXIT 45.NOT113,-AREA13 AND VOLOkS..\'

CnaPtr /X'

4ENHAAL PROBL4M_OP MEASURINd
LENOINS, ARgAS'AM MUMS

Ifirlispter IX wo examine the comparison or
magnitwlea. The solution.of the- general problem or
the meaauement of tne lengtnq or seamenta or straignt
linos OnA the sreas'or simple polygirhs la pm/stinted.
,SuMO WC4 is given or the system of measuring the aren
or Oahe rigur's AnA the areas of -curved aurraces., A
brier disounalon is give.. of 6'60 problem of measuring-
volumea. //

.

COMPARISON OP 5TRAIIAT-1,14a SMUTS

Even bera introdwAng thk.,.ynept of length, we may compare

atralght-line segments wit wit:, AnotnOrt 1.c.4ee -le whet-tier thRY

are equal, which 4 them is larger, which is smal or, divide
. .4r .

aegMeilt Into-two eq041 pants and no an.-
., - .

- 117Tg notion or equality of.aegmenta is accepted as a:primary

notion not airect14 aprinea7 The following ai r(I)iam ar congiueneeR
0 .

p Segrsenta serve as an Indirect, definition or the concept or
,... . ..*

-

eq ality,,, or congruenceerlaegmenta, '
. ,-°.:.-.

/r71 a ne k and ' are oinstirs on a li e it: and
. /.- .

1 int on th -line coin witfl .

e .
o .

-"-(1)4100tnoto; 'In Part IV or tao'book WQ llot°%"
pr the axiomn or geometry. lbonumbere used here oofroopona .

04cTilot. . ..77Trahalat'Ors;
\t
\ r.

f;
...

4

P

)
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The .'or.e.tlenve %ill the segments AB and A'B' is denoted by

5"

OBI .

Dila axiom Aerely L,.,8 treat .It is sible to la oft s
sego,et.t. satisfyitg the giver, coniltions. That 2121):......et42 such

Oetptient.,M4, :e lat.! off 'tr&Y be "demonstra an a theotem (151.

, Ili,. if the segments *A"DI and )013" Itre.eongruent 'to:

the same serpent AB4 then tne setletit ;VIP is alsel congruent

- to al..ttevit An3", brieflz if two segments err cotagru

thirdj thi,,y a con vrucnt

Usitn; tiX44411. III
1

and III ity,ls possible to .prove as a

theorem thlt-t every segment is ecjuls ,to 9

: Proof. ,13uppose we are given a segment AB. We lay' off. on,

any ray .a dcp:ent A 11.0 recual to the segment AB.' Thin can be

doheoy''.tilom em 'then have. the congruence -

AftyAtir
.

tnts rongrjuenct.±.may, be written again, ... ...
. . . I

AB i=A1131 .
2:; (p) .,4

lit --
c:ii.tigruencfgo (oC) . alhl ( pi ) may -be ,read_ as 'f011oWs: 'Aro ,:i

oottmer' 48. cAtii AB (11-1 this cam; the ,two 'segments cbiticicte) . '...1

. . .
arq p...mgr1uent 'to a third..segin ant- A.1.131. Conaelupntly by-axiom

IV . . . ., 101

g 14 t:St:e4trAFgrne n t. s are quay to each other: AB '--."*. A11, q..e.t.i.

itere.''yor.4:,..'haii.; an 1i:stance of the 'proOf. of 'a theorem wh(ne..:(Self-.,
Ce" is not-, letis ctitap that of the simplest .4x1om. .

- .
property of a sag:fent just- lemonstrated, ttiat of .beAng

is tellica'rpflexierigoo It is 'also "easy to show-
s

th4t equality of segments'ilas the properties, of bynune;ry era

trannifillit7o .
, . . .

0

. ^

I
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4mmetry we mean that from the equality

1;
AB .

ttia;,e followS the equality (or 'congruence)

183.

, \. -.

..t AIBI°ez} AB. \ *

Lit us prove this: ,
-

'Prom tne property of reflexiveness we

-

1.

set. AIBi A I . lil addition, 'we are given tnat -AB ===tA tBi.
.

_.....
. 0 .

r .
..

..

This means ,thug ,phe,t... wo segmentsehts iftiBI and AB. are congruent
) ..:

t_
-- 'to-a. third segment AIB1. By axiom 1112 we conclude tnat

A I A13,ti
t .

*q.e.o.
6

. By tranpitivity we mean 'that tii,e equalities
./

01"
., A'B' ===rAllie

r
6

Eherp, follows the 'equality

A611'EEE A"B" .
13 .,

ie
.

proof is obtained by noting that from
'

the second equality,
. . . - ,

)r. 1

A IBI A BI .

, we have by Imme try A " B" __-.= -- Alp'. We then apply
,

..1.

axiom I42. .

Am third axiom pertaining to the tpropeles 15)f, equality of'
a

segments states.:
. 4,* t.

C.,

-
Inv Suppose that". AB and BC :are two segments of a line

" A
... ,..

4L - .having n interior points in common, and suppose flirther that

t

-_ -r -! ..4,
ME0 and ,BIC'I 'are two segments on the same line om another ,).ine

. . .

r t, also having no inteAorpoints in common, (fig. 216); if we
_ .

- 41?

have

then

true.

'Ag2,F.i.s-A.IBI and BC -2E4E3 C

AC m-A A IC 1"
O

'S

.
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Tbis axioM implies the possibility of adding. segments.

.

Let us now define the concept of gx:dat4, and smaller as-

A

applied to segments.
%-

We. aay that the segment' CU is- greater than the segment AB,

and write

'CD >- .

AY'

mpop laying err" (in accordance with axiom 1II
1

) on the segment

CD a. segment At t equal. to AB we obtain a point BI lying

between ppirits C and D (ftg: 217).'

Fig. 21b. Fig. 217.

If, as the segiwnt AB ,is laid off on the line CD, thy:

- point 0. falls outside the segment 6D (in which case the Point
'i

g
b lid BetWeeh the points d and p) we say that the segment

.pp...ie e Mess than segment AB.
"14646:

. fool- two given segments ce and b one and only one tlf

following three statements ig.

1. a < b and b > a;

2. a Vie; ;

3. a >b and b < a. CO

The
V .0)

comparison of segments with respect to magnitude- is

transitive; that is, from each of the' three' propositions:

(1) Footnote: It must be emOhasized that we are here Simply .

denoting segments by single letters; it by no mans follows
that these '10tters denote 'numbers. --Tr'anSlators.'

0 3 92
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1. a > b, b >*c;

2. a >b, b emc;

,3. aemib, b > C

it follows that

c.

We 'omit the.proot of these propositions.
0

In analogous,fabhion axioms are set up which permit the

'comparison of angles and also the' establishment of 016 congruenCe

* of. riangles.
(2)

Employing the axioms ,of congruence we shall prove, as an

example, the following theorem:

Theorem. Every segment can be 'divided into two equal pares,

and this division is unique. 1 .

Proof of existence: Let ,AB be the -segment which is to

divi.ed into expo equal parts (fig. 218).- We Construct the
, .

congruent angles MAB and NBA so that their sides AM and BN
- ;/

are located in the same plane and on opposite sines of line AB.
.

1

e passibility of such a construction is coverd by an axiom

concerning angles,_ analogous to axiom-III1 or segments.

We further select on the rays AM.- and BN the points C

and D such that AC BBD (axiom III1) . The point. 0 of the

interiedtionpof lines AB and CD will be the 'midpoint of
t .

.

segment AB. Proof: From ,the congruence of triangles ABC and

.ABD tfiby two sides and, the included angle") it f011ows that
4 4

CB AD.

(2). Footnote: ,A full list of axiom s' of .congruence is given in .-

Part IV of this book. 1 --Translators.
...: ,Y ,. .

. 393



Fig. 218.
4

From this we .derive the congruence of triangles ACD ara,

BDC ("by three sides") anaconseqUently:

61aDam-4BRC. /

The congruencessso,faroestablished permit us to conclude that

.triangles ACO and BDO are congruent ("by one side and the

adjacent angles")., Whence it follows that .A0BEep.
t 1

The proof of uniquenesa that is, that the segment has only

one mid-point, will be omitted [24]. ,We'shall make use*of this

theorem,in solvin the general'Protlem of the measurement of

' segments.

. ,
Having at our command the notion of the equality of-segments,

we can now define the concept of a motion in the geometric aiense.

.
..The reduction of.the concept of a motion to the Concept of

eqitality of segments was set Forth in 29. and 34. above. -

. -But the matter may also be.approached in another way. -The '

a
concept of a motion may be.regardedas fundamental and undefined.

°
t

We may formulate axioMs pertaining to the concept:of "motion" and
.

. ,
S ,

subsequently define equality of segments and e44ality of angles
P `. .

.-- in terms of "motion": For example, with 'respect to-segments we .
.

have: two segments are-equal, or congruent, rf there exists a

motion carrying the first segment over. into the slecgnd.. In this

lf
3J4
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. .

.development, axioms III' and III
2
become theorems.

The axioms of motio,presented in Part-IV of this book,
-

where there is also shown the equivalence of the two sets of axioms:

the axioms of motions and the axioms of congruence., By the equiv-
/

alence of 'two systems of axioms we mean tha:t the totality of the-la
. .

.

facts of geometry rdbaips unaltered by 1-1.k.excliarige of. one system

of axioms fpr the bother. e AW

Thus, frlour example the first system.of-ixioml ADnsists of
. . ,

all the axioms of geometry -- including the axioms oficongruence

presented in thefirt list in Part IV, while'the second system

-.,

diiffers41 frqm the first only in that we adopt the axioms of motion

- 19:place,ofthe7axioms of congruence:
,

.

.
I. --
To prove the equivalence of two systems of axioms it is

.. ... .

sufficient to do the Dellowing:1 on, the basis of the axioms
._ ....

,

the first system, to prove theassertions of those axioms of the
.
second system which are not included in the first, and conversely,

to prove the, AxioMs of the first system using the axioms of the

second.

^
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154. THE 'GENERAL PROBLEM OF THE MEASUREMENT OF SEGMENTS

- g

.

The *problem of .measuring- straight-line segments consists in

assigr fing toeverly, segment AB a unique non-negative number

called the length of segment ,AB, such that the following conditions

are fulfilled:

-
1:--,T(AB) = 0, when and only when points A and B coincide.

2. f {AB)-= *)-(BA), \
3'.If AB then (AB) = (CD), that is, equal length%

Rust be assigned to equal segments.

li:, If AB and SC are -two segments of a line and have no

internal* paints in,_eommon; then f(AB) + f(Bc).' r(Ad), that is,
4.5

the ,sum of two segmenig must have a length equal to the stall of the

lexig ths of. the gadded--segments (the condition of additiirity,)

The problem of a*.ssigning to every segment a number -fulfilling

the conditions 1 through` 4 is known as the direct problem of the
,, ....

- . ;% : . -. -. theory of measuremen't of. segments.

- : ; From the stated conditions it 'follows that
,-,* ,

1) the length of the sum of a finite number' of segments must
'4' ,

/ .
. ,

equal the sum of 'the length's of the segments and hence must o
. /

s
.

less :than tIte length of any one of', the added segments. °
- -. .

r 2) -a Alkarger segment must h,a.ye a greater length.
6 ( ,

;., It is suggested that the proof. of these two propositions be

'Carriecroui as p.n exercise.
. __

"ir
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. . '15).
_ . * , .

_

It the aseociatioa with every segment AB of t; number,
W

04440.ing tne atatelpesiti4ons 1 tJa4ikh A has 'been

'4'14`." 1

N

4, 4. Aw,. And

6, .

Fig. 2i9

.7

,
.
carried out, we say that a system ot ineasureMenc,

.

f,( AB)

ccessfully,

eras or

.
a a tem of len the of se ants has be sta

cOahUlation it is inulepWable that two.questiop

oven orift ayItom of meaftuzement,exist, and
"."'Vt.4

411-the systems of measurement?

The establishment 'of, sysgm of measurement_ reqUires the

In this

s-P answered : does

how can we obtain

acceptance, of anaddifipnal axiom. Customarily we employ for this

.- _

:WM? the axiom -of Archimedes.
1.,,,i - ,, ..

V (axiom of meacuAment, or dXiom. of Alidlimedes): pat AB
1 , to,

and 6 ild(k two segments WhiViioiiver; thenon tha 'line, At
_ .

..

.
there exits a finite number of points qL_Ag,43. ;_:,.--,,,lk:du' oh_

: -, , . 0 .. . , ,
- that the .segments A A A - ..* A,. A are each -congruent,Al,

' '', 2 3' '' ' nii. n

_

i

Isr,iatl., CD and point B lige between 'A and A,;1 (fig. i.91.

...._-- f
l'

. e
1 2 ft.

The axiom of 'Archimedes iei.ifequently -given the ,

following readily grasped formulatidnAny segment CD
,

4

f
,.,

-mix he added, to ,itself a Tufficierit huirtlfai of ,times scr-,
.......

-.
. ,

that the sum ex-cicada any _arbitrary .60:pent AB.

c . -
t,

: We shall now proVe that conditions-1 through 4 uniquely

determiiie the iiingth of eiettr:segment it a number equal' to 1 is

, n `;',..

s -39 7
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assigned to some given iegment PQ with distinet endpoihts -PI and
- t

94
4

7

We call the segment PQ the alit of measurement of length4

or the unit segment. 4

Pint we shall show that if there exists a system of 'Measure::

4 mont in which a segment .PQ is the At it of measurement, such a

system is unique.'
,

Thus we shah start from the assumption that to every non -null
- e

.
sommint AB there has,. been assigned some positive number Q. , that

them numbers satisfy ,conditions 2 through 47, and that to some

given. aegm9.ht PQ there has been assigned' the 'number 1, 1.e.

f (PQ)

Let' 0 he-lhe, mkboint of segment 'PQ see 53.). Since 'the

lengths f(PO), and ) of the congruent segments PO and 0Q0)

'are leqUa it104 3) ;, we have fromScrondition 4 ;
4,

1 a f.(PQ) a r(PA) 4 f (0Q) . 2 32(04),..
i . .

Thus,- each of the ,oegmens --. 'O. and has a length equal to

..., .._1_4,1, 1 L.... -"..''

4,6 Analogously; '.We .c . that eaah-bt _the 'hal* 4,01, ehd
2
'0-0.--bf the segmvx PO has a length equal to 12 , 4i,nd !so on.

.

1
':', -,

-10n yt1 .1!!1/ AB, to t;hich the segment -AB belongs illie , lay off'

"frall:s'ian:vi A. It_the direction of point B the segments AA1,
. -. -.

A1A2., A2A3, ..1. congruent to the (pit segment .PQ (axiom .III1). zr,..J.
Jet

_ . i. . 4'

PM. or 0111 points coincideo with point' B, -the length 6L: of

,
soiskient AB 'will' be equal to i 4* -.. ,1'...-

. \A...a_ r (Ah). a 1 (AA1) + 1",(A1A2) 1- ... + 5' (A._
- 1

A
n
) a n,

.141

iA acebrd with the first inference from, the conditions 'for a syseem
.

of dropurement of segments,.
A

_

W8

1 '

- -



If on. the other hand no one of the points A A2, A3, .401, 2,

-`146.,
coincides witil,point. B, there follows trim the 8.1(10M of, Archimedes

,

'the existence of two pointt A
n

and- An
+ 1

such that B lies
. ,

between them. Since zegment AAn
ib:less than segment AB '-and

segment .A.k_n is greater thari .segmeni AB, we have.:
- .

n, S(AA
n + 1)

n + 1,
.

%AAn)

< a <In +
I

in ,accord with the second inference from the condieibns

system of measurement of segmen,ts.

Thud the length%, a,. of segment AB is determine to within

.,

.
for a ,

.
4-: one unit':

We ,ndwlivide the' segment A
n
Ap +l into two equal parts by

means of the point' P P. INA of three possibilities will take
' ./.

I , /
..... place: , .::

. .
c i %P

v
1. Point .B coinciaes with

:
point 'P).. In this case

a = .f(AB) = r(AP1) =' F(Afn1 f F(Ark),,r 2

and the process of Measurini segment AB is finished.,

g. Point .lies 'between -A tand P,. In 'this dase- jegr
4.* .1 i ,Inz

merit AB is ex:eater than segment kAn ank,lesi than aegMent
.

0

Consequently:
_ .

3: Point B lies

gm.se ent- AB is greater

ConSequentlir:

1
n < + .

between.
, 1

and'
.. .

than segment APi

n 1 < a, <,;i1

39.9

An In this-case

and less than segment

I"
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In the).elft-t o cases the process o measuring segment _AB

not finished; we say that -1 ngth elt of segment AB has been

determined to within 2
Continuing the process of measure-

ment, that one of the se ntd. 111.1P1 and P1An
'1 in which

point B is found i divided into two equal parts by a point P2.

,,..Here Again one three possibilities will 'hold, spd so on. 'N

The r- ult of the measurement can be written in the form

;

, 4

Heron -- the integral /Part -- indicates how many units of

measurement are contained it ,segmerit AB. The numbers, ni, n2,

a = n ± + + + -g ,+ .
21"

Pit nn, ... are equal o 0, onto i depending on-Which of

the successive halves con ns point B. For example, n1 = 0

if point B lies in segme t AnPi with the eiclusiqegrits

endpoint P1;. nl = 1 if oi4t B .is a point of segnt, P1An

with the exclusion of its endpoint
,
A
n

. We deternt.ne

ogously the value of any Ink. 4
a

The above expressionif or 5z., will have a finite,k.number -of-
.

terms if point..B coinci'lies with one of the"Midpoi is .Ps " which

-, we constrdct in t procesS of measuring segment A ; or'an
.

I .

infinite number of terms* point B does not coincide with
-,

one of these points-of divieion. :----__. -! `z

-1-'

' Remark: In practioS the unit/iegment _PQ is divid

into halves but into ten equal parts:by"points.of diision
,

P P
1.:, 2"

.

'",- 8
'and the result of the meabUyeme+is writte

0
1-

,.out ..in the form
.4 ,

n3
,a = n 1- TR -r 7-6 -r Pr. + . 6 1 +.-.5"4: ,...

. .

.

,

J"' 10` 10''' -, -10- ) .

4O,0
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Here

,

I

4
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n is the inieval part and numbers n
2

,-n3, .,

are each equal to one Of the num6ers 0; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 4,9, depending obi which of tpe ten segments in daah abccessive

subdivision into ter parts contains point B. For, example, if

point,i3 is round etween points Ari and' and after the

division of segment; AA
1

into ten egual.parts point B liesvin," ",
the first segMent AnPi then n1 a 0, but if it lies in seg-

.

ment .P.11"3 then n1 A- 7, and .so

The fOregoing expression can be'written, of course, in the

form of a decimal fraction:

iot

-

a = n.n n n ...n
1g2 3 k

In the'same way the expression

4
-T

'n n
a n +!-1 + -4 4. 3 + + -k +

2 2' 2'

where - n1, q2, nk, 4. are equal to 0 or 1 and." is a nom-

negative integer, appears as the binary fraction

4. a =, n.nin2n3..nk..,

From the aboVe proCestl'otmeasyrement of A13-A, .

fdllows that it is possible to find any desired digit'in the

binary (Or decimal) representation of its lefigth ,

. 14k.

From this it followi that the length Of segments is

uniquely'determihed by conditions 1 throdgh 4; more, precisely,
.

if there exists a- system of measurement .of segmenta4101-4hich s.

given non-null segment PQ has a length equal to 3,-then this

system of measu4nent is unique.
-

a..
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It remains to prove the existence of's system of measurement

oP segMents, that is, to show that to eVeryi.segment there can paL,

-assigned a number such that conditions 1 uhrobgh 4 are fulfilled.

Jet-us assign the. number 1 to an arbitrarily given, nonznull

,segment PQ. The process or measurement, applied to the segment

PQ, will give the number 1. In-general, let us assign to every

segment At the number obtained as the result of the previously

desedbed process of measurement.

BY this process.e. measurement a number wilJ. ix deed be

assigned to every segment -..;'the number zero having been asdigned

beforehand to null segments.

It is necessary to prove that the numbers thus assigged to'

segments fulfill thetoltions 1 through 4.

The fulfillment of conditions 1 and 2 is self7evident,- ItA.s

also clear that the prOcess of measurement, applied to equal seg-
,

ments, All yield equal numbers; hence condition 3 is also ful-

Before proving the,fulfillment of condition 4, we shall

establigh the validity of,twa.lemmas 1241.,%'
.

Lemma 1. It is always possible -to select a natural niugr

so large, that by dividing the unit o.t measurement ,PQ into

2n4squal parts weObtain segments each .of which is smaller

than a given segment MN.

0

43

If we suppose that for any n -the 2
n
-th part:op,the, ,
segment MN,

of t'ime,s7

I`

.
:unit segment', PQ will be gresterthan or aqua; to

thelif we add the segment MN to itself a number

e



.
t:o an arbitrary 2n we shall not be able to- obtain a segment which

...
- 'exceeds' the unit \seginent PQ, thus contradicting the axiom :ctf-=

/
0415

A'rehimedes. , ,

1

, ..d.

Lemma 2. 1f segment A*B* is smaller than segment AB, ancrd

.the numbers b! and 6 respectively are itkained by measure-
ment of these segments, then b < b .

Proof : Let
nt
-72 2 2

n1 n2 n3 nk
b.= n +2-40-75+7+'.4..+7+...

2- 2
. . .

i t.
Since AB* < AB, in virtue of axiom IiIf-and.

of the dkini7 ''" '

' ; tion of "smaller" for segments thete exists on segment 9 A a,

;point Bt- ouch that Af31 as A*B!".'s 'A ,

We constructostarting from point A in the stirecti n of 1 t

point B, the segments AA10 -1A1A2, A2A3,. ' , egaStl, to th unit

,of measurement PQ. "1f even one point 'Ai- it lopated bet t een Bt

and B'; the integral part n* of the number b* is lesb
i

than the

,,:-.1Ategral-Lpirt --n or ihtinurtibet____by whence b* < b. if on the
.tither hand both Points Br and B lie- within aziy-atite,nt '

.-_--4-2....-;

1.1 +,Z then b* and, b 'will have identical integral totals-

0 III tr. Dividing segMent Aiki 4. -in, half, we shall- find either 1

that points B! and_ B belong to different, halves 'of thi segment

and thus < n1; which meane that b* < b, oi'that points Bt

and- -B belong to the damer-haif or segment 741 A I itiliereu+
/Vi in turn divide this All 'or segtaent 'into halVe

and be on...
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1.

R=5.14

Tnet,,X

BIB
r.

(mime

a sys
fillm
assi

Then:

the end we shill, establish the inequality- ty, < b

tng thaT. points B' and B arfiiot found' to lie aIivays in

e half after every bisectiOn ,in the process of -measurement.
1,

, c

tter result., however, is 'impossible,/linte then the itelicrit
, 4

ould httxt 'to :be smaller than ar3y gn -th part of the unit

t, which contradicts lemma' )-

e return to the 6bmpletion: of the proof

em of easurement 'Of segments.. :We must

of the existence of
establish the ful-

nt of A ridition 4. Note that- to each segment AB we have

dd the result of theteasurement of AB the number

Let AB. be any

in accord; with the

We shall show t

ent, and

AB a' AC + CB
: .

ng. of addition of segtents.
the' intunbers f (AB) , ?(AC) and f (CB)

point between A and B,:

ttle;,condition

sr (AB) f .

Let n be a fixed natural- number. and 13# the 2n-th part,,Of

the unit segment PQ. Fri= point C in the direction toward' IC we

,iay off segments CAl, A/A2,. AsAii 1' : (figure 220) _

Sitoki le'quEL1 to the, 2n-th part of the unit segment PQ.

,

-,"4.7:tft7,0. 1

.r 1

C

Fig. -.220.

4. 0.4

11 . I

a-

r 11-'
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It follows from the axiom of -Archimedes that .there exist two

points and As -2-4. suoh that A will either coincide with -*

.
sor, lie shetween A. and As +4:- In either case, we haVe

.
I 1 :--,,,....._

'' .
-CA* AC < CAS, t l' .

...to numbers, we have by lemma 2: *,
..17:--- .

4,4:.t- --c; .,4- .1,

Lc' . . '..:11')..'

s + 1
(*)-- -.- -.- -,.. tr-- .< ? (AC) <

--, r-Vj:____.:;:t.;----j: .
50.,,---,4s-_ .N

n
2n

.-
.., .......... .... , ... ,r -:

,,,,,-..":-:we now la. Off from point C in the direction toward ,..4.:'....
I r ..". -,; ..

.1.

..,,,.
segments 'CB, , 131B2, B2B3, .-.., BrBr 4.*1,, ...,..:11,kewise each equal'

:-.

..),

a' the ,2o th part of FeinFein dies axioth of

*Archimedes we have: V.,-0,,
.-0 , -,-::-.4.....,- ..r4--- ---

I 4,:- ,'
.

,g4t\ii4.14.:

. t

or, in accordance..with r-itultitketlt ,, -.1wil-, .

1,< fk,. ..-r' _(CB <.:-i4, 4' =' sk
;

We also `havd-r14:.
; .

,;
.fr A- Br k-- Alit < As + 1

Br.
+' 1, . ei, ,s r

. t
-s, r

r t , or, passing" to numbers, by- ..lenuna ,2: -
, ... .

-

1

(**.)

,; s + r 1,-0314) < s-+ + 2' _ t, im)

72
gn k.

Adding the orresponding sides of the inequaliiies 01)
j

we obtain

r8 +nr
(tip) +

s

2
; -2n

+ 2

e

It

4.'

r

t
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From this inequality together frith inequality (4!*)

I 5),(AC) + f (CB)-- - F(AB) I & 1

, x nil -
i;:i ..-.) ':.4 '`. -''' ' ','.

But n'. le.,any' natural number. -Consequently,'

f (AB) =, f(AC)
e

The property. of additivity is proyed..

it6ilows that

YTh

'o-
4

The'numbers 57- (AB)

assigned to each segMerit ,.10.B will be the lengths of :these

segments.

The question, whether or not there exists even'pne system of
Q

measurement of segments, has an affirmative answer. More tharithals,r,
.

eVel,y of--TEarbillraryaagment' as a unit' pegmenedater_,,
4

mines a system of measurement of segments. There exists arvinfinithff-,,

set of systems of measurement.

We shall no the converse problem of the theory of
'')k

.r.`" --' tEi,

at follows from the foregoing that the set of all segmen'te is
\.

Aappod by any,system of. measurement into the, of real non --
,. , .

=v--/. ,
4,,, -_

---P44 onumhers: aVary-apipent. rresponds,a real number
. , ....t...

1.1
-'-`. \I i ,..

r,,thirleng of thelagmept. If, under a

np

4

'

ment, some numhec_istbe length of a give

segments have kThOr image that same numb

1

etem 6r meaSure=---
.,--

then-all equal -`
.

,. .

-uestion
,

remains open, whether or' not the lengths, of all noh.mull segMents'

,

,

4 . .

!

exhaust the entire series 9 real nonlegative numbers. The
,

real
it

1

- ,
,

The
,

answarOg Of, this,vastlo forms the content of the converse
s. 1 .. . .,

, t

.

,

surement,
--

segmenta;.and a p,ositive,

' :answer ) is pOssi le only after the introduction of a new` axiom.
1 .

I -..
'. k,%

o .
:Itis'Suf icienkto adopt t he following axiom of Kantor on ,

4 q 1 , . l' I, '')
'1.19"eCenee'af''''Cl"ed"entAii . '. O'

( ;

,probleM of the ,theory of m
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V2. yantorts axiom. If on a line at, there is given an

infinite sequence of closed segments Al B1, A2B2, A3B3, ..,, of

which eachtucdessive An'+ 1B + 1
id cOntiinedi6the,preceding

AnEn 224 and if -no' segment exists which is contained in

all the segments of- the' given sequence, then there exists one and '

only One' point A which belongs to all Segments of the sequence.

4 A I, .9 B,, 8, 8, B,

n.r'Y a, 8

Fig.. 221.

'In this axiom, all segments are understood to be.non-null,'
, '.N,

. ..

that is, to have distinct endpoints: 4.
4.4.7, ,

,
.

- 'it must be,noted that with this formulation.th dnclusionin
7.

a

the axiom is somewhat stronger than necessary.
.

\ ,

::,It is su,fficient_to'requit-e the existence of at least_ one

. 400r., -, ,.

point X belonging to-all ;segments or the series.

,,'

,

' The,wilquelleas of point, X will,,-then follow,.

brawhg upon the concept of .the intamnection of figures, the I,
--,3

:::.% .,441, ..,,,.a ------- -7".
I I .

assertion ofItHe InoM lso Aexperned-as,folloNs:- the
- --.,-,

&e
,,, :*

intersection of `gall 0111Ants gi tihe indicated series
. a ..

.

A, A2B2, A'3111, ...'is fae. oint
,

1 , , , ::.Z.,. rEi.

-:::-...s.,

.
.

.Remark:.The axiOMt-. 1W imedes and Cantor are called the

, A ' ' . ; ,'
i "C, - '.?) ' '- 't, . i,

t ... -...

om6 of Continuity,''4ft-thitheir ag.d we may prove theoreMs like :Ti

4,

f'bllowing: A line a., passing through a point A interio

to. r7, intaggActs the latteroin two points.

f 1,,

I .4

(..".I 1
6.
%

4 07.
tr

, .
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The,, converse problem of the theory .pf measurement bf..segments

s solved,by, the following theorem: Whatever be they real number

a.. > 0 ; there exists under any gi ven system of ,measurement a

--,2.5egmenwhose length is equal to .

4I 1/2. 47 An./

Fig. 222.

Proof: Let the.nUmber a. be represented in the form

n
1

-n -

= n

where is' a

n n , ovf,
2

sehtatitp,,of the

2 + , -+ -7" "9' "T +
2 2 ,

natural number or zero,

.; . are to 0 or 1.
.

number a, in the form of a-

. ; . f
a

. On the ray OA we

T n.nln2n3,,

.1 , 1,1

and the numbers__

This is the repre-

binary fraCtfon:

lay off Segments 0A1, A1A2, A2A3.*,

AnAn , each equal to the unit segment PQ (figr 222). We

bisect segment .AnAn means of poine\,.B3., ni = 0, we

choose the segment Anal;

Thee" segment,

$2. _if n2' = 6, from the

if n1,= 1, we choose, +:1

sl' is then bise'c'ted by means of point

two halves we seleOt the segment nearer

to point 0; if zi = r; we select the other half.

. \ a

Thitsecond segment sk we bisect, by means-of

and eo on.

si

.

point B3,

-41

The closed non-null segments si,, s2, ...; s, obtained in
1, .,-v. I

infinite nested sequence of _ segments eachmat form an

w

4-08

I
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lying within the preceding one and fulfilling the'condifrons of

Kan^tor's axiom, Ante by lemma 1 no non-null segment can belong

to all the .segments of .the series. F/1411 this it followsthat.hp, .

protess'of measurement of the segment ,OX, where X is the point '
.

common; to all segmeaNONthe serieS, yields the length elt.. The

theorem is proved.
',

Remark: The reasoning ited does not depend on/
' 4

whether the binary representatio of the number a- iS
.

finite or infinite. In the case of finite binary

fraction one of the points B obtained do 'the succes-

sive will give a segment OB: haVing a'length
°

precisely equal to In this case we oan-in fact

1 .Jordispenge with Kantorts:!axiom%L

PMore. than this, ifs a = , where ;,-and are natural

numbers, that is, if 2 is a rational number, by dividing

unit segment PQ into I. equal parts anditaking the
o

5
4

f-th pa times we.obtaima segment of
.

Aength

This methods of fin

carried out without recourse to Cantor's ,

r 4
In this exposition of the theory of measurpmenttof0:1

segments we have made use of he existing theory ofreal.

number's (37), [34). ,,Historically, the theory of,measure-

ment began its,development first,, and later the two

a segment of lehith
q,

,can be

theories developed Isdmultaneously. ,

1

_ . .
. - -1-

Only the solution of the direct and - converse problems of the -\

eopy of measurement permits us, having selected a unit of measure-
.

meet, to spe a'one-to=blieCorrespondpnde rweenthe set of

1 (40'9
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real nuMbers and the set of points on a line%

This correspondence establishes a system OlcOordinates on a'

f

Proceeding from tIis to coordinates on plane and in space

inVolyed.no diffiFulties.

\

Of

As we shall,see.in the.next section, the solution of the

converse problem of the theory of measurement of s4gments pro-

vides at the same time,solution of `the ptOblem previously stated

of finding the set of all systems of measurement of segments.

.

rft

. e

tl

1

hw
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2

55 NB DEPENDENCE OF THE LENGTH OF 'A SEGMENT ON THE CHOICE OF
THE UNIT OF MEASURE

The length 12 (AB) of segment AB is determined only when

we have oeldeted a unit of measurement the segment PQ. A

000On'd choice of a unit segment also changes thi length of the'

, .

given segment ABS
.

Let us pose .a problem: liven the length x of a segment

AB. under a Oyitem of, measurement having' the unit of measurement

PQ, to Sind the length $6 of the same segment 'AB under a system

Of measurement v ith the unit J PIQ's

6 Ev4dently 9; .is a function of X
,v. A

. defined on the .set of all non-negative numbers.

To seeee this, we dote: that to every ..j; 0 there corresponds ',
. ,

'a segment As,. the -length or which is 7 .
-

Mcia_eur,Inent* AB
. .. -,

..._.:, i. 1.
, t .

- With the unit plQ, we obtain, S. unique real -number )4- equal,

.

length of segment AB in the new system of measurement. Sinee
'

evidently, r(1)) si

,
. 1

0, it remains to find the ,function S(x) for,
. , .,f

x.spi 0. .

. . .
-, .

--We observe, firstly, that the funcgon f (x) Ia.:monotonically
, .

,
.

4nordaqing, einoe to a
t

larger value of the length 7t there corres-

Aki,k
,

ponda4a larger segment, and consequently also a larger value 'of q.
a .

Seoondly, letting y1 - _f(x1) and y2 in f(x2), we obtain by,;virtus
I

,Of 'condition,

yi + y2, ..:,f(x1 + x2),

:1

%*td-

G



a.

f(xi) +.f(x2) atji.x1

Equation' (07." is a Nary simple=oxample of a:functional

*'
*

oquati'opl
j.4

Wa have now to find pe function z(- on the basiffaf the-

proeerty of, teas function expressed in (od) .' A precipe Poinula-
.c

tion .of the problem is as fd11.084 to find all the monotonically

increasing functions f(x), defined on the set of real nUMberd

0, which satisfy 'the fUhctiohal equation 4/

(X1 + *2) f(X1) f(x2)

"Zor all xl 0 and x2 2 0 .

13y mathematical Induction we ,find:

f(xl + x2 + +xn) 0.f(x).)-+ f(x2) + ... + .£(xr).

Putting

Xl ill *2 " xn x;

we have:

t

.. f6X)'= of(x) <
J-

( p.)- ,
, ,

for any natura1 number 71 and any XI 0.'

'Set, g x = 1, we have, fbr any natural n,

f.(7.1) ma 71f(1).

Evidently, f(1) is the'length of the unit segment PQ .of.thesj

first systbm of measurement, when measured by the unit MI of tfle. ....,

t

second system of measurement. Denoting this length by et..)

f(1) =

\ we ob-taip :
.

) m an
.

,,(a)r
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/

-/

/
^

In equation 99 we now set' x = 1
n

I

I ;,(

,

froin which
0 a _ -(2)

4-..jaetting, in equation (fi); x , where >xZ 0, 7:.>0
n,

d,both are imithgers, we 1nd:'

f(1 =

. ,

hence b y e . (1)

/, 1/

,

.1

4.':'

/ ! m
r (a) ,(3)/n an 1 .

,

I v

E om the'foreg ng we cone ude
L.

for 1 rational
/

1

0 the func dry f(x) .has the forth ,

',./
f(x),= ax.

, /
I,et, z7

/

be irrational pOsitive uMber..4. Then f r an

. . '

,

-.-fi

aTbitraryointeg n > A, there can foUnd an' rote;, r m 1 0
1

f( m = nf()
n '

/'

405

..

/ /

such that
/-

/ n

,Bat sin e the function

that

/
,..J.Ai er *sing to as, n

.
we'obtaih

. 4*
,

a

f(z) ,r:

j ,

, _/
,

, ,
. ' 4 . . J

(x)

m + l
1

n l
ismonOtio

f (a) ( ) < e(T-±-1),

mra'< f(z)
m +

ly increasing,

4
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for any x we have:

ax4

.

y = ax.. (P)
.

is the "old" length of the given Begirt,- y is its

gth and a'= f(1) is the length of the "old unit" when \.

by the "new unit".

functional equation. (oC) has been solved, and At the same

dependence, (T) of the, length of the segmentupon the

oice of the unit of measurement has been found. Namely:. In

passing from one system of measurement to another the lengths Of

all segments,are multiplied by one and the same number; which is

equal to the length of the old unit of measurement as Assured by

the new unit of measurement.
. .

LetAthere be given, two segments AB and CD the,lengths Of

which are xi and, x, > 0 in one system of measurement, and Y1

,/ald y2 in a =second.

/ Equa ion (10-gives:

1 =,x1 4

-kr2"

Accordingly, the,, ratio of the lengths of ,two

yl-=."1', ,2
= ax

2
,

epender41 Of the choice of the unit of

This ratio of the lengths of segments, independent of

system of' measurement, is called the ratio of the iegm;ntsi

er

segments

measurement,

AB _ xl

.

x2

4,14.

/

is

the
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Rem. Our-problem has not been concerned with

-establishing a system of Measurement of the lengths of

curvilinear arcs. In this connection we'shAl merely-note

the folloWing: If a definite number is assigned to
.

ahy arc of ,a curve,. it does not yet follow that this

_mumber can .be 'called the length of the given arc. It

--,is
4

s necessary that to each arc of a definite class of

curves containing allstraight71.,Ine segments there be

assigned a number, and that th1 ^s syst0iof numbers

satisfy the-folloWing-bonditions:

A., To congruentarcs,therielmust correspond equal
. _

numbers (the property of_invariance).

n 48. The number assigned to the union of two arcs

having no interior points in common must be equal to

the sum of the numbers assigned to the arcs added (the

property of additivity).,

Only after meeting these requirements can the

numbers in question iecalled. the lengths of the

corresponding arcs.'

For example, if to every circle is assigned a__riun;

ber equal to the common-limit of -the perimeters Of'tht
-

.

inscribed and the circumscribed, simple polygons as, the

4mbet of sides of each polygon approaches infinity and

,

the length'og,each side approaches zero, this number
0

cannot be considered and called the length of the
,-

-, t

circle until there has been established a system of
. .

measurement

.

of length for some class of. (34).'
.

.

4

.4.L

Fr,
e

I
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In 5. we.saw-that for, the comparison of magnitudes of

stri.igE .2.11nesegmen,V,iI was not necessary to introduce the notion

oflaelength-efa-segment.

For a certain class of plane figures-t:here-ocan be introauced

--three concepts, which may-bear the, names equal, greater and less.

Here the concepts of congruence and equality may not be

identical, as they were in the case of linear, segments.

The ,congruence of figures cou d, for example, be defined as

follows:, two plane figures are said to be congrue f there

exists a motion (of the first or the second-kind) n the plane

which will transform one figure into the other:-

We know that the transformations of a plane into itself known

as motions can be defined merely4mean's of the axioms o&con,
LL

gruence., These axioms reiate to the concept ofcongruence.df

segmentsand.of angles.
t .- e

The definition just given of the congruence'of figured )s a

-definition of a relationship,betWeen figures which satisfAes all

the conditions imposed upon the concept of "equality": These are:

1. reflexiveness: every figure is congruent.lwith itself;

2. symmetry:. if one figure is congruent with a second, then

the second is congruent with the first;

3. trapsitivify:' if one figure is rongrUent'with,a second,

and the second,with a third, then the first figure is congruent

with the third.

r
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If we should call only,congruent figures equal,
, .

we should be riVedt,-,40'the possibility pfcomparing

the magnitudes of many important classes of figures,

since the relationship, of congruendV6equently cannot

be ;supplemented by the relationships greater and less

469.

in such ,a manner that the class of figures becomes a

class of magnitudes.* I
For example; let the given class of figures be

the class of squares. We shall call two, squares equal

if and only if they are congruent; a square whose sides

are larger we shall consider larger-than a square with

smaller sides, and so on-: Using these conditions the

class of':;squares'can be considered a class of magnitudes

with respect to the given aning of equal, greater and

less,

Let us consider a second example. Let the given

class of figures be the set of all circles.= It is easy

to establish a meaning for the relationships.equal, greater

and less which converts the class, of circles into a class

of magnitudes with respect to these relationships.

Again, let the given class of figures be the set,

oS allrectangaes. , If we consider congruent and only

.
congruent rectangles equal, the question arise', how to

Ai 13y this is meant that for any two Figures 4 and 6 belongi to

9 the.olass, one and only one of the following statementa is true;
a-eb, a=ab,or a > p; for any three figUres'a, b and the

- fulfillment of any one of the conditions (1) b and P4pc;
la a > b and bEac; or (3) ammb and b > c, idplies that a y q.
Furthermore, if figure 4, is a subset of figure b we' have a <,b.

-- Translators.

41 7
.0*
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,- ;.,--,--, >2foy- `,)),

rMulate a meaning of the
,

con=-less which would satisfy all' the conditions fora con-!

verting the class of rectangles into a class of cod-
.

re'rat onships greater% and

' paratae magnitudes. More than this, it is necessary

.

.

to decidedecide whether,it is even Possibleto formUlate such

Meanings..

Analogous

the class A of

rectangles and
?

sisting of, the

It is not

questions may be poseewitnreference

figures consisting of the set:ofall

of all circles, or to the class B con-

set of all i'inite'plane figures.
P=.4

difficult to show:that if figurea-of'

class A are considered equal only oncondition of their

being congruent, it will be impossible to find meanings

for .416 relationships greater endless, such that all

these rel ionships will, satisfy the requirements foa..

the co arison of magnitudes.

other words, it ip'impossible to assign in any .

,man -r a meanineto the concepts greater and less whereby
' .

.. )

der the already givenmeaning-oethe'-rell-eionahil:i-emial,
-

,,_

. .
.

0(namelr, congruent) 'Class A would become a class of
, '-4.-. :

,,,

magnitudes.
, -,,,, ,

. ,- ct; ,

,..

For class .B it is not possible in any manner

whatsoever to esVablish motiona of equal, greater and s.

less,which-,will fulfill the requirements for the com-
.

parison ofvagni4Udes. We shall not adduce the proof of

this assertion.

r.
L18
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(
The concepts of equicomposition and equivalence play a funda-

4

mental role in.estalilishing the relhtionships.equal, greater and

less for classes of plane two-dimengional figures, in particular

for simple polygons.

Definition;:. A-polygon is said tb be simple if all its ver-

tices are distinct, none.of them forms an interior point of a

side of the polygon, and PO two of its sides have any. interior

point in common.
tr.

There exists the followig important theorem:,

.2.

Theorem. 'Every simple polygon divides those points of the

plane in which it lies which do not belong to the polygon itself

(considered as a system of segments) into two regions =- the

interior and the eXterior'Which have the following properties:

if A is a` point of the interior "and B a point of the exter

then every broken line lying lin the plane of the polygon and.

joining points A and __B_ will have.st least one point in co iron

with the polygon; an if on the other hand. A and )41,are' points

.interior to the polygon d B', pointi exterior to t,

-the there always ekist-in thaplaAd be the broken 140
4

joining A With tit and 'B, with Bt and having no pbint in,

corn on with the polygon. /

We shall not stop toprove this theore(l5) .

If two points A and B ofa-iimpie polygon P -ar joined

'by a broken line not self-inteiBecting and lying ehtirel within ,

et-

I
4 .

this polygon, two new polygons P1 ..and pa, are obtaine
.

. 2=' t . .c.

(fig. 223). We say in this case that polygon P 'is de om osed

. a

-'419



into polygons Pi and P2, and also that pOlygons Pi and P22,

together compose polygon- F.
N

Fig. 22.'

TwO simple polygo

1.

S are said tohip bquicompdsed,

orequivalent by decomposition, if t is possible to depompose

.them into dfinite number of Pair e congruent polygOns -- and
.

hence into a finite number of pairWisepongruent triangles.

"

Intuitivelywe may say that two eqpicomposed simple polygons
v. -,

.

suchare polygons which may be cut into parts, such pipit either polygon
.

can be constructed from the parts f the-other.
4

,

(
.

We shall\consider a number of theorems coneerning.the equi-
. \

'composition of\some simple polygons:
y.

Aheorem. 'A
\
triangle is equicomposed with,a parallelogram

9
,

havi$ as its base the-base of the,, altitudeitude equal
. .

to one-haafl the altitude of the triangle.

The-proOf is self-evident (fig. 224).

Fig: 124. .

ti
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° Theorem. A parallelogram is quicomposed with-a rectangle-

the

.

base,of which consists of the longer side of the parallelogram
,;.

OF and whose altitude is the cprresponding altitude of the parallelo-
0

gram (fig. 2251.

.

4

Fig. 225,

It is uggested tha

Fig. 226

C

student prove this independently.

Why is tihlonger side specified?
7.7

.77

Theorem. A triangle is equicomposed with a rectangle whoseAn_
, 7

base.consfsts of the longest side of the triangle and whose

altitude is one-half the corresponding altitude of the triangle.
. . .

.(fig. 126)

It' is suggested that ),e student piove this i dependently.

Theorem. Parallelpgi.ams with a common bas and equal

altitudes are equicomposed.
r

We draw through the point of_ intersection of sides:AD,_

and -BC,-the line kN %parallel to AB (fig. 227) and lay off

MP equal to AM, and soon. It is suggested' that k....he proof be

,completed independently.

':

to

VIE4

Ar
111111,

r

Fig. 227.

42/1
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Theorem of

7
% ;

:'Pythagoras. The figure consist iing of the union, of

the two squarea/ cons true ted upon the legs of a right triangle is

equicoMposed with the square constructed upon the hypotenuse

:.. 7 -)

P

O

t'a

, liNk.

Fig. 22$.
.

Proof . We draw the diagonals AIC and CH: of the squares.--c,.;- .

* ii- :.
,

constructed upon the legs. These diagonals constitute one' seg-
.

.

meet AlB1. We prolong the sides. CIA and DO of:the eviare

constructed upon the hypotenuse to their points of intOsection

Sg and S1 with segment -A1 B1. We JOin SI and_ Sg with the

,k.

vertices P . and , Q,/respectively. We obtain eight triangleS
/

,into which the squares upon the legs are dAeOmposed. 'We prolong

tf --".

-407,7alde B133:4 e _square MiPC. to, its intersection in T
7-ri .X

L41'
1,

...

e" _ witty_. the line
I''

/111 pars el to' E39,:..,Analogoudly we const t
:

.

the poi of intersectioil 'i) I Of--the line $ A A with th line
. . .... . -.

2-1 / 1

t'T parallel to',7-AC. We join T and' 'T by a vine and we draw
a 2 1, A '

tri,,seginents T U pa.0.11el to",/C /*
1

.L

422

.
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.
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Thq segments constructed divide the square upon the hypotenuse
,

intO°eig t triangles "respectively congruent to the first eight

'\(

,

triangles. suggested that the pairwise congruence of the

triangles be proved independently.
1 .

as the relation of equality we adopt equicomposition, or

equivalence byAecomposition, then this relation within the class

of simple polygons will possess the following properties:

1,1refleXivity: every simple polygon is equicomposed with

;itself;

I ,

2) symmetry: if a simple polygon is- equicomposed with any

i

, 10
t othersimple polygon, theR the second polygon is equicomposed with
t

! - 0

ithe first;

f

3)3) transitivity: if a simpleipolygbh is equicbmposed with any

''''-*ailof er simple polygon, and this second olygon is equicomposed with

thii4d, then the first polygon is equicompqsedwith the thi3,(1.
. t

The proof of this last,property,is hot entirely self-evident
. "

because, forexample, the second polygon may have been _shown tsrbe
. %

...equicomposed with the, first by means of,one decomposition'and equi-
/ 4- ..!%10.

,

composed with the third by means of another decOmposition not
,

-containing triangles congruent with those of the first%

The first two Properties are eaSily,proved; the second having

' 1 't _

'been proved, the proof! of the third projeity is reduced to the
.

..1-:4-Nf fproOf of the tpeorem: , 4
,

, '., °.
fro simple polygons, each ,equicompbSed With a third, are

e .. , 11:.... ,. ,..

equicomposed with each other
f

s---- 1,.',Y.',.7',i ;. .'

.
,. . ..%;,,;,

:. li.git' /
.

428
r

s
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' , ,

Proof. Let'the simple polyps Pi asnd' P2 each be.equi-

.
composed with the simple polygon P3 fig; 229).

O

Since, polygon PI is equicomposed with polygon° P3, there

existsyd ecomposition of polygons P_1 and
-

P_. into pairWise
3

kcongruent
triangles. For the same -reasOn.polygons' P 2' and P

3
. .

can be decomposed into'pairwise congruent triangles. ':1'

.A.,

Inspecting the 'two decompositions of polygon P
3'

we observe

,

thatrthe segments Of the Sedbnd_decomposittdn decbmPose-the-tx4I-4' '''''

- 2
.s

. ,.,,---- .

, e. ,

angles of the first decomposition into polygons. We add to the

0

$

decbmpositibn of polygon P1 the segments of the second detom-
'' ''4-

..

-3spositidn, of
.
P
3

'in such a manner that each segment entering Into
--,,,>I

the decomposition of any triangle'in P enters in xac ly thee '1
3 ,

.'

.same 'way into the congruent triangle of 1P1 .'"We proceed analo=.

ivsly with the triangles into, which polygon 1:4

2

rb

'4.24

was decomposed.

- ,
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The two polygons' P1 and P2 will evidently be decomposed

into pairwisp codgruent polygons and are consequently equicompose.d.

The theorem is prOved.

Thus ye see that in the class of simple polygons equivalence

by decomposition possesses all the properties which are required

the relationship of equality.

We can, however, define the relationship of equality Within

the class of simple polygons in another way.

Definition. Two simple polygons are said to be equivalent by.

OOMPletOn, or simply equivalen,,,,if it is pdssible to join to each

of he gived polygons one member from each of a finite number of
I-

pairs of cpngruent polygons t/o such effect that the two resultant

polygons will be equicomposed (fig. 230).

Fig. 230,

Lobacheyskil writes In hid "Geometrical investigations con- .;
.

cerning
4

the theory of parallels" (31 ]: "In ordel4 to%judge.in

general as to the equality of two surfaces, the following pnopo7

sition is taken as fundamental: two surfaces are equal if they

are formedDy the composition or the separation of equal parts."

Lobacnevskii applied this definition to simpleplane:add

spherical polygons, and also Lo the simple polygons of Lobachev-

akian geometry. 6
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-

The class of simple polygons consisting of all those polygOne

equivalent to a given simple -polygon evidently contains as a part

,
of itself the class of all.imple polygons equicomposed wih the

given polygon."' Whether 'tniepateis a,propei. partor not haeto
A. ..,'

I

lae decided by,appropriate investigation. ..

. \. .

We shall introduce some dimple theorems concerning equivaldnce

bylhompletion,
e

Th'eorem. Two parallelogramswith equal bases and equal
1===2:4

-.altitudes are equivalent.

Wo adduce 'the proof(1)1n-the form giVen by Euclid (22).

ABCD4.ansi EEO be-iwo parallelograms, with common base (,fig.
2

Fig. 231.

.4

°Euelid demonstrates first of all the congruence of triangles ABE

.and DCF,Ihereupon adding parallelogram A1cp to triangle DCF
c,

and parallelogram EBCF to triangle' keg to produce one and the'

sate trapezoid ABU. Fralthis follows that the given-perallelo-

grams are equivalent.

(1) Footnote: Although we have already a previous theorem stating
that'such parallelograms are equicomposable and a fortiori
equivalent, the author\prefors'to include this-peoor which does

not depend upon the axiom of Archimedes. -- Translators'.--

' 426,
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"),, Remark. Euclid does not introduce the notion of
/,

equicomposition nor that'of equivalence of polygons,

but maitai use of the concept of theequality of tri-
-

'angles with respect to area. The notion or area is
t.

regarded by Euclid as a,primary, undefinahle-concept.

The proof of the following theorem is analogous: Two.tri-

-angles with eual bases and equal altitudes are equivalent.

r ,

Fig. 232.
,

Euclid (in proposition 37) considers,the equivalent parallel-

dgrams AEBQ and- DFCB (fig. 232) and then passes to their

respective halves, triangles AEC.4 and DBC,. The proof, based only

upon the concept of equivalence, is suggested as an exercise.
e

Proposition 43 of 'EUclidts"Elements" may be formulated as

follows:

Theorem. If fromiany-point K of the diagonal AC of

'parallelogram ABCD (fig. 233) the lines KH and KF are drawn

4
parallel to the sides of the parallelogram, then those two of the

fourvarallelograms into which ABCD is thus decomposed through

swhicirthe diagonal. AC does not pass are equivIent.

-.42 7



Hilbert [15) showed that withoubthe axiom of Archi-

medes it is impossible to prove that two.equivalent

This is one of the fundamental theorems of the guclidean

theory of area. From it can be directly derive &, for example, the

reduction of any polygon to an equivalent sqdkre. Here this

theorem is introduced Mere as an'example. The proof it left to

thestudent.

The following fundamental propositions hold:

1) Reflexivity: every simple polygon is equivalent to itself.

- 2) Symmetry: if one simple polygon is equivalent to's second,

the second is likewkee...equiyalent to the first.

3) Transitivity) if one simple polygo s equivalent to a

second, and ehe second to a third, then the first polygon is also

equivalent to the third.

The first two properties are self-evident. We shall note stop

to prove he third property [41), [15]: e
:

The notions of equicompositiOn and equivalenCe_

by Completion were needed in order to establish the

.sentfretheory of area without using axioms of

continuity, in particular the axiom of rchimedesa

428:

s
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, simple polygons will also be equicomposed; it was

for this reason that it was necessary tofintroduce

the more general notion, of etquivarence by completion.

Having successively established theorems on the

equivalence of two parallelograms withequal altitudes

and equal bases, on the equivalence of two triangles

with equal altitudes and equal bases, and on the fact

that it is _always possible to construct.a right tri-
. r

angle having a given lewand equivalent to any given

simple polygon, Hilpert remarks that all these.theorems

become s gnifioant only if we succeediin showing that

not = 1 simple polygons are equivalent to each other.

In ordeeto elucidate this observation of Hilbert's

let us suppose, with respect to some previously unknown

set having some algebraic operation, that it had been

established, that this set constituted a group. From

-faft, that the set was a group, there had then

been deduced-far-reaching consequences, and po on;

in a*Word, there had; been constructed a whole theory.
/

, Of
dourse,the theory would lose all significance if

it were afterwards discovered that the_grokstudied

'oonpisted.solely of one neutral element",

However, Filbert_' succeeded in'eltablishing,yrithout

'Using the axioM'Iof Arahimedes, that-if ,wo-triangleS

equivalent by completion have equal bases then they

-,also have equalaltitiades. It Tolla&-that two tri-'

angles with equal 'bases cannot be equilialept-, thus.

4 2 9 /I
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establishing that not all simple. polygons are equi-

valent:

THe theorem just mentioned is none otherx.than the

39th proposition of Euclid's "Elements". As we see,.
9

Euclid's proof, based upon the idea that areas are

magnitudes, can not be accepted until after the

troduction of the relationships "equal", "greater"

and "less" for the lass of simple polygons.- Without

the use the axiom of Archimedes, Hilbert,,p,rpves the

theorem: If by means of straight lines a rectangle is

divided into triangles and if even one of these 'triangles

is removed, it is not possible to reconstitutethis

rectangle with the remaining triangles.

Hilbert introduces the notions of greater all less'

and defines a measure of irea in the class of simple

polygons without using the axioms -of Archimedes and

Cantor. The theory o2.area can thus be considered, to
114,

have been established without the use ofthe axioms of

continuity.- Only thereafter can the set of all simple

polygons be regarded as a class of magnitudes. It has

been shown that it is likewise possible to establish the

A /I

entire theory of area without using either Euclid's axiom S

on parallels or the corresponding axiom of Lobachevskii.

\

4 3 is
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57. THE TRANSFORMATION OF POLYGONS

-----<

If We admit without proof, or regard as established, thht two'

triangles equivalent by completion and having equal bases have als'a
%el /1

equal altitudes, the0(it is possible to prove the theorem: Ar_ly
i

two equivalent simple polygons are equicomposed. (1)
,

-

In proving this theorem we shall 'make no special point of
t

limiting ourselves in the.use of axioMs. The fundamental pro-a

# perties of motions will also be assumed to be known.

The proof is'Aivided-Into several propositions.

Proposition one. Two polygons equicomposed with a thfrd'are

equicomposed with each other.

The.proof was given in the preceding sedtion.

Proposition two. Two triangles AEC and ADC having a

common vertex A, a common side AC and equal Vases BC and 'CD

lying on one line (fig. 234) are elicomposed..

Air

',;.'
Fig. ".234. .

. Proof. Through point. C, the mi4koint of segment BD, we

draw lines',CE and CF, respectively p rallel to sides AD and %

.

...,

AB. by this construction tile given tr angles are dedompOsed into

am*

(1) The proof of this theorem, which w s form plated somewhit dif-
fvently, was given'by the Hungar n mathftatician F. Bolyai
ixf the first half of the nineteen hcentury. The proof has

been' repeatedly simplified. A Ve y simple version of one ,of
these proofsw s given by B. F. gan (25]. It is this latter
version which -/ with some refineme ts, we shall introduce here.

,
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paimise'congruent triangles:

ABEC 0 CF6, '

ZS.AEC = ,eSCFA,

q.e.d.

Proposition three. .11 two equivalent triangles have a side

of one equal to a side'of the other, they are equicomosed.

Proof. 'Let us arrange the given triangles, A
1
BA

2
and

A1CA2, so that the eqUal sides, Which we shall regaraas the bases,

coincide and the triangles lie on opposite sides of the common base

A1A2, and so that the angles of(the respective triangles which

adjoin each other at AI are both acute (fig. 235).
f

4

Fig. 235.

Since the triangles are ,equivalent, their altitudes' BE and CF
0

are equal. Thereforei:the diagonal BC of the quadrilateral

which has been foriled is bisected -at its,point of intersection D

-0. with the common base A1A2. °,

The quadrilateral formed by the two triangles may,turn out to

4

be convex, or itmay not.

l? Let us suppogefirst that the quadrilateral A BA
2'
C

Convex. Diagonal BC, lying entirely within the quadrilateral,

decomposes triangles A
1
BA

2
and hi

1
CA

2
into the triangles Al BD,

BDA2, A1DC and DOA2.- But, by,virtue of .proposition two, tri-.

,angles A1BD and A1DC are equicomposed. Triangles& BDA2 and
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4

DC42 4re li4cpwise equicomposed. It is suggested that the student

construct all the pairs of congruent triangles into which the tri-

. .

angles Ai:BA2 and A1CA2 can be

2? It may Appel that,the quadrilateral AIEIA2C has a

regntrant angle (greatAr than two right angles) at vertex A. -The

diagonal, BC will lie outside they cjUadrilaferal (fig. 23).

.

C

Fig. 236.

Wlay off on the line AlA2, in the direction from Al to A2,

thesegments A2A3,,A3A4, An_lAn each congruent to segment

A 1 A
2'

_do $y virtue of the axiom of Archimedes there exists an 17- such

I -

that point D is found between An-1
and A

n
, the consequence

being that-quadrilateral An-1 EAn
Cr will ,be convex (in/t e diagram.

n = 4) . By what has already been proved, the triangle A
3
BAand

r'

A374 are equidomposed. But since, by virtue of, prop° itiOn two;

t7e triangles

A1BA2, A
2
EA

3,
"..., An-1BAn

are equicomposed with each other, exactly as are the triangles.

A CA A CA
1 2' 2 3' " An-lAn '

from this and the transitivity of equicomposition it follows that

the triangles AIEA2 and A1CA2 are equicomposed.

Proposition four. Any two Cqu valent t(riangles areequi-

compoeted.

41

,4 4) ci
t) .j
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AlBiCi be equivalent. If

then our assertion follow%

BA is greater than Mi.

Proof. Let triangles ABC and

side AB 'is congruent,to side AlBi.

from proposition three. Suppose that

N. I

.From
-

vertex B1 (fig. 237) of triangle AlECI. we draw line
.

paral/el to side, A1C1, andon a. we find a point Bt such that
o

. A1Bt -s AB.

"MP

Fig. 237.

The triangles A1B1C1 and AlBIC, are equivalent,..-5 nce they
6.,

have a common base A1C1 and equgl altitUdes. Having the common
\..w

side A1C1 they ill alsb be, by virtue of proposition three,

equicomposed.

Since triangle A1Bt.C1 is equivalen-4-
la 4+

6 o.
.1

o.trlangle AjB1G and

the latter is equivalent 'to triangle AgC, lt.folibWs by the trail- ;'

4,-.

sitivity of the equivalenCe relation that.trianglesw 'ix
t
,and

0 .° (
.i,,n, ,,,.s , l''''

A
1
BiC

1
are equivalent. But since these 'triangles have,Wdequal

sides AB and

transitivity of
3

.;ari10.es ABC and

°

AlBl. they ate, also equicomposed. Whenc 0 the

equidecomposition it follows that the i en fri- ;414u.

A1B1C1 tie equicomposed.
,

five. ,Every polygon is equicomposed with 5lou

s,equivalent.to the polygon. A.

Proposition

',triangle which i

' Proof.' We shall first show how to construct a convex

4V4

o
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quadrilateral which is equicomposecrwith the union of two arbitrary.

triangled AEC and A1BIC1. .

finin the.given triangles ABC and A1B1C1 no side.of one

is equal 10 a side, of, the other, then; assuming AB > A121 we
.

construct triangle A1B'C1 equicompobed with' AlECI and so,that-
. ,

A1B1-= AB (fig. 237). Then. placing -together' the equal hoses AB

*arid A1 B' of triangles ABC c.nd A/BI,C,, we arrange their ver-

tices C and Cl on opposite sides of the common' base. If we

thUs obtain a convex quadrilaYela1 (as in fig. 235) the Construe-

tion is finished. If the quadrilateral 4S not convex, we apply the
)

ficonstruction used in the.pro f of propositionithree,(fig. 236).

By tIis method it is possible to replace any two triangles.'

a convex quadrilateral equicomposed, with their union.

1

We-proceed by Welidts method to reduce the convex quadri-

lateral tO an equicomposed triangle. Through the vertex A of

the convex quadrilateral ABCD we.draw line AE parallel to ,

.

diagonal BD' (fig. 238). If E- is the point ofd.ntersection/of

AE and CD, triangle -BCE will be equicomposed with quacITilateral

ABCD, since t an les AED and BDE are equicompoied (t,' pro-

poSition three).

et
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In *i mariner any two triangles can be replaced by one

triangle Wh161 is equicomposed with their union.

Decomposing any simple polygon into triangles and constructing
pt.

from two triangles of. this decomp.sitlon a single triangle equi-

composed with their union, we join to the latter one more-triangle

of the decomposition, and so on, til we reduCethe whOle" of the

given polygon into a single triangle equicomposed with the polygon.

Proposition 'six. Any two equivalent simple polygons are

. equicomposed. .

Proof. Let P
l

and P
2

be two equivalent simple polygons.

We construct thanglesZi and 02 respectively equicomposed With

polygons Pi and P2. _By,theg transitivity 151erd----:--

1 that triangles 2Li and--0 are equivalent. By virtue of

proposition four triangles 41 and are equicomposed. But

since_equicomposition is symmetrical and transitive we find that

polygon Pi is equicomposed with triangle Li and, consequently,

with triangle L and with polygon P2, q.e.d.
elr

From the foregoing 'investigation it,followS-that, with the use

of the axiom of Archimedes, the Class .of gplygons equi-
.

composed with a'given,s1mple polygon is identical with the class

of simple polygons equivalent to the given polygon.

Hilbert has shown that without the axiom of

Archimedes,' using the temaining axioms only, the as-

sertion of the identity of these classes would, be

untrue.

Hereinafter we shall be able to omit making any
"44ta

tdistinctionite.tween simple polygons equivalent"by

436
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decomposition, 1.e.,,,equicomposed, ana,simple ,

polygons equivalent bi,comPletion or simply equiva.....

lent. Polygons for.which it is possible to fir74!a' tky

motion of whatever kind which will bring one into

coincidence with the other will h-spokep of as

P.congruent".(idtlical).

Lobachevskii formiilates this distinction as

follows: "Geometrical magnitudes are said to be

identical when one may be taken without distinction

in place of other. Thg criterion of identity is

this, that when one is placed upon the other the lines

and vertices of the first coincide with-;the. lines and

vertices or the iecond. If however, two geometric,

magnitudes areIgen cal only part by part tpen they t,

aze equal" [30,3.

k)
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58. THE PROBLEM OF 4EMENT OFTHE AREA OF SIMI'LE POLYGONS 3

As in thq case-of segments,. th4Problem of the measurement of

any class of .dimple figureS consists of assigning to each Mure

ginp class a number in such a, ways that the following
, Jr.(

requirements are met:
-

1. One and the same number shall correspond to congruent

ficpres (the property of invariance with respect to mations).-

(7

2. The number attributed to the stun of two figures shall' be

equal to the sum of-the numbers attributed to each of the figures

(the property of additivity).

Under "the sum Of figures" Is. here understood the union of

figures (5) having no interior points in common butowhich may have-
,- '

boundary poidts in common.

If we find it possible to assign to each figure' of a given

class a number suchthat conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied; we

shall say that we have a syttemrof measurement of figures. of the-

given class, and the numbet correspOnding to a figure will be,

referredtcas the measure of thefigure.

We already know how to establish the measure 'crea linear

segment; this measure is called the length of the:segment.

It must be noted that to establish a system of measurement.

-4

for .the class of all figures, even of all finite ones, is

impossible. e shall likt6ours6es to the class of.simple

polygons. T3 e measure of a polygon will be called its area.

liemark. degenerate triangles, i.e.-those

whose three vertices all 'lie-upon one line, we,shall

alwaysassign the number.- 0.

1
4t.
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'Here, as in the case of segments, It° iiixeceesary-first of

_
all to decide the question of the possibilitY_of a_syStem of

measurement oi!Simple polygons and, upon confirming, such a possi-

bility, to find,S11 the possible,systeme of measurement.
4-

4.
Assuming a system of measure mentof segments to have been

chosen) we ahall establish the,folloying theorems (41), (1).

Theoim 1. In any triangle !the product of a side and the

corresponding altitude is independent octhe choice of side.

Remark: Hereinafter, instead 'f "the product of
=.4mm=.

'the lengths of segments" _we shallMinply speak of "the

product of segments%
6.

Proof. We draw the altitudes ,AE and CD in triangle A

(fig. 239). The right triangles AEB and CDB are similar.sinpe

they have the angle B in common'. Because of their similarity

ha he

or, aha = alb. We canM.ikewise write

aba = bhb = ebb, q.e.d.

se

/

C

Fig. 239.

We select some fixed positive number k and assign to everyl

triangle a numts'i, s equal to tkie product of any side times 'the

-correapondingaltitude times: k ,-that is,

8-= kaha

430
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0

It is evident that equal numbers will be assignedto congruent

triangles. t.

/ One maygo arOiald any triangle ABC in two different

directions, clockwise and counterclockwise, Assigning.to a one

dimensional triangle one of these direceons is called orienting

the triaKiik, or assigning an orientation tojit. One óf these two

possible orientations isicalled positive andthe other negative,
1440

and as indicated in fig: 240 it is the counterclockwise orienta-

tion which is customarily called positive.

I
r ..

. A,

) Fig. 24K 0

4 % 6 -----

Selecting the orientation (A r BA): of,one of the sides

of triangle ABC completely determines the orientati this

,_triangle. ,

All statements in the remainder of this section will refer to
0-

figures lying in one'plane. The given triangles, unless otherwAse ;-

specified) aregiven with positive orientation.

Theorem. If an arbitrary point '0 -is_jelned to the vertices
"0 , ,,, 0*.

of a given oriented triangle ABC and the orientations of all the
._ , ,

resulting triangles are determined by the orientations of the Bides
.

AEI AC and CA of triangle AEC, then the difference between the

'sum-of the "numbers S" of all the resulting triaheei havin4 a

,

vertex at 0 and positive orientation ewe the sum of the "numbers
m.

I

t_



S" of,sUch triangles with negative orientation is equal to the

."number S" of the given triangle.

Here it is necessary to distinguish five cases:

.1(2. Point 0 lies on one of the sides (fig. 241). pSing the

notation already introduced we have:
.

SABc = kchc; SA0c =,kAOh!; Soac = 1(0Bhc,
u

dhir

SAOC + S
OBC

= k(A0 +'0B)h-, = kch
c

="S
A '

2. Point '0 lies on the prctlongation of one, of the 0.0es

,(fig. 242) . We have: ,

4

. 4

whence

whence

1

ax ..

,. 3°. ' ..Point 0 lies wl,tninsthe tri:angle(fig. 243) . Pro
.

- -;. ., . .

-

pointlonging, say, CO to the Pciint D'
1
of its intersection with side.

S = k.AO:h S '= k.BOh
OCA c' OBC c '

S
OCA

C.

is

= -k(AO - BO)hc = kchc SAS .

4

.

Fdg. 24.41.

.1

Fig. 242.

\kp, In accord with the "previous..9ases wefind: .

-

. - ,..

\ ,

SOCA' = C)CA -SDOA; SOBC tv1:- SDBC i'_. SDBA;

..- r . .
SOAR

= s +
A OAB DOA

s
DBO ,

..

.

441
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From this we obtain;

S
OCA

4+ S
OBQ

+ S
OAB eSDCA 7.71SDOA)-41'1-SDBC SDBO)

(SDOA,+.SDB0= SDCA ± SDEC SAEC

Fig. 243.

4

40. -Point '0 -lies outside the given_ triangle but within one

0

Fig. 244.:

of its angles (fig. 244).
4

Let the ahgle in question be angle C. i Denoting by to the

point of intersection of side JO, with- the ray OC, in accord

viith the.previascases we 'find:

SOCA = SDAO + SDCA; SOBC SDOB i

$"
SOCA +Ar.)0B '''

whence we obtain: .

OA + SOBC SOAB (SDAO + SDCA) + (SD. OB + S DE /
(Spro

+
, DOB)=
,

= SDCA + SDEC SAEC

5; Point- 0 lies within an angle vertical'-to--one-of the-,74,

angles of the given triangle (fig. 245)-.,.

By the preceding we find:
%

SOAB= SDOA SDBO SOCA = SDOA SDCA; = SDBO SD BC

whence we obtain:

O. AB --SOCA SCE° SDBO)' (SDOA -.'SDCA)

= SDCA S =DCA DEC AEC '

442
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Now let there be given any simple polygon A0A1A2A3..,An with
.

positive orienaton (fig: 246). Furthermore, let this polygon be

435.,

decomposed in anyi-manner into N triangles and'let 0 be an

arbitrary point. Then the following holds:

4,,

Fig. 2115.

0

Fig. 246.

Qn

Theorem-3. :The difference between the sum of the "numbers S"

of the triangles with positive'orientation having,as.base an

oriented side of the polygon ant vertex at the point 0 and thee

sum of the "numbers' SP of such triangles with negative orientS-
,_( _c

Lion is equal to the sum Z of le "numPers S" of all the

. anglesef,wthh-decOOposition., \
Suppose theAlheordm to be true for each of two'contiguous

110
sim le polygons p, and P2, 1.e. polygons, having only a side or

a' side, 1102,410 interior points,7in-common,(fig. !24T).-

FUrther, letAB be one of...the common sides or common parts of

'.sides of polygons P1 and P2.

Remark. The'set of common sideS*or common parts

-t-?-
oh" sides off polygons P1 and P2 may consist merely..

of individual poidts or may even be empty.
,

1

a

7 TT

r ?"
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Ihe.triangle with vertex at 0 and.base 'AB has one orienta-
.

1

tion with refprence to polygon Pi, but the opposite one wltli

reference to polygon P2. In figure 247, with reference to polygon.

P
1

the triangle OAB has positive orientation, while with ref-
,

erence to polygon P
2

the same triangle OAB has, aegktive

orientation.

Fig. 247.

In the algebraic such S* of the "numbers S" Of the triangles
-P

-wiih vertex at 0 and a side of one Of the polygons as base, the
- ,

terms referring to the triangles having the common sidt AB cancel

each other out. Thgre remain only the termp:referring,to.the sides
s

of a polygon P which is the sum of polygons P1 'and= P2 . At

the same time it is evident that the s.ums;.Zi and E2 of the

'numbers SY of the triangles of decomasition giv'e ti

Z = Z
1
+Z2

where Z. is the sum Of the "numbers S". for the trlOgles in the
7 J

r , decomposition bf polygon P generated by the decompositiOns of

polygons Pi' and F2. Since, by our assumption,

*
Se= El .ant S2 = E2 ,

, then

4 (1
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S
1

S
2
= Z

1

But, as has just been shown,

* *
='S

1
+ S

2
.S*

,

i
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where 3* is the'suM of the "numbers S" of the triangles with

vertices in 0 and the sides of polygon P as bases;whence..,

S = Z .

The proof of theorem 3is completed as follows: theorem 3.is

valid fOr apookhgle (n = 1) triangle since in this case it is

identical with theorem 2. Assuming the'theorem valid for polygons

decomposed into n triangles, we see that it will be valid for

polygons decomposed into n + 1 triangles, since a polygon decom-

posed into n+ 1 triangles canbe regarded as the sum of one

triangle and a polygon composed of n triangles.

Psti. - Corollary 1. The number B' is independent of the choice of.

the point 0,- since `the number E 1134fidependent of this choice, .

Corollar The- number` Z is independent, of the way'in
a

which the polygon is decomposed into triangles.

Y' We .shall now Atign to every silQ2le polygon a number Z = 3*:

attribUtioh'of i'4jUmber g to every simple polygon act- ,

ualiy establishes a system of measCrementof area of_ditPle ,

polygon's'. This is true because the numbers thus assigned posE4se,

',ffrstiy, the property of invariance -- one and 'the Bathe number is m-rr
In

A each of twb congruent simple polygons, since congruent
, I

pol* e decomposed into pairwise congruent triangles; and,

secondl _the- roperty of additivity.-- they number ssigned to,a

polygon sieting of 4 union of.two polygons is equal to the
a.- :

4
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sum of the numbers assigned to each' part.

We are"nowable to speak of_the number Z, derived as above,

as the area of a simple polygon. At the same time there has been

demonstrated the existence of an infinite set of systems of Measure-

ment of 'the area of simple polygons.

To
,
every,number k> 0 there corresponds a particular systei

. Jo

IIof measurement. In the7expreseion-

= kaha

for the area of a triangle, the number k > 0 is dolatter of

choice.\ The choice of this number k fixes the unit of area.

the unit of. area is customarily taken as the square, the side of

which is equal to the unit of length. Decomposing such a unit

sqUare into.two triangles by means of..a diagonal; we have by our

condition

1 = 2 ic 1 1,

whence k = . Fora the area of a triangle weave the usual

expression
1 .

Sa,= aha.

Under this choice of a unkt of area the area of .any simple

polygon will be expressed in square units. It,'is,:fUrthermore,

not diffieult to show that:the system of measurement we have des-
,

cribedAs the only system of measurement satisfying,the.conditions

-of invariance and additivity and assigning to the square con:-

structed upon'the unit of length the area unity.

From the expression far the area Of a triangle

S kah
a

4 4 0
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it follows, for any positive value of k, that if tWo triangles with

equal bases have equal area their corresponding altitudes are

equal. 4

ae If as the unit of area we select the area

of the equilateral-triangle with sides equal to the unit

of length, then the number k is defined by the rela-

tionship

.117-
k 1

The-area of a triangl; measured in triangular units,

for example, in triangular meters will be given by the

formula J.

2 ifT-
S A -

')

aha .
LA

it is also poss!ble to take as the unit of area the

area of a circle with adius equal to Vie unit of length:

- -Jhearea of a triangle-in such circular units, for example

-ip circular- meteri, will, as may verified, take

the form

1

SL),22 2r v4-a.

From the system of measurtmeop of the areas df simple polygons
3.446, --;

which we have now established it fol lows that simple polygons

equivalent by completion have identical ax s. Thiifollows from

the fact that polygons equivalent by completion are also equivalent .

by decomposition, i.e, equioomposed.

Since every simple polygon is equicomposed with some-triangle,

it follows that if two simple polygons have identical areas they

are equicomposed and a fortiori equivalent,bycOmpletion.
f

4

,
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59. ON THE NOTION OF THE AREA OF A PLANE FIGURE

Analogously to our establishment of a gYstem'of measurement

of the areas of simple polygons, we may pose the problm ofithe

measurement of the areas ofAny othei, class of plan figues. As
I

already ment/Oned, it is impossible to establish a syhtem of

measurement Of area for all'plane figures, noteven for all finite

ones, i.e. those, each of which lies within some square.

In order to establish a system of measurement Of the

plane figures it is necessary first of all: "

A. to set up a sufficiently broad class of plane figures,

containing all simple polygons;

areas of

B. to asbign to each figure of the class thus set up a

positive number.subh that:

.C. equal numbers are

of the giv'n class .(property of invariance);

D." to every figure of the given 'class consisting of the union

two figures of this class having no interior points in common

therelbIS assigned a number equal to the sum of the numbers-of each

'of the added ,figures "(property of additiveness).,__,

After thus"e.ssigning eb every figure of Weblass-,in'question

of a positi4e number pOssessing the properties of invariance and

attributed to any two congruent figurei

of

-

Aee

additiveness, we speak of each number as. the area of the corres-

ponding figure.,

Beyond the properties mentioned, still another one is required:

E. the numbers, i.e: areas,_Shall be completely and uniquely

determined when the area Of one Ugure of the giVen class is known.



Let 'note the following: From the fact that to
1

a Figure /there is related a determinate number it does

not follow that this number can be considered and

call) the area of'
1

this figure. It is requ. red that a

numb r1ftall be assigned to each plane figure of a

cted class in such a manner that the correspondence

p ssesses the properties "d", "D" and "E". For ex-
,

mOle, if to every circle there were to be assigned a

number equal to the co mop limit of the areas of the

inscribed and circumscribed simple polygons under the

usual assumptions, it would not be permissible to con-

sider or designate this number as the area of the circle

until and unless there had been established a system of

measurement, oil_areas of the figures of some class Which

would include simpl olygons, circles, s4tors, .segr

merits of circles and so on. ly when we have a system.

of measurement of areas which fulfiirs ,conditions A,

B, C, D and E can we speak of, say, the area of a

circle.
, -

The requirements enumerated for a system of measurement of the

.a.reas off', plane figures naturally extend alSo to a system of mea-
-- -a 74-rn-

surement of the areas of a class of curved.surfaces p4). talphis

4
connection it must be emphasized that the intuitive conception of

410..

the'area of a curved surface as the limit of the area of a poly-

hedron inscribed in the given surface may not give the desired /
/

result. The limit, thus obtained may n t yielda number which, in

4 , 9
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the given system of measurement offi.reas, can be 'egarded as the

area of the given curved surfaCe.,

j

Let us consicler an example given by Schwartz.

/Let the' radius of a right cirbular prism, be R, and

Its altitude H. We diVide the altitude H into n

equal parts and through,the points of division we draw

n = 1 cylindrical parallels.

Further, we insc4be in the

cylinder's. regular polygon of m

first (counting from the top) of

drawn we inscribe a polygon congruent to the first. one

but in such a manner that the vertices of the latter

.lie in the meridional planes plsslng through the mid-
.

points of the sides of, the first polygon of

(fig. 248a).

upper base of the

sides, and'in tie

the parallels just

4

m Sides

In the second -parallel we inscribe 4 regular

polygon of m sides so that its vertice ie Qn the

meridians of. the vertices of the polygon of the upper

,baseo. 'In the third pOlYgoh'we inscribe a polygon of

4

1.
O
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m sides with vertices on the, Meridians of the'-vertices

of the P>lygon Of the first parallel, and so on. LA.z.ch

polygon is obtained from, the one directly,above it by a ,

translation of the latter along the axid of the cylinder

to a distance1Pf - and a rotation through the ankle -
n m

around that axis.

We join the vertices of each polygon of m sides

A with the vertices of the neighboring one and calculate

the'sum of the areas of the congrunt isosceles triangles

ABC which we her constructed (fig. 248b) . .

The base BC f triangle! ABC will be

BC = Mi sin ;

and the altitude

AD =qAE2 + DE2 ,

or

AD =, (T) + (R - R cosH 2 11)2 q(-r1:11-)2 + 4R 31n

In this manner we obtain for the 4rea of the poly-

hedral surface inscribed in the lateral surface of the

given cylinder:

S(m,n) = 2Rmn sin + 4R
2

sin
4 r

F..r 2

n'.
-

This latter exPressioh'may be rewritten in the forM

sin1.E.sin E 4 2
S(m,n) = 2rR( m

5713.4n2)2( r2m)4,.

2m

From this it cdn'be seen that the limit of S(nim).

_413 And m--.3.00 depends upon the particular

manner which m and n tend toward,infinity.

I

4 5 1
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- t

, .

guppose that m ,and- n vft in such a manner that

the ratio, -,5 has a determinate i q. In that
m"

.
y

..case we have:

lim,46,S(m,n) =.211-11 A2 +." "
c1

2
4

1-1; --;} CO

=-).- co

If, for example, n and m vary in such a way

ghat limn P-75 = q =. 1, then the limit of._S(m,ri) w 11
m"

4 2
b2 equal to 2r14 H" +-r- . We obtain this limit

if we inscribe polygons of M sides in the parallels

9

and at thb same time divide the altitude of the cylin-'
Lt

ro
.

..

.,
9

-;

-.:-

° der into n = m2?-parts. --\.. -
0,

i
>,

.9,--

lh
If n and m vary, in such,a manner that Tini-_,.,.

.
. m.

lr c, = 0, which can be brought aboutla taking, for

4.
..,

instance, n = m, we arrive at', the result
.,.. _ 9

lim S(m,n) = 2rAH.

n .

Only with q = 0 is a limit obtained whichtral

to the well-known-area of the lateral surface of the

cylinder. Strictly speaking, the limit ots,s(m,4),,4k

n---)1%R does not exist .

The exrplediscn
4ikt

ssed is instructive in that
4

vyividly draws attention to the care and the caution

41,

-1-

with which one mustapproach problem,of establishing

a system meallireMa4
w
of areas,.

I.
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, (
.00; CTRIEF DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM OF THE MEASUREMENT OF VOLUMES
I.

!

.-- -.... -
4

The formulatipn of the general prObl'egrof the measurement of,

volumes in no way diffOrs from'the formUlation of the Problem of
,..1

- the measurement of areas.
t 1_

To establish a system of measurement of the volumes of Any
__,

definite class of figures it is necessary

,A) to be able to assign to each figure of the given class a

.-)_positive number such that the following conditions will be ful-

filled:
41

B) that equal numbers will be attributed tocongruent

figures (the property of invariance);

C) that to the union of two figures having no iliiterior

pointi in common there will be assigned a number, equal to the sum

Of the two numbers assigned to the given figures (the propertY of

additiveness).:

4 Only after fulfilling conditions A), B) and C) can tne

numbervin question beiconsidered andlcalled the.volumes of

_figures of the given alas's. Over and above this the follow'ng

condition,must;aleo be fulfilled:

D) the-numbers representing voluMes must, be completely and

uniquely determined when we know the volume of one fiwre dethe
t

7 given class:

a_-_-_

In elementary_ geometry we establish first of all a system of
,

AfaeureAt of t e volumes of simple polyhedrons% The establish-
.

ment of a system of measurement of volumes can be carried out op

quite, the same lines as in the case of areas:
0 \ivy)

,r-

fj

Os

(153.

,

)
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It can be shown, that in any tetrahedron (not NenOsparily

regular) the prOauci'of the area of one of the sides /and 'the

ttrresponding altitude'- is independent of the choice Of the side.

Theorems (entirely analogous 'to the theorems On the deem-

/

position of bimple polygons into,triangles) can thin be proved

concerning the decomposition of simple polyhedronq into tetra-
.

,hedrons, by which means there can be established a system of meas-

.uremdnt of the volutes of simple polyhedrohs (1) by assigning to

/

each tetrahedron a number kStr, and so on. However, the measurement
/

! of volumes is notecompletely analogous to the measurement of areas.
a

/

Namely, two te40100rons having equal volumes i.. in the sense just

a established -- may be neither equicomposed no equivalent-by

completion. . -.

.

In ot/her words, there exist two tetreielrons with equivalent
_4.

1

.bases and equal altitudes whie it is imposeible either to decopose

%
in any way into pairwise congruent tetrahedrons or to enlarge by the

..._....., ,

,.,

addition of pairWise congruent tetrahedron,' so as to produce poly-

IledronaWhich could be decompOsed.into.pa wise congruent tetrahe-

'-drons, Hilbert proposed as a problem the proof of this assertion
--

(15]. The proof was first given by Dehn/ The simplest proof is

-- due to V. F. Kagan (25].

The remarkdmade"in 59. concerning
la

system of measurement Of

the areas of plane and curved aurtapes hold good) also withregard
,

W
. /

to a system of meabUrement of the volutes of solids belonging to a

.''

class of figures containing as a prop part the class of simple
, .

polyhedrons..
,

°
,

.
4 i

i
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PART FOUR

ELEMENTS OF-
THE FOUNDATIONS OF GEOMETRY AND
THE GEOMETRY OF LOBACHEVSKII

Chapter X

EUCLID'S "ELEMENTS"

,In Chapter X is given a short survey of Euclid's
pqinting out their virtues and shortcomings.

Certain axioms of'order and continuity are formulated,
and a.number of important theorems are proved without
recourse to Euclid's fifth postulate on parallels.

61. A SURVEY, OF EUCLID'S "ELEMENTS"

.

By about-the fourth century before our era, geometlir_had so

. ,. far developed that treatises giving'a systematic exposition of the

. .geometrical science.of the time 4ould make their appearance.
,

The first treatises of this kind of which we have historic

$4idence have not themselves come down to us. These works were
P

neglected after the appearance of the celebrated treatise-called

a

"The Elements" by _the Alexandrine geoteter Euclid (ca. 300 B.C. ),.

In this extensi;e/Scholeerly treatise on elementary geometry
.

Euclid endeavored.to.give a rigorously logical development Of geom.-
,

etry starting from a-few principles. The Euclidean "Elements1' con.

list of fifteen "Books ", that is to say, Chapters. The last two
, ,

Books are not now considered to hAve been written by Euclid.

Let us br;pfly examine the contents of Euclid's "Elements"

[22), [23], ----""%-

.Book The first book begins with definitions.

455
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1. A point is that which has nopart.

2. A line is length without breadth:

3.The extremities of a line are points.

4. A straight line is one which lies even 'ry with the points

on itself.

5.1 surface is that which has length and breadth only.

6. The extremities of a surface are lines,.

7. A plane surface is-one which lies evenly with the straight

)lines onteself..
-

There follow definitions of the angle between lines, of a
,.;

straight angles of right, obtuse and acute angles, of a disk, its

center and diameter, etc.

-The folloring definitions are worth noting:

13. A boundary is that which is the extremity of anything.

14.-A'figure is that whiCh is contained by anY'boUndary'or
mor

boundaries.

15. A circle is a plane figure contained by one line (called

a circumference], such that all the straight lines falling upon it

from one point among those lying within the figure are equal to one

. -

another.

20. Of trilateral figures, an equilateral triangle is that

which has its three sides equal; anlasotceles triangle -- that

.../-which has two oe its sides alone equal; a. scalene triangle -- that

which has its three sides unequal.
:

22. Of quadrilateral figures a square is that which id,both
..

equilateral and right-angled; an oblong that which is'right.:

angled but not equilateral; lymbus -- that which is equilateral
r`

but not right-angled: a rhomboid(parallelogram]
de
that"iwhich has

j6
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its opposite sides and angles equal to one another, but is neither
4

equilateral nor right-angled. And let quadrilaterals other than

sthe be 'Called trapezia.

ThU% Euclid uses the word trapezium (literally htable"),in ,

the sense of a quadrilateral of general form.

The final definition in the first book reads:
4

23. Parallel straight lines are straight lines which, being in

the same plane and being produced indefinitely, do not meet one

another in either direction.

The-Mord parallel signifies drawn alongside each other.

The next section contains a.listdf iltulates.

Postulates. Let the following be poItulated:

1. (It is possible] to draw a straight line from any point to

any point.

,,. 2. (It is possible] to produce a finite straight line con-
"

tinually in a.straight line.

3. (It is possible] to describe a circle with any center.and

distance

'4, (Axiom 10)'That all right angles are equal to one another.

(Axiom 11) That if,a straight line falling On two straight

lines make the interior angles on the same.side less than two right

angles, the two straight lines if.produced indefinitely meetop

that side on which the angles are less than two right angles.

.The last two postulates are designated in otiaer lists as
. .

Axiomi 10.4nd 11.

The words in parentheses are not in the Greek original."

I



We next find:, Ik

Common Notions (axims):

f. Things equal to the same thing are equal-to each Other.

2..I:f equals'be added to equals, the wholes are equal.

3. If equals be subtracted from equals, the remainders are

equal.

[4. And if equals are added to,unequals, the bums wilAbe

unequal.]

5. And things equal to twice the same thing are equal to each

other.

6. And halves of the same thing are equal to each other..

7. Things which coincide with one another are equal to one

another:.
.

8. The whole is greater than the part.

[9. Twos straight lines do not 'enclose (or contain) a apace.]

A

The. first six axioms are,the-prototypes of the axioms of
.

arithmetic, and also the prototypes of the axioms o congruence[22].

The sentences in square brackets are those of ch Euclidls.

authorship is doubtful.

Next come propositions 1 through 48.

In' order 0 give an idea of the style.of the "Elements", we

/,
quote In .full Proposition 1 and its proof.

Proposition 1. On a given finite straight line to construct
.

an equilateral triangle.

Let AB be thetgivenfinite straight line (fig..249). It is

required to construct on line AB an equilateral triangle. With ,

center A and radius AB we, deicribethe circle BCD (postulate 4
' 7 7

4 .5 8

4
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and then with center B and radius BA ASseribe the circle ACE

(postulate 3); and from point C, at which the circles intersect

each other, we draw lines CA, CB joining point -C with points A

and 15 (postulate 1).

A.

Fig. 249,'

. . .

' Now, since point' A" is the "center of 'circle CDB, AC4Dis

equal to AB (definition 15); further, since pint B is the, cen.
,

ter of- circle CAE, a is equal to BA (definition 15). Butt it

has alreadyjieen shown that CA is
. .

equal to AB; that is; CA'-.and
.

CB are each equal to AB. But things equal to the same thing are

,equal to each other (axiom 1); this means that CA is alsO:eqqal
t

s'
to ea; t

,

Therefore, the three lines CA, AB and BC are equ4AR,each',,

other. Hence;$mlangle ABC )is eqUilateral (definitIon'.-2D)

Condttructed on the given,linite straight line AB Which isithate

which was required to do.
e

In order to have an idea of the_ nature of-the first 28 pro.°V

positions of the "Elements it should be kept in mind that these

28 propositions araproved by Euclid without recourse to the fifth

'p'dStulate on parallels.

Euclid further shows how to lay-off, add and subtract segments

-
.(propositions 2 and 3); then follow theorems on the equality of

.

triangles resulting from ,the equality,of 'two sides and the included

1,

4 50'
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angle (ploposition 1)4 oh the equality of the base angles of,an

isosceles triangle (proposition 5) and the 'converse theorem (pro-

position 6). Proposition 8 proves the equality of triangles

resulting from the equality of a side and the two adjacent angles.

After the _bisection of the'angle and of a segment; the drawing of

perpendiculars, and theorems on adjacent and verticalangles

(propositions 9 - 15) there follows a theorem on the external angle

of a triangle.
...046,

Proposition 16. In any triangle, if one of the sides be

produced, the exterior angle is greater than either of the interior

osite angles.

Euclid's proof is repeated in every textbook of elementary

etry.
..- .

. ,.
,

Wqemphasize again that this theorem on the exterior angle of

a triangle was proved by Euclid without the did-of the fifth

Postulate.-' 4
Then 4follows i?

Proposition 17. In any triangle two angles taken together in

two right angles.'

theorems asserting that in .a

any manner are,less than

Aftetthe proofs of

larger siOe lie,opposite the larger angle, and tile

of one triangle are equal to two sides of another while the in-
.

eluded angles are unequal, the side lying opposite the greater

angle is the longer, there follows

,,o,mSt.5:..ationP. If a straight line fallinkon two stratet

lines make the alternate neetequal to one another, the straight

lines will be par

fifthpostulate, is already familiar (2, fig. 2).

40

to sine another.- The proof, not using' the

z 60
0
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Proposition 28. ...g11216-P&11-22LI1111316._.anI"la102"41r'

lines make the exterior angle ellual to the interior and opposite

angle on/the same side, or the interior angles on the same side

equal to two right angles, the straight lines will parallel to

one another. This proposition is a direct corollary of-proposition

27 and hdnce the fifth postulate was not used here either:

Beginning ,with proposition 29 Euclid makes use of hisfifth

pestulate on parallels;
4

Proposition 29. A straight line falling on parallel straight

lined'makes the alternate angles equal to one another ....

,

This is the converse of proposition 27. The remaining part

of proposition 29 refers to interior angles, on the samp'side etc.,

Landis the converse of proposition 28.

Proposition 47 is the Pythagorean.theoreffit The final pro-

position 48.:of the first bookisr;6 converse,of, the Pythagorean'

theorem.

Book II. The second, book consists of the geometrical:exposi-

tion of 'what we might call algebraic identities. ,For example,

proposition 4 of Book II reads If a raight line be'cut at

random the square on the whole (line) is equal to the squares on --,

the segments and twice the rectangle contained by the segments'

l(fig. 250) . -

ab

r
4 %' a2 ab

/,
b-

b

250 .
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This is nothing other than the identity

(a + 14.2s a2 +'b2 + 2ab

In figure 250 thebmodern nOtatiOn'is shown,

In all, Book II contains two definitions and 14 propositions.

Proposition 11, for example,'deals with the division of a segment

inta.mearl and extreme proportionals,(the golden section).

PropositiOn 11. To cut a given straight line so that the

rectangle, contained by the whole and one of the segments is equal

to(t,he square on the remaining segment.
I

Proposition 14, the last of this book,. reads: To constrict a

square equal to a given rectilineal figure..

Here he perfprmA the, quadrature of any rectilinear figure,
, \

that is, in a certain sense, of any wlygon.

Book III. In the third book ape set forth the bisic properties

of the circle, of chords,'of inscribed and circumscribed angles, of

tabgents etc. It contains 11 definitions and 37 propositions.

Book IV The fourth book consists of proposltions relating to

equilateral triangles, squares and regular pentagons, hexagons and

_fifteen-sided figures inscribed-in and circumscribed about circles.

t,contains 7 definitfeins and 16 propositions.

Book V. In book five the arithmetic of the ancients is

expounded in geometric dress. It must .11e remembered that fractions,

not to mention irrational not recognized as numbers by

A number is a multitude composed of units -- so reads the

second definition in BOok VII.

I
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Thus, for Euclid. there is no one,to-one correspondence between

geometrit,Magnitudes,and numbers;)e did not reduce the ratio of

areas or:Volumei tov.aitratio of numbers. Euclid,

ets,ttke Where we see one: ° a theoiy

two" Se

theW:Op

magnittidess
a
in. ory,6-0.1c!v alct,

)

Of particular intprit ikBoq

Definition 5. Magnitudes''

the first to the second and

equimultiples whatever be

equimultiples whatever of cond 4nci 'th, the former equi-
.

multiples alike exceed, are e/ equal to, or alike fall shortof

Vle latter equimultiples ive). t taken in corresponding order.

In finguage more vi us thts means:

numbers in 'Book Ira.

,is

d to be in the same ratio,
AW

third to, the fourth/ when, if any

en of tie fist and third, and any

of

if for all natural numb `''.14,and-
,

sna >

ma'*"nh'W nd

ma < nb < nd . 1"

Euclid's definition is equivalent to the definition of real

positive' numbers. In modern form it completely corresponds to

Dedskind's method ,of ,cuts, [18].

The fifth book-contains 18 definitions and 25 propositions.

Book VI. With the sixth book the treatment of plane geometry

is concluded. In it are set forth the theory of the ratios of
,

areas, of the similarity of figures and of proportions. ,For ex-

ample, proposition 12 consists of the problem: To three given

straight lines to find a`fourth proportional.

'.

4 6 3
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Proposition 13. To two given straight lines to find mean

proportional. 4.0

In modern textbooks. these and similar propositions serve as

the basis of the application of algebra to geometry, and yield the

22 ,-construction of the segments x = x etc.
c

It is,with just these constructions of Euclid that Descartes

begins his Geometry (1635) [19], giving to them a numerical meaning..

The sixth book contains five definitions and 33 propositions.

Books VII, VIII and IX are devoted to the theory of whble

numbers given in partly geometric form. Euclid represents numbers.,_,

by segments.

In Book VII, containing 23 definitions and 39 propositions, we L
find the,definition of a prime number.

Definition 12. A prime number is that which is measured by a

unit

the same book isset forth the familiar method of finding
1

the greatest common divisor of two whole numbers -- the algorithm

-of Euclid.

The r.pleint theorems are these:

Proposition 1. Two unequal numbers being set out, and the

less being continually subtracted from the greater, if the number

,which is left never measures the one before it until a unit is left,

the original numbers will be prime to one another.

PropositionGiven two numbers not prime to ode another, to

find their greatest common measure.

Today the algorithm of Euclid is presented by the system of

equations

?,64
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a . bq + r1

b = rfql + r2

r1= r2q2 + r3

r
n-1 =, r + r

n-2cin-2

rn-2 = rn-lqn-1
+ r'

Proposition i states that if r
n
= 1, then a and. b. are

,
\...,

numbers prime to each other. If rn = 6, then by propositiOn 2

the greatest common denominator of numbers a -and b is 'r
. n...1'

Also expounded in the seventh book is a theory of divA&ibili4,y,1

leading toalfundamental theorem on the Uniqueness of the decompo-

_ __

_:---:
t .

sition of a number into prime factors. The following are, some of

the relevant theorems:

Proposition 23. If two numbers be prime to one another, the

number which measures the one of them will be prime to the remain-

ingnumber,

In modern notation: if (a,b) = 1 and a = mc, then (c,b)

1 [12].

Propositi 24. If two numbers be prime to anynumber, their

product also will be prime to the same number.

,and (b,e) = 1, then (ab,e) = 1.

After several more propositions which we

follows:

If ('5i,b) = 1, then (an,bn) = 1;

If (a,b) = 1,

1

Or, if (ea,,c)
, 1 .

v. .

preSs,as

then (A b) = 1 and (a + b,

465
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Co

IS p is :a prime number -and not A divisOr of a, then
4

(p,a) . 1, there follows the fundamental proposition in the theory

. 40 :divisibility, 1

,

,

Proposition 30. If two numbers by multiplying one another

make some number, and any prime number measures the product, it

will also mbasure one of the original'numbers.

ThImseans: if ab a np, where p is,a prime number, then

either aa== m
1
p or b = m2p, that, is, if i prime number is a

V
divisor of the product of two numbers it,is a divisor of at least

one of the;factorsoll
16,

Then 'follow the thedrems:

PrOposition:101. Any composite number is measured by some
k

.prime number.

Proposition 32? Any number either prime, or is measured by

some prime number.
4

From these propositions follow the uniqueness of the,degompo-
,

sitiOn of a liumber into prime /Actors. Sr
4°)

'Book VIII. consists of 27 propositions and -..rho definitions.. It

contains, in partieular,'a theorem asserting in effect that there

exists no fraction the square of,which equal's a whole number, and

;:, an analogous theorem regarding the'eube. Euclid.expresses these'"

'theorems in his characteristic geometrical form. ) -

't Book IX gives a proof of a theorem assertin that the .set of
% 4

..prime numbers 'is infinite:
,

. ..

, .,

Proposition 20. Prime numbers there are more than any assigntid
.

.: ..
_

Multitude of prime numbers.
\

;F'

Wr

v ,.4
, ,

-1,..

-466.
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Lft the ninth book there are 36 propo9itions and no definitions.

Book X presents, in four definitions. and 115 propositionska

theOryff irrationals and a Classification of some Irrationals.
1

ThiO.book is the, most difficult in EuclA.dis work for the student.

Tn the first eighteen propositions of BOdk X Euclid deals with the

commensurability and incommensurability of magnitudes. The re..

-a*

nainder of the book contains a theory of what we would now call the

irraPionals involved in the solution of quadratic and biquadratic

equations,

Wei shall quote as examples e text of the first definition
.

and part Of the third, as wel as several proP6sitions from Book X.

Definition 1. those magnitudes aie said to be commensurable'

which ari measured by'the same measure, and those' incommensurable

Whieh Cannot have any common measure%
,4: .

' Definition 3. ,.. Let then the .assigned straightwline be

led retinal, and those straight lines which are'ComMensurable
-

_with it whether in 1 h or in square =Jar rational

ut those which are incommensurable with iriational.
:-

Proposition 1. nudes set: out fro&

?the :renter there be su

V

9

feater than its hall' and ,

/ -

IL411process"be
-

repeated continually, there will be left some ,

,
...

magnitude'whichWal be less than the lesser magnitude set out.

Fri Position 2. If when, the le -s of two Unequal maghituded;sis.

ate in tur fro th- :rester that which is left

pever measures the one before it, e magnitudes will'be incotmen.i

'17
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protdsition 5. mAmmik'tentC4Mmatzeetnea
ratio which a' number has to a number, .

_It must be remembered tha for Euclid irrational numbers. did
.

1
,

not exist, . . 1

Proposition 6, If two miOnitudes have to one another the

ratio which a numbs has to um er then these uantities will be

commensurable,

Proposition Incommeilaurable magnitudes have not to one

another the ratio ,which a n#ber has .to a ntipber.

This 'eat fact is incited the reaeon f the appearance of the

arith etioal books (as we ould now 1 them) of the "Elements".

proposition 8. If magn des have not to one another,the-

ratio which a number has t enumber,-the magnitudes' will be. in

oopmehaurablo;

X

Boo) XZ contain!: 31

find thcadefinition of a

deal with solid geometry%

lefinitiona and.4b propositions. oHere we

olldafahere, a cone, a cylinder and, in

particular, of thef five r gular polyhedrons,', Th¢t book contains

Prei)Oaitiims dealing wi the relative positions of a ght lines,*

s, and of linel d planei:in ilAce.' conclu witih an'

14
invest tion of the'IA erties of equivale

'o* XII consists o "18 Propositions and deals with yalpnt

prisms and pyramide,,conluaiiigitih-a propositien.oh.t:heratio of 0,..

ollowing pro-
. c,.

? / 0°.

da-ha i tri ular sea and identioa

lelepi eds.

r

,the volumet of spheres,, /n particulars, we find the

post ions icy this trok: I

,.

,

Probositionl,

f altitudtnijuvo
,

i '. .

;

:
",

I

_0*

/

0
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Proposition 7. Every prism which has a triangular bade is

. divided into three pyramids equal to one another which have tri-
,

angular bases.,

Book XIII' in 18 propositions, gives the elements of the theory

of reg4ar polyhedrons.0

We shall cite some examples of the propositions in this book(1).

Proposition 13.
.4.

Proposition 14.

Proposition 15.

To inscribe a tetrahedron in a given sphere.

To inscribe an octahedron in a given sphere,

To inscribe 1..cube in a given sphere.
.

Proposition 16. To in cribe an icosa1edron in a given sphere.

Proposition 17. To ins ribe a dodecahedron in a given sphere.

Proposition lto T6 f nd the sides of the five lodiea mentioned

in the foregoin propositions_
,

.
.

. , .

These propositions give methods' of constructing the spatial
i

figures and proofs-of their correctness.
.-

Euclidis,remark on proposition l of Book XII/ is Worth noting:
9

. .

emark. A propositionis proved analytically if, we take that

` wh.ch s sought as known, and y means of consequencel derived from '

ex
E. 1/ashchenko-Zakharche ko, "Euclid's Elements; with an
].anatory Introduction d interpretations", Kiev 1880., 747

pages. 'In 82 vages of th Introduction are set forth the foun-
dations of Lobachevskian geometry and an account o,' ips devel-
Opment up ta that time. is translation of Euclid had a
great influence on the Ru sian mathematicians occupied with the*
fOundations of geometry. Noless an influence was exerted by
the introduction to the book. ITOAShchenko-Zakharchenkols'
translation Books VII, :VIII and IX do not appear. These had
been translated by F. Petrushevskii in 1835. He had in-fac :

translated the first six books and XI and XII in 1819. Tr
lations'of Epc id into Russidn began to be published in the,
first hdlf of he eighteenth century. All the books of Euclid
have oW appea ed in a new translation by D. D. Mordpkhai.-
Bolto Skii (1948-109-1950) [11], [22], [231.

Oa

e'---7---, /,

. 6;)

t
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.10.4 , Cl. .

it arrive at known truths. On the other hand, a propdsition_ls

roved-

.

oved*Mhetically if Wipl the aid of known truths we arrive at

..----/ that which is sought." .
4

Then follows an example of an analytic and a synthetic proof

of the same propositlon.

Book XIV contains Seven propositions in which are set/forth

the properties of-regular polyhedrons. Like Book XV, Book XIV is
,

considered by some hibtorians not to be thexwork of Euclid; they

ascribe it to Hypsicles, the.AIexiindrian.
.b'
Book Dkrcentfiips seve4rdpOsitions dealing with the problem

of inscribing one AgulSr polyhedron another.'; For example:

Proposition 5. To inscribe a dodecahedron in a given
a'

liedron.

With this we conclude our short survey of this celebrated

bOok.

It t be remembered that theN"Elements" do not exhaust all.
44.]

.:- .

that was known to the science of, geometry in Euclid's day.- The

%
"Elements" were not-the, only 0 even by Eublidlidimelf. Alhou

. .0

history has not preserved them to us, he lso wrote-four books
. ,

irporisms" and "On"On Conic Sections" two books -On Surfaces",

'False.Conclusions".-
H

The theory of coni2 sections was developed by Apollonius of

Perga (ca. 200 B.C.). Seven books of hiS , "On. Cdnic SectfOns" have

been preserved, but many of his-works are lost.
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The great mathematician of ant;quity Archimedes (kiped412

B.C..) wrote the treatises "On the Sphere and the,Cylinder", 'the

Measurement of the Circumference of the Circle"; "On Spirals",

-"On Conoids and Spheroids", "On the Equilibrium of Plane Figures",

"The Quad bure of t1', Parabola" and others (1) .

V

.

rtJ

t.

(1) Al the surviving works'of Archimedes are .available in Russian.
Go tekhizdat is preparing for the press a new Complete'

P lepted Mbrks,of Archimedes. ,

C

5

471
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62. THE HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE AND THE MERITS AND SHORTCOMINGS OF.
THE 'ELEMENTS"

,s ,. . ',

From the foregoing survey of Euclid's -Elements" it can be
. 1.-----

seen what an enormous influence this worn had upon the developMent

of the mathematical 'sciences.

When we consider that secondary school geometrKis a restate-

ment in somewhat modernized form of the "Elements", we recognize

die significance of this book in general culture as well.

°

It must also be emphasized that the geometry of,Euclid,

including its more advanced branches which received their develop-

ment at the end of the eighteenth and in the nineteenth century,

is a part of the, ourldation of "astronomy,tof mec ics, of many

branches of physics and consequently also of technology.,
.

It is sufficient to glance through any textbook of thekstatics

of structures, the dynamics of machines, electrotechnica, radio

technology, optics,°gas and hydrodynamics -- particularly airfoil
mi

and ascrew theory -- and many, other theoretical and applied dis-

oiplines'in Ordertolf an idea to what xtent,m+ern life is

permeated by:the facts set forth in the lements".

The "Elements"'formed kart Of the education o Copernious, of
, .

Deseartes, Newton, :Lomonosov, Lagrange, L,bachevskilz)

Ostrogr C ebyshev, taap , Zhukov kii [Jopkowsky] -- and
, L

may be theALre mat mati al scholar$ of past cen-

,:tui.iep:or,,Of our

4

A
-ditr.

rent Viey .of Ait:eqpietri,6.6ciencq_ nd the development
r

a new gecithetrY, dii:rete07,t04m,thq tame frqm the grea

L

Itmsian mathmatician' Nikolai Imahovich Lobachevskii.e The too

-16 ', ,
Is .. ..e..,

I. 1-, - '' t f + ('''' ,--; ,

......'..".,

3,t, .,,I. ,4 tIZ -itz72,.
:7 ,'5.'.11#*1.L4t,.04-1:1

r,a :-. ,.;:, , .'1.:_.. &_r.,;,...A*1 .,.; .:

k

4._ 4
tr.
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eras of the history of geometry are from Euclid to LobaChevskiit..

( and from Lobachevskii onward.

"11:order td arrive at an understandihg of geOmetry in its

cieVel9pitleht after the work of Lobdchevskii, as well as the'work of
.. .

IdbachaiIitil himselfl.let us briefly consider the merits and short-
--,

N, gothings of the *Elements". ,

'',.A

Without- qUestion we must mite as one of the fundamental merits
. .

'
;------

"Eletent0
.1,

that it formulated the question of the logical'
7--- ''

/

..,..

logical-perection. While this/5la m is not tripe-fdr every/liheW

POr)centuries the "Elements" were considered
: - "x.--

d!s-te4°, mudh of his wdlc.,1d d irreProachahle.

-,-

s ructure '134' gediiietric s,Cience. .
. ..

,.:.2.,---..

r .. ,/
,

t-
A.

,r
re* o logic .the dignifietce of Ath, le nts'ilay int

,
latlhg a prograth for the rigorously logical development of the -

.,-
#

ienee:dt gedmetry. This development can not be said t

v
,_

.:.

&until the beginning of the twent eth'century, rd in it po
,..

. .-

4
ew.geometry fpunded by,Lobachevskii played a vital part. The

imme ical.ie Trance oil he "Elements"'
. -. - I

. .

Mk3v:ienia,cis their'de4ive p

.Passing td the sho ote first of all t at the

., /

.

\

lid the h touts dingy for i

I ' )
t"definitiqps of:basi?

their clarity,,and,indeed dften ,fi AdthiAg. Many "d finl ions" I

5'(''''-:.

_ \

in the.first book, e.g. those of.a.-04pt, curve(, 7!t:i ight!li
....,

and others, are not logically operative in t 8f :

--. work; that is
,

guclid cfoes not make-Uselot
:-.-

-.....)-.

\

the prOfs'of theorept. He does /not take-
./ -\- --,

1

,as, say, "but sinde,a.point is that ,whit*

I

1i _

' \

, 4
.

have been

by, two

(r.
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:but since,a line is length without breadth, it follows from this..;'

- These definitions can be removed from the text, and the proofs lose

neither their m9ning nor their truth,
5,

insofar as they are actually

logical.
.

,

Again, how are we to understand. definition 4: "A straight
A :

linels one which lies even],y with the points on itself "? The sense'

Of-this "definition" is _obscure. Would not theclicuMference.of-a

_ .

'circle satisfy it? It is sometimes claimed that in saying "lies

evenly with the points on itself", Euclid had illigna gll .**40.
,, -...1.A

; -100Pir of a line including direction (22]. There ±6,no>.geheral,
40eement*_tHie I tter. N -4,,,. .0

( % ..; , i'.:t.te" .f; .*.'- *4.3.;

pm tils-414j ci bf such "definitions" Lobachevskii dr-i-,,..,..,,;,.

anti

;....

"Thus, regardless of their great antiotlity anti regarpts of
;-A.,.

all our subsequent brilliant successes in' mathematics,' vn. e,Eutli.

: ),

.,___ "Elements"zlements" preserve down to our day their praneval art..

comings. I,

"Indeed, all must agree that no mathematical science should
'M N

.
start fr m such obscure!: notions as t ose which we, repeatfhg

I

.

Euclid, egin geometry p2r.
..e"--

, .

*W. Id he second, half of the inet enth^century it was ndtictd

"lying
.

that Euclidhad no ,axioms of p sition. Synch concepts as ,jk.
1 1p

between ", "lying inside", "outside's were not given any logical .

treatment by Euclid, but were u d,bi him on the basis of intuitiv
Y

. 'mot precisely determined notio s.*-*There is ,for example, in 'Euc44,,

- . -

no axiom such as-tte 6:0 formulatediby, Pasch.
.

.

L
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Pasch's Postulate, Let A, Brand C be three points mhTeh are

'not collinear and let"',a be a line in the plan C not pas sinE

through any of -these three points; then-if the line a passes.

through a point of the segment AB, it must pass through a point o?"

segment AC orelse through a point of segment BC." 1 C

This axiom turns-out-to be a basic logical tool for operations.
, .

with the ideas of between, within, outside, etc.

Let us consider some theorems indispensable to us for what

will follow. In their moors we shall not make use of the axiom

on parallels. .

.
.

. 4

;,. TheOtem If in the quadrilateral ABCD having, two right
s , a

-,

angles A and B '(fig. 251) the sides AD and BC are such that

AD > BC, AD = ix or *AD < BC, then the ''angles ''-le.,. ,/,c. -and SF. Dr
- i

have in the respective cases the relationships fr>S , ?=.8 and

//// a ..,-

\\ `// . .
# )1I

.. .8

P

, e

Fig. 251., , Fig. 252.

t Fro& lo begin with let AD . BC- (fig. 2.52). We shall show
0

that angled D and t C are equal. Let pdint E bisect ABr and

let a line p perpendicular to AB, be -erected atv,E. This per-,

*pendicular intersects line CD. This fac:b'is demonstrated as
0

follOws: If we j points A and C and, apply Fasa 0s,..Postulate
e

to triangle C and line p we find'that:

, 1) p d es not s through any Of the points , B or PA



-
- .

and 2) it does not intersect side BO, since two perpendiculars to
,go

the same line do not meet; consequently p intersects AC in a

point 6, lying between A and C. AIL

We then apply the same poStulate to.the-triangle ACD and

line p. We find :' firstly,, p and.tAD'do not intersect;

'secondly, p toes not pass-through any of the points A,,\ or D.

Consequently, line p intersects segment CD in appoint F lying'

betwhn C and D.-

- We shall now show that point ,F bisects segment CD.

,From the equali*iof triangles EF and BEF we find that

whence it f011ow8 t

/

AF =- BF and L FAB. = L FBE

4 FAD FBC,,

and consequently; that the triangles ADF and BCF' are congruent.

From this we find that 'A.

LD=LCand,re = F9i0

Furthermore, from the equality or the triangles fn. question

-it follows that L EFC is equal to its adjacent angle EFD, and
. . -
consequentlylthat lind p inters4ts the upper base CD

o

quadrilateral ABCD at r ght angles.

We have shown that angles C and D are equal. But that
o

these angles are right angles can be proved only with the aid'of
.

f. uclid ts postulate on parallel.S.

Now let AD < BC (fig. 251)

We lay off"on BC, the' segment BE = AD- and join D' and E

/

by the segment DE., (The studtnt should ;prove that segment DE
--

esll within the,
Cts7 'angle

AD .)
14

4

.A .

o

478
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, By the preceding we find:

BED . LADE < 8.

e469. r

But 0: Is.an exterior angle of triangle DEC; consequently;

S>ccxr.
In the same way we can:show that for AD ;BC Ire...shall have

> . '

Since the three relationships
3 0

I4 AD < Be: BC, ADBC

are mutually exclusive, there follows the validity of the

Converse theorem. If in the qutdrilaterV1 ABCD 'having two

right angles A and B (fig. 251) angles 6: and'rare at that

j Y , cc= ).=- or J'< )- , then the sia4d BC and- AD halt iir

thb respective cases the relationships BC > AD, Bt.= and.-

-B6.< AD. , /
_

Remark. .The quadrilateral ,AB-cay. with right...

angles at A anti . B and the "equal sic:lad-AD and DC
.:." **4

is known as ccherits quadrilateral. We hayd demOn-
...

.1--, '-

strated that in SM. 'eft 's quadrilaterakthe-angles at
J

the upper base are eq 1 andthat a perpendicular erected
r ) . 4

on the lower base at it midpoint isect th.1.2 er b
r , l

, . VII
and is perpendicular to it. . .,

:, .1: .

t

A substantial shortcoming of the "ElemenWi."...iM in'the db-
-

sence of' any axioms, on continuity. _Such axioms-0.10p btroduced

into geometry only in the second half of ttle ninetd, kcentUry:..

'"''

I

The lcgical treatment of concepts,' and propositions degupg-with
, .

co tinuity wadibseat not only from the 4Diements"butJfrom alt:

Igd metr c treatises until the introduction of DedekibOs axibiionj

2
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continuity (1872), or of its equival

together with theaxiom of Kantor. Th

it

v shall n cite the text .of Dedt(tind

Axiom n continuity (of Dedekind).

line are divided into two classesin such

contains points and that all the points of

ent the axiom of.Archimedes and

e latter two we already know.

is axiom (18].

If all the points of a

a manner that eachClass

one clasS lie ion the

same side of every point of the second class. then there exists one

point dividing the line into two ravS upon one of which lie all

points of the first class and upon the other

second class, while the point dividing the lin

ill Points of the

e into two rays be-

longs either to the first class or to the secon

said to define a Dedekind section of the line.

4 a Using the axiom of bedekind it is passible 'to

of Archiiedes and Kantor as theorems, but for tfiTS.

of the axioms of geomery is necessary. Conversely,

axioms of Archimedes and Kantor there follows the val

. 'This point is

prove the axioms

ffaTIArolw-mt-

Dedekind is axiom as a thebret.

from 'the

idity of

e equivalence previously men-

- tioned consists in the truth of t ese direct'and converse aSser-

..

tions, which we-shall demonatrete later.;

The first propositiOn'in the "Elements" already contains a

N

most ser s gap. The existence of the point of ntersection C

.

of,,the two circ (with centers at A and d 'paving radius

AB, in fig. 249) is a' -umed without justification'. .U1111 an axiom

. on continuity is introduce it is impossible to assert that the

circumferences in question intTrsect. It might turn out that a

'-thelbcatioloflpointCthere occurred in f one4(br th) of the

ds S

tri e
- fr

`-- 1,- at,
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circumferences a gap, and that the two circles had no common point

(fig. 253).

Fig. 253.

d

-1--

It has also been noted long since?that some of Euclid's axioms

could be proved. However, to proceed with such probfs; we should

have a complete list of basic axioms. 'Otherwise, it.remains

unclear upon what the'proof is based.
'0V )

Thus, for example, the fourth postulate -- on the equality of

all right angles -- began to be the object of IroOfs.already in

the eighteSilth century, but in this it was intuitively assumed that \s
angles constituted a system of continuous magnitudes. At the turn

of the twentieth century Hilbert, in is "Foundations of Geometry";

'gave a proof \independent of the axioms ot continuity.

In like manner, efforts were also made to prove the fifth

Eucliclp postulate on parallels. Attempts to prove this posti..4 ,'

indeed go well back into antiquity. Euclid himself w eat pains-to
.

postpone the ue of the fifth postulate as faraas possible, 'As ,Le:

). have seen, the proofs of the first 4 propositions of the "Elementd'

were not basedon this postulate.

. It would be possible to cite a considerable list of addi ioqal

S.---'propositionS from plafie and solid geometry whichare or coulditie

pcoved wiihout the pos ulate on parallels..

I

7 9,
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.t a

Concerning the .attempts of more than two thousand year to 1.-
. .

prove the postulate on paralle,_,,ls, Lobachevskii wrote- in 1823:

,
"To the present day they have not succeeded in finding a"

rigorous proof of this ,ruth. Such as have been giveh can onl be

1
,

called explanations, but do not desert* to be esteemed` athematical / )

`proofs in the full sense"[30].

\ In Lobachevskii is work "On thsaElements of Geometry",.pub_
)\

. liehed in 1829 consisting of extracts from a "lecture read at Vie ti

. session of the Department of Fhysico-Mathematical Sciences aztri
,

i'
...

,, 4 ,

,

February,- Old, Style) 1826" 132], in which-were setrfOrt'h the prin-.

/ ;,.,' i .$ , -.
cliples cAtht new geometry created bY,LaraChevakii',.We read:

,.
.,

.

.%..it is impossible td tolerate 'ywifeire in Mathematics such

9

As

a lack of rigor as

'of parallel lines.

1. conclusions due to

we have been constralned to admit in tie theory

It is
ague

that tare guarded against false

the Alrueness of primary and general concepts in

Geometry by the conception of the objects themselves in our imag-
er

inations; and we have convinced ourselves without proof of the

correctnessrof the received'truths by their simplicity by ex- .

'44perience, for.example, by astronomical observations. But all this 1' ,

cannot satisfy the intellect trained-to r gorousjud. ent: Irtfted_

it, that intellect has not .the right to neg

question as long as it r

know elat it Might not

, -

mains unknown

EIC1 us to, further r

eransweF ,to a

long as we do not,'

Its_. 0

"It.ismy intention here to explain .in what manner I?propose',

td, fill up these saps in-Geometry." To set forth all ;ay researches

inproper order and connection would require,to

ppese nation of the -thole science of geoljietry

forth.

ti

much space and the

an ehtir6ay'llew

;,
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Chapter XI

A

THE GEOMETRY OF LOBACHEVSKII

In Chapter XI, after a theorem on the sum of the
angles of'a triangle, various forms of the axiom on
parallels fn Euclidean geoffietry are examined. .

After stating the axiom of Lobachbvskii, the chap-
ter prezents a considerable number of the simplest facts
of Lobaphevskianr geometry, and the behavior of a line in
the LOtachevskian plane is studied in detail. Atthe
end of the chapter some idea is given of the measurement
of area in Lobachevskian geometry.

63. THEOREM ON THE SUM OF THE ANGLES OF A TRIANGLE

Following his'"On the Principles of Geometry" (1829),

Lobach4skii published in 1835 the article "Imaginary{ Geometry ".

Thls, work begins with the words:

"Proposition XII [XI] of Euclid's "Elements" is accepted in

I

Geometry as a palpable truth whiCh mathematicians have for'two

-thousrand yearsvainly-labored'to prove rigorbusly. Legendre in

particular occupied himself with this problem and in the Memoires

of the French. Acadien he collected everything which seemed to him

to be fairly Satisfactory." (Here Lobachevskil cites the relevant

wo/1 by Legendre published in 1833.) "Alfwho thought to have

found an answer to this difficult question without exception fell e

into error, becaUse they were convinced befotehpd of the correct-

ness of that whiek.cannot yet follow directly from our conceptions-.t-

of 1Qodiies without the aid of. observation, as I believe I have shown

unquestionably in my treatise "On'the Principles of Geometry".

After expounding a new theory of parallels, ;,)asserted that it ilk..
t

permissible, independeAtly of actual measurement, to assume that.

4 8 1
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.

m $ .

the sum of...t gles of a re6tilinear, triangle is less than half

a circle, and-to found upon this assumption a new geometry, which I_

called imaginary and'whia, even if it does not exist.in nature,

should at least bg,accepted.in

With the help of geometric constructions alone, equations

were derived Wich express the functional relationships of the

sides' and angles of a rectilinear triangle; finally, expressions

were given for the elements of a line, a surface and the volume of

a solid, so that imaginary geometry as a new branch bf Mathematic

science was embraced to its full extent, so that no further doubt

might remain as to the correctness and adequacy.of its principles."

In 1832 the Hungarian ,mathematician Janos Bolyai (1802 - 1860)

published a remarkable work'il Latin as an appendix to a bo6k by

his father: Farkas Bolyai. Thd full title of the son's work reads:

"An Appendix, containing the absolutely true science of spate, inde-

pendent of the truth or falsity of Euclid's XI axiom (which a priori

',can never be decided), to whiph is addd, for the case of its fal-

sity, a geometric sqUaring of')the circle' [10].( ,br

1, In this work Janos Bolyai independently of Lobachevskii, but

some years later, set forth,in'extremely terse form the fundamen-

tals of that non-euclidean geollgtry, the idehs of whibh N. f.,

Lobachevskii submitted on Febr ry 23, 1826 to the session of the

itysico-Mathematical Faculty of azan University. Ih 1839 appeared

"On the Principles of Geometry, In which the great Rudsian savant

first published his discovery.

1 In order to convey the fund entals
1
of this new geometry, now

called the non-euclidean geometry of Lobachevskii, we shall,

482
<te,
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partially following Lobachevskii himself (31., set forth some im_

sportant,propositions on 'the sum of the angles, of a triangle. These

will be'proved-without recourse to the fifth postulate on parallels.

Proposition 1. In a linear triangle the sum of the three

angles cannot eAceed two right angles.
.

1I

Proof. Let us assume that in triangle ABC (fig.,. 254)

Pig. 254.

the sum of the three angles is equal-to r + cC (where r, ,denotes,

.two right angles); if its sides are notequal, let BC be-the,

shortest. We biseit, BC atb D, draw the line AD and.beyond D

take.a point E on .this line such that. DE = AD. We join E and"

C. In" the equal triangles ,ADB and CAE, angle ABD- = angle DCE

and angle BAD = angle DEC. iIt follows that in triangle ACE the

sum of the angles mupt'also be equal to n +

The smallest angle BAC of triangle ABC has gone over into

the,new triangle" AEC, divided into two parts:

L BAC = L BAC + L.AEC

One of these parts is nct greater than one-half of.angle BAC.

Continuing ifi this way, we shall, be4ple td construct,a-triangle,

the sum of whose -angles must -be r + cC , in whicht
4

be found two
_

such angles, each less thin 4.cC ; since, howel/er,the third angle
. .

cannot be'greater than 71; it follows that cC cannot be greater

,than zero.

ti
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Pronosition.2." If in any rectilinear triangle the slim of the

three angles is equal to two right angles, then this must also be

the case in any other triangle.

Proof. Let IA assume that in triangle 16C (fig. 255) the sum

of the angles is equal to r. At least two angles of this triangle

are acute. From-the vertex B of the third angle we let fall' a

perpendicular'Jp to the opposite side. Triangle ABC is decom-

posed into two right triangles,
(1) in each of which the sum of the

angles must likewise be equal to r, since if in one of these right

triangles the sum of the angles is le'ss.than r, inthe other-the

sum of.the angles will be greater than jr, which is impossible.

Thus we obtain a right triangle with legs p and q and an
.

angle sum equal to r. From this triangle we obtain a quadvtlateral

having its opposite sides equal and right angles (fig. 256)'. By

repeated opposition we can obtain from this quadrilateral a quadri-

lateral whose opposite sides are equal and each[ of *lose angles

are right angles.

eb

I 4

(1) Since the aiM of the author is not to write a systematic /

treatise, but to acquaint the students with important geometric
ideas, the author does-not undertake to justify every step in_
the proofs by referenceio a basic set of axioms. Neither does
he attempt in this chapt r to show that every step in the .proof
may le. justified without the use G4.4uclidls fifth postulate.

1:,
Thus, for instance the author merely states but does not prove.
the fact that the acuteness of angles A and B in fig. 255
implies that triangle ABC is divided by p into two parts.

,

/ , --Translators.
- . ,

- -.
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B C

Fig, 256.

The sides of this quadrilateral can be made equal to, np and
'

em
0.,

AB . np and AD = mq ,

a

m and n being ariZtrary natural numbers (fig. 256). This quadri-

lateral is divided by the diagonal BD into twolequal

angles BAD and BCD, in each of which the um of the angles is

equal t6 r.

Thus, if in any one triangle the sum of the angltes is equal to

" r, it is always possible to construct such a right itriangle, with

legs as large as desired and With the sum of its angles equal to *r..

It is now easy to show that in every right triangle PQR the

° sum
-)

um of the angles is equa& to r if in any one triangle ABC the

sum of the angles is equal to r.

Let us construct the righ triangle P1RQ1, with angle 'sum.,,

equal to r and legs^ RP, and RQ1 respectively longer tha'n'the

corresponding legs RP and RQ of triangle PQR (fig. 257)

Fig. 257.

a

.t.
0 . 6-

. (

o

f

,

7

c
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Drawing segment PlQ, we npte (using the game reasoning as'for

fig. 255) that in right'triangle/ P1RQ the sum of the angles is,

likewise equal to T. bn the Same grounds the sum .of the angles-of

right triangle PRQ equal to T.'
. .

4'

Since any trian,3 A1B1C1 Can be decomposed into two right

triangles by an artilWae drawn from the vertex of its largest angle,

it follows that the sum of the angles of any triangle will be equal

to r if it is equal to r in some one triangle. The tlyeorem is

proved.

From theftwo theorems just proved there follows

Proposition There are only two possibilities: either the

sum of the 4pgles is equal to r in every rectilinear triangle, or

it is less' than r in every triangle.

PrQposltion 4. If th *sum of the angles is identical in all
,

rectilinear triangles, then that sum .is equal to T.

1

Proof. .Let us denote the sum of the angles of every triangle
t

by x.

Zn an rbitrary triangle ABC we draw the transverSal BD

.
( 1'143..258). , 'Uging for "the angles the notation shown in the diagram,

we have:

o *

a

. tt

4/./ 8 n.

, ,
. .'. ,

:
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x = cc+ +-r
x +'/3111-

0 x = +132+

,sAdding

4

the last 4equations', we obtain
)

21c = 9C +I ("1 +,2) 1"-r+ (ei.
or,

4 -

`f2x =cet;61::r+ ,

whence

. d 0,
x. =

;

w

01179.

.1

42) ,

q.e.d.

From this theorem follows,

Proposition 5,. If for every triangle the sum off' the` angles is'

le's than v, then this sum cannot be identioal4for all triangles.
.

In otherliords, this sum differs from triangle to triangle.

. mitWe shall now prove aimportant lemma. .i%

Lenin. F?om a given Apointlit is-aawzys possibleto draw a
4

straight line in such a manner that it forms with a given straight
-.f_k

1 , `line an arbitrarily small angle.
.

, .

'' ' From he'givep point A( we drop upon the given lige a the

.perpendicular AB -(fiz, 259). We take an arbitrary point ,B1 .,oin.

a and join it with A. We denote angle AB i 'of right triangle .

1
--%

ABB1 by OC . In the direction BB1 we lay offeiom poirit B1
. .

.
. .

the segment 3B B equal to segment AB' and draw tAB '

.-4 -- e''

1 2

,B .B, 1

F113. 259.

a

. 487
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In' the.lsosceles triangle AB1B2, angle AB2B1 must be either equal

1to or less than 7 QC , depending upon what is the possible sum of

the'- angles of wtriangle. Continuing in this manner we finally

7,arrive at an angle ABn13. which is less than any given angle.
.

Proposition 6.' If through a given point it is possible to

draw only one parallel to a given line, then the sum of the angles

of any,Vriangle is equal to The proof is familiar.

Proposition If the Sum of the angles of a triangle is equal t
;ic

to /r, then 'through a giveripoint'only one parallel can be drawn

to a given line. . !.

. .--

Proof. Let,'A -be-the given point not lying on the given.lin
.

.

,a... We draw AB perpendicular t9 a and Ab perpendicular to AB

(fig. 260.

b

A La
8

Le Fig. 260.

, -

Lines a and b cannot meet withontfo-iMing a triangle the sum,

of whose angles is,greater than r, and are therefore parallel.

Let us assume that line c is also parallel to,line a. Let the

acute angle, be angle BAc, equal to 7 - We take point Bt

on line a such that angle ABM .(k is less than angle E (by
/40,4

the lemma) and so that point Fit lies on the side of line AB

'fas the acute angle d'AB..

The sum of the angles of right triangle ABB' being equal to

r by.assumption, it followsthatli

.488
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,Z B' AB = cC > - E. = L c AB.

481.

since,mgc< E . Whence it follows that line Ac, entering triangle

ABB' through vertex A, intersects the ease BB!, i.e. line a.

The contradiction thus obtained proves the theorem. Line b. is.

the only line passing through point A and parallel to line a.,40'
#.

Proposition 8. If the sum of the angles of a triangle is

`° lees than r, then4it is nossible 'to draw through a/given point

more than one line(which does not intersect, a given line.'

Proof. Let thq sum of the angles of a triangle be less than

r. The assumption that through a given point A only one line can

be drawn parallel to a given line' a' leads to the.conclusion that
,

; the sum/of the angles of a triangle is ellual to r (proposition 6),

that is', to a contradiction.

4Tlius we have the following possibilities or assumptions;

A. It is poAible to draw only one parallel tb a given.iine

through a. given pOint.

B. It is,possibleto draw more than one parallel to a given

line through a given paint.

Under the firlst assumption.the sum of the angles of a triangle

_equals 7f; under the second it is less than r.

Conversely, statements A,and B follow respctively fromthe
-4c7,

correlponding assumptions about the sum of the angles of a triangle.

The first assumption", wrote Lobachevskii [31], ",,serves as

the basis of ordinary geOmetry and piape trigonometry.

"The second assumption may equally well be adopted without

leading to any contradictor results; it underlies the new geo-

metrical theory to which I have given the name tima4inary geometry'

489
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.and of which I he intend to carry the exposition as far clothe

derivation of'equations for the relationships between the sides

and anglesof rectilinear and OPherical.triangles,
.

.a

4raU
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64. DIVERSE FARMS OF THE AXIOM OF PARALLELISM IN EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY

The foregotng investigation shows that the axiom on parallels

may be replaced by'a proposition On.'thesum of the angles of a

triangle. Namel- y, if we accept without proof that the sum of the

angles of any one trianOe is equal to ri the axiom on parallels

will follow as atheorem; t e.

There'exist4y number of such 'propositions'capable of re-

placing the axiom on parallels. We shall cite a number of them

which are of importanCe for the further exposition of Lobachevskian

a
geometry,

g t
First of all, from the axiom on the uniqueness of parallels

there fbilows the fifth 'postulate'of Euclid;-and conversely.

r

In proof:' Let there pass through point A line b, the

unique parallel to the line a (fig. 261). ',
$

ti

4

Fig. 261.
$ -

Since a transversal forms equal alternate interior angles with two

parallels, and'since b is the only parallel to a passing through
I

A, line 'AB forms with lines b and a equal alternate interior

angles. Consequently,'any line c forming wit the transversal

AB an angle ft such that a:4-ig' it interbec

over, since the sum of the angles of a triangle cannot be greater a'

than n, it intersects'it on that side of AB on whidn'the sumof
r

the interior angles on the same side is less than r. The converse

. More-

4 4 0
*-1
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proposition can'also readily be prove6.

-The, proposition asserting that a perpendicular and an Inclined
4

line to the same line always intersect can also take the place of

the axiom on parallels.

.7 The student should prove independently that it is sufficient

,,to require the uniqueness of the parallel through some onq given

p5int A to some one given line a. The uniqueness will then

follow for any line lid any point.

We know from secondary school geometry that if the fifth

postulate of Euclid is correct, then similar triangles exist.

The converse proposition allows us to replace the fifth

postulateby t1 ,assertion of the existence of two unequal similar

triangles.

Theorem (of Wallis). If there sexist two similar but unequal

triangles, then Euclid's postulate on parallels follows.

Proof. In triangles ,ABC and A'B'C' let y. A = Z Al ,

B = Z to, L C = L CI, and AB > ,We,lay off on sides AB

and 'AC of triangle ABC the segments AD ...ATI and AE

(fig. 262).

B

Fig. 262.

07'
Fig. 263.
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Since AD < AB; point D falls between points 'A and

B. I?point E were.to coincide with point C, angle ACD
4

equal.,

to Angle AED L AICIBI) would be less than angle 'C of triangle

ABC'. In the same W5.y?if point E were to lie'outside segment 4 ,

thse4here also angle AED would,be less thah angle C.: But angle

AED is equal to angle C; consequently point E lies between

points A and C.

But tffen the sumpf the angles in quadrilateral BCED is equal

to 2v.° Consequently, in each of the triangles BDC and: Ed the

sum Of the anglesIs equal td 71-,:sincein neither triangle can the

sum of the angles be greater than v.

But fTom,the equality of the'sum ofthe angles 'of even one

triangle to v there follows the fifth postulate. The theorem is

proved;

It is clear from the above how closely the theory of similar-

ity is liound up with the axiom on.parallels..

Theorem, If the fifth postulate of Euclid is true, then a 0

circle maybe circumscribed.-about'anitriangle.
z

The proof is 'familiar frbill'5686 y school geometry.

. Converse theorem (of F. Bolyai). If it is assumed that a

circle cap be circumscribed about any triangle, the fifth postulate

off.Euclid follows.

Proof. Let it be supposed possible
.to circumscribe a circle

about every triangle. We shall sho that a perpendicular aB and,

an inclined line bA to a line AB invariably intei.aect (fig.

263), which is equivalent tothe fifth postulate. '?e take on
,,,

f

segment AB an arbitrary point M and find the points L and N

\
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sypmetrical with point M about lines b and .a respectively.

Since line ML is perpendiscular and line MA is inclined (1) to

line b, the lines' MA and MI. .arg,disy.hct, and consequently the

three points L, M and N are not collinear. Since line a is

the locus of points equidistant from vertices N -and M of tri-

-ankle LMN, the center 0 of the circle circumscribed around this

,triangle must lie on line a, Since line B consists of points

equidistant from vertices M and L, this center- 0 must lie or

line. b alsO. _Hence lines a and b intersect, q:e.d.

Thus the prOposition that a circle may be circumscribed about

any triangle can take the place of the fifth postulate on parallels.

Theorem, If Euclid' fth postulate is true, then three

points equidi taut f m a given line and lying on the same side of

this line 'are .-collinear.

The proof is Similiar from secondary school geometry.

Converse theorem, If it is asaumed that three points lying on

the same side of a given line and equidistant from it are collinear

Euciid's.fift1 postulate folIows." z

Proof t A, B, C be three points lying on the same side-
'

of a line a "and such that
I

AAI = BB . CC,

. NIP
where Al, B, and C1 are the feet of" he,peftendiculars from

points C to line a (fig. 264).

(1) For, if lines MA and ML were both perpendicular to b they =

would be parallel to each other. (This theorem is independent N.
of the fifth postulate.)

a

d

0.

0
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'Fig. 264,
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Fig. 265.
.

The quadrilatel-als AlB1BA, AlC1C and BiCiCEC are SacCheri

quadrilaterals, and consequedtly angle -CC1, /31; al; le' /3 "Y.
2,

at their upper lAses will be velated as follows':

cti 4. Y; 1g2

From these equalities it follrs Offat

fit
) *y.t.

But equal adjacent angles areright angledi consequently, in quad-

rilateral AlB,BA all the angles,are'right angles. From this,we
7i

/find that in each of the triangles A1B1B and A1BA the sum of

the angles is equal to y, whence the fifth postulate follovis.

This.theorem shows'that. the assumption that twq parallel lines

are at.a uniform distance from each other is simply another form of

the axiom on-parallels. (1)

S ,

Now-et there be given an acute angle AOB (fig, 265) and a

point M lying within it. Dropping a perpendicular TIN to the--
side OB, we seethat t4 perpe ndicular NM and.4.1ine OA

inclined to"the line OB always intersect if we accept the fifth

(1) For,olet line *ID bed parallel to a and let A,B,C be three
points on line b. Then these points are equidistant-from -a
as well as collinear. The student7will now observe that the .

hypothesis in the theorem need only be satisfied for one
specific case for the conclusion to hold: --Translatdrs.,

4 9 5
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postulate. This result may be formulated n another way:

(1Theorem. If the fifth postulate o Euclid is true, then V
through any point lying within an arbitrary angle it is always'

possible to draw a line which will intersect both sides of the
, 'i

N:

angle. it

Here the condition that the angle be acute may be discarded.

if.the angle is obtuse, We need only draw its bisector, a perpen-

dicular to which will then intersect both sides of the given angle.
a

Converse theorem. If it is assumed that through any point M
.

lying within any given angle AOB it is always possible to draw
. . .!

a line which will intersect both sides of.the!angle, then EuclIdls

postulate on parallels will follow.
: (-------7-,,

The proof is by contradiction. Let us assume th4,tbro_lotArany-
;

.

.

alinepoint M lying within the angle line An be
_
drawn intersecting

both sides of the angle, but that the fifth postulate is false.
O

Since the fifth postulate is false by assumption, the sumof

the angles of any triangle. ABC is less than r. We shall denote

by S(ABC) the difference between r and this angle-sum:

S(ABC). r - (A+$+0) ,

where 8> 0.

This difference ,S(ABC) is called the defect of this triangle.

Let A be an angle of triangle ABC not, smaller than eithet' of

the other two.

We construct the point 10,Aymmetnica1 ta_point____A witnt,

--"'--76espeCY'liiieTpc (fig. 266).

6b..(01:3

j: e

'
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By our assumption with regard to angle A, point. At will lie

within angle cAb. We draw through point A I the lirie PQ inter-

secting both,. sides ACc and ABb of angle cAb in the Points P

and Q.

Joining point A I with points B. and Q and using the nota-

tion shown in fig. 266 for the angles, .we find

S(ABC) r - (Z-Efil

8(BcA t) = 6 = 7r. - CCG ÷p

s(AIK) -

.8(A ICP) = 82= r - .(0C2 + Y2 + Its)

Adding these equations, we obtaih

or,

whence

2 j+ + 8 2 1= 4r - ( Y+ "Y^ (13-7-17-P-4. 431T-1-
, -

- ( + cC 1' + cC 2) (cC' + 7). + /4)

L
28 +,81 + d 2 = 4rr r - r (Cc +7(4.1- /4)

8.(APQ) v.- (cc +7.-1-14) = 28 +Si+ 82 .

. 497
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From this it follOwsthat .

f S(APQ) > 2-8(ABC),
,

sine

el > 0 and 82 > O.

The result we have obtained can be expressed.in words'as
.....,

follows:

From the simultaneous assumptions that through any point within

ah angle a line cap be drawn intersecting both sides of the angle,

41d that the fifth'postulate is false, it follows that for any tri-

angle ABC whatsoeverit is always possible to find a triangle.

APQ whose defect S(APQ) is greater than twice the defect 8(ABC)

of triangle ABC.

om this it 'follows that triangles exist with arpitrarily large

de ects. put this is-impoasible,Asince the difference between r

and a positive number less than 'r cannpebe greater than r.
. -

This contradiction proves the thebrem.

We shall cite one more equivalent of Euclid's axiom on para-

llels. For this purpose let us consider two theorems.

Theorem.
1

If Euclid's fifth postulate is true, then the side
...

, ,

of A regular hexagon inscribed in a circle is equal to the radius

that circle,. The proof is6familiar from secondary school

geometry.

Converse theorem. If it is assumed that the side of a regular

hexagon inscribed in a circle is equal to the radius of that circle,

then Euclid t5 fifth postulate follows.
c
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Proof. In fig. 267, letside W'of tilt inscribed regular

hexagon be equal to the radlps.- That is to say,

AB-7:0A = OB.

But in an equilateral triangle the angles are equal, and since

z: AOB = -5-

thesum of the angles of triangle AOB is equal to r. From this

the fifth postulate follows. The theorem is prdved.

With-this we conclude the.enumration of the different forms

of the axiom on Parallels in Euclidean geometry.

.1

*a-

4.

4: 9 9
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65. THE AXIOM OF LOBACHEVSKII

We know that. through. a point A not on a line a -it-is

possible to draw, in the plane determined by point A and line a,

a line b not intersecting line a.

This fact follows,directly from the theorem on the exterior

angle of a triangle (see 2.).

Euclidean geo etry postulates the uniqueness of this line.'

Lobacqevskii c pstructed a new non'self-contradicting geometry,

starting from the assumption that there is more tha one such line

passing through point A an not intersectin ne a.

Axiom of Lobachevskii. et an arbitrary line, and A

a point not lying thereon en in the plane determined by line a 4

and point A there exist t less than two straight lines passing

through point A and not4t ersecting line a.,

'11

0In the4keoMetry of.Loba evskii all the axioms eV, Euclidean

geometry retain, !leir force exc tirignonl'Y.pne EucliWts fifth' R
postulate - which is discarded a dreplaced by Loba4heyskii,g

.,
It follows from the foregoing that Lobachevskii 's axiom can-be-

replaced by the assertion:

There exists a triangle the sum-of 'whose angles is less than

r. Here r denotes two right angles. :La

In his last work, langeometry% published in 1855, a year-

before his death, Lobachevskii wrote:

HI published a complete theory of parallels under the title

.

fGeometrische Untersudhungen zur Theorie der Para .1ellinien

Berlin 1840. In der Finke'schen Buchhandlung

5 00
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"In this work I1set forth the proofs or all the propositions

in Which it was necessary to resort to the aid of parallel

lines. AmongLtHese propositions the one giving the ratio of the
A

surface of a spherical .triangle to that of the whole sphere deserves

particular attention (Geometr. nters. 27.). If. A, B, C denote

the angles of a spherical triangle, the ratio of the surface of this

k spherical triangle to the surface of the whole sphere to which it

belongs'will be equal to the ratio of

75
1 (A + B + C
=

to four right angles. Here r denotes two right angles."

In this passage Lobachevskii is speaking of spherical geometry

and points out that the proposition in question is independent of

the axiom on parallels, that is, this proposition in spherical

geometry will be equally true wh6iher the fifth postulate or

JLObachtskiitS- axiom be adopted.

"I then shoe, continues Lobachevskii, "tha. t the sum of the

three angles in a rectilinear triangle can not be more than two

right angles (Geometr. Unters.,19and that if this sum is e

to two right angles i_n-- a single rectilinear triangle it must be so

in all rectilinear triangiaiAGeometr_t Unters.:20). Thus, only

two assumptions,are possible: either the sum of-the three angles

in every rectilinear triangle equals two right angleS = this__
assumption characterize8 ordinary geometry -- or else, in eyery,

rectilinear triangle this sum is less than two right `angles, and

this, latter assumption i4 the basis of the -spegal

which I have given the name imaginary geometry, but which`may more

properlSr be called pangeometry, since this name denotes geometry
- .

5o
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s--
irf a generalized form, of which ordinary geomstry is a particular"-11

a

case" [32]. At present t
o,

his new geometry created by,Lobachevskii .

is familiar under the name of the non-Euclidean geometry of

Lobachevskii.

502
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66. THE ELEMENTS OF THE GEOMETRY OF LO ACHEVSKII

1195.

Upon adopting the axiom of Lobachevskii. in Pia e of Euclid's

fifth postulate; the following propositions, of L6ba4hevskian geo-

metry follow: 4

Theorem. The.sumof the pree angles of a rectilinear tritngle

is less than two right angles and is a variable quantity, in general

changing from triangle to triangy

Theorem. A perpendicular and an inclined line to a given

straight line'do not always intersect. For, if they always inter-

seated, there would follow Euclid's fifth postulatt which cannot
. .

be, since we have adopted the, axiom of LobacIievskii. 1`R

Theoi.em. Similar but unequal triangles do not exist. -If three

angles of one triangle are equaljto the three corresponding angles

of another', these two triangles are congruent.

For, if there existed two unequal but similar triangles, the

fifth postulate would hold'good, which is

sklan geometry,

impossible in Lobachev-

Thus in Lobachevskian geometry thee are no similar (and-
s.

unequal) figures.

ThecTem,
,

There exist 'trangles about which it is Impossible

to circumscribe a circle.,

0
For, the possibility'of circumscribing a circle about every

triangle is a proposition equivalent to the fifth postulate.

From the above theo' it follows that'there exist triangles,

perpendiculars to whose ides at their midpoints are parallel, i.e.,

do not intersect.

50 3



Theorem. The equal angles at the upper base of Saccheri's

quadrilateral are acute.

For, if they were right angles, then there would exist a

quadrilateral in which all four angles

impossible.

Theorem. The locus of the points

were right angles, which is

in a plane lying on one side

of a given straight line and whose distance from this line is equal

to a given segment is a curve, no three points of which are col-
*

linear.

For, if three points of this locus lay in a straight line, then

Euclid's postulate would be'true which.ts not the case.

is called a curve of equal distanced-6"r an equi-This curve

distant curve.

locus of pants

not necessarily

the equidistant

Ordinarily, by'the equidistant curve is

at a fixed distance h from a straight line a,

on only one side of it There are two branches o

curve, the upper and the lower. The line a is

meant the

cled the'rbase of the equidistant curve.

Theorem. The side of a. regular hexagon inscribed in a circle

is greater than the radius of this circle.
.

Proof: The sum of the three angles of triangle AOB (fig.

267) is lekis thah two right angles and consequently angle AOB,

equal to 7 , is the largest angle in triangle AOB., But theerr

largest side of a triangle lies opposite the largest angle, that Is,

Theorem For any

a perpendicular
'-

the other side.

to one

.ABV.,> OA

acute ang whatsoever, there alvys exists

side of the angle which does not intersect

t-/..1
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Froof.-.Let Za0b be any acute angle (fig. 268). Let us

assume that every perpendicular to side b intersects side a.

From an arbitrary point_,A of side a we drop a perpendicular AB

to side b, and we find the point Bt. on side ,b ,which is sym-

metrical to poIint 0 ,about line AB.' At the point B1 we erect a

perpendlaular to side b.. By our; assumption, this perpendicular

intersects side a in some point A1; It can easily be calculated

that the defect. 8(0A1B1) of triangle 0A1B1 is more than twice

the-defect 8(,00) of_triangle OAB:

s0A1B1l > 2,(0AB).
a

'Taking then the point B
2

on lide b, 'symmetrical to point

0 about line -V1, we erect at 132 A perpendicular to line b.

By our assumption, this perpendicular intersects side a in some

point A2, Exactly as before, we find
%

S(0Ap2) > 2 8(0A1B1) .

Continuing thus, we obtain

S(XriBn) ;7.2-8(0An.;,Bn_ > 22 8(OAn-k-2)>:"--

2n-1 8 (QA1B1)> 26 8(0AB).

But the defect of a triangle cannot be greater than ,r;

consequently-Ance :18(0AB > 0, not all perpendiculars to One side

of an acute angle intersect the other side, The theorem Ss proved.

We shall hereafter: refer to this important theoreni as the

theorem of the non-intersecting perpendicular.
_ _

503
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67. THE RELATI4E POSITION OF LINES IN THE LOBACHEVSKIAN LANE

In Lobachevskitn geometry the plane is designated specifically

as the Lobachevskii plane. In this plane the axiom of Lobachevskii

is in force. The plane of ordinary geometry is called the Euclidean

plane. In it Euclid is fifeh,postulate-holds good.

We shall now investigate the relative position of straight

lines in the Lobachevskii plane.

It 1.4\ clear that through a point A not on a given line a

there, passes anylfinite set of straight lines whic'h do not inter-

A

.

sect t7given line a.
.

..------

In proof, let b and c be two straight lines passing through
. 1,-

.

A and not inteecting a (fig. 269); the existence of at least 2

'such lines is,asmrted by the axiom or Lobachevskii.

/.
/ s .

,

Fig. 269.

}

Through a point B online b, so chosen as to lie on that side of

no points belonging to line ,a, and

WeLdraw-thp,li.ne BD.

point C. If an

AM does not intersect

line c on which -there are

through an arbitrairoint.

The segment BD intersects

arbitrary point of segment

line a. For if lines g (=AM) and :a intersected in a point S

on line g in the direction from A to M, then applying,Paschts

postulateto.triangle MDS and line c we should have to conclude

D of line a

line c in the

BC,`the line,

I 4
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that c intersected' a; but this is.excluded. If, on the other

hand, it were assumed that g and 'a intersected in a,point St

lying in'the direction firm M to A, then from the,applicationof

Pasch's postulate to triangle MDS' and line b we should have to

conclude that b intersected a; but this is likewise excluded.

Thus, none of the lines g lying within the angle BAC intersects

a.

The lines of the pencil with center,at A fall into two

-.classes with respect tote line a. To the first class we assign

those lin-ds of the pencil which intersect line a ; to the seconds

class, those which do not intersect a:

Each claSs,contains an infinite set of lines and each line of

the pencil belongs to a determinate class.

Turning our attention to, the segment BD (fig 269), if we

assign to each line lyi within angle BAD its point of inter-

section with segment Bp, (1) then the points Of this segment, will

fall into two classes which determine a Dedekind cut. To the first

class belong those points N of segment BD such that line AN

intersects a; to the second belong all the rest. The point' D,

for example,:pelongs to the first class, while the points B, M, C

belong to the second. We complete the first class with the points

line 'BD lying outside segment BD in the direction from B

to D, and the second class with the exterior points lying in the

direction from D to B. It'is riot difficult to show that every

point of the first class lies on the same side Of any'point in the

peoond class.

(1) That each line lying within angle ,BAIL intersects segment *BD,
may be proves eans of pascht.s --Translators.

07
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By the axiom of Dedekind there.exiets a point R Whe seg-

ment BD which effects the division of line BD into two portions:

the first portion DR containing all the points of the first Class,

and the second containing the points of the second class. The line

AR.(fig: 270) is seen to be the boundary of those lines lying

within angle BAD which intersect line 4..'"The line AR, itself

does not intersect a. For if AR intersected a in a point S,

then taking a point' T on line a outside segment DS in the

'direction from D to S, we should obtaih a line AT belonging to

the first class, which is impossible.

Lobaiihevskii, like Euclid, has no axiom of continuity, nor any

axioms 9r position. Relying on intuition, LobaOhevskiimriteg:

"All straight lines issuing from one point and lying in a

given plane can be divided into two1 classes with respect to a given

line of the Same plane, namely into those intersecting the latter

and those not intersecting it. The, boundary line between these two

classes is said to be parallel to the given line."(1)

We se; that.by a line parallel to g given line Lobachevskii

meant not any line_which does not intersect the given line but

only the boundarl line.

If from point A (fig.278) a perpendicular is dropped to line
11

a,.then line AR-symmetrical with line AR about'this perpendic-
,

ular, will likewise be parallel to a in Lobachevskiils sense.

Lobachevskii further distinguishes the side or direction of
..

parallelism. Line AR is parallel to a in one direction and

(1) These words are, in essence, equivalent to the rigorous.formu-
,lation of the axiom. of discontinuity advanced by Dedekind half
a century later.

508
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Fig. 270. Fig. 271.

5.01..

We shall conventionally represent the direction of parallelism

by means.of arrows (fig. 271).

Throu ever oint A ext rnal to a Liven line a there

pass two and only two 1 nes p,f.ilel to the riven line a in

Lobac evskiils sense. /

The4lines g, not interse ing a (fig. 269) and which are

oUndaryor parali 1 lines with respect tp a, are saidto_be

-r- rallel to: a.
I

Lobachevsk i uses a different terminology [33):

!lines iss ing fro one point either intersect .a
k,

given line in the same plahe,'or they never meet it,

no mutter how far prolonged. It is- therefore Aeceesary

to distingufsh betweehsuch lines with respect to a

given line: -meetino or converging lines and non::1'

meeting or non-converging lines, to which belong the
* -

parallels, w41.ch donstitute the transition from the

one igroup to the other= the diverging lines.'

Diverging in Lobachevskii's sensT.corresponds to

what we call superparallel. The sense of the term used

5 0.9
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by Lobachevskii will becomeclear later.

If we-limit ourselves to a specified. direction,

or more properly, orientation, of line a, then throUgh

point A there passes in the given direction a unique .-

parallel in the Lobachevskian sense.

"In saying that a line is parallel:to another, we

shall hereinafter be referring" - writes Lobachevskii -

"to that case onlyin which bOph extend to one side of .

some third line which joins them.

."Consequently, there can be only one parallel

drawn from a given point to a giVen line; its distinctive

property is that the slightest change of direction to one

side will make. it a converging line, and to the other

side - a diverging line.
' atit

"With this approach" - continues Lobachevskii -

"we are considering parallelism in its complete gener-

ality. Euclid, not being in a position to give a sat-

isfactory proof, admitted in ordinary geometry only

that special case in which two parallels must both be

perpendicular to one line.

"Euclid es followers only made the matter more

difficult with supplementary propositions, either ar-

.
bitrary or very obscure, in the attempt to convince

themselves of the correctness of an accepted truth

which in the very nature of geometry it was impossible

to prove."

5
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The linesparallel and superparallel to a are determinate

for a given point A. The question arises, whether or not line' b,

parallel to line a At Point A, is also parallel to a' at every

one of its own points Al.* Line b 'does not intersect a. But

may not line b be parallel to a at one of its points, A, and

superparallel to a at any other of its points A1? Lobachevskii

proved the following'

Theorem. A straight line preserves the criterion of parallel-

ism at all its points.

Proof. Let line b be parallel to a at point A in the

indicated direction (fig.' 272), And let 'A be an arbitrary point

of ray 4'b. We take any poirit B on line a and join it with

points A And Al.' Since b is parallel to a at point A, any

ray within the angle bAB intersects line a: At point Al, line

;b is a line not InterYecting line a. We shall show that any ray

Ale "lying within angle bA1B intersects line a; this will also
f

. signify the parallelism of line bit- to line a at point Al.

We select on' ray A1c

Fig. 272.

.)

en arbitrary point D, lying.within
0

angle bA1B, and draw line AD. Since AD lies within angle bAB,;

it intersects line a in some point S. Considering triangle ABS

an
,r4R

d line c,'we find that c ,does not pass through0any vertex of

triangle ABS and that ti.t intersects side lib in point D.

-

5 U
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It may be easily shown that line c does not intersect the segment

AB; consequently, c intersects BS, that is, it intersects a.

Thus line b s parallel to line a at {point Al.

Fig. 273.

If point A2 of line b lies on the other side of as in

fig. 273, then drawing line .A2c within angle bA2B we, elec a

point D, on this line such that,. A2 lies between E and D, where

E is the intersection of Igie c with segment AB.

The line DA, entering within the angle bAB, intersects a, ,

in a point S. Applying Paschts postulate to, the triangle ABS

and line c we find that c intersectb a. The theorem is proved.

After proving this theorem it is possible to say that line 'ID

is parallel -- in Lobachevskiits sense to line a; without

having to state at what point.

The parallelism of lines in a specified direction possesses

the properties of symmetry and transitivity,.

' Theorem. Parallelism is always reciprocal, i.e., if line b

is parallel to line a, then a is also parallel to b.

I,.
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Proof I.Lt 0) (fig. 274) b parallel to a. We shall' show

that a is parallel to b in the same direction. From an arbi-

trary point A on.,,line b we drop the perpendicular AB to line

a (fig. 274). Since line a does not intersect b,,it will be

sufficient to show ihat a is parallel to b for'point B. .,et

us draw an arbitrary line Bc within the angle aBA; we shall,

show that c intersects b., We let fall from A the perpendic-

ular 4P to line o.. Since the hypotenuse AB of the right

triangle ADB is greater than the side AD, thtre is a point E

on segment AB such that AE = AD. We then erect at points E' the

perpendicular gE to segment AB. .

After a rotation} abOut point A through the angle DAB the

segment AD will occupy the position AE; line Dc will lie along

Eg; and line b will take the position Ah and intersect line a

in point F: since b is parallel to a.

Applying Pasch's postulate to triangle ABF and line g, we
-..find that line g intersects AF in a point G lying between A

and F; lines a and g, being two perpendiculars to line AB,

do not intersect.
_:: i

A rotation about point A opposite,to the first notation
L

.

transforms AE into AD; line g into -c; line ,h into b; and,

consequently, G, the point of'intersection of lines g and h is

I 5 .W
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transformed by the rotation into G*, the point of Intersection of

lines c and b, that is, c intersects b in the point G*. s

The theorem is groved.

Theorem. Two lines, parallel in the same direction to a third

line, are parallel to each other in that sam6'direCtion.

,''Proof. Let lines b and c be parallel to a and lie on

opposite sides of the latter (fig. 275). This being the case, b

and c will not intersect. We join the arbitrary points 'B and

C on lines b and c by the segment BC and denote by A the,

intersection of BC with line .a. Since b is parallel to a,

an arbitrary line g within the angle ..1bBA' )4intersects line a in

Fig. 21r5. Fig. 276..

a point S entersangleanthroughitsvertex. But since

-a' is parall 1 to o by symmetry, line .g intersects c, that its',

4

in this case b is parallel to c..

Now let lines b. and c lie on the same side of line a

(fig. 276). Lines b and c cannot intersect, since if they did

ntersect in some point there would be two lines passing through

this point and parallel'O a in the same, direction, which is

impossible. On line a we take an arbitrary point A and join it

. with any points B and C,of lines; b and c respectively by

segments 'AB and AC.

ra l 4
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t-
Since the angles aAB and aAC. have-a common side Aa, it

is possible to. draw through point A a line g lying within both

angles. By virtue of the fact.that a is parallel to _b and c,

line g intersects the latter line's in points Bi and. Ci. For

definiteness, let B1 lie between A and Cl. An arbitrary line

h drawn through 'Cl and lying within the angle cC1A intersecis,

line a in point D, since c is parallel to a. Applying Paschts
4

postulate to triangle ACID and line b we find that h inter-

sects b. This means that c is parallel to b. The theorem is

proved.

From this and the'.7preceding theorem there folloWs the tran-

sitivity of parallelism in the same direction. It then follows

that the set of all oriented lines in the plane falls into classes

of mutually parallel-lines. Every oriented line, determines a clas's

of lines parallel to it -- a pencil of parallel, oriented lines.

The same line, oriente*in the opposite direction, determines

another pencil.

-Theorem. If tigo lines form with a third equal alternate

1-
interiOr'anglesi4the two lines are superparaliel.

O 0

Fig. 277: i

( Proof. Let lines a and b form equal alternate interiqr

angles 0: and g with the third line AB (fig. 277). From the

midpoint C of segment AB 'we let fall the perpendiculars CD

Jor
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and CE to lines a and b. The right triangles ,ADC and BEC,

have equal hypotenuses and acute angles, and are therefore equal.

Consequently, L ACD = L BCE and pOints E4 C, D lie in a straight

line. Thence it follows'that lines a arid b are perpendiculars

to the same line ED and_consequently are superparallel.
(1)

Theorem. for any acute angle whatsoever, there always exists a

line perpendicular to one side of the angle and parallel to the

other.-
.

Proof. Let a0b be an acute angle (fig. 278). From the the-

orem on the non - intersecting perpendicular 6.) it follows that the

points of the ray Oa fall into two classes. The first class con-

sists of, ose points
.141

at which the perpendiculars to a

intersect side b; the second, of those points 142 at which the per-

pendiculars to a do not meet side b. All the points M1 of the

first class lie, on the same side of every lint M
2
of the second:

By Dedekindfs axiom there exists a point R of the ray Oa

such that the segment OR contains the points of the first class,

and the ray Ra those of.the second.

AA'
D R M,

Fig. 278.

The perpendicular p tic, line a at the point R does Rpt:.

itself intersect side b. In proof: if p intersected at a

point K, then, taking .the point, L on side b .beyond the pint,

(1) Line b cannot be parallel to line a., For if b were pare-
llel'to a, then by symmetry it would be parallel in both directions;

6
. Thus there Would be only .one line through E 'parallel to line a;.

I" ',
.

..-TranspaPorsi,
1 , - ..------

5101,
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K and-letting fall from point 14 a perpendicular to side b, we

\;41,
would obtain a perpendicular of tb7 second class intersecting side

bf-which is impoisible.

We shall now show that the first perpendicular_ p to one side

Oa of the acute angle boa which does not intersect the other side-

b' is parallel to the second side b.

We draw line Rc within angle ORp. We shall. show that Rc

13
intersects , Letting fal the perpendicular CD to a from an

arbitrary point C on Rc we ind that the foot D of the 'per-

pendicular CD belongs to the segment OR and consequently CD

interse'c'ts 91) in a point B. Applying Pasch is postulate to tri-

angle ODB and line c we -find that line c ,intersects b. The

theorem is proved.

It follows .from this that in the geometry of Lobachevskii

every acute angle aOb uniquely determines a segme t OR such

that the perpendicular to line OR at R is pa allel to the other

side. Conversely, to every segment. OR there corresponds an unique

angle ROb. such that the line Ob forming this angle with OR

will be parallel to the perpendicular to OR at__R. To find this

angle it is only\necessary to draw from the endpoint 0 of 'segment

OR the parallel b to p, the perpendicular to segment OR .

erectedkat the endpoint R.

Denoting the measure of segment OR by x and that of angle

bOR by OC, we see tha is a funbtion of x.

Lobachevskii Writes this dction in the form:

cC (x).

. 5 1 7
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Angle °C is called the angle of parallelism for point A and

line a (fig. ?79). The function II(x) is called the Lobachevskii

funct/on.

With increasing diAance -x of point A from line a the

angie-bftlarallell.Bm decreases without

rt(x)--).0 as. .

In propf:s- Let RA1 = xl- and RA, = x2 (fig. 280)4 Let'us
-assume that'. xl < x2. We"have: oC, =111111) and 0C2 = ri(x2).

If We"dray-through point A2 the line c\ forming the angle al
with line c will,'by a previous-proposition, be super-,

.parallel to line b1 and consequently line ,b2, parallel to

forms with line A21R an angle CC less than angle CC,.

11(X-1):if xl < x2. The Lobachevskii function

-fdribtio 0

Sincg_for an arb raril, small angle JE there can be' found an

x such that II(x) = E, it fo ows that rqic) tends toward zero

as

With reference to the absolute dependence between

segments and angles in non-Euclidean geometry, Lobb.chev.

skii,wrote in "Principles of Geometry" (1829):

5
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the theory of parallels which we have set forth

assumes lines and angles to be subject to a dependence,

the existence Of which in nature'no one is in a pb.si-

tionto prove or disprove. At any rate; astronomical

observations convince us that all the lines which we are

capable of-measuring, even-the distances between hea-

venly bodies, are so small in comparison to the line

taken in theory as the unit that the equations hitherto
3

used in rectilinear plane Trigonometry are correct to

the extent of having/no perceptible errors." Later,

after setting forth the results of measurement of the

angled of an astronomical triangle the vertices of, which

were stars, Lobachemskii continues:"

I

."After this it is impossible any lo ger-to-maintain

that the supposition that the measure o lines depends

____upon-_____es -- a supposition which many Geometers hav6--- .
1

/

wished to accept .as strict truth without demanding

I /

1
proof -- :might be proved,to

,
be perceptibly false before

the day when we ;shall have gone beyond the limiti of

the universe visible to us.".

The symmetry of the relation of superparalielism can be estab-

liphed without diffLculty.

Theorem,. If one line iasuperparalle1 to a second, the second

is superparallel to the first.

I

6

1

e
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Proof. Lei line a be superparallel to line b. Line

does not intersect .a. IfAke assumed that ,b was-pie:1nel to _a

we would have to conclude that a was parallel to b; This, -

however, is not true. The theorem is proved.

Superparallelisi does not, however, possess the property of

transitivity.

. Theorem. Two superparallel lines always have one and only one

common. perpendicular.

. ,Proof. Let lines a and b be superparallel (fig. 281)..
.0.. .S ' ,-

Taking a point A on line a, we draw from A the
k

lines pl and

.p2 parallel to line b in opposite directions (29],

'7

Fig. 281.

`One of the angles aAp2, alApi is necessarily acute Let'

this be angle alApi Further, let segment AP
1

be such that

II (AP)) Then thIperpendicular ql to a at 'point P1

will be parallel to pl and consequently parallel also to line

bbl in the indicated direction. From the point P1 wecdraw a

line s parallel to b in the direction hlb. Angle Or a ./8

is acute and therefore a segment P
1
P
2

can be found such that

/4 (PiP2).

,="/-
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1

The perpendicular q2 to line' a at P2 is parallel to s

and hence also to b 1,4 the direction blb.

Thus, on one of the superparallel lines, a , we have found

two points 'P1 and P2 such that the perpendiculars at these

points to line a are parallel to the other superparallel line,

b : one in'the direction bbl, the other the direction b
1
b. We

bisect segment P1P2 by means of point P and erect at P the

perpendicular h to line a. By virtue of the symmetry of the

figure consisting of line a, perpendiculars ql and q2 and line

b with respect to line h, line h intersects line b and does

1-
so at right,ingles,'

Two lines can not have two common perpendiculars because in

that case there would exist a quadrilateral having four right angles,

which is impossible. ,g /
Theorem In the'direction of their parallelism two parallel

Ale

`lines converge without limit, while in the opposite direction they

diverge without limit.

o

'MO

Fig..282.

Proof. Let X and b be two parallel lines (fig. 282).

Lettingfall from points A and Al .of line b to line a the

perpendiculars AB and A1B1, we' find that in the quadrilateral
4

which has .the two right angles B and. B1, the ,angle

A = oC is acute while the angle B = is obtuse, whence

A <AB.

,5 21
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In like manner., B2< AiBI, that is, the distance from points, .
of one parallel, kother parallel decreases in the direction of

parallelism; in the 01394ite direction it increases.
j *

We shall show that qllels converge without limit, or, in

the usual terminologyasymptotically.'

Let there be given arbitrarily small segment E. From point

A on a line b (fig. 28,3) we let fall the perpendicular AB to

theoline a parallel to b. If AB is equal to or less than E ,

the theorem is proved. Suppose then, AB) E. We lay off on BA

from point B the segment BE = E and draw through E the fines

c1 and c2 parallel to a in opposite directions. Line c
1

makes with segment EB the acute angle CC, while line c2 ,makes

with the-ray EA the obtuse angle /O.

Fig. 283.

Consequently, line c1 lies withifi angle c2EA . /9

Since c2 is parallel to b, line cl intersects line b in

a point M. Lettihg fall.from M the ,perpendicular MN to -a,

we find that lines b and cl, asbe,ing the parallels to a from
ti

point M, are symmetrical about NM; Segment EMI symmetrical to

segment EB about NM will be the distance from point' El of

line -b to line a, parallel to b, and will be equal to E. The
rt

distance' EnB" (fig.. 283) will be less than E. q.e.d.

522
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The divergence without limit of the parallel lines in the"'

opposite direction,is demonstrated analogously.

Theorem. TWb superparallel lines diverge without limit in

both directions from their common perpendicular.

Proof. Any two superparallel lines .a and b--tfig: 284)

have a common perpendicular PQ. From an arbitrary point A on
1 A

,line -b we let fall the perpendicular AB to line a. Since in

quadrilateral FBAQ the'angles P, B and Q are right angles,

angle A is acute. Thence it follows that AB > PQ. In like

manner, letting fall from point Al belonging to ray QA, but

exterior to segment QA the perpendicular A1B1, WQ find that

A
1
B
1>

AB'

Fig. 284.

From this it follows that the didtances froM points of one

superparallel line to the other increase in both directis from

their common perpendicular.

The segment PQ of the common perpendicular of two super-

parallel lines is the shortest distance between them.
I

From point P we draw line c parallel 'to line-1). Line.

0) intersects the segments AB of all perpendiculars from points

on ray Qb to line a, as can be shown with the aid of Pasch's'

postulate. Consequently, AB > MB. But MB, being the perpen-

dicular from point M of side Pc of the acute angle cPa,
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increases without limit as point M moves along side cc of-'the

angle in the direction away from its vertex, P. This signifies,

.that AB_ also increases without limit with increasing distance

of point A from point Q. The theorem is proved.
of.

The relative positions of parallel and superparallel lines

are reflected in Zobachevskiifs terms converging and diverging.

-1 .524
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k68. THE CONCEPT OF MEASUREMENT OF AREA'

The theories of the measurement of segments in the geometries

of Euclid and Lobachevskii coincide.

The syst of measurement of area in the geometry'of Lobachev-

skii is cons rutted in a manner analogous to that in Euclidean
orp

geometry. The concepts of the equicomposition and the equivalence

by completion of simple polygons is introduced in Lobachevskiiis

geometry ehtirely in the same manner as in Euclidean geometry. All

the general theorems likewise preserve their formulation with a

single exception: to the triangle is assigned, not a number pro-
,

porional to the product' of tese times altitude -- in the geometry

of Lobachevskii this product turns out not to be independent of the

choice of a side of the triangle :-..":x.Dut, a number A, proportional

to the defect of 'the

k2 (r - A - B - C).

Here k2 is a coefficient of,proportionality, A, B and C are the

angles of triangle ABC, and r denotes two right angles. The

number Q is thenithe aea ofjthetriangle..,;,

The expression for the area of a triangle in the geometry of
.)

Lobachevskii palls to mind the expression for the area of a spher-

ical triangle.(65.); and this is not fortuitoUS. Let us briefly

sketch the development of the system of measurement of the area of

simple polygons.

1. To each triangle we assign a positive number

= k2 (r.- A - B - 4, which we shall call .the area

,of the triangle.

525
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ofb

2. Examining oriented triangles (58. we shall prove't e

theorem:

If in the plane of an oriented tri ngle an arbitrary point 0

is selected and joined to the three verti es of the given triangle,

the difference between the sum of the areas of e triangles'having
ti

the same orientation as the given one and the sum of the areas of

the triangles having the opposite orientation is equal to the area
A

of the original triangle.

Omitting a detailed analysis of all the possible cases, we

shall consider only the case in which point 0 lies outside the

given triangle but within one of its angles (fig.. 285).
A

0

Fig. 285.

Nor shall we reduce this case to a simpler one, but immediately 144

carryout the entire,Domputation. Designating the angles\b5,the?

symbOls showzi: in the diagran, wed find for the positively oriented

triangles;

A(0AB) -(k-ct, ol);:

LS,(OCA) k
2 (r--r-- Yl -1412 - 02).

c

And for the negatively oriented triangles:

,6,(0BD) = k2 -ocl - 82 - 01);

0(0DC) = k2 (r - "r1 - S1 - 02)

52
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Foi the required difference we find:

Q(0AB) +L(OCA) - Q(OBD) -4(0DC)

k2 (61+82
-CC- .A1 - --r) = k2 = L(AB6)

3. Beyond this the treatment of areas of simple polygons

proceeds entirely as in Euclidean geome#xy

The student should carry out precisely and in'detail all the

reasoning relevant to the foregoing, as an exercise.

527
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I
Chapter XII

THE AXIOMATIC STRUCTURE OF GEOMETRY

Chapter XII presents a complete set of geometric
axioms. Examples are given to elucidate the fundamental
idea of the axiomatic method. The equivalence of various
axioms of continuity is established, and the axioms of
motion are introduced.

69. THE FUNDAMENTAL OBJECTS OF GEbMETRY; THE BASIC RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN THE OBJECTS

In the axiomatic development of geometry we choose certain

fundamental concepts and fundamental relationthips between these

concepts. The former as well as the latter are neither defined nor
A

explained. An indirect definition of the basic c cepts and the

basic relationships between them is, however, provided by ale

axioms. The abstract geometry thus developed may then be.applied

to sets of objects of diverse kinds.

In abstracting froi the particularo and concreI to fundamental

concepts and their basic interrelationships, geometry takes thbse

general qualities which underlie the laws and.regularities to which

P -A,+

spatial forms are subject. More than that, on'the succeeding level

of abstraction, geometry is abstracted as well 'from the particular

form of the objectof its study, and emerging beyond the bounds.of

this form, acquires thereby the possi4ility of reflecting nature

more deeply, and completely.

"The abstractions matter, natural,law, value and sp on, in a

word all scientific (correct, serious, not absurd) abstractions

reflect'nature more deqly, more truly, more fully. From the

concrete observation of naturetto abstract thought and from this

528
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to practice -- such is the dialectical course of the apprehension

of tr2ty, the Cognition of objective reality" (Lenin, Philosophical

Notebooks, edn. 1947,pp. 146-147).

In order better to elucidate the.nature of abstract geometry,

we may note the following comparison of geoMetry and grammar:

"The distinguishing characteristic of grammar is that it gives

the rules of modification of words -- referring not to particular

words, but to words in general; it gives the rules for the forma-

tion of sentences, not particular concrete sentences -- with, let

us say, a concrete subjgct, a concrete predicate, and so on -- but

all"sentences in general, irrespective of the concrete form of any

sentence in particular. Hence, abstracting itself, as regards both

words and sentences, from the particular and the concrete, grammar

ktakes those general qualities which lie at the basis of the modi-

fication'of words and their combination into sentences, and builds

it into grammatical rules, grammatical laws. Grammar is the out-
,

come of a prolonged work of abstraction of human thought; t is an

indicator of the tremendous achievement'qf thought.

'"In this respect grammar resembles geometry, clOea es its

own laws by a process of abstraction from particular concrete,

objects, regarding objects as bodies without any particularity, and ,

defining the relations between them not as the particular relations-

of particular objects, but as the relations of bodies in general,

without any.concreteness." (Stalin: "On Marxism in Linguistics;')

In order correctly to understand t e structure pf the s

of geometry one must remember that geo etry "is the result of a .

prolonged work of abstraction of hums thought°.(Stalin); that
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%Ian in his practical activity has before him the objective World,

depends upon it, determined his activity by it"(Lenin).

The axioms of geometry themselves; like the axioms of logic,

are the result of man's practical activity.

'"...The practical activity of man had to lead.humam consrious-

,nebs to the million-fold repetition ofyarious logical forms before

they could acquire the significance of axioms ..."; "by his practice

man proves 'the objeCtive validity,of his ideas, his concepts, his

knowledge,.his science". Philosophical Notebooks, 1947,

pp. 161, 164). ,

, 4
In the study of the axiomatic method andthe application of

-I'

abstract geometry to objects of various kinds it must be borne in

mind that the only quirement is that ill the axioms be satisfied.

The conclusions flowi from the axioms -- the established theorems

-- will then automatically hold. In the iiractical utilization of

an axionnatically developed gedmetry it islleceS:py4io.decide in

each case the question of whether the axiomsafefulfilled and the .

degree of exact?ess of this fulfil/men.

In Hilbert's axiomatic system, which (with some modificatims)

We shall here adopt, three categories of things are taken as f

damental object's (15].

The things of the first category are called points'and are

represented by the symbols A, A C, ...; those of the second

category are called straight lines and the symbols a, b, c,

are used for them; those of the third category are called planes

and are designated by a; p
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The basic obje are associated in definite relationships

designated by the'expressions lie on, lie between, be, congruent or

eqUal. 1,

The exact, and formath ematical purposes complete, description

of these relationShips is achieved by the axioms. of geometry.

st,,Thus, points, straight Ones and planes are in
.

Hilbertts axiomatics self suffidient and are not aas-

cribed in terms of other objects.

For example, a plane is not necessarily the set

of points belonging to it From this point of view,

the term_figure may desig e a set of points,

straight lines and planes.

The basic objechts and th it basic relations are

not defined, not explained, not described. However,:what-

ever be the nature of these objects, to whatever branch

of knowledge they relate; they and their properties

must be so far known that it will be'possible to verify

that the axioms relating to them are satisfied.

One and the same geometric system may be developed

by means of different axiomatic syAtems dealing frith

different fundamental objects and different basic rela-

tionships.

In the axiomatics of Hilbert there are twenty axioms, falling

into five groups.-

The'geometry of tobache vskii exerted a decisive influence on

the development of axiomatic method in mathematics, particularly

in gpmetry.
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70. THE FIRS2 GROUP OF AXIOMS: AXIOMS OF CONNECTION (BELONGING)

The fundamental- relationship is: lie on, or belong --to.

I
1'

For any two points A,. B there exists a straight line a

belonging to both of these two points 4, B.12

I
2'

For any two points A, B there exists not more than

one line belonging to both of the points A, B:

1.

Instead of the term belonging,to, other expressions are also

used. For example, instead of: line a belongs to both of the

points A and B, we may /slay: line A passes through points A

and B, or, line a pins point A with point B; instead)of A

belongs to a, we may say A dies,on a,..or, A is a point of a,

and so on.

13. On a line there exist at least two points. There exist

at least three points not lying on the same line

I. For any three points A, B, C not lying on the same line
, -

there exists a plane cc belonging to all three points A, B, C.

For any plane there. always exists a point: Belonging to =it.

5'
For any three points A, B, C not lying on the same line

there exists not more than one.plane belonging tolt11 of these

rpointa.

16. If two points A, IT "of line a lie in plane 47:: , then-

point of line ,a .lies in plane oc

7'
.If two planes cC and /9 have a common point A, then they

have at least one additional common point B.

18. There exist at least four points not lying in the same

plane.

4'

582
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In order briefly to elucidate the fundamental idea of the

abstract development of geometry, let us consider the following

example. We construct a model as follows. We shall take four

ordinary lines lying in the same plane, and intersecting each other

in pairs, and shall consider them to be objects of the first cate..

gory,_Call them "points" and designate t1iem A, B, C, D 286).

Fig. 286. ()

The,six ordinary points of intersection of, these four lines we
. i

shall consider to be obj ts of the second category; we shall call

them "lines" and designat 'them a, b, c, d, e, f .

4he fundamental objects having been indicated (we shall con-

sider only the planar axioms I1-3
)
0
we intrOduce,the relationship

o
of belonging in, the following manner. To each pair of objects of si

1

Ilthe first category we assign objects of the second category as

shown below

1
To each two ordinary lints of our model is assigned that ordi

point which does not lie on them.

I

(A,B) -11-ft (B,C)

(A,D) -i-d; (B,D)--ib; (A,C) --*e.

5,43

ro 4
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We shall now consider that a "line" "belongs" to those "points"

to which it has been assigned.'

Axioms 1
1-3

are seen to be true for our model. But we have

neither the usual representation of the fundamental objects nor the

usual meaning of the fundamental relation of belonging to.

We shall say that "line" a "passes through" "points" C

and°D; "points" C and D "lie on" "line" a; "lines" a and b

"intersect" in "point" D, and so on.

Hereinafter, in describing the construction of a model we shall

Omit the quotation marks.

Let us take another example. Let the set of ordered pairs

(x,y) of real numbers x,y be the set of objects of the first

category. The elements of this set are points. Let the set of all

ratios (u:v:w) of three real numbers u,v,w of which the first two

can :lot both vanish, be the set of objects of the second category.

The elements_of this set are lines.

We shall consider that a point (x,y) belongs,to a line (u:v:w

if the equality A

ux+ vy + w 0

is true. For,example, point (1,3).lies on line (2:-1:1).

In this ,model each of the'axioms 11_3 is 'satisfied.

The first model fig.' 286) was al.ntrogiGed as an illustrative

example. The secon -- the numerical model -- has a greater scien-

ti4c and practical ignificance; in it the plane axioms of groups

I-V are satisfied; for this, of course, it is necessary to defirie

appropriately-the meaning of the terms lie between and equal.

534
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71. THE SECOND GROUP OF AXIOMS: AXIOMSiOF ORDER

,The axioms of this group pertain to the concept "between".

II
1°

If a point'B lies Vetween a point A and a point C,

then A, B, C are three distinct points of a straight line, and B

also lies between C and A (fig. 287).

c

Fig. 287. FigFt. 288.

II
2'

°For any two points A and C .on a straight line AC

I

there exists at least one point B such that point C lies be-

tween A and B (fig. 288).

II
3'

Of any three collinear points not more than one,lies

between the other two.

Definition. A system of two points A and B on a line a

is called a segment. The points lying between A and B are

called points of the segmentAB, or interior points of the segment

AB,,the points A and B - the endpoints ofthe segment. All the

aA

remaining points on the line a ark called points exterior to the

segment ABs,-- - --

Axioms II1-3
are the axioms of order on a line.

II
4'

(Pasch's postulate.) Let A, B, C be three non-collinear

points, and a `dine in plane ABC, not passing through any of the

points A, B, if, then, line a passes through one of the points

of segment AB, it must pass either through one of the points of

segment AC or through one of the points of segment 'BC.

4533
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Fdllowing are-examples of the rigauus proof of theorems

with the aid of axioms (1. .

'I'

Theorem For an tw

-7

. y two p ants A and C on line AC there

exists at least one point D lying between A and C.

8
G

Fig. 289. Fig. 290.

Proof. By axiom I3'thee exists outside line AC (fig.<289)

some point E, and by'axiom II2 there exists on line AE a point

F such that E lies between A and -F. Again by axiom 112,

there exists on line FC a point G not lying within segment EC.

It is easy*to show that line EG,Jdoes not r.ssAthrough any, of the

points, C.or C. It follows, therefore, y axiom III that-line

EG intersects segment AC, in point D.

Theorem. Of three points A, B, C °on the same straight line,

one always lie's between the other two..

Proof. Suppose that Ao- dogs not lie between B and C and

C 'does not lie between A and B, We draw a line through point

D, not lying on line SAC, and point B, and we take -- in accordance

with axiom II2 -- a point G on this line such that D lies 1e-

tween B and 0 (fig. 290). Applyiiiig II4 to the triangle BC9

line AD. we find that AD and CG intersect:in some point E

lying between .0 and G. We find also thit lines CD and
L
AG

intersect in point F, lying between A and G. Applying II4 to

the triangle AEG and line CF, we find that Do-lies between A

536
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and E. Applying the same axiom to triangle AEC and line BG,

we see that point B lies between A and C.
4

t4
All the axioms of groups 11_8 and II1_4 will be operatiVe in,

for eximp1e,-the following model. Let the set of objects to be

called points be theset of points interior to some sphere (fig.

291), The points of the sphere itself And points, outside it will

not be
,

lines be the set of all

the open disks within

sphere itself. Let the

customary meanings.

considered objects of the A4petcategory. Let thesset of

It

?.II hold

self by

1

to each
4

chords of tle'sphePe. Let the planes be

the sphere whose circumferences are on
(

the
.

,

notions beloig to and between have their.

can readily be verified that all the axioms -of groups I and

should- prove this to'him-
. 1.

carefully verifWgthe validity of this model in,relatioh

good in this model. The student

of these axioms.

I.

eir

Fig. .291.

iL

4

.5 3,7

.0*

0
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72. THE THIRD GROUP OF AXIOMS: AXIOMS OF CONGRUENCE

4

These axioms pertain to the concept of "congruence" and thus

serve to define the concept of motion (29, 34).

4

III
1.

-If A and B are two points on a line a and At is.

a.point on the same line or on another line a', it is always pos-

sible to find a point B' lying on line al on a given side (1)from

point Al, and such that segment AB is congruent, or in other

words equal, to segment A'B'. The congruence of segment AB- to

segnient AIBt is symbolized by

A:BamAtB1 .

III2. If segments An31 and A"B" are congruent to the Same

segment AB, then segment At* is also congruent to segment A"B";

that is,
43

if two segments are congruent to a third, they are con-
e

14ruent.tO eabh other.
. ,

------- III
3.

Let AB and BC be two segments of a line* a having

no interior points in common, and let ?OBI and 'BIC* be two seg-

ments ofthe same line or of a second line al, likewise.having
, .

no interior points in common (fig. 216) if in such a case

(1) Let A, .111, C, D, denote any four potnts on the same line ..4e .

Then the pair of points (B,C) isv said to lie on the "same "side
of A, if A is not between B and C. Using Paschts pos-
tulate we may prove the following: 1) if each of the pairs.
B,C and (C,D) lies on the same side of A then the pair
B,D also lies on the same side of A; 2) if the pair
B,C does'not lie on the same side*of, A thenieither the pair
C,D or the pair (B,D) lies on the same side of A. Using

-1) and 2) as well as axiom 112, we may show that the points of
L, other than, A, are divided into two mutually exclusive:
classes.such.that any two points are' in the same,claas if and,
only if they are on the same side of A. Each ofthese classes,
augmented by the point. A is called a ray issuing from A.
All points on the ray, other than A, are said to lie on the
same aide from A. . --Translators.

538
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.

AB as A MI and BC :B IC 1,

then ACBEEAICI.

We have already made use of axioms 1111_3(53).

Definition. Let oiC be an arbitrary plane, and h and k

any two distinct rays in this plane issuing froth the same point 0

and belonging to different lines. We shall call such a system of

rays h and .k an angle and write it as L (h,k) or L

The rays h, k are called the sides of the angle and point 0 its

vertex.

Let the ray h belong to the line Ti and the ray k to the

line T. The rays h and k together with the point 0 divide

the remaining points of plane oiC into two regions: one region is

'composed of the points lying on the same side of k (1)as h and

on the same, side of h askl.and,these points are said to lie

e- within thecangle,denoted by L (h,k); the remaining pofhts form, the

7, second region and are said to lie outside this angle. /

1II4."Let:th-ere be given an- angle, L (h,k), in the plane toiC

and a line al ifitttlie plane act, as well 'as a specifically
1/

indicated ide of GO relative to line al. Let h' designate a .

(1) Let be-ani-giteri:Iime--and-let' A, b., C be points not
1. Then the pair (A,B) is said.to lie on the same side of..
2 if the segment --AR -does not intersect -6 Using Pasch's
postulate, we may show: lrif the pairs (A,B) and (B,C) each
flee on the same side of Z , then the pair (A,C) also lies on
the same side of .t ; 2) if the pal's' (A,A)*doea not lie on the
same;sidp of , then either the pair (B,C) or the r (A,C)
lies on the same side of ,..At . From this and axiom 112 it
fo4ops that all the points in the plane which do of elongA
to' are divided into two classes. Any two points -.will
be in the same class.of the pair (A,B) lies on the same de
of Ai Each class is said to form a halt..:plane; lying o
one side of line .4.9. . --Translat rs.
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ray of line a' issuing from a point Otv With these things given,

there exists in plane oCI one and only one ray k' having the

following property: the Angle L (h,k) is congruent, or in other

words equal, to the angle 4 (at,k1), while all the interior points

Of L (111,10) are located in plane ole on the given-side bf line

a 1.

The congruence of angles is denoted thus:

4 L (h, k ) =maZ, (,h ',lc

Every angle is congruent to itself, i.e. in every case

. L (11,10Z (h,k)

In short, every angle can be'laid off in one'and only ope way

in a given plane, from a given ray, and on a given side of this ray.

P. K. Rashevskii [15] gives the following explanation:

"According to Hilbert, by 'laying Ofil an angle we are- to

understand, not-the construction of the angle by some in- .

struments, such as compasses and straight-edge, but the

fact of theexistenceofs. ray defining an angle congruent

to the given one. Accordingly, by the 'unique manner of

construction' we are to understand the existence of only

one such angle. '-. --.. - -r p /-

1115. If in two triangles ABC and AIB'ICI we have the

congruences:

A B A 1BI, AC A IC 1, L BAC B IC ,

then the following congruence also exists:

Asc mit A !B ' '

ti
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Appropriately changing the notation used for the vertices of

the given triangles, we find, that if the conditions of'axiom 1115.

are fulfilled, there are always two congruences:

ABC 3L AIBICI.and L ACB E AICIBI.

Thus, Hilbert takes as an axiom a part of the assertion'

familiar under the name of the first criterion for the equality of

triangles.

Axioms 11_8, 111_4, 1111_5 are valid both for the customary

secondary'schpeemodel of Euclidean geometry and also for points,

lines and planes and the relationships lying on, between, being

congruent segments, being congruent angles in the geometry of

Lobachevskii.

As another example, we shall introducd the concept.of con-
.

gruence in the model constructed of the interior points of a sphere

(Tl).- To every pair of points At B of line UV (fig. 292).we

shall assign the numberr

p(AN = klog g
and shall consider segments congruent or equal, if the numbers.so

assigned to them are equal in absolutteValue. We -shall cal; these

numbers the-lengths of the segments.- the equation 'k. denotes

a positive coefficient. It can easily be verified that with the

concept oi'congruence.of segments thus introduced, all the relevant

axioms of group III will be valid.

Fig. 292.
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In Order to verify.the truth of axiom III it is sufficient

to establish the additiveness of lengths:

p (AC) = P(AB) :1_ /9 (Bo ,

where B lies between A and C.

We find (fig. 292):

P(AB) = klog :

BV,

p(BC) = klog (CV

UA
AV/

1

AV)

Adding, we obtain:

,(AB) + /,(BC) k.log (113 01\ + k.log
BV AV/ (ICI1C,T =

AV)
(IQk.log(5BV AV' 'CV AV' ,

klog CV
) P(AC).

After'this it is not difficult to verify axiom III
3.
and all

the remaining axioms relevant to the,-Angruence of segments.

It should be noted that ifal endpV.nts of a segment coincide,

its length- p(AA):is equal to zero.. If point B approaches point

V while point A remains fixed, the_length_g_.(AR) Araproaohes

infinity.

Into this model there can also be introduced the

congruence of angles and the validity of all.axloms of

the first three groups can be fully established.' The

idea of constructing models plays a great role not only

in purelr.scientific but also in technologicar,problems.

The study of non-Euclidean geometry and of the foundations

of geometry will provide the best insight Into this idea.

5 4.2
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73. .THE FOURTH GROUP OF AXIOMS: THE AXIOM ON PARALLELS

We have already examined in detail the question of the axiom '

on parallels. As an axiom of parallelism we can introduce either

the Euclidean one (or an equivalent), in whiCh case we have

Euclidean geometry, or the axiom of Lobachevskii, in which case we

have the geometry of Lobachevskii. The only difference between the

sets of axioms of these two geometries lies inn the axiom on para-

llels,

For completeness we introduce once more the text of

each.

IV. (The Euclidean axiom). Let a be an arbiti\?.ry

line and A a point not lying thereon; tnen in the

plane determined by line a and point A there exists

not more than one line pdssing through point A and

not intersecting line a.

If we add to the four groups of axioms so far given

the axioms of group.11 on continuity, we obtain the com-

Idete set of axioms of Euclidean geometry.

In the geometry of Lobachevskii the axioms..I1_8,

and
e are retained unchanged, but the

Euclidean axiom IV is replaced by Lobachevskiits axiom

IV* (the axiom of Lobachevskii). Let a be an

arbitrary line and A a point not lying thereon;!then
I

in the plane determined by line a and point A there

exist not less than two lines passing through point, A

and not intersecting line a.

4 543
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We can construct more than one model in which all the axioms

II1_4, 1111_5, IV* and V1_2 are valid.

In the model constructed from the interior points of a sphere

the axiom of Lobachevskii holds good along with the axiom of

groups I, II, III and V.

Fig. 293.

In the- drawing (fig. 293) there is given a plane' detprmined

by line a and Point- A. Line b is parallel to a' in one
1

<direction and line b: in the other; line c is superparallel to

line a.

In this plane model it is not difficult to see intuitively the

relative positions of lines in the plane of Lobathevskii. This

1116,.

model was first worked out by the Itai heinaticianBeltrami

as a map of-the_Lobachevskii plane.

- Itis also nat difficult to 'obtain from a spatial model of
0
Lobachevskii geometry (fig. 291) a full insight into the relative

positions of lines, of planes, and of lines.and planes. It is only

necessary to keep in mind that insofar as thig'model of Lobadhev-
.

skian geometry is constructed of Euclidean objects, angles and

segments in the sense of,'Lobachevskii will also bp angles an4 seg.

ments in the Euclidean sense.. However, the measure of segments

.t
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an angles in the Lobachevskii geometry Will, in general, not

coincide with their measure in the Euclidean sense. Two angles or

two segments which are equal to each other in the El clidean sense

will not, in general, be equal in the Lobachevskii sense.

e

I

j



THE FIFTH GROUP OF AXIOMS: AXIOMS OF CONTINUITY '

The axioms of continuity are, as we have seen, the following:

V1 (axiom of measurement, or axim of Archimedes). Let AB

-.

5?9.

/4.
0

and CD be any two segments; then on line AB there exists a

finite number of points A
l'

A
2'
A3'" .A

n
such that the segments

AA1,A1A2,A2A3,..,An_lAn are each congruent to. segment CD and

point B lies between A
n-1 and A. (Fig. 219.)

V
2 (axiom-Of Kantor). If on a line a there is given an

infinite-sequence of closed segments A1B1,A2B2,..., such that

each successive segment An +1Bn+1
is contained in the preceding

segment AnBn ('fig. 221) avd if'there exists no segment contained

in all the segments of the given. sequence, then there exists ohe
,

and onlyone point X belonging to every segment of the sequence.
,

The role'oCthis axiom in the structure of geometry has been

de clsar in previous chapters (54, 67). In filbert's system

there appears instead of Kantor's axiom under the number V2 the'

'axiomof completeness.

In The Foundations of Geometry" Hilbert set himself the task,

in 'particular, of investiOting as completely as possible all the

conclusions which could be reached Without-Using the axioms of

continuity and,Iconsequently, without the axiom of Archimedes.

Hilbert shows in one of his works that the geometry of Lobacheyskii

can be built upon a foundation consisting exclusively of the axioms

relating to the plane, and without the use of the axioms of con-,.

tinuity. For example, Hilbert gave a proof of the theorem'on the

existence of a perpendicular to one side of an acute angle not

intersecting the' other side which does not make use of the axioms

f46
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of group V. Ord the other hand, the proofs given in 66 retlkon

the axioms of continuity.-
,

The problem of "The Foundations of Geometry" coisists in

,formulating the axiomgrof geometry and investigating.their

interrelationships,

,/

o

1
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75. THE CONCEPT OF THE EQUIVALENCE OF AXIOMS

In 64, we saw that Euclid's axiom on parallgls can Yee, replaced

by other assertions, for example, by the assertion that the sulii-of

the angles of any rectilingi' triangle is equal to two right angles

The axiom of Lobachevskii can be replaced by the equivalent assump-

tion stating that the sum of the angles of a rectilinear triangle

is less.. than two right angles; and so on.

)In the foregoing statements, however, it remains unclear k st

what are the-conditions under whiCh the -asserted equivalence holds -,
. .

good. We shall present some of the results of the researches of

Hilbert and his students.

"If we adopt the axiom of Archlmedes, then the axiom on-liara-
-,

llels can be replaced by the assumption that the sum of the angles

of a triangle equals two right 'angles."

This result was also obtained in 64., but without explicit

reference to the axiom of Archimedes.,

On the basis of axio!ns I-III, that is, not using the axioms

of continuity, One can prove the theorem:. "If in any one triangle

the sum oFetha angles is greater' than, equal

right angles, then the same is true of every

"If we discard the axiom of Archimedes,

tiorithat through ,'a single pant an inflkite

drawn not intersecting a2given line it by.ro

sum of the angles of a triangle is less than

We point out again the equivalence of the axioms of ArchiMedes
0-

and Kantor to the single ax/O of .bedekind (62.) This means that

da.e...10111.

to or less than two

triangle."

then from the assump-

number of lines can, be

means follows that the

two right angles."
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,,using tote axioms of groups I-III and V the axiom of Dedekind can be

I
...

proved as a theorem, and in.4rsely that using axicms I-III and that

of Dedekind the axioms of Archimedes and Kantor can be proved as

_,theorems.

Let us derive, for example, the axiom off' Archimedes from

axioms I-III and theaXiom of Dedekind [24).

The proof is by oontradiction. Let us suppose that for some

segment AB the axiom of Archimedes is not true. This means that

there exists:an infinite sequence of congruent.segvnts Alma

/A
1/
A
2

EEA
n
A
n+1

lying within segment 'AB,

Selecting the direction froalirA to B along the line, we

divide the points of 'line AB into two 'c sses. To the first we

assign every point which precedes (counting in the above-mentioned

direction) some point An (and thus precedes 'points An_.,
+.1. An+2'''''

also); to the second class, all the remaining points-of line pip.

In this diVisfon into classes the requirements of the axiom. of

Dedekind are fulfilled. 'Firstly, every point' of line AB belongs

to one of the classes, and el class contains/..points; the first

class,contain& Al,A,...,An,... while the second class contains

point B. Secondly, every point of the first class precedes all

points of the second class.

By Dedekind's axiom there exists a point C which effets'the

division of the points into the two classes. There is no last

point in the first class; consequently point C is the first point
os

of the second class'. By' axionf III1 it is` possible to lay off in

the direction from B to A a segment' CD congvuent to each of. ,

the segments' AA1,A1A2, Point D will belong to the first`
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class. This means that there can be found a point An 9ch that

point D .precedes it. Thus the segment A
n
A
n+1 is a proper part

of segment DC.

Therefore
4

But

A
n
A
n+1

< DC.

A
n
A
n+1 =

DC. '

The contradiction obtained proves the proposition of Archi-

medes.
I>

Remark. The terms precede and fallow can be pre-
a

cisely defined orlmilimbabis of the relationship between.

Conversely, it ii possible to reformulate all the axioms

. of order on the basis of the relationship precede and

then to define the term between.
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76. THE AXIOMS OF MOTION

'Oh

O

In 72. were formulated the axipmssof congruence on which we

based our definition of a ,(geometric) motion as a'certain kind of

one-to-one mapping of space (or of the plane) onto itself (29,34).

We can, however, proceed in a different fashion: instead of re-

garding congruence as a fundamental relation and formulating

congruence axioms, we can regard motion as a fundamental relation

and formulate axioms on motion, thereafter establishing the equiva-

lence of the regating system of axioms.

Let. us turn to the formulation of axioms, of motion in the

plane (5],

Mt. In the 0oup of all one - to-one mappings of the set of -

all points of aplane onto itself there exists a subgroup of

mappings called motions.

Under every motion the image of a segment is a segment.

From this it follows that the image of a line under any motion

is a line. The proof of this is recommended as an exercise.,

Let there be given two arbitrary points 0 and Q.1,

two arbitrary'rays OA and '01A', and associated respectively

with each, the half-planes oiC and K.' selected from each pair of

half-planes into which the lines OA and 010 respectively .

divide the plane. There exists then one and only one emotion

simultaneously taking point 0 into point 01; the half-line OA

into the half-line 01A' and the half,.plane4"TntS the half-

plane OC.t.

551
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lAbtion" as defined by axioms IIIt, IIIt and 1115 is nothing

other than the "motion in the elende&:IZApOe-"361-fer-the---p3-isee.

With the aid of these axioms it can easily be proved that under

every motion an angle goes over into an angle, a triangle into a

triangle, etc. w t.;

........ ,P

Detinition. .Two_segmentak two angles, two triangles and in

general two figures are said o be congruent if there exists a

motion taking one of these igalit'Anto the other.

With the aid of these,axionis V.kcan readily prove theiorT
P

positions IIIl_5 on congruence. ov,
A

_
For example, from the group property of motions it can easily

be shown that two segments (or angles) congruent to a third are

congruent to each otherk .

Proof Let AlB6mmAB; eB"milbAB. This means that, flettly,

there_exist 'motions fl and fg such that

A'B' = f
1
(AB) and A"B" f

2
(AB)

From the group property it follows, secondly, that AB = f
1

(AIBI),

-
.where f

1
1 _is the motion inverse to f

1.
Hen6e

A"B" = fg[fil(AIBI)]:

But the product fgcl of two Motions iss a motion, and cobsequehtly

A "B" "ERA q.e.d.(1) ,

(1) The axioms on motions and their consequences, containing-
propositions 1111_5 may ht Studied in greater detail in

Kostin's book 28]. .
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CHAPTER XIII

THE IDEA OF AN INTERPRETATION OF A GEOMETRIC SYSTEM

In Chapter XIII some interpretations of Euclidean
geometry are studied; in particular, Feodorov's inter-
pretation of the solid geometry of Euclid is examined.
Three interpretations of the geometry of Lobachevskii
are given. One of these is studied in considerable
detail, and its isomorphism with the others is estab-
lished. In conclusion the requirements imposed upon
a system of axioms are set forth.

547.

77. DIFFERING INTERPRETATIONS OF THE EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY OF THE
PLANE

To give an interpretation of a geometricaUvstem means to

set up some model of this geometry, that is, to assign concrete

lameaning to its fundamental objects -- points, lines, p anes --

and to its fundamental relationships -- belonging to, lying

between, being congruent -- and to do this in such a way-that all

theo,axioms of the given geometrical system, are satisfied.

One of the models of the geometry of Euclid is the plane

geometry to which we are accustomed, with its familiar basic

_objects and relationships.

A. Let us construct another moddl of the Euclidean geometry

of the plane. We shall consider a sheaf consisting of parallel

lines and planes. Each line of the sheaf will be considered a

point, and eachplane a line. We thus'haVe the fundamental

objects of plane geometry.

We shall employ the customary meanings of belonging to and

lying between. by the term motions we shall understand the sub-
,.

,group of all motions in space which take the sheaf pf lines into

itOelf_inaudh a planner that every plane perpendicular to a line

553
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4'
of the sheaf slides along itself.

The verification of the planar axioms of groups I, II, III*,

IV V offers no difficulty (figs. 294, 295).

. t d

Fig. 294

A

Fig. 295

In tig. 295,,,for example; is represented the applicatIon of Pasch's

postulate to triangle ABC and line a
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B. Let us consider still another model of Euclidean plane

geometry.

'We take the customary Euclidean plane '7r. and "puncture" it

in a given point 0 ,that is we remove the icoint 0 xom the

plane. In order not to disturb thereby the topological tructure ,

of the plane, we add-,to it one improper point, which we shall

agree to consider the inverse image of the pole S under the

stereographic projection of plane r onto a sphere tangent to the

plane at point 0 (figs. 100, 118, 124). On the sphere the image

of the improper pointis placed at S , the hitherto existing Al

perforation.

We shall consider as points, all the points of the plane with

the point at 0 fitted, plus the improper point.

As lines We shall take those lines and circles in plane ,r

which pass through the perforation 0 (fig. 296).

4
Pig. 296
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Belong to and lie between will be understood in the usual
c

sense. Angles whose vertices are ordinary.pointa are said to,be

equal if they are' equal in the ordinary Euclidean sense. If the
..

,

vertex of\an angle of is the improper point, then its sides are

two ordinary rays issuing from 0 . Let. 0(' be the ordinary angle'
, -

with vertex 0 , formed by the two rays. Then the angle a," is

compared with other angles by means of the angle c('. The inter-

pretation of equality foegegments will be omitted for the present.

Our model is ready.
1)

i./
../

It must be emphasized tklit the choice of a model is not

t

arbit ry11 we are obliged to insure that the axioms are satisfied.
. ,

geometrical system can be applied to objects and relation-
. ,

ships of any kind9xhibiting regularities whicAtimay be expressed

.

fiv means of:the axioms of the geometry.

. In the above mentioned model, all
.

the axioms will hold. leet

us verify some of them.

Axiom III: For every two points A and B there exists a

line a , belonging to both of these points A and B If

points A anted B' are not collinear with 0 they determine-a

circle c passing through 0 (fig. 296);'but in our model, c

r'

is a line.

1) As the reader can see, the-points and lines of our model are
athe images of the points and ines of the Euclidean plane under

.
an inversion with respect to. circle with center tr 0 , the
improper point serving as image of 0 under the inversion.
Two angles - or two Hsegm tsH - are regarded as equal if their
inverse images under-01 inversionare equal. -- t e Translators.
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If poihts K and L lie on the same ordinary line b with

point 0 , "en they determine this line b which is also a line

of our model. If one point K issa proper point, but the other,

L , is the improper point, then the ordinary line b determined
by 0 and K will be the dine of our model determined by 0, K

and L (fig. 296).

fn exactly the same way we Verify, for example, axiom

Point °B lies on line c between points A and C . (fig. 296).

Point L lies between points K and M . In this latter case

line b is "cut" at 0* and "pasted together" by means of -the

improper point. This can be readily represented by means 'of the

stereographic projection mentioned above:"

(4'The Euclidean form of axiom IV is operative here (fig. 297).

a.

Fig. 297
4, '

The drawing shows a line a an4d the unique line b passing

through the proper point A and parallel to a. Since the.point

0, `has been removed, lines a. and b do-nOt.intersect.

"On the other hand, is the unique line passing through the

improper point and parallel to a .

We-emphasize again that all ordinary lines passing through 0

are li s in our model passing through the improper point and

inters c ing in-it at the same angle as in the puncture 0

1
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As an exercise the student should, using this model, carry

through the proofs of some elementary theorems.

Fig. 298
/

By way of example we shall prove that the sum of the angles

Of be rectilinear triangle . ABC (fig 298) is equal to two rights'

angles. We shall follow the usual proof. We draw through point C

the line. m , parallel to AB . The alternate angles marked in the

diagram are equal, etc. The equality of these angles can also be

verified directly in the usual way.

It is also possible, Without drawing line m , to find at 0

angles equal to the interior angles of triangle ABG and to obtain
Q

their sum directly. .

1

o
In ordeir to obtain a better understanding of the constructed

model and to make clear 4.0 must be understood by motionor con-

, g ence, we shall proceed as follows. We shall pass from one model.

t another by means of stereoiraphic projection.

Let us suppose that lyehaVe he ordinary plane r and on it

the usual points, lines, motions id So on,' in short the customary

interpretation.

We project steDeograiphic411nthe whole plane r onto the

sphere perforateerithe pole S (fig. 117).. To every point A

of the plane there will correspond a point' B on the sphere; to

".1
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each ordinary line a , a circle at of the sphere passing through

the S . To each ordinary motion in plane r there will

correspond some transformation, into itself of the sphei,e punctured

at S .

Thus, with the aith of stereographic projection, we have con-

structed a new model of Euclidean plane geometry. Its points-are

the points of the sphere perforated at S . Its lines are the

circles of the sphere which pass through the puncture S . Belong-
,

ing to andelying between have their usual meaning.

We shall regard as'congruent segments, those circular arcs

whose inverse images are equal,- Similarly, angles are considered

to be equalewheNtheir inverse images are equal. Since stereo-

graphic projection preserves angles, the congruence of angles will

have its usual meaning.

It is also easy to see what must be unaerstOod by motions in

this model. In this connection we must mite that under all motions

other than rotations of the sphere about the diameter SP (which

correspond to rotations of, plane r about point P ) the point P

leaves its place and goes to a different location on the perforated

sphere.

Clearly, all the planar axioms are valid on this model.

By means of a second stereographic projection we return to the

model with which we began. Y.le do this by passing a plane rt

tangent to the given sphere_it the puncture S , and from P

(fig. 117) as the pole, projecting the sphere onto this plane 77-1 .

For the sake of one-to-one correspondence we consider plane -0 to

11.

be perorated at the. point of tangency S its puncture is point .

10.
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0 of the original model) aT to be completed by an improper point

/(the image of polAt P ). All circles on the sphere passing through

S go over in the plane TO into-circles or into lines passing

through the puncture S (or,- 0 ). The point P has as its image

the improper point of plane 70 .

Tht original model has been reconstructed. It now becomes

easy to see the meaning of the congruence of angles. The meanings

of congruence of segments and motion are also readily perceived.
1)

C. We have already encountered the analytical interpretation

of Euclidean plane geometry. Let us construct a model.

As points we take all the ordered pairs (x , y) of real

numbers x , 37'; as lines, all the ratios (u:v:w) of three real

numbers u , v , w , where u and v are not simultaneously zero.

Thus, (2:7:7:1-and (4:6:-2) are not distinct lines. '

The point (x , y) belongs to the line (u:v:w) if

WC+ vy + 0 .

/ Three pointtx, , yl) , (x2 y2)., (x3 , y3) are collinear

if

A

x
1

y
1

1

x y 1
2 2

x
3

y
3

1

=0

IQuite often when removing a point 0 from the Euclidean plane

s replacement by an iTtlproper point is omitted, thus-committing

an error. See, for example, V. F. Kagan: Lobachevskii, published
by USSR Academy of Science, 1944, p. 301-302. In this bqok the
Euclidean plane punctured at point 0 is even given a special

name, the plane of Poincare.," which is a misconception.

See also N. M. Beskin: A Me,thodology of Geometry, State

.
Pedagogical Press, 1947, p. _19 and elsewhere; and V. Molodshii:
"Is the Geometry of Lobachevsky True?" in Mathematics and Physics
in the School, No. 1 of 1936, where this gross error is repeated:
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The point (x , y) of line (u:v:w) lies between the points

' Y1) and (x2

or

-37 )2 collinear with it if

x
1

x x
2

xi `< x.< x2

f.

(When xi = x2, if yi < y <,y2 or yi > y > y2 .)

A purely analytical definition of the congruence of segments

and angles and of motions can easily be formulated.

This interpretation is customarily studied under the name of

the analytical geometry of the plane.
__

e

t.
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78. FEODOROV'S INTERPRETATION OF EUCLIDEAN SOLID GEOMETRY

Academician E. 8. Feonorov (1853-1919), eminent Russian

crystallographer and mathematician, in his work on the structure

of crystals devised the following method of representing space in

the plane (6) (47] [48].

In a plan r we assign to each point A in space a circle

I' with center at the foo't At of the perpendicula from point A

to plane r , with a radius equal to the distance AA' of point A
46 gs

from plane, r and'so oriented that, looking from point A

towards plane r , the orientation arrow points iria.counter-clocts-
i ,

wise direction'(fig. 299).

Fig. 299

"-The same circle but with opposite orientation corresponds to t

I. point etrical to .A with respect to plane T . To any po

C on plane -Tr there corresponds a circle pf zero radigA, 1.e.i

-the point C.itself. A ray, perpendicular to Plane r is repre-
. ,-

sented by a set of concentric circles'with the same orientation.

A 14 1ie a intersecting plane r not at a right angks is repre-

sented by a set M' 'of homothetic oriented circles with center of ,

562
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similarity at the point of intersection of
$
line a with plane r

(fig. 300).

Fig. 300

To a plane a intersecting Tdane r there' corresponds a Set M"

of oriented circles whose' radii are proportional to the distances

1

of their centers from the line f intersection of planes .c)( 'and

r . After establishing this one-to-one mapping of space onto the

set of all. oriented circles in the plane, we shall constrict

BlodorovIs,model.

The points are the oriented circles of plane r

The lines are the above described sets MI of oriented

circles.

The planes are the above described *sets, A" o oriented

To belong to is understood in the set-theoretic sense, that is,
1

it means to be an element of a set.

A circle is said to lie between two other circles when its

inverse image is a point lying between the'tmo points corresponding

to-thelother circles. It is possible of course to give the.meaning
. -

of this term directly, without referring to the inverse image.

Sets ot circles ,are considered-congruent.ii`their verse

images form congruent.figuree. Feodorov dives the mean ng of these

- terms directly without-going dutside'the model. Howeve we Shall

ti 11.

4
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not go into this point.

a

It is readily seen that all the axioms, and consequently all

the theorems, will be true in this model of solid geometry. ,

For example, the axiom that a plane is completely determined

by three points which are not collinear here takes in ordinary

-terminology the form: given three oriented circles not having a

common °enter of similarity, then the three centers of similarity,
4111M

corresponding to each pair of circles, lie on one line (fig. 301).

The student should, independently establish for each orientation of

the circles what centers are to be considered corresponding, and
r,

should investigate all the possible cases.

(

see that a simple axiom when applied to a
,;

when-rega red from the customary point of view; a
4

proposition. o this Eeodorov says: "Give us

027

O

mode yields,.

quit complicated.

a new theorem,.

and we shall_obtain from it 4n endless number of other theorems."

Note that the foregoing mapping of Euclidean4solid geometry
0

onto a"plane oriented ciftles is, by ;mason o its one -to-one.

nature. an in er retation. On the othe
(

tive eometty,.representing a point _of

564

hand,fat example, descrip-

pace by a pair of points,
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does not constitute an 'interpretation because of the existence of

exceptions which destroy°the one-to-one property of the mapping.

'For this very..reason the-Feodorqv model possesses, for 'many

problem§, greater advantage than the method of Monge in descrip-

tive geometry [46] [47] [39].

4

s,

I
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79. INTERPRETATIONS OF THE GEONETRY OF LOBACHEVSKII
IN THE EUCLIDEAN PLANE

A. Poincar4ts first interpretation of Lobachevskiits ir

geometry.

"Using the forms of ordinary Euclidean plane geometry we shall

construct the following model. We select an arbitrary circle r'

and consider the set_oePoints interior to the circle, the set of

all circular arcs interior to and orthogonal to cicle I' , and

the set of 11 ammeters of circle 17 . We establish the cate-

gories of b sic objects and basic relations as follows: Poifits

rt those ports interior to circle r . Lines are the circular '

ar s interior and orthogonal' to circle I' together with the

iameters of that circle. The term belonging to has itsccustomary

meaning, as'does also the terry between. The term congruent seg

ments will be given a concrete meaning later. Congruent angles

will be those which are congruent in the Euclidean sense. The

meaning of the term motion will be later.

The applicability of the planar axioms of the first two .froups
1 .--

iimmediately verifiable, as soon as these;aXioms re formulated

deviith the customary names for the elements of them l substifated .

for presently assigned conventional names.

r

I1. For any two, points. A and B interior to circle 17

there exists An arc orthogonal to 1:5tor-a- diameter of r' ) pass-
.

ing through ,both of these two points. A and B .

I. i For two ints A and q3 interior to cicle ithery

exists not more t one arc orihog nal to '(or diamater of in),

passing through boh of the points A and B

1,; r. n
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I3"On an arc orthogonal to 1" (or a diameter of F 4) there

existat least two points.interior to . Therseeiist at least

three pdints interior to 1' not lying all on the same arc ortho-

gonal to -In 1)
, or on the same diameter.

The stud hould verify for himself the axioms oforder.

111/4.
A-

We shall for the moment skip the axioms of congruence, d of

motions,'and turn to the axiom'on parallelism... Here the axiom.of

Lobachevskii is valid. Foi, the purpose of verifying this axiom we .

shall return to the original meanings of the basic forms and shall

not hold ourselves to the exact text of the Lobachevskian axiom.

IV. Through a oint A interior to circle 'I" there passes.

an infinite set of acs orthogonsZ to r (or of diameters of 1r )

which do not intersect a given arc orthogonal to 1" (Or diameter

of I') in any point interior to F. In fig. 302 the center 0

of circle I' plays the role, of the point A .

e

. U

S

. Fig. 302.

In fig. 209 -- using the ,language of our present model -- two

lines are drawn through point A parallel 2) to line g .

) Circular arcs are to.be understood in all cases.
.

2) It is easy to see that tto "lines" arevparallel in the sense of
Lobachevskii if and only if they intersecon the circumference

,of I'. --.t0e Translators. .
0

k
,
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In fig. 207 s drawn the unique line AB through the points A

and B . 41 fig. 204 are shown a pencil of lines with center at

point A ; ipencil of lines parallel to line a2 ; and a pencil

of superparallel lines. In fig. 208 a perpen icular is dropped

from point A to line g. Fig. 210 illus rates the theorem on

the perpendicular p to the side gl
of acute angle g1Ag2

parallel to the other side g2 .

Ih-.Q.g.,211 the common perpendicular to the superparallel

lines gl and g2 is constructed. In like manner all the theoremS

relating to the relative positions of lines in the geometry of

Lobachevskii can be verified. Each:of these theorems is at the

same time a proposition oi:a good construction probleW.in

Euclidean geometry.

Fig. 303 illustrates the theoreM on the .sum of the angles of a

triangle. Here the sum of the ang4es between the chord BC and

the tangenhvto arc BC at Al -endpoints is equal to the degt,ct

of the't'riangla ABC .

, --,

Let U5 alUeidate tk mewing cit imbtion i this-model of 'the

,

.

,geometry .of Lobachevski .
4

t .4
. -

t tt °

1.7
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In.studying the group of motions in the plane in Euclidean

geometry (29), having at our Command t6 concept of congruence of

segments we first of all defined a motion of the first kind.

A motion of the first kind was completely determineeby two

congruent segments AB and A'B' 'located in the given plane

(fig. 147). Point A under this motion goes over into point A' ;

point y3 into point tBt ; and any point M into a point MI such

tt triangles AMB and AIMIW, are equal and of like orientation.

The whAe of this construction is also part of the geo etry of
4

Lobacheyskii. In Euclidean geometry we can represent every

as the sum of a translation and aotation (29). In the geometry

of Lobachevskii there exist rotations about a point,. but there-are

no parallel translations.

The place maybe( translated along a straight line a ,.but

then the points not lying on line a slide alig equidistant

curves having, a- as their base line, and not along straight lines
4

as.in Euclidean geometry..

However, eve motion of the no -Euclidean plane can be repre-

sented asthelsum f a sliding along a straight line and a rotation
,,

-(in that order). aMely, we first translate tiler plane annh the

line AA' (fig.

then rotate the

with point .B' .

4 ) so that point A is taken into point A' and

lane about p9int Al until point B coincydet

A

:569
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1 P,

P

Fig. ;304

a

A rotation about a point can be represented as the sum of two

.reflections, as in the Euclidean case (fig. l77).° A sliding along

line PP' (fig. 304) such that point P eoes over into polfit Pt

can also be represehted as the sum of two reflections about the

lines pl and p2 which are perpendicular to segment PPt at

points'distant PP1 from its ends..
e

This shows that the groUp of motions -- of the first ana the
° ot.

second kinds -- of the plane of Lohacheyskil consists of all

reflectiOns and all their possible hums. .

ffrom this we conclude that the set of all motions in the

I

Loba hevskian plane in Po carels model consists of all inversion

withrespecti to those °ire es, arcs of ,which a're lines of the

model. A reflection about a diameter of cii.cle r is regardsd,as

r thelimiting case of inversion.

in all these inversions circle id transformed into itself,
,,

:,,, , .

it As areAhe points interior to its b rson of the orthogonality
1

of circle I' to the circles of inversion a (fig. 3(12).

We hay.e
.

wready learned row to obtain

Iformations (49 5lp figs. 202, 2p4).

..I
570 --J
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After the inbroduction of the group of motions it i easy to

verify the applicability-of the axioms On motions, and ther,after,

in the usual manner, to define the congruence of figures., Since

under inversions angles remain unchanged, it folloWs that in the

Poincare model, angles congruent in the sense of Lobachevski

Aalso be congruent in the ordinary sense.

Poincarefs model may be regarded as a conformal map of
.b.tm-,..

. - '.,

'plane of Lobachevskii. 41' ::,

There will now be no difficulty in, constructing A systel.

measurement of segments within this model1of Lobaclaevskian geometry.

We know (49) that:the'double ratio

AC BC
(ABcD) = 115 : sr

of four points is invariant under inversions, and consequently also

under motions in our model.

Having in mind the aim of defining the length of a.segment. AB,

whiCh must be an invariant under motions, let us consider the end-
,

points U and V ''of the orthogonal arc onsti.tuting he line /30.""*'

1in the model (fig.,302). The _double rati (ABIYV) , w ich is .
,..

invariant under motions, can not however, be the len h of,ther
,

begmedt, since the property of additivity will not exist. As the

length Q (AB) !of segment, AB wejmust take the number

'e (AB) = k.log (ABUV)
(

or*

el(AB) =-k..log (1414) .

With tI is definition additiVity will, exist.

5.71
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In proof of this (referring to fig.-302):

f BO = klog
: 441

e (AB) + e (Bo'. k log {(f4,4

AUk log (1-v, zwCU v) T e(AC)

BU au
1317 tiv)) =

It will now be evident that the axioms of motion and the

axioms o congruence are operative in the model under consideration.

The applicability in our model, of the axioms on continuity is

obviqps.,*

The constructiofi of a model of the geometry of Lobachevskii

using the forms of Euclidean geometry shows that we shall not be

able to discover any cOntradictiOns_in the geometry bf Lobachevskii

i

r '

since otherwise we sguld\obtain, by way of the model, a contradic-

tion in Euclidean geometry.

The geometry of Lobachevskii is free from conditions to the

same degree as ls the geometry of Euclid. But since Euclidean

geometry'is non-contradictory to .the same degree as arithmetic --

this fol ows from the existence of the analytical model --

geometry of Lobachevskii can no more lead to self-contradictio s

than den arithmetic.

It is to be noted' that an analytical '(numerical) model for

Lobachevskialgeometry can also be constrgated directly.

FroM the foregoing there also 4ollAs this 'important fact:

The Euclidean postulate on parallels can not be pioved on the
. ,

basis of the first three and the,fifth 'groups of axioms since if

thepostulate could be proved then.its negation -- the axiom of.
. 4 ,

5.72
\
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Lobachevskif -- would not be compatible with the axioms I
1-80

II
1..40

vl_, . The existence.of the model, however;

U:oroystethis

This first model.can readily be extended to solid geometry

also. For oul' categories of fundamental objects iwe take: .as

points -- the ordinary points interior to a gi4ieh sphere I' as

'likes idcslinterior to the sphere belonging to circles

orthogonal to the sphere, and the diameters of thesphere (without

their endpoints); as planes -- the portions interior to I' of 11

spheres orthogo nal to , and the opeh disks passing through th

center. of I' Belonging to and between are Understood in

customary sense. As.motions we take the group of all,i ersions

with respect to'th8se spheres which play the role' of planes in the
, ., .

.
, .

model, as well as all reflections about customary planed-pdssing
. , 3.: .- --

through the center of sphere I' . -- I-'
. ,

B. -Poincar4ts d,:model of Lobachevskiits geometry
'phi

This model is obtained rom the first when.the circle I'

degenerate, linto.a ir
9

a half;rplanJ',( fig. 305);! or when

the interior of. the circle into

the fundamental;clicie r ,of

1

.

first;model is inverted with respect to a center oOnve Jan' .5ring . :Ipt.

.

.
on the circumference I' 4f7.11:.4

. -03. . ,\
..).

,,,,........, ,

1
/

Fig 305
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The lines are all semicircleq in 'the half-plane whose centers

Aq on r * aid all rays in the half-plane perpendicular io 17*.
.

The points Ze.the ordinary pointsr the half-plane. Belonging

(to and between have their, ordinary meanings.

In fig. 395 are constructed the tw6 parallels b and c to

line a . In fig. 212 is constructedthe common perpendicular TO

to two superparallel lines gAl\and g'2 .

Motions here are defined in exactly the same way as in the

first model.

In this model all the axioms of Lobachevskiits plane. hold

good.

The introduction of the theorems of Lobachevskiitsgeometa__

into this ticond l'oincare model provides, just as in the ease of

the first, a fine source of geometrical problems which are inter-

esting from the euclidean viewpaint.\
'....

This model also may readily be extended to solid geometry.

The categories of fundamental objects will be: as points -- the
/-

i

ordinary points above a'given plane er ;.as lines -- the rays per-

^Pendicular to plane r and the semiLrcles with centers on

,plaa?e r andjying in planes perpendicular to r ; as planes --

the hemispheres with centers on plane r and the half-planes

perpendicular to plane r [29).
0

C. The Beltrami-Klein interpretation of Lobachevskiin

geometry'

Let us construct the model`;: The categories ai basic objects

wil\be as follows: The ,points will be the lirdi ry points inter-

ior to a circle 1

. ,The lines will be the chords of circle I.' .

5 4
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B8longing_to and between will hax;e their irsualveanings. (fig. 293)

What is to be understood by congruence and motion will be made

clear later.

The axiom of Lobachevskii holds good in this Model.

If there are two interpretations of the same set of axioms

Such that a one...to-one correspondeqice can be established. between

the ottgects of the respective categories in the one and the other
1

model with the preservation of`the corresponding relationships,

these two interpretations ate said to be isomo hi .

The customary model of Euclidean geometry t ught in'Nhool And

its numerical model, analytical geometry, Ore thu

Also isomorphic are the customary interpretation of plane"geo etry

and the interpretation (77) in a plane punctured at a p 0 and

completed with an improper point, in which the.lipes re defined as

the circles and lines passing through 0

We shal establish.the isomorphism of eac' of Poincarets

models with the Beltrami-Klein model. For thi- purpose we construct

i sphere. Snient to the plane r of the Beltra circle at the

icentev'of this circle, and having a radius equal! to that of the.

circle.
fge first

I

'project orthogonally the ep ire Beltra i map onto the
..

lower hemisphere (fig. 306). Th map of Lobachevsk n 'geometry

cthIls obtained on the hemispheite is next stereographically projected
.

.

. .from the ualier pole S onto the original plane v . This latter
?

_. #
projection will be seen to/yield the first Poincare interpretation

of the geomet of Lobache skii [16] [29].

575
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C.

1.

It .is readily seen that the correspondehce thus:-established'

between the two models is isomorphic. In particuar, every. motion

a.in.4 Poifa)4 model induces. corDespolding motion -in the4,
6 . ,,

Beltrimi Klein model.
. _ i

If we construct a hemisphere the equitor of which coinides

With the circumference of t 'Beltraini map and'iirthogonally project

this map upon the hemisphere, and if we then stereographically

project the hemisphere from a pole S which lies on th9 equator

onto a plane 0( perpendicular to the diameter passing.through the

pole of projtion S , we obtain on the plane Ck, Poincarits

second model of -the geometry of Lobachevskii [29].

The ,cisomorphism. f all thTed models hat bee established.'

S

c

\

Fig. 306

- 4
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CONCLUSION

80, THE REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED UPON A SYSTEM OF AXIOMS '-

We shall briefly consider what is demanded of a syptem of

axioms. First oe'all, a system bflaxioms is required to be con-
,

sistent. -In a consistent system it 'can not happen that a theorem

.

and iti negation should be slMuitaneously demonstrable. .In order

to 16rove non-contradictoriness, a model of, interpretatidn of the

system.of axioms is contrutted out of objects 4ila relations

. between them which are considered as evidently existing, correct,

true, non-contradictory.

Thus, for example, to prove the absence of contradiction in

Euclidean geometry we construct the analytical or numerical model.

In so doing we accept the objects of arithmetic -- numbers and

their relationships -- as true.

To prove non - contradiction in_the system of axioms of

Lobachel:rskii geometry, we likewise construct a model out of objects

and relations between them held to be real, correct, true, non-
.

contradictory.
-

Thus, for the roof of` consistency, dr non - contradiction, in

. any system of axioms We have need of concrete, well-tested thihgs

and relations between them (see 2, 60.

The second fundamental requirement imposed upon a system of

axioms is that .as far: as possible each'axiom be independent of the

others. The independence of each ,axiom means that one axiom.cap-
;

not be derived from the others as their logical consequence, and

that if one axiom is withdrawn from the system it is impossible to

577
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.4 0
use the other axioms in any way which would reStOre.to the system

the effect of the axiom which was removed.

The axidinatics of,geometry are, however, not such that we can

speak of the independence of all axioms. The fact is, for,example,.

-that in the formulation of _the axioms of the second group it is

assumeb that there is already established the concept of "belonging

to," the properties of which arein fact described in the axioms of

the first group. In the systems Ofaxioms which we have been
et

studying only possible to raise the question of the indepen-

denceof spme axioms.

The independence of some axiom from all the rest, that is, the

impossibility otproving_it by means'of all the others, is proved
.

by replacing the axiom by its negation (in one or'another for lii and

proving the non-contradictoriness of the resulting set of axioms.

1 Thus, proof of t e independence of Euclidl.s,axioM on parallels

is found in the fact that it is replaced by the.axiom of

Lobachevskiiand then the consistency of Lobachevskiils geometry

is proved. Hilbert in his "Foundations of Geometry" examines many

axioms and indeed entire groups.of axioms as to their-Independence.

[15].

Another problem of geometric axfornatics is that of the complete-

.'

ness of ,a system of aximils, A system of'aXioms Is ,pid to be .

complete if any two of its interpretations are isomorphic. It is

not required that a system of axioms necessarily be complete.

Thus, the axiomatic system df the theory.of groups-is not complete:

there exist nom-isomorphic groups.

41
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